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Abstract

This thesis introduces and discusses a new method for analysing printed type and 
applies it to 15th-century Venetian romans. It aims to review and improve the tra-
ditional methods of type analysis employed in bibliographical research. It is based 
on photographic enlargements of printed type, on image editing and on detailed 
analysis of the letterforms. Comparisons of printers’ letterforms are made by means 
of overlaying images – a practice that clearly highlights differences and similarities 
among the letters. 

Drawing on printed matter held in Italian and British libraries, this new method 
is applied to four important samples of early Venetian type design, including Nicolas 
Jenson’s roman, which can safely be considered the prototype of all roman types up to 
the present. The historical extent of the research covers the last three decades of the 
15th century and focuses on printing presses active in Venice and in the Venetian ter-
ritories. Presses in the rest of Italy and throughout Europe that employed the Venetian 
types discussed in the thesis, both before and after 1500, are also taken into account. 

The thesis documents the trade of type material (cast type and matrices) and the 
extensive dissemination of certain types – areas which historians have generally 
ignored for this early period. It also documents the punchcutters’ ability to imitate 
existing types so closely that it can be very hard to distinguish them from their origi-
nal models – a practice that has not been previously studied.

This research is supported by an extensive apparatus of images of letterforms 
shown at different sizes of enlargement. It intends to provide new insights into the 
early development of roman types and aid bibliographical research by providing 
increasingly thorough information on the types in use. 

It also provides a method of type analysis that can be successfully applied to the 
productions of other printers and to other time periods. This new method allows the 
researcher to gain information from printed books that was not possible previously.
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Preliminary notes

This thesis is typeset in Zenon (text and titles) and Arzachel (captions and footnotes), 
both designed by the author.

Illustrations
The illustrations of printed type are usually shown at two sizes of enlargements, at 
200% and 500% of the actual size of the source, and the scale is provided with a small 
diagram placed near the illustration, as follows:

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

Image content is described in the accompanying caption, which for incunabula in-
cludes the ISTC number between ( ). Sources of images used for the analysis (early 
books and manuscripts) are listed in the section ‘Sources of images for type analysis’ 
(pp. 435–451). 
All photographs were taken by the author unless otherwise stated.

Catalogue and library references
Catalogues are referred to using the following acronyms:

BMC : Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in the British Museum
GW : Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke
ISTC : Incunabula Short Title Catalogue
TW : Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke

Libraries are referred to using the following abbreviations:
Bergamo C : Biblioteca Civica Angelo Mai, Bergamo.
British Library : The British Library, London. 
Milano N : Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milan.
Milano Triv : Biblioteca Trivulziana, Milan.
München BSB : Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich. 
Padova Sem : Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile, Padua.
Parma Pal : Biblioteca Palatina, Parma.
Venezia Fond Cini : Fondazione Cini, Venice. 
Verona C : Biblioteca Civica, Verona. 
Verona Lic Maffei : Liceo ginnasio statale Scipione Maffei, Verona.
Verona Sem : Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile, Verona. 

Bibliographical references
Two styles of bibliographical reference are used in this thesis. Early books follow the 
style given by ISTC, with information not included in the colophon given in square 
brackets, for example:

Robertus Caracciolus, Sermones quadragesimales. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 30 
Sept. 1476 (ic00153000).
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References to recent literature follow this style:
Carlo Castellani, La stampa in Venezia dalla sua origine alla morte di Aldo Manuzio  
seniore (Venezia: Ongania, 1889).

Bibliographical references are provided in full when they appear for the first time, 
and are subsequently provided in an abridged version using the following format:

Castellani, La stampa in Venezia, p. 19. 

The notary documents quoted in chapter 2 are all listed in full in Appendix A, with 
brief descriptions, locations and the sources of transcriptions. 
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n the early decades of printing, in the late 15th and early 16th cen-
tury, Venice was the most productive centre in Europe. It was the hub of 
a large book trade, and volumes printed in Venice were sold throughout 
Europe. Roughly one in seven extant editions printed in Europe before 

1500 are from Venice. Moreover, the Venetian types, which gained great success among 
contemporaries, have had an unequalled influence on the shapes of the letters up to 
the present day.1

However, despite its importance, we still know little about Venetian printing apart 
from its best-known representative, Aldus Manutius; nor has any systematic research 
on Venetian types been undertaken since the work of Victor Scholderer at the British 
Museum in the 1920s. The work of Nicolas Jenson and the quality of his types have long 
been known and praised by bibliographers, but his roman has never been analysed in 
detail and no researcher has yet taken the trouble to investigate the dissemination of 
Jenson’s type. Scholderer as well as Konrad Haebler – another figure in the pantheon of 
bibliographers – both tried to shed light on the complicated picture of Venetian print-
ing, and their work is still a fundamental point of reference for any study of Venetian 
incunabula. But their work is far from systematic or complete and we remain some dis-
tance from a ‘comprehensive typographic atlas’ of Venetian printing, as Paul Needham 
observed more than 20 years ago.2 

Scholars like Scholderer, Haebler, and Robert Proctor before them, followed the cus-
tom of identifying the work of printers by their use of type. Since the early 20th century 
the analysis of printed type has been the cornerstone of bibliographic research. The 
identification of types – that is, the identification of the letterforms which are related 
to them – has been largely employed to achieve one of the most important goals of 

1. Throughout this thesis the term ‘type’ is preferred over ‘typeface’ which is a 20th-century word and is 

linked to the technology of that century: a typeface is a set of drawings or, today, a collection of digital out-

lines. ‘Type’ on the other hand can assume different meanings but is more appropriate to refer to an identifia-

ble set of punches and matrices from which founts of type were cast.

2. Paul Needham, ‘Venetian printers and publishers in the fifteenth century’, La Bibliofilía, 100 (1998), p. 

166. This important article – quoted throughout the thesis – displays tables with the complete list of Venetian 

printers and publishers, with information gathered by the author from all the known bibliographical sources. 

The data from Needham’s tables has been used in the present research, after comparison with the ISTC data-

base, which had not been completed when Needham published his tables.

Introduction

I
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bibliographers: to attribute unsigned editions to places, printers and times. Through-
out the centuries a great number of printed artefacts either omit imprint information 
or they include information that is unreliable.3 However, the research techniques that 
are used today for the analysis and identification of printed type differ little from the 
procedures established at the beginning of the 20th century. In recent years digital 
technology has greatly improved research in the humanities, including bibliography. 
The main advancements are related to the large amounts of data that researchers can 
store and access very quickly. Though the recording and organisation of information in 
general has been enhanced, it has so far contributed little to the specific field of type 
analysis and type identification. Here the procedures are still mostly checking types 
with the naked eye – or with the help of lenses – and recording letters in reproductions 
only at actual size.

The time has come to upgrade this still inadequate practice by applying digital tech-
nology that can bolster type analysis and make identification more reliable. Thus, the 
present research seeks to review and improve the bibliographers’ method of analysis 
and identification of printed type with the help of digital technology. The method in-
troduced in this thesis is based on photographic enlargements of printed marks of 
type, on image editing and manipulation, and on detailed analysis of the letterforms. 
It aims to build a model for investigating printed material, shifting the focus from the 
printed impressions to the tools employed for manufacturing type (punches and ma-
trices), which disappeared long ago. 

The proposed method enables the researcher to identify the origin of every fount of 
type that is studied or, more precisely, the set of punches used to strike the matrices 
in which they were cast. This is fundamental for giving a clear overview of the types: it 
helps to define the context in which they were used and better document the variations 
that they could have undergone. Thereafter, variations in the character set are captured 
for each type.4 Types often display different versions of the same letters as well as idi-
osyncratic details that differ from press to press, or over time at the same press; some-
times one or more letters were substituted and became the standard for the following 
appearances of that type (or for some of the appearances) in books printed by other 
presses. This method of analysis produces a full and accurate record of such variations 
which should give us a deeper insight into the design processes and timelines relating 
to the types.

Furthermore, this method follows a comparative approach that enables us to inves-
tigate the geographical spread of type. Bibliographers have seldom concerned them-
selves with the dissemination of type, although there is plenty of evidence of the same 
type appearing concurrently in books printed by different presses. Comparisons be-
tween types have not aroused much interest on the part of bibliographers. Haebler 
went so far as to claim that ‘similarity [between types] is something differently felt by 

3. Computing the data included in the database of TW, the German scholar Oliver Duntze stated that out 

of about 30,000 editions printed in the 15th century only 30% display a complete imprint (place, printer, date) 

and as much as 47% of them are without any imprint information at all. Oliver Duntze, email communication 

with the author, 6 May 2019.

4. The expression ‘character set’ refers to the range of types in a fount, i.e. the list of matrices used to cast 

a fount. Another designation is ‘fount synopsis’, although it has been avoided in the present thesis.
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each observer, and cannot therefore be of universal value as a standard of measure’. 
While the technique for reproducing printed type in Haebler’s time was expensive and 
inefficient, today with digital cameras and modern lenses this is no longer the case. 
Now we can determine with some certainty whether or not two or more types used by 
different printing offices come from the same set of punches.

Finally, this research aims to identify substantial changes in the character set of the 
types that are examined. Preliminary research has shown that a type could be mixed 
with another one of similar dimensions. Sometimes an entire uppercase was replaced 
with another from a different type. The changes can be so significant that it is coun-
terproductive to refer to this ‘mutated’ type as the original one. A new definition and 
a new classification are given to this state of a type, which could have been caused by 
contingent factors (many sorts of the original type missing) or as the result of an aes-
thetic choice (the printer or the people in charge of a certain edition did not entirely 
like the type they were supposed to employ). 

Together with their analytical work, Haebler and Scholderer’s research on Venetian 
printing still holds great value for the study of incunabula. Nevertheless their research 
is more than a century old and bibliographical knowledge has improved considerably 
since then – although as mentioned no substantial work on Venice has followed. And 
indeed there are additional shortcomings with their approach. Habler tried to draw a 
comprehensive atlas of 15th-century types studying single founts of type individually, 
without relating them to the other printers’ types. Each fount was treated as a sepa-
rate and unique entity and placed into its own slot, unrelated to the other founts. This 
approach became established and Haebler went so far as to postulate that no trade of 
type existed before the 16th century (or, if it did exist, that it was irrelevant). Today, al-
though only few bibliographers would subscribe to such an extreme position, the main 
databases of type as well as the greater part of the studies on Venetian incunabula are 
based on such an approach. 

The research of Haebler and Scholderer needs to be reviewed in the light of a con-
temporary bibliographical approach capable of a more thorough analysis of marks on 
paper. This means applying this new method of analysis to the types these scholars 
have already analysed. The aim is to increase the knowledge of these types, their histo-
ries, their spread and the changes they underwent over the years, so that we can arrive 
at a better understanding of the work of the presses that employed such types and the 
circumstances of their use. This would also improve the reliability of the attributions. 

Finally, special attention is given to technical questions that have largely been ig-
nored in incunabula studies. Questions relating to the work of punchcutters or the role 
of typefounding in the trade of type lead to discussions that help us understand the 
context in which type was made and exchanged, and this is important for ensuring the 
correct application of the method of analysis. Consequentially, a large body of archival 
material – notary documents, legal deeds, and business records – has been collected, 
analysed and discussed to help elucidate the practice of type making in the 15th century, 
both as a manufacturing process and from a business standpoint, and, most notably, its 
relationship with printing. These are topics that have not been accurately covered yet. 

The research is based on the study of the original books, extant copies of editions 
printed in the 15th and early 16th century held in public libraries or private collections 
in Italy and in the British Library. A specific kind of photographic enlargement is need-
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ed for the analysis and libraries are normally unable to provide this. For this reason the 
research has taken place in libraries where photography is allowed. Most of the work 
was done at the Biblioteca Civica of Verona and also at the Palatina Library of Parma, 
Braidense and Trivulziana in Milan and the Fondazione Cini in Venice. 

To ensure the results of the type analyses have been fully evaluated, they have been 
cross-referenced with information included in the databases of incunabula, and with 
existing bibliographic narratives in English, Italian and German. Such accounts also 
include lesser-known Italian publications that have not previously been discussed in 
English. Passages from Italian and German essays – as well as from Renaissance doc-
uments in Latin – have been translated into English as relevant additional matter for 
the narrative of the thesis. 

The research also benefited from the availability of several thousands of digitised 
incunabula that have been scanned and published online by many institutions all over 
Europe.5 Allowing both the inspection of editions that are not otherwise accessible 
and the comparison of different copies of the same editions, these online collections 
have played an important role in the present research, leading to many discoveries and 
connections. 

This thesis is extensively illustrated. The analysis is demonstrated with the help of 
images of types, photos of portions of pages usually shown at two sizes of enlarge-
ments, 200% and 500% of their actual size.6 The photographic process is as important 
as the comparative analysis in this research and they are both explained in detail. 

This thesis is structured in two parts; the first part introduces the original contri-
bution of the present methodology and includes a general discussion on Venetian in-
cunabula and on the type employed in Venice – notably on the styles of type and their 
sizes. Considerations on the inception of roman type follow together with the already 
mentioned discussion on archival sources and a review of the existing methods of type 
analysis in incunabula studies, to assess the value these methods continue to hold for 
the work of the present research. Finally it introduces the new method of analysis with 
a detailed description, so that the procedures can be repeated without difficulty. 

The second part includes evidence of the methodology’s validity, applying the type 
analysis to four important cases of Venetian type design, starting with the Jenson ro-
man. The types are analysed and described to provide thorough identification; their 
geographical spread is mapped and variations in the character sets are recorded. New 
categories for describing types are introduced to deal with the many cases of similar-
ity that are encountered; the work of punchcutters is investigated in detail, as well as 
the differences that assorted sets of matrices (all struck with the same punches) can 
display; important issues are raised and doubtful interpretations are questioned. This 
second part endeavours to demonstrate how much information can be extracted from 
the printed books by means of comparative analysis of the type. 

5. The largest collection of these high-resolution images has been gathered by the digitalisation centre 

(MDZ) of the Bavarian State Library of Munich. https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/

6. This thesis only includes a fraction of all the images produced during the analysis of the types displayed 

here – only the most significant ones have been included. More than 15,000 photographs have been taken; 

each one has been edited manually and from them single enlarged letters have been cut out for identification 

and comparison.
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In the second part a chapter is devoted to each of these four cases of Venetian type 
design, although the analysis is not structured in exactly the same way. This is due to 
the different circumstances in which these types were employed in the 15th century 
and to the different kinds of information we are trying to gain. For instance, some of 
these types enjoyed a lively trade with little variations from printer to printer, while 
others have a far more limited dissemination but with wider changes in the character 
set: these differences lead to different procedures of type analysis which in turn lead to 
different results.

This thesis reviews and improves the traditional methods of type analysis employed 
in bibliographical research, so that it can be successfully applied to the productions of 
other printers and to other time periods. Applying this method to 15th-century Venice, 
this research also provides a renewed history of the development of roman type in the 
early years of printing.
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he aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the printing trade in 
Venice and to introduce the type employed by its early printers; to pro-
vide historical context for the present research and introduce its main 
topics. In the forthcoming sections the development of Venetian print-

ing is described, focusing on the production of books, on the most important printing 
offices and on the successes of the book trade (fig. 1). These are the key elements that 
made Venice the most important printing centre of the time. The focus then moves on 
to the two styles of type employed by Venetian presses – roman, which is the object of 
the present research, and rotunda – and to early examples of standardisation that is 
made evident by the uniformity of the type sizes. Finally the calligraphic background of 
roman type is discussed, together with the style of humanistic script that developed in 
the Veneto region from the 1450s onwards, which was taken as a model for their types 
by early printers and typefounders. This chapter emphasises the importance of Venice 
in early printing, because ‘if the history of 15th-century European printing had to be 
encapsulated in that of a single city’ as Paul Needham wrote, ‘the chosen city would of 
course be Venice’.1

1.1. printing and publishing in 15th-century venice, an overview

At the beginning of the printing era, in the second half of the 15th century, Venice was 
one of the most prosperous and most populated cities in Europe. It was the centre of 
the European luxury trade,2 with established commercial relations with the western 
Mediterranean, Germany and the other Italian states (fig. 2).3 It was also an important 
manufacturing centre, with artisans coming from every region of Italy and also from 
north of the Alps.4 Thus it is not surprising that from 1470 onwards several printers 
moved to Venice – mostly Germans – and the city soon became the most important 

1. Needham, ‘Venetian printers and publishers’, p. 158. 

2. Harry A. Miskimin, The economy of early Renaissance Europe 1300–1460 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1975), pp. 154, 156.

3. There is a vast literature on the history of Venice; see for instance the recent Eric R. Dursteler (ed.),  

A Companion to Venetian History, 1400-1797 (Leiden: Brill, 2013).

4. Gino Luzzatto, Storia economica di Venezia dall’XI al XVI secolo (Venice: Centro Internazionale delle Arti e 

del Costume, 1961), p. 203.

1. Opposite page:  
Incipit of Jenson’s 
earliest known edition: 
Eusebius, Venice 1470 
(ie00118000). Courtesy 
Verona C.

T

1. Printing in 15th-century Venice 
and roman type
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2. Main trade routes of 
late medieval Europe. 
The blue lines show 
Venetian routes, the red 
Genoese routes and the 
purple lines are routes 
used by both. The 
black lines in the north 
show the routes of 
the Hanseatic League, 
while overland and river 
routes are dotted. Im-
age from the University 
of Warwick, depart-
ment of History.

The share of Venetian editions in 15th-century printing

Venice

Rest of Italy

Rest of Europe

3. The share of editions printed in Venice and in the rest of Italy in comparison with the rest of Europe. Data taken from ISTC, May 2019.

Whole of Europe 29,244

Italian editions 12,440 42%

Venetian editions 3,788 13%
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centre of printing in Europe (fig. 3). In the forthcoming sections the Venetian printing 
trade is followed in its development, mixing data from the ISTC database with infor-
mation on the printers and on the commercial aspects of the trade.5 The focus is on 
book production and on the most important printing offices active in Venice, and it 
is followed by a brief inquiry on the book trade and on the emerging of publishers. Fi-
nally a discussion about our knowledge on all this matter is given, to show how little is 
known about this crucial moment for the history of printing. 

1.1.1. The production of printed books
To give an overview of the production in 15th-century Venice I shall sort the data from 
ISTC to isolate the book production by date.6 Thus, according to the database, printing 
with moveable type started in Venice in 1469 with three editions signed by Johannes de 
Spira. He was German and probably learned the craft in Mainz.7 In 1470 other impor-
tant offices opened in town, such as those of Nicolas Jenson and Cristopher Valdarfer, 
and 20 editions are recorded, placing Venice among the most productive centres in 
Europe. In 1471 Venetian production had an impressive growth up to 72 editions, which 
means 35% of the entire European production. The majority of them – more than 60% 
– were accountable to the presses of Spira, Jenson and Valdarfer.8 In 1472 the output 
was similar, with 78 editions (23% of the European production), but while the biggest 
presses had a drop in production, there was an explosive growth of printing offices 
which reached 17 during that year.9 It was an impressive number of ventures for such 
a new profession, and indeed only a few of them would survive into the following year. 
The growth of printing offices andthe lack of proper methods of distribution created a 

5. The Incunabula Short Title Catalogue (ISTC) is the international online database of 15th-century Euro-

pean printing created by the British Library with contributions from institutions worldwide. http://istc.bl.uk. 

ISTC is the primary source of the present research and without it this research would not have been possible. 

However, ISTC assembles data from many sources of varying authority, some more reliable than others, and 

it obviously contains inaccuracies. Because of the vast number of 15th-century editions without colophons, 

many books that in ISTC are recorded as having been printed by a certain printer or at a certain date in fact 

do not include any such information. Over the past two centuries information concerning unsigned (or anon-

ymous) editions has been provided and attributions have been made by bibliographers; the most influential 

of these have merged into ISTC. Thus throughout this thesis the ISTC data has been managed following some 

general principles. For each press the number of signed books is distinguished from those that are attributed 

to the press. Where it is not stated otherwise, the alternative attributions have not been taken into account 

(different scholars and catalogues can give different attributions to the same unsigned edition whereas ISTC 

records the most influential opinion as first imprint, and the others as alternative attributions).

6. This practice provides a clear and detailed picture of book production throughout time but the data on 

which it is based might include inaccuracies and therefore the numbers cannot be taken as definitive. This is 

mostly due to the unreliability of ISTC sources which rely on the colophons in the books – about which we still 

know very little (see § 1.1.4).

7. BMC V, pp. ix–ixx. Another primary source of the present research is the series of books commonly re-

ferred to with the acronym BMC. Alfred W. Pollard et al, Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in 

the British Museum. 13 volumes (London: Printed by order of the Trustees, 1908-1971 – ’t Goy-Houten, The 

Netherlands: Hes & De Graaf, 2007–2013). This work, mentioned throughout the thesis – especially in the 

fifth volume on Venice – is the standard work for incunabula. BMC and its type analysis is discussed in § 3.1.4.

8. They printed, respectively 18 (13 signed and 5 attributed), 20 (15 and 5) and 7 (3 and 4) editions.

9. ISTC records 11 named presses and six anonymous ones operating in 1472. The latter need some ex-

planation. Bibliographers tried to sort the unsigned editions according to the type they were set in. When 
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unsigned editions (with 
no printer’s name)

signed editions

number of editions

The quantity of Venetian editions in the 15th century

4. Chart displaying the quantity of editions printed in Venice from 1469–1500, distinguishing the signed from the unsigned editions. Note 
that the two peaks of 1490 and 1500 are mainly due to a high number of undated editions attributed to those years. I suspect that when 
there are no clues for attribution, dating an item to a year with a round figure, such as 1490, is simpler than dating it to the nearest years, 
like 1491. Data taken from ISTC, January 2019.
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surplus of books that led to a downturn in production.10 in 1473 the count of Venetian 
books dropped to 39 editions, half of the printing offices ceased operating, including 
major outfits like Valdarfer. 11

After this downturn book production slowly grew again: 46 editions are recorded for 
1474 (printed by 11 named presses, six of which had survived through 1473), 60 to 65 
for the following years, reaching 73 editions for 1478, the same output as for 1471.12 To-
gether with the growth in production we see an increase in the number of the printing 
offices reaching 20 presses in 1478. In 1479 there was a contraction, due to the plague 
that hit Venice,13 and only 44 editions are recorded (12 presses), while in 1480 the count 
started growing again with 88 editions printed by 23 printing offices. 

During the 1480s book production was stable at about 90–95 editions per year with 
growth increasing towards the end of the decade reaching almost 150 editions in 1490. 
The number of printing offices increased year by year until the late 1480s when it set-
tled at around 30 presses active each year and it stayed more or less stable until the end 
of the century. Book production also continued to increase and about 140–160 editions 
were printed every year throughout the 1490s – with growths and downturns that are 
shown in the chart in figure 4 – reaching 170 editions in 1499. The large number re-
corded for the year 1500 (245 editions) is probably incorrect because it also includes 
editions that were printed in the following years and erroneously recorded as belong-
ing to the 15th century. 

According to ISTC the final count of 15th-century Venetian editions is nearly 3800, 
that is 13% of the total European production before 1500.14 But if we look at it from a 
broader perspective and consider the paper size and the number of pages of each edi-

these types were different from those of the known presses, bibliographers gathered them under hypothetical 

‘anonymous’ presses, named after a certain edition – usually the earliest dated book of the group. Thus books 

are recorded as printed by Press of Juvenalis 1470 (or Printer of Juvenalis 1470), Press of Sallustius 1470 and so 

on. Some of these groups, notably in the early 1470s, might represent distinct printing offices that did not sign 

any extant books, while many of them probably belong to known presses but no suggestions for attributions 

have yet been made.

10. Traditionally the reason of this downturn – the 1473 crisis, as it has often been called – was found in the 

surplus of books, mostly classics, which the market was unable to absorb in such early years. Recently Cristina 

Dondi has shown how this hypothesis is not supported by evidence, and convincingly suggested that the rea-

son for this downturn was the lack of distribution networks, that left many books unsold. See Cristina Dondi, 

‘From the Corpus Iuris to Psalteroli da Puti, on parchment, bound, gilt… The price of any book sold in Venice 

1484–1488’ in Dondi (ed.), Printing R-evolution and society, 1450–1500 (Venice: Ca’ Foscari, forthcoming).

11. Data taken from ISTC.

12. From this point on I consider only the named presses that are recorded in ISTC; I exclude the anonymous 

presses because, as already mentioned, many of the unsigned editions recorded as such probably belong to 

known presses.

13. The disease appeared periodically in Italy as in the rest of Europe between the 14th–17th centuries, but 

in 1479 it was particularly severe and contemporary chronicles recorded about 150 deaths every day from May 

to November. Pierre Daru, Storia della Repubblica di Venezia. Vol. 3 (Capolago: Tipografia Elvetica, 1837), pp. 

355–356.

14. The complete count of 15th-century Venetian editions is 3788, although this figure includes many un-

signed books that bibliographers attributed to Venice (sometimes doubtfully) and also books printed after 

1500.

1.1.1
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5. Spira 110R, Venice 1469. From the 1470 Livius (il00238000). Courtesy Verona C.

6. Jenson 115R, Venice 1470. From the 1471 Svetonius (is00817000).  Courtesy Milano N.
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tion we would realise that ‘the sheer quantity of Venice’s contribution of printed text to 
readers was greater even than the simple count of editions indicates’.15 

1.1.2. The printing offices active in the 15th century
If we look at the printing offices operating in Venice, we can divide the 30 years of 
15th-century printing into three periods, each of which has its distinct characteristics. 
First the pioneering years of the early 1470s where there was no established market and 
the printers proceeded with unpreparedness and confusion. Then the second period, 
which starts from the 1473 downturn and covers the rest of the 1470s, that is marked 
by the establishment of the printing trade and the success of two printing firms that 
eclipsed the others. Finally a third period covering the last two decades of the 15th 
century when the Venetian printing trade eventually flourished with the development 
of many prolific presses. 

In the pioneering years (1469–1473) the most successful printers were linked to rich 
local families and, according to Lowry, their books were printed thanks to patronage 
rather than commercial investments.16 This period displays a conspicuous difference 
between several small or short-lived presses and the two main ventures which were 
headed by the Spira brothers (fig 5) and Nicolas Jenson (fig 6). While Jenson is dis-
cussed in chapter 5, a brief introduction to the Spira brothers is necessary. Johannes 
da Spira (Von Speyer) was granted a five-year privilege for printing in Venice and its 
dominions, but he could not enjoy it because he suddenly died after printing only three 
known editions.17 His fourth edition, St. Augustine’s De civitate dei, was completed by 
his brother Vindelinus who took over the office in the early months of 1470.18 Though 
the privilege lapsed with Johannes’s death, Vindelinus went on printing classics at a 
fast pace and the firm became the most productive in Venice during the early 1470s. 
The Spira brothers are accountable for 65 editions (42 signed and 23 attributed) print-
ed in about four years. To give a frame of reference, their closest competitor, the press 
of Nicolas Jenson, in the same time (but starting a year later) did not exceed 32 edi-
tions (25 signed and 7 attributed). However, towards the end of 1473 Vindelinus’s name 
disappeared from the colophons and books printed with his type started bearing the 
names of Johannes de Colonia and Johannes Manthen. The former was an important 

15. Needham, ‘Venetian printers and publishers’, p. 159. Indeed the number of editions fails to give an exact 

idea in terms of amount of work – in terms of labour hours and also type, ink and paper employed – because 

an edition can be a small octavo of a few pages or as much as a big folio with 300 pages or more. If we take the 

page format into account we will find that 1850 folios were printed in Venice out of a European total of 8900: 

more than 20%. For a more precise idea we would also need data on the sizes and the number of pages of each 

edition, but this information is not given by ISTC.

16. Lowry shows how several editions issued by the presses of Spira, Jenson and Valdarfer were backed 

by the same group of Venetian families. See Lowry, Nicholas Jenson and the rise of Venetian publishing in Re-

naissance Europe (London: Blackwell, 1991), pp. 83–85, 106–109. However, Lowry’s interpretation raises some 

questions because it is difficult to distinguish between patronage and commercial investment in the actions 

of these Venetian merchant families. See Dondi, ‘From the Corpus Iuris’.

17. Victor Scholderer, ‘Printing at Venice to the End of 1481’ in Scholderer, Fifty Essays in Fifteenth- and 

Sixteenth-Century Bibliography (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1966), pp. 74–75. Originally published in The 

Library, 5, 2 (1924), pp. 129–152. See also BMC V, pp. ix, 152–154.

18. Aurelius Augustinus, De civitate dei. Venice: Johannes and Vindelinus de Spira, 1470 (ia01233000).

1.1.2
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8. Patavinus 106R, Venice 1471. From the undated (1471) Mesue (im00508000). Courtesy Verona Sem.

7. Renner 109Ra, Venice 1471. From the 1472 Caracciolus (ic00168000). Courtesy Milano N.
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German merchant who in the early 1470s married Paola, widow of Johannes da Spira, 
and started financing Vindelinus’s printing office.19 At a certain point Johannes de Co-
lonia associated with Manthen and took over the company, keeping Vindelinus’s high 
rate of publication as much as his typographic material.20 

The other presses were small ventures of short duration, save a few exceptions like 
Franciscus Renner of Heilbronn, who printed mainly religious and liturgical books for 
about a decade (fig. 7).21 He was the first in Venice to specialise in such a field, and one 
of the few printers of the 1470s who left a substantial quantity of editions: ISTC records 
44 editions (38 signed and 6 attributed) to his name. Besides Germans like Renner, 
some Italians entered the field as early as in 1471. Clemens Patavinus, a priest, teacher 
and illuminator from Padua, was praised to have been the first printer among Italians 
(fig. 8).22 He was soon followed by many others although only a few of them gained a 
certain success (meaning that they printed more than a handful of editions). Gabriele di 
Pietro – who employed a type which is a close imitation of Jenson’s roman, as discussed 
in chapter 5 – was one of these.23 

The second period (1473–1480) is marked by the success of the firms of Nicolas 
Jenson and Johannes da Colonia – who took over Spira’s office. The 1473 downturn 
made clear to the surviving printers that they had to organise more rational methods 
of distribution and to differentiate their products – to print other titles rather than 
just classics.24 Jenson showed the way by going into partnership with two important 
German merchants and printing legal and religious editions; these were set in his new 
rotunda types that were to gain great popularity among contemporaries.25 Scholderer 
considered Jenson’s and Johannes’s presses the two great printing syndicates of Venice: 
in 1474–1479 the former printed nearly 60 editions and the latter 80; together they 
make up almost 40% of the entire Venetian production for those years.26 Finally in 
1480 the two syndicates merged into one company, the ‘Zuan de Cologna, Niccolò Jen-
son e Compagni’ (Johannes de Colonia, Nicolas Jenson & co.), becoming the first or the 
second biggest printing firm in Europe.27 But it did not last long, because soon after its 

19. It seems that Johannes was a well established citizen in Venice because he was appointed ‘Scudiero del 

Doge’ (equerry to the Doge), ‘a post assigned to sixteen men of mature age held in highest repute in the city.’ 

See Angela Nuovo, The Book Trade in the Italian Renaissance (Leiden: Brill, 2013), pp. 21–22.

20. Scholderer, ‘Printing at Venice’ pp. 78–81.

21. BMV V, pp. xii, 190.

22. BMC V, pp. xi, 185. Patavinus means ‘from Padua’ in Latin.

23. BMC V, pp. xii. See § 5.3.1.

24. For the subject of 15th-century books printed in Venice see chapter 4 in Leonardas V. Gerulaitis, Printing 

and publishing in fifteenth-century Venice (Chicago: American Library Association, 1976), pp. 57–127. See also 

the recent project 15cBOOKTRADE, an evidence-based assessment and visualisation of the distribution, sale, 

and reception of printed books in the Renaissance; http://15cbooktrade.ox.ac.uk/

25. Scholderer, ‘Printing at Venice’, pp. 81–83.

26. However Jenson’s and Johanne’s contributions to Venetian printed text were much greater than a mere 

count of editions can tell, because a vast part of their production was massive folios with hundreds of pages.

27. In 1481, with the help of printing offices such as that of Johann Herbort, the company printed an im-

pressive number of legal and religious works that according to Scholderer was far greater than that of any 

other publishing house of the time, comparable only with that of Koberger in Nuremberg. Scholderer, ‘Printing 

at Venice’, p. 86. However the figures given by Scholderer are somewhat inflated: he claimed that 20 separate 

editions were printed for a total of 5300 pages, mostly large folio. But according to ISTC, the extant editions 

1.1.2
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Table 1. Note that the printing office of Colonia & Manthen was probably the same as that of Johannes and 
Vindelinus de Spira which they took over in 1473–1474 keeping the same typographic material, and perhaps 
the same workshop. Data taken from ISTC, April 2019.

The most prolific Venetian presses in the 1470s

 printing offices editions signed + years of activity
   attributed 

1 Nicolaus Jenson 91 70 + 21 1470–1480

2 Johannes de Colonia & J. Manthen 80 70 + 10 1474–1480

3 Johannes and Vindelinus de Spira 63 42 + 21 1469–1473

4 Franciscus Renner 44 38 + 6 1471–1483

5 Filippo di Pietro 43 35 + 18 1474–1482

6 Gabriele di Pietro 38 22 + 16 1472–1478

7 Jacobus Rubeus, Gallicus 27 22 + 5 1473–1478

8 Christophorus Arnoldus 19 5 + 14 1472–1478

9 Adam de Ambergau 18 7 + 11 1471–1472

10 Florentius de Argentina 16 1 + 15 1472–1473

11 Adam de Rottweil 15 6 + 9 1476–1481

12 Leonardus Wild 13 9 + 4 1478–1481

13 Beretin Convento 13 3 + 10 1474–1478

14 Erhard Ratdolt, B. Maler & P. Löslein 12 9 + 3 1476–1478

15 Bartholomaeus Cremonensis 12 8 + 4 1472–1474

9. Samples of woodcut initials which Ratdolt had employed since the late 1470s even though they became popular in Venice only after the 
1490s. Left: Regiomontanus, Calendarium. Venice 1476 (ir00093000), courtey Venezia Fond Cini. Right: Eusebius, Chronicon. Venice 1483 
(ie00117000), courtesy Venezia Fond Cini. 
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inception Jenson died, Johannes moved to northern Germany28 and one year later the 
company discontinued printing to focus on bookselling.29 

Most of the presses active in the 1470s were ventures that lasted for a short time and 
printed only a handful of books. Excluding Jenson and Johannes de Colonia, only nine 
among the almost 60 printers recorded between 1469–1480 were able to stay in busi-
ness for more than two years and print 10 editions or more (table 1). The most famous 
among them was Erhard Ratdolt, who in 1476 started printing with two German part-
ners, and in 1480 opened a new press on his own.30 Ratdolt printed some of the most 
highly praised examples of Renaissance books, he employed finely executed woodcuts, 
including woodcut initials that became widespread in Venice only after the 1490s (fig. 
9).31 He was a pioneer and an innovator and probably the first in Europe to print with 
several coloured inks on the same page.32

The third period (1480–1500) is characterised by many presses operating in a bigger 
and more open market. After having merged, the two syndicates soon ceased printing 
and left room for new players. Indeed the early 1480s see the opening of several new 
printing offices which were to have a long and prolific development. The five most pro-
ductive presses in 15th-century Venice started work during these years: Baptista de Tor-
tis, Bonetus Locatellus, Andreas Torresanus, Bernardinus Benalius and the de Gregoriis 
brothers.33 Some of them recur in the next chapters: they were all of Italian ownership 
(but from outside the Venetian territories and thus considered foreigners at the time) 
and each of them printed more than 100 editions.34 These were among the most impor-
tant printing offices in Europe, but besides them several other prolific presses opened 
in the 1480s and early 1490s and went on running for decades. Each of them put on the 
market 50, 70 or more editions before the turn of the century. The owners were most-

accountable to the Colonia–Jenson company in 1481 are 12, three of which are small liturgical books. Thus the 

total count is about 3500 pages in folio or large quarto formats, that is however an impressive amount of work.

28. Johannes da Colonia was recently identified with Johann Ewylre in Chris Coppens, ‘Giovanni da Colonia, 

aka Johann Ewylre / Arwylre / Ahrweiler; the early printed book and its investors’, La Bibliofilía, 116 (2014), pp. 

113-119. Coppens found that Johannes did not die in the early 1480s, as it had always been sustained (on the 

fact that his wife Paola, widow of Johannes da Spira, married in 1481 the printer Reynaldus de Novimagio), but 

he moved to northern Germany and focused on other businesses.

29. From the last will of one of the associates – Girolama, daughter of Paula and Johannes da Spira – we 

know that the company turnover was still substantial in the early 16th century. See Gustav Ludwig, ‘Contratti 

fra lo stampador Zuan di Colonia ed i suoi socii e inventario di una parte del loro magazzino’, Miscellanea di sto-

ria veneta, Reale deputazione veneta di storia patria, 8 (1902), pp. 44–88.

30. The partners were Bernhard Maler (who named himself ‘pintor’, painter) and Peter Löslein; see BMC V, 

pp. xvii, 242. Their first edition was Regiomontanus’s Calendarium (ir00093000, ir00103000), which displyed 

woodcut diagrams and the earliest known title page. For Ratdolt’s second press see BMC V, pp. xvii, 282.

31. As noted by Scholderer his work corresponds ‘more nearly to the fine printing of modern private presses 

than anything else of the period’. See Scholderer, ‘Printing at Venice’, p. 87.

32. Gilbert R. Redgrave, Erhard Ratdolt and his work at Venice (London: Bibliographical Society, 1894), p. 16. 

Ratdolt and his 1486 type specimen, the earliest known of its kind, are discussed in § 8.2.3.

33. For Tortis see BMC V, pp. xxvi, 319; for Locatellus BMC V, pp. xxxix, 435; for Torresanus BMC V, pp. xxv, 

304, 308; for Benalius BMC V, pp. xlviii, 525; for de Gregoriis BMC V, pp. xxviii, 336.

34. But they all stayed in business well into the 16th century, thus the total output of these presses is bigger 

than what is recorded in ISTC.

1.1.2
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Table 2. In the 1480s and 1490s several editions were signed by two or more printers, thus all the editions 
printed in partnership are included in the counts of all the printers involved. For example, Torresanus printed 
23 editions signed with Bartholomaeus de Blavis and 7 with Blavis and Petrus de Plasiis, and these editions 
are included in his count. Data taken from ISTC, April 2019.

The most prolific Venetian presses in the 1480s and 1490s

 printing offices editions signed + years of activity
   attributed 

1. Baptista de Tortis 176 157 + 19 1481–1500

2. Bonetus Locatellus 155 113 + 42 1486–1500

3. Andreas Torresanus 141 113 + 28 1479–1500

4. Bernardinus Benalius 135 87 + 48 1483–1500

5. Johannes and Gregorius de Gregoriis 133 81 + 52 1482–1500

6. Johannes Tacuinus 91 73 + 18 1492–1500

7. Johannes Hamman 91 66 + 25 1486–1500

8. Bernardinus Stagninus 89 79 + 10 1483–1500

9. Manfredus de Bonellis 86 48 + 38 1491–1500

10. Simon Bevilaqua 78 58 + 20 1487–1500

11. Philippus Pincius 78 57 + 21 1490–1500

12. Bernardinus de Vitalibus 76 48 + 28 1495–1500

13. Christophorus de Pensis 75 45 + 30 1488–1500

14. Paganinus de Paganinis 69 53 + 16 1483–1500

15. Johannes Emericus de Spira 68 51 + 17 1487–1500

16. Georgius Arrivabenus 63 52 + 11 1483–1500

17. Matteo Capcasa 62 42 + 20 1485–1500

18. Johannes Rubeus Vercellensis 60 34 + 26 1486–1500

19. Petrus de Quarengiis 59 35 + 24 1492–1500

20. Bartholomaeus de Zanis 43 37 + 6 1487–1500

1.1.2
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ly Italian and some names, such as Bernardinus Stagninus, Paganinus de Paganinis, 
Matteo Capcasa and Johannes Tacuinus are well-known among bibliographers.35 In the 
1490s we also see the inception of the famous press of Aldus Manutius, located in Tor-
resanus’s printing office.36 Aldus was the prototype of the humanist printer (though he 
probably never pulled a press, like many of the people who gave their names to printing 
offices) and strongly contributed to the fame of Venice as a printing centre. 

The main difference with Venetian printing prior to 1480 is the presence of several 
of these large printing offices, able to publish many editions per year, without one or 
two becoming so big as to crush the others. Before 1480 the distance between the two 
syndicates and the rest of the presses was gargantuan: 40% of the books were printed 
by two firms, while the rest was divided between almost 60 other presses. After 1480 
the space left by the cessation of the Colonia–Jenson company was soon filled with 
many other printing offices; and though some became bigger than others there was 
still room for many competitors. Indeed about 40% of Venetian book production of 
the 1480s and 1490s is attributed to the 10 most prolific presses, while the rest of the 
editions were produced by another 80 presses (table 2). A much more equitable scenario 
than what we had found in the 1470s.

1.1.3. The trade of printing books and the emergence of publishers
Venetian incunabula also had a wider and more successful distribution compared with 
the other European printing centres. There is evidence of this success in the writings of 
contemporaries, for instance in the exchange of letters between Hartmann Schedel (au-
thor of the Nuremberg Chronicle) and his cousin (fig. 10). For these scholars – who lived 
in Germany – the interest for printed books started after the earliest Venetian print-
ing.37 Another sign of this success is that Venetian presses were able to print editions 
specifically conceived for markets very far away, such as the liturgical books printed 
for dioceses in England and in other regions of Europe for which we have evidence.38 

Needham tried to quantify how successful the distribution was by computing the 
share of Venetian books in the national incunable census of four countries that ‘lie 
outside the heartland of Europe’: Poland, Hungary, Spain and Portugal. He chose these 
countries because their holdings ‘more closely mirror the regional printed-book ac-
quisitions of the 15h and early 16th centuries than do the catalogues of such impor-
tant collections as the British Library, the Bibliotheque Nationale de France [etc]’.39 

35. For Stagninus see BMC V, pp. xxx, 363; for Paganinis BMC V, pp. xl, 453; for Capcasa BMC V, pp. xliii, 482; 

for Tacuinus see BMC V, pp. xlix, 526. Only one German firm with substantial activity opened in Venice after 

1480: the press of Johannes Hamman. BMC V, pp. xxxviii, 422.

36. See BMC V, pp. li–lii, 551.

37. Many letters deal with the intellectual interests of the two cousins and manuscript books are often 

mentioned before 1470. In 1470 the focus changes abruptly to printed books, and Martin Lowry, who studied 

those letters, claims that before this year printed books had never been mentioned. It is hard to imagine that 

Schedel, a scholar who lived in Germany, was unaware of Gutenberg’s invention, despite the fact that his inter-

est for printing books started with Venetian editions. Martin Lowry, ‘Venetian capital, German technology and 

Renaissance culture in the later fifteenth century’, Renaissance studies, 2 (1988), p. 4.

38. David Rogers, ‘Johann Hamman at Venice: a Survey of His Career. With a Note on the Sarum Horae of 

1494’ in Dennis E. Rhodes (ed.), Essays in Honour of Victor Scholderer (Mainz: Karl Pressler, 1970), pp. 349-368.

39. Needham, ‘Venetian printers and publishers’, p. 160. The reason is that the great European collections 
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The share of Venetian books  
in national census

country 15th-century venetian
 editions share 

Poland 6,077 1,410 (23%)

Hungary 3,648 1,011 (27%)

Spain 6,468 1,794 (28%)

Portugal 1,882 623 (33%) 

Table 3. Update of Needham’s table 
from ‘Venetian printers and publish-
ers’, p. 160, with data taken from 
ISTC. Needham based his work on 
the national incunable census of 
each country (IBP for Poland, IBH or 
Sajó-Soltész for Hungary, IBE for Spain 
and IBPort for Portugal). The arti-
cle was published in 1998 when the 
database of ISTC was not completed 
yet. Nonetheless, the differences with 
Needham’s table are irrelevant.

1.1.3

10. Illustration of Venice from Schedel’s Liber chronicarum, printed by Koberger, Nuremberg 1493 (is00307000). Image from MDZ,  
courtesy München BSB.
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The Venetian share in these countries’s holdings is between 23 and 33%: roughly one 
of every four books acquired in these countries in the early period of the printing trade 
was printed in Venice (table 3).

Though the book trade in 15th-century Italy is not well documented there is infor-
mation on the two syndicates of the 1470s, which established wide and sophisticated 
networks of book distribution all over Italy and beyond the Alps.40 The existing docu-
ments show its development which started off in a rough and badly organised manner. 
For instance in 1472 Johannes de Colonia sent an agent to Regensburg without a clue 
of the local market, no local contacts and nowhere to store the books, meaning that 
the unsold ones had to be brought back to Venice.41 But later Johannes started deliver-
ing books to local retailers (stationers and booksellers) and later on sending an agent 
to collect the money.42 It was the same method adopted by Jenson and his German 
partners; it was successful and was soon taken up by other Venetian printers such as 
Renner.43 Further developments within the Colonia–Jenson company were to bond the 
local stationers making them salaried employees: besides their normal activities like 
preparing and selling manuscripts, stationers sold printed books exclusively supplied 
by the company.44 But the Colonia–Jenson company was a remarkable enterprise, ex-
ceptional for the time. As noted by Nuovo, the company was ‘a society of merchants 
with its principal seat in Venice but capable of participation in trade in books on a vast 
scale – in particular between Northern Italy and Germanic lands – with both its own 
publications and those of others’.45

One of the reasons for the success of Venetian publishing was that the books were 
stored (unbound) in barrels, loaded into galleys and shipped around Europe following 

like the British Library have largely been augmented in the past few centuries (‘artificially skewed by the taste 

of connoisseur collectors of the eighteenth century onwards’), unlike the collections in Poland, Hungary, etc 

which according to Needham have been static since the early 16th century.

40. Some information about the Italian book trade is found in Nuovo, The Book Trade, see especially chap-

ters 1 and 2 (pp. 21–96). An important document that sheds some light on 15th-century Venetian book trade 

is the Zornale of Francesco de Madiis, a bookseller’s ledger which records over 25,000 books sold between 

1484–1488. This unique document is under analysis by Neil Harris and Cristina Dondi who have published 

several articles on it in recent years but a thorough inquiry into the entire document is still awaited. See for 

instance Cristina Dondi & Neil Harris, ‘Best Selling Titles and Books of Hours in a Venetian Bookshop of the 

1480s: the Zornale of Francesco de Madiis’, La Bibliofilía, 115 (2013), pp. 63-82.

41. Mariarosa Cortesi, ‘Incunaboli veneziani in Germania nel 1471’ in Rino Avesani (ed.), Vestigia. Studi in 

onore di Giuseppe Billanovich (Roma: Edizioni di Storia e letteratura, 1984); p. 197-219.

42. For Jenson see Daniela Fattori, ‘La bottega di un libraio padovano nel 1477’, La Bibliofilía, 112 (2010), pp. 

229-243. For Johannes da Colonia see Antonio Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani sull’arte della stampa nel sec. XV’ 

in Antonio Barton (ed.), Libri e stampatori in Padova. Miscellanea in onore di mons. G. Bellini (Padua: Tipografia 

Antoniana, 1959), p. 161, doc. 38. See also Arnaldo Ganda, ‘Due agenti librari di Giovanni da Colonia a Pavia nel 

1474’, Bollettino della Società Pavese di Storia Patria, 102 (2002), pp. 303-314.

43. Roberto Ridolfi, ‘Francesco della Fontana stampatore e libraio a Venezia in un documento del 1477’ 

in Studi bibliografici: atti del convegno dedicato alla storia del libro italiano nel 5 centenario dell’introduzione 

dell’arte tipografica in Italia, Bolzano, 7–8 ottobre 1965 (Firenze: Olschki, 1967); pp. 53–66.

44. Nuovo, The Book Trade, pp. 35–36.

45. Nuovo, The Book Trade, p. 32.
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11. Three samples of colophons from editions printed in the 1470s and 1480s. Top: Cremonensis’s Hiero-
nymus, 1473 (ih00247000). Centre: Beretin Convento’s Fiore di virtù, Venice 1477 (if00176000). Bottom: 
Boninis’s Macrobius, Brescia 1483 (im00009000). Courtesy Verona C.

3 : 2
1 2 mm 0
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the routes of the international trade of luxury goods.46 The Florentine merchant Giro-
lamo Strozzi is a case in point: after commissioning three editions to Jenson and to his 
protege Jacobus Rubeus, in 1476 he delivered books to Bruges and London along with 
other goods.47 

Connected with the book trade there is the emergence of figures that today we would 
call publishers, although no such a word was known in the 15th century. They were the 
backers, the commissioners of certain editions, probably providing paper (the heaviest 
expense in book production), sometimes paying a fee to the printer (in money or often 
in books), and taking care of sale and distribution.48 We know about publishers mostly 
because their names are sometimes included in the colophons, usually following the 
printer’s name and preceded by ‘per’ (meaning ‘at the expenses of’). We have hints of 
publishers since the early years of Venetian printing, with the German Nicolaus de 
Frankfordia whose name is associated with almost 50 editions printed between 1473 
and the end of the century by Renner, Wild, Locatellus and others.49 One of the very 
few contracts for printing that has been found in Venetian archives was signed in 1478 
by Frankfordia and Wild, stating that the former was financing the latter to print 930 
copies of a Latin bible.50 However, it is after 1480 that publishers became more nu-
merous. Some had prolific careers, like Octavianus Scotus, discussed in chapter 8, who 
commissioned books from Locatellus and other printers. ISTC records no less than 144 
editions printed with his financial support, and we know from archival documents that 
he directed a wide distribution network, because in 1492 he sent an agent to Valencia 
to solve problems with creditors.51

1.1.4. Our knowledge of 15th-century printing
Most of the information about the printers and the printing offices mentioned in the 
previous sections come from the colophons. The extant books are our greatest source 
of information, though how 15th-century colophons were written is a matter that has 
still not been fully clarified (fig. 11).52 Sometimes colophons omit the name of the print-
er (who is usually the owner of a printing office with several employees) and they give 
the name of the publisher instead. Sometimes they display both names: the matter still 
needs research. 

Besides the colophons we know very little about the Venetian book trade and the 
reasons for this paucity of knowledge are found both in the lack of notary documents 

46. Marino Zorzi, ‘Dal manoscritto al libro’ in Alberto Tenenti (ed.), Storia di Venezia. Dalle origini alla caduta 

della Serenissima. Vol. 4: Il Rinascimento. Politica e cultura (Roma: Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana Treccani, 

1996), pp. 880–882.

47. Edler de Roover, ‘Per la storia dell’arte della stampa in Italia: Come furono stampati a Venezia tre dei 

primi libri in volgare’, La Bibliofilía, 55 (1953); pp. 111–112.

48. Needham, ‘Venetian printers and publishers’, pp. 163–165.

49. BMC V, pp. xxvii, 334.

50. Rinaldo Fulin. ‘Documenti per servire alla storia della tipografia veneziana’, Archivio Veneto, 23 (1882), 

pp. 100–102, doc. 2.

51. Nuovo, The Book Trade, p. 270. More information about Scotus’s career as a publisher is found in § 8.2.1.

52. The colophons of early printed books have not been properly covered yet and one of the few inquiries 

on this subject is still Alfred W. Pollard, An Essay on Colophons, with Specimens and Translations (Chicago: The 

Caxton Club, 1905).
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12. Collection of 15th-century printer’s marks displayed by Scholderer in his ‘Printing at Venice to the End of 1481’, p. 85.
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and in the complexity of the Venetian production – notably in the 1480s and 1490s – 
that has discouraged in-depth research.53 Called by Scholderer a ‘labyrinth of types, 
editions, printers, publishers and booksellers’,54 the complicated situation after 1480 
was first reported by Robert Proctor. He was puzzled by some Venetian firms, notably 
the de Gregoriis brothers, because of the large number of types employed in the books 
that bear their name.55 Sometimes a certain type was used for one edition only and 
then replaced with another type of the same size and similar appearance. The reason 
for this apparently illogical abundance of type in certain printing offices has yet to be 
explained. It might be that some printers, like the de Gregoriis brothers, signed books 
which actually came from other printing offices, set in type that was not in their stock 
(and thus acting as publishers). Another reason could be that such type was employed 
in other editions that failed to survive in even a single copy, thus what has survived is 
just a small fraction of the editions originally printed with such type.56 

Finally, despite its importance, no comprehensive history of Venetian printing has yet 
been written and we are sparsely informed about Venetian printers save for a handful. 
The only attempt at a comprehensive survey of Venetian incunabula was pursued by Vic-
tor Scholderer in the fifth volume of BMC (1924),57 but the object of his research was the 
collection of the British Museum Library, which despite being the richest in the world 
cannot claim any completeness.58 Scholderer published further research in his famous 
essay ‘Printing at Venice to the End of 1481’ (fig. 12), which, as the title states, focuses 
on the first decade of printing, 1469–1480, giving no information about the following 
period when more than 80% of Venetian incunabula was printed. Another scholar who 
investigated Venetian printing was Konrad Haebler, but his interest was limited to Ger-
man printers.59 Germans spread the craft around Europe and until the late 1470s formed 
the vast majority of printers in Venice as elsewhere, even though during the following 
decades their contribution was strongly reduced in favour of local printers. However, 
since the work of Scholderer and Haebler none of the many printers mentioned in the 
previous sections, save Jenson and Aldus,60 have been the subject of further research.

53. As discussed in § 2.1 there is a lack of Venetian archival documents for the final decades of the 15th 

century because most of them were destroyed in a fire in the late 16th century.

54. Scholderer, ‘Printing at Venice’, p. 89.

55. Robert Proctor, An index to the early printed books in the British Museum. With notes of those in the Bodle-

ian Library. Vol. 1 (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., 1898), p. 12.

56. This was probably the case of Benalius, who also employed several distinct types, some of which ap-

peared in only one or a very few editions. Besides books, Benalius had a lively production of broadsides and 

pamphlets of ‘figurative stories’. Several archival records confirm such activity but not a single printed item is 

known to have survived. See the entry ‘Benali, Bernardino’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 

vol. 8 (1966).

57. Victor Scholderer (ed.), Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in the British Museum (BMC). 

Part V. Venice (London: the Trustees of the British Museum, 1924). See § 3.1.4 for more information.

58. Today, the British Library (where all the books of the British Museum were moved in the late 1990s) 

holds 1,960 editions from 15th-century Venice, that is half of the Venetian editions recorded in ISTC.

59. Konrad Haebler, Die deutschen Buchdrucker des XV. Jahrhunderts im Auslande (Munich: Jacques Rosen-

thal, 1924), pp. 24–39, 104–123. Haebler’s work is discussed in chapter 3.

60. The most important pieces of research are accountable to Lowry. The already mentioned Nicholas Jen-

son was preceded by Martin Lowry, The world of Aldus Manutius: business and scholarship in Renaissance Venice 

(London: Blackwell, 1979).
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13. Formal humanistic hand compared with rotunda. Top: Jacobus Ragona, De Artificiali memoria, written by Sanvito [Padua, c. 1459], 
Courtesy V&A, National Art Library (MSL/1957/1349). Bottom: Guillelmus S. Theodorici Abbas, Vita S. Bernardi abbatis [Verona?: scribe 
unknown, 15th century], courtesy Verona C (ms. 99).

3 : 2
1 2 mm 0
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The conclusion is that we are scantly informed about the main printers of the 1470s 
– Spira, Jenson, Renner and a few others – and fairly well informed about the last 
great printer of the century, Aldus. The other printers and publishers, accountable for 
more than nine tenths of the entire 15th-century Venetian production, are still mostly 
unknown.61 However, in the past two centuries bibliographers have supplemented this 
lack of information with the analysis of the printed type found in the books – as thor-
oughly discussed in chapter 3. Using the printed marks left by sorts of type employed 
by 15th-century printers, bibliographers have tried to make order in this complicated 
matter. For this reason, in the forthcoming sections the type in use at Venetian presses 
is introduced. 

1.2. the type employed in venetian incunabula

Following a general review of the book trade in Venice, it is now time to focus on the 
type in which the Venetian books were set.62 The styles of printed type for Latin text 
in use in 15th-century Venice were only two, the roman and the rotunda, both follow-
ing manuscript models (fig. 13). The earliest Venetian books were all printed in roman 
type, but after the 1473 downturn many new types were put on the market, following 
the rotunda hand, a well established script that according to Derolez was ‘one of the 
most eloquent expressions of the Italian conception of Gothic’.63 This section starts 
with a definition of roman type and with a discussion on the early appearances of this 
style of type. Following this, there is a digression on rotundas. Although rotundas are 
not part of this research, they played an important role in 15th-century publishing, in 
Venice and elsewhere, because they were more common and more widespread than 
roman types. Finally the sizes of types in use at the time are investigated, using the 
data from the bibliographical databases in an attempt to understand if standards were 
established in the beginning of the printing trade.

1.2.1. A definition of roman type and its early appearances
First of all we need to define the expression ‘roman type’ so that it can be distinguished 
from other styles of type. The term is often used ambiguously and its meaning cannot 
be taken for granted. Rephrasing Harry Carter, a type is called roman when the capital 
letters reproduce classical inscriptional models and the lowercase letters display in-
scriptional (bilateral) serifs at terminations of the straight strokes.64 Although Carter 

61. This also includes Erhard Ratdolt, because the last attempt to cover his work – limited to his Venetian 

period – dates back to 1894. See Redgrave, Erhard Ratdolt and his work at Venice.

62. The focus here is on type for Latin script only; this research omits information on Greek or Glagolitic 

types, the other two scripts employed in Venetian books.

63. Albert Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books from the Twelfth to the Early Sixteenth Cen-

tury (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), p. 103.

64. Carter wrote: ‘I would define it [roman type] as one whose capital letters reproduce classical inscrip-

tional models and whose minuscules are made to conform with the capitals in their style or construction. This 

definition would still apply if we were to call the design not Roman but Antiqua, as the Germans do.’ Harry 

Carter, A view of early typography up to about 1600. Reprinted with an introduction by James Mosley (London: 

Hyphen, 2002), p. 45. Furthermore (p. 48): ‘A Roman type is one that has classical capitals and serifs at the 

terminals of the straight strokes. Serifs are added strokes, not continuations nor terminal thickenings.’

1.2
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 Jenson 115R, Venice 1470. Courtesy Verona C.

Han 86R, Rome 1468. Courtesy Verona C.

Spira 110R, Venice 1469. Courtesy Milano N.

Sweynheym & Pannartz 115R, Rome 1468. Courtesy Verona C.

Sweynheym & Pannartz 120SG, Subiaco 1465. Courtesy Verona C.

1 : 1
2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

14. Comparison of the five earliest known types for text that appeared in Italian books. For each type two lines of text are shown, at the 
real size, followed by a group of enlarged key letters.

1.2.1
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did not specify what a classic inscriptional model was, he referred to Roman square 
capitals, or rather to capitals from the early Roman Empire (1st and 2nd centuries AD) 
which were very popular in 20th-century England.65 Given this definition the three 
earliest types that appeared in Italy – the two used by Sweynheym and Pannartz (120SG 
in Subiaco, 1465; and 115R in Rome, 1468) and the type used by Han and other early 
printers in Rome (86R, 1468) (fig. 14) – cannot be considered fully roman.66 Their capi-
tals hardly resemble early Imperial inscriptions, and notably the lowercase letters show 
calligraphic exit strokes instead of inscriptional serifs at the base of the stems.67

The first roman type ever cut was Spira 110R, employed from 1469 onwards by Jo-
hannes Da Spira, the earliest known printer in Venice.68 His capitals ‘represent the 
antique well enough’69 and his lowercase letters display bilateral serifs at the bottom 
of the stems. But this type ‘shows promise rather than mastery’[70] and the same style 
of letterforms was better rendered some months later in 1470 by the French printer 
(and probably punchcutter too) Nicolas Jenson (115R).71 The two types share the same 
distinct features, the letterforms follow the same models with some improvements by 
Jenson: his a is wider, the two counters of his g are more proportionate, his capitals are 
lighter and smaller, and better balanced with the lowercase.72 

Much incunable literature asserts that another roman type possibly predated Spi-
ra’s: the first roman of the R-printer from Strasbourg, identified with Adolf Rusch.73 
This type is found in nearly 15 editions none of which has a colophon. Though the 
press was thought to have been active since 1467 due to dated ownership notes found 
in some books, this allegation was finally refuted by Paul Needham in a 1987 auction 
catalogue.74 In an email communication Needham summarised his remarks thus: ‘the 
fundamental evidence is the consensus of all paper stocks, in different sizes, used by 
the R-Press. None of these stocks, including those of the Rabanus Maurus, can be dat-
ed earlier than 1472. The press, probably the same shop as that of Johannes Mentelin, 
produced books using the two R-Press fonts from 1473 to 1478’.75

The types that appeared in Venice in 1470–1473 can be gathered under this defini-
tion of roman type: the lowercase letters almost always display bilateral serif at the 

65. The letters of the Trajan column were shown by Edward Johnston in his Writing and illuminating and 

lettering (London: John Hogg, 1906) and soon became very popular.

66. Sweynheym and Pannartz 120SG, Subiaco 1465 (BMC IV 1, TW 1:120R); Sweynheym and Pannartz 115R, 

Rome 1468 (BMC IV 4, TW 2:115R); Han 86R, Rome 1468 (BMC IV 17; TW 2*:86R).

67. By ‘exit stroke’ I mean the leading-out hook-shaped stroke made with a movement of the pen that shows 

the scribe’s exit from the letterform.

68. Spira 110R, Venice 1469 (BMC V 152, TW 1:110R). 

69. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 71.

70. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 70.

71. Jenson 115R, Venice 1470 (BMC V 165; TW 1:115R, 1*:111R, 4:110R).

72. The Jenson roman and the importance of its design are thoroughly discussed in § 5.2.1.

73. R-printer 103R, Strasbourg, ca. 1472 (BMC I 60; TW 1:103). Several scholars have discussed the R-print-

er, in Germany and in England. For instance Victor Scholderer, ‘Adolf Rusch and the Earliest Roman Types’ in 

Scholderer, Fifty Essays, p. 150–155.

74. The Estelle Doheny Collection, Part I (New York: Christie’s, 22 October 1987), lot 16. It was a copy of the 

R-Press Latin Bible, about 1473 (ib00536500). Needham sees the R-printer as a joint venture between Johann 

Mentelin and Adolf Rusch.

75. Paul Needham, email communication with the author, 28 December 2015.
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1 : 1
2 mm 0

15. A sample of rotunda hand: Rules of the brothers of the company of San Giorgio martyr of Verona [Verona: scribe unknown, early 15th 
century]. courtesy Verona C.
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bottom although the capitals sometimes have little to do with Imperial inscriptions and 
although substantial differences in the design of letters like a, e, g and h.76 These differ-
ences are due to the wide variety of manuscript models that punchcutters took as a ref-
erence, all belonging to the broad family of formal humanistic hands.77 In 15th-century 
Italy the humanistic script was the fashionable handwriting style of the political and 
cultural elite, traditionally employed (but not exclusively) to copy classical authors.78 It 
was not the ordinary script used by the majority of literate people. In 15th-century Italy 
the most common book hand was the style that palaeographers call Southern Textualis, 
or Littera Bononiensis, or more simply Rotunda.79

1.2.2. The use of rotunda types
Rotunda was the formal book hand developed in Italy and southern Europe during the 
middle ages, as much as textura was the formal hand of central and northern Europe. 
Like textura script the letters are bold, with short ascenders and descenders and a high 
contrast between thick and thin strokes. But unlike textura, rotunda letters are usually 
rather wide – they lack textura’s compactness – and display curves in the bowls (b, c, 
d, e, h, o, p, q and s) though some angularity is found in letters a and g (fig. 15). The 
rotunda script attained its full maturity in the 14th century,80 and it became known all 
over Europe thanks to the Italian universities – notably Bologna and Padua – where it 
was employed in their famous glossed treatises of canon and civil law.81 Rotunda today 
belongs to the so-called gothic scripts, a term that was invented by Italian humanists. 
But if today this term includes a negative evaluation, Casamassima has shown how 
during the Renaissance there was no sign of any aesthetic or ideological opposition to 
rotunda. The two book hands, the rotunda and the humanistic, were seen as two devel-
opments of the same Carolingian script.82

The earliest known rotunda type is the big face, suitable for headings, employed by 
Ulrich Han in Rome from 1467 onwards (Han 150G, ab. 21 pt).83 While the earliest book 
entirely set in rotunda was a treatise of canon law printed by Vindelinus de Spira in 
1471.84 The text was set in Spira 99G (14 pt), the earliest known rotunda type for text, 

76. See Appendix B for an overview of the early types cut in Venice.

77. See below § 1.3 for a discussion about the calligraphic models of the early roman types.

78. Cencetti noted that in its earliest years in Florence the humanistic script gave birth to something like 

a special caste of scholars who – with their culturally-rich and somehow snobbish style of writing – distin-

guished themselves from the people who used writing for other than copying classical authors. Giorgio Cenc-

etti, Lineamenti di storia della scrittura latina (Bologna: Pàtron, 1954), p. 268.

79. Albert Derolez, The Palaeography, pp. 102–111. Cencetti, Lineamenti, pp. 213–214.

80. Cencetti, Lineamenti, p. 214. 81. Derolez, The Palaeography, p. 111.

82. Emanuele Casamassima, Tradizione corsiva e tradizione libraria nella scrittura latina del Medioevo (Roma: 

Gela, 1988), pp. 102–105. See also Casamassima, ‘Litterae Gothicae. Note per la storia della riforma grafica 

umanistica’, La Bibliofilía, 62 (1960), pp. 120–122. Moreover Casamassima points out that for Renaissance hu-

manists the term ‘gothic’ script referred to the cursive styles that were developed before or outside the Caro-

lingian reform (thus very hard for them to read), and it originally included neither rotunda nor any of the other 

styles that today we call gothic (Casamassima, ‘Litterae gothicae’, p. 143).

83. Han 150G, Rome 1468 (BMC IV 17, TW 1:150G). The term ‘pt’ stays for PostScript points (also called 

Desktop publishing points), the unit for measuring type sizes on modern computers.

84. Panormitanus, Lectura super primo et secundo Decretalium. Venice: Vindelinus de Spira, 1471–1473 

(ip00058000).
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16. The rotunda types of Vindelinus de Spira: Spira 99G, the earliest known rotunda type for text, and Spira 200G for headlines, from the 
1473 Ferrariis (if00108000). Courtesy Verona Lic Maffei. 
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while the bigger Spira 200G (ca. 28 pt) was used for headlines (fig. 16).85 Vindelinus had 
the right intuition: notaries and ecclesiastics who had to master civil and canon law 
were used to reading books written in rotunda script. But in 1470–1473 some printers 
in Venice – including Spira himself – issued legal treatises in roman type, the only type 
that was available at their presses. It was a miscalculation of the taste of the readers: 
evidently roman type was not what readers of legal books preferred because after 1474 
legal textbooks or treatises were set in rotunda type.

It seems that after the 1473 downturn the printers’ awareness of the market in-
creased: probably – as Petrucci suggest – they looked more closely at the Italian book 
tradition which had already established different graphic models for each literary gen-
re long before printing.86 Thus from the mid-1470s onwards, at least in Venice, the sub-
ject of the books usually defined its graphical aspect, notably the type in which the book 
was set. We have mentioned legal books, but also religious (bibles, sermons, psalters, 
theological and devotional literature), scientific (including Aristotle and the Scholastic 
philosophers) and many vernacular works were normally printed in rotunda type.

Vindelinus employed his Spira 99G in a dozen of extant editions, but this type was 
cut ‘with a somewhat uncertain hand and its capitals were extravagantly ornamental’.87 
Vindelinus’s rotunda, as much as the few rotunda types that appeared in Venice and 
elsewhere in 1471–1473, had been eclipsed by the two rotundas that Nicolas Jenson 
started using in 1474 for his new series of glossed law books.88 Jenson equipped his 
presses with two type sizes – 106G (15 pt) for text and 84G (about 12 pt) for commentar-
ies (fig. 17) – which were soon widely imitated.89 Jenson is known today for the quality 
of his roman type – it is not an exaggeration to call it the archetype of every subsequent 
roman, as discussed in chapter 5 – but in the 15th century his rotunda ‘had much more 
vogue than his roman type’.90

Rotunda soon spread on the market: Jenson employed another three distinct rotun-
das in the following years while the use of his roman type was substantially reduced.91 
Johannes de Colonia printed nearly all his editions in rotunda, employing at least 12 
distinct types.92 Renner did the same, nearly all his books after 1474 are set in rotunda, 
and he was equipped with at least seven distinct types.93 The type stocks of the print-

85. Spira 99G, Venice 1471 (BMC V 152, TW 2:99G) and Spira 200G, Venice 1471 (BMC V 152, 3:200G).

86. Armando Petrucci, ‘Alle origini del libro moderno: Libri da banco, libri da bisaccia, libretti da mano’ in 

Petrucci, Libri, scrittura e pubblico nel rinascimento (Bari: Laterza, 1979), pp. 144–145. Originally published in 

Italia Medioevale e Umanistica, 12 (1969), pp. 295-313.

87. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 50.

88. I have identified five distinct rotundas that went on the market between Spira’s and Jenson’s types: 

Schriber 1:105/106G, Venice 1472 (not mentioned in BMC, the type is found only in Ippolito e Leonora 

(ii00174500), a 16-page booklet survived as a unique copy in Treviso); Riessinger 180G, Naples 1471 (BMC VI 

854; TW 3:180G); Lavagna 112G, Milan 1472 (BMC VI 699; TW 2:113G); Renner 75G, Venice 1473 (BMC V 190; TW 

2:75G); Cremonensis 79G, Venice 1473 (BMC V 207; TW Cremona 3:G).

89. Jenson’s types are discussed in BMC V, pp. 165–166.

90. A. F. Johnson, ‘Gothic types’ in Johnson, Type design. 3rd edition (Norwich: Jarrold and sons, 1966), p. 17.

91. The expression ‘a distinct type’ that recurs throughout this thesis refers to a type that derives from 

a distinct set of punches (to be fully accurate: a type that was cast in matrices struck from a distinct set of 

punches) that can be distinguished from other type derived from different punches.

92. BMC V, pp. 223–224. 93. BMC V, pp. 190–191.
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17. The two rotunda types of Nicolas Jenson which were very successful among contemporaries. Jenson 106G and 84G from Gregorius IX, 
Decretales, Venice 1475 (ig00449000). Courtesy Verona Lic Maffei.
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Jenson 84G from the commentary.

1 : 1
2 mm 0

Jenson 106G from the text of the Decretales.

3 : 1
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18. Column chart displaying the type sizes of Venetian romans as recorded in TW. The TW database lists 415 founts of type  
but 9 are without indication of size, thus 406 items have been taken into account. Data extract from the complete list of founts  
at http://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/html/alltypes.xql
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ing offices grew considerably with the introduction of rotundas. A different condition 
compared with what we have seen in 1470–1473 when each press, including Jenson’s, 
had available no more than one roman type at the time. Rotunda soon crossed the Alps 
and in the early 1480s it is found in books printed in south Germany and Lyons.94 Rat-
dolt made an important contribution to the spread of rotunda outside Italy. He brought 
with him some rotunda types purchased in Venice when he went back to his native 
Augsburg, in 1486, and employed them in hundreds of admired editions – mainly re-
ligious and scientific works – well into the 16th century. Before the end of the century 
rotunda became the ‘stock type in Europe for theological, legal and scholastic texts’.95

If we took the whole of extant Venetian incunabula – the nearly 3800 editions listed 
in ISTC – and look at the type in which they were set, we find that rotunda appears in 
many more books than roman. The archive of Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke (TW), 
which lists all the founts of type employed by Venetian printers, records 823 rotunda 
types and 415 romans. In other words almost two thirds of the founts employed in the 
extant editions are rotunda.96

1.2.3. The standard type sizes in use
Checking more closely the lists of type included in TW we realise that the types in 
which the books were set strictly followed a few standard measurements. These stand-
ards are straightforward for roman type, while with rotunda the matter is not so clear. 
If we group together the 415 roman founts, divide them according to their type sizes 
(which are expressed in each fount name, based on the height of 20 lines of text)97 and 
convert the data into a column chart, the result will be a picture like the one shown in 
figure 18. The chart displays two clusters which include the majority of the founts:

1. a cluster between, roughly, 15–16 pt (between 105–115 mm for 20 lines of text) 
including 174 founts (43% of the total);

2. another cluster between 11–12 pt (77–84 mm) including 157 founts (38%).
A smaller cluster of 19 founts is also found around 12.8 pt (between 88–90 mm), it is 

the 5% of the total. The rest of the founts listed by TW, about 14%, are distributed along 
the axis between 10 and 17 pt (70–120 mm): no roman type bigger or smaller than such 
sizes is found in Venetian incunabula.

As mentioned, the list of TW does not help us defining the distinct types (each com-
ing from a distinct set of punches) that were actually employed in Venice. These were 
of course much less than the founts listed in TW. To give an example, all the 19 founts 
around 13 pt (88–95 mm) derive from a set of punches that I call the Blavis roman 
which is discussed in chapter 6. Even other founts of type of different sizes derive from 

94. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 52.

95. Johnson, ‘Gothic types’, p. 17.

96. TW stands for Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke and is the complete list (so it was claimed) of 

15th-century type published by Konrad Haebler in several volumes between 1905–1924. This work has been 

updated and it is now fully accessible as online database, thanks to the department of incunabula (Inkunabel-

referat) of the Staatsbibliothek of Berlin. http://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/html/index.xql. TW is one of 

the primary sources of this thesis and it is discussed at length – together with the problematics it raised – in 

chapter 3, notably in § 3.1.3. and § 3.3.2.

97. The 20-line measurement is discussed in chapter 3, notably in § 3.1.2 and 3.3.2.
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20. Comparison of Jenson’s roman (left) with Rubeus 80R (right), the earliest known type for commentaries. Rubeus has a much bigger 
x-height than Jenson compared to its vertical measurements, because Rubeus is 30% smaller as a type size, but with an x-height that is 
only 10% smaller. It seems that the punchcutter who cut Rubeus’s type knew that reading comfort depends on the x-height more than on 
the type size and thus he designed a bigger x-height for a smaller type.
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In Rubeus the type size is 30% 
smaller than Jenson while the 
x-height is only 10% smaller.

19. Two samples of classics with commentary surrounding the text, a style of typography that become popular in Venice after the 1480s. 
Left:  the 1487 Vergilius printed by Benalius (iv00178500). Right: the 1488 Priscianus printed by Arrivabenus (ip00968000).
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Blavis’s punches. Several printers employed founts that derive from those punches, 
different sets of matrices were struck and different moulds were used for casting the 
founts, and this is the reason for the differences in the type size. However, although a 
survey of 15th-century Venetian romans is beyond the scope of this investigation, about 
60 distinct roman types employed in Venice from 1469–1500 have been identified.

The two main clusters of 15–16 and 11–12 pt correspond to two distinct classes of 
type, defined by the function a roman type could perform in incunabula: to set either 
a text (group no. 1) or its commentary (no. 2) (fig. 19). These two classes were already 
distinguished as such by 15th-century printers, indeed in notary documents we find 
mentions of ‘littere de testo’ (letters for text) and ‘littere de glossa’ (letters for commen-
taries).98 However, such differentiation was not so exact and the types for commen-
taries were often also employed to set the text of small-size octavo or quarto editions. 

James Wardrop mentioned some letter-size standards in the work of Italian scribes 
before printing. He claimed that in early humanistic hands the sizes of the letters were 
restricted to ‘something between 14 and 18 points, and any attempts to write by the 
same means in larger sizes were generally unsuccessful’.99 This range of sizes was fol-
lowed up by Sweynheym and Pannartz in Subiaco (120SG) and Rome (115R), and by 
Spira (110R) and Jenson (115R) in Venice, all ranging between 15.6 and 17 points. In the 
following years printers followed this range of type sizes with very few exceptions.100 
As will be discussed throughout this thesis, owning to its characteristics, the practice 
of type making probably reinforced a trend towards systemisation. We can imagine 
that the type sizes of the earliest successful printers became a standard for later print-
ers because of their reputations in the trade, but also because type makers found it 
faster and cheaper to follow established models. And this is part of the manufacturing 
processes – of which typefounding was one of the earliest examples – where the goal 
has always been to turn raw material into new products in the most efficient and eco-
nomic way possible. Thus, if there was a standard size in use (even an in-house stand-
ard) it would have been more effective for early typefounders to assemble a new mould 
or prepare a new set of matrices.

The earliest known roman type for commentaries appeared in Venice in 1474, at 
the press of Jacobus Rubeus (Rubeus 80R, 11.3 pt, fig. 20).101 Rubeus – also known by 
the name Jacques Le Rouge – was French and somehow associated with Jenson (who 
mentioned Rubeus and his wife in his last will) and Lowry showed how he carried on 
Jenson’s publishing programme for classics while Jenson turned to the more profitable 
legal and religious editions.102 It is easy to imagine that Jenson, one of the greatest 

98. See § 2.2.1 for a further discussion.

99. James Wardrop, ‘Pierantonio Sallando and Girolamo Pagliarolo Scribes to Giovanni II Bentivoglio’, Signa-

ture, 2 (1946), p. 20. Quoted in Cencetti, Lineamenti, p. 270.

100. As for instance Cremonensis 97R (13.7 pt), a roman for text initially employed by Bartolomeus Cremon-

ensis in 1472–1473 (BMC V 207, TW 1:97R). Not so popular in Venice, this type was used by several printers in 

Bologna, Padua and other centres of the Veneto region. It was cast on different body sizes, ranging from 95 to 

105 millimetres.

101. Rubeus 80R, Venice 1474 (BMC V 213; TW 2:80R). However in its earliest known appearance this type 

was used to set Calderinus’s commentary on Martialem (ic00038000), a text without any surrounding com-

mentary.

102. Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, pp. 124–125, 127–129.
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21. Column chart displaying the type size of Venetian rotundas as recorded in TW. The TW database lists 823 founts of type, 27 of which 
are without indication of size, and one which is probably wood type (Locatellus 13:ca.500G, 1500), thus 796 items have been taken into 
account. Data extract from the complete list of founts at http://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/html/alltypes.xql
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22. Detail of a page from Gregoriis’s Ketham (Venice, 1493–1494, ik00017000) with one of its famous woodcut diagrams. The book was 
set in roman type (we can see two lines of text at the top of the page) while the captions are in a small rotunda. 
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innovators in early printing, had something to do with this new kind of classic book 
with commentaries. This novelty was soon adopted by many other Venetian printers.103

If roman type displays these two clusters of size, applying the same method to the 
823 Venetian rotundas listed in TW does not lead to results that are quite so clear, the 
column chart gives a different picture (fig. 21). First of all the horizontal axis is much 
wider, meaning that rotunda was cast in a much wider range of type sizes: from 45–50 
millimetres for 20 lines of text (6.5–7 pt) to 420 mm (almost 60 pt). The reason is that 
rotunda covered a much wider range of applications than romans. The TW database re-
cords 104 rotunda founts smaller than 9 pt but no roman smaller than 10 points. These 
tiny rotundas were used to set commentaries and texts in small formats like small brev-
iaries, but also to set captions for diagrams and tables even in books entirely set in 
roman type.104 We can see it for instance in the Gregoriis’s Ketham with its famous 
medical woodcuts (fig. 22).105 Headlines and initial words were also set in rotunda, like 
Han in Rome back in 1467, so TW lists almost 30 rotunda founts at 25–40 pt (170–270 
mm), sizes that roman type did not attain before 1530.106 

It seems there are some hints of type size standardisation in rotundas too but it is 
definitely less noticeable than among the romans. However, when compared within 
the same context, we realise that rotundas were generally cast in a smaller size than 
romans.  For instance, the most common size for rotunda type when it is used as a 
type for text in a book with commentary is between 13–14 pt (92–99 mm), while roman 
types used in the same context are almost always bigger than 15 pt. This seems to be a 
legacy of manuscript books: Wardrop noted that, compared with the rotunda hand, the 
humanists tend to increase the scale of the letters in relation to the page.107

Finally, a consideration: the two classes of sizes of the roman type were soon to be-
come standards throughout Europe, indeed in the following centuries types of these 
sizes were known with the names of Great Primer (or Gros-romain in France) for the 16 
pt and Pica (or Cicéro) for the 12 pt. Their corresponding names in Italy were respec-
tively Testo (that means ‘text’) and Lettura (‘reading’), the former following the same 
name given by 15th century printers.108

103. When Rubeus started his editions of classics with commentary, with his 1476 Juvenalis (ij00642000), 

Jenson had already printed a legal treatise with commentary that surrounds the text, all set in rotunda: Gra-

tianus, Decretum. Venice: Nicolaus Jenson, 28 June 1474 (ig00363000). However, unlike what Lowry suggests, 

Jenson was not the first to introduce texts with surrounding commentaries into printing. Heinrich Eggestein 

had already printed legal editions with commentaries in Strassburg from 1471 (see for instance ic00714000).

104. The Venetian editions where roman and rotunda types are used together are very few. Usually an edi-

tion is set either in roman or in rotunda.

105. Ketham, Fasciculus medicinae. Venice: Johannes and Gregorius de Gregoriis, de Forlivio, 5 Feb. 1493/94 

(ik00017000). The text is set in Gregoriis 110R while the captions of the diagrams are in 55G and 64G (respec-

tively 7.8 and 9 pt). See BMC V, pp. 344–345.

106. The earliest known roman with upper and lowercase letters on a large body (c. 40 pt) was the Gros-Can-

on employed by Robert Estienne in his books from 1530 onwards. See Hendrik D.L. Vervliet, The Palaeotypogra-

phy of the French Renaissance (Leiden: Brill, 2008), pp. 114, 174. This type is discussed in § 5.3.2 because it was 

one of the early Parisian types which followed the design of the De Aetna roman.

107. James Wardrop, The Script of Humanism: Some Aspects of Humanistic Script, 1460–1560 (Oxford: Clar-

endon Press, 1963), p. 8.

108. This information is taken from the table ‘Prospect of types’ included into Talbot B. Reed, A history of 

the old English letter foundries, revised edition by A. F. Johnson (London: Damsons of Pall Mal, 1952), p. 32.
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23. Sanvito’s formal hand in its ‘early mature’ state, as described by de La Mare. Detail of leaf 21r from Ars completa geomantiae [Padua, c. 
1466–1469]. The written area is about 130 x 236 mm. Courtesy V&A, National Art Library (MSL/1950/2464).
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1.3. the origin of roman type and its calligraphic background

The general idea that roman type derived from the humanistic script developed in Flor-
ence in the early 15th century, notably from Poggio Bracciolini’s handwriting, seems 
to be prevalent. In fact some major scholars who have discussed the origins of roman 
type in the past, like Berthold Ullman and Stanley Morison, made this claim.109 But if 
we consider Spira’s and Jenson’s romans as the archetypes of roman type and we look at 
the work of scribes from the Venice and Padua area where they operated, we may realise 
that a style of humanistic script developed there following ideas that were independent 
from the Florentine masters (fig. 23). It was undergoing development when Jenson and 
the earliest punchcutters started looking for models for their type, in the late 1460s and 
early 1470s, and it kept on developing in the following decades along with the produc-
tion of early printing types. This section deals with the calligraphic models that early 
punchcutters followed in Venice, investigating the development of the so called ‘Padu-
an style’ of humanistic script. A discussion on the serif formation in the early romans is 
included, because serifs in the lowercase have changed very little since the 15th century 
and they reflect what Paduan scribes were doing in their minuscules. 

1.3.1. Calligraphic models of the earliest romans
As happened throughout Europe in the earliest decades of printing, Spira’s and Jen-
son’s types were cut following the calligraphic style that local scribes were using at the 
time. We have no information about the typographical adaptation of handwriting but 
I agree with Carter when he noted that ‘the man cutting in relief on steel and using his 
particular tools to produce mentally conceived images makes the best type’.110 I find 
it unlikely that the punchcutters who cut Spira’s and Jenson’s punches faithfully cop-
ied the letterforms of some specific manuscript. They probably accommodated certain 
written letters to be cut on punches, and we do not know how far this process of adap-
tation took the final punches from the original models. However Spira and Jenson took 
inspiration from the distinct formal style of the humanistic hand that evolved in the 
Venetian area during the 1450s and 1460s,111 which I am now trying to outline without 
any claim to completeness.112

Following initial progress in Florence in the early decades of the 15th century – 
thoughtfully investigated by Ullmann and de La Mare –113 the humanistic script devel-
oped into several, often regional, variants. One of the most influential is to be found 

109. See for instance Stanley Morison, ‘Early humanistic script and the first roman type’, The Library, 24, 

1–2 (1943), pp. 1–29.

110. Carter, A view of early typography, pp. 71–72, 30–3.

111. J. J. G. Alexander & A. C. de la Mare, The Italian Manuscripts in the Library of Major J. R. Abbey (Faber and 

Faber, London, 1969), p. xxviii.

112. For a matter of space many important topics are not even mentioned here as, for instance, the role of 

Ciriaco d’Ancona, or the influence of notary hands in the development of humanistic script.

113. Berthold L. Ullman, The Origin and Development of Humanistic Script (Roma: Edizioni di Storia e Letter-

atura, 1960). A. C. de la Mare, The Handwriting of Italian Humanists, I-1: Francesco Petrarca, Giovanni Boccaccio, 

Coluccio Salutati, Niccolò Niccoli, Poggio Bracciolini, Bartolomeo Aragazzi of Montepulciano, Sozomeno da Pistoia, 

Giorgio Antonio Vespucci (Oxford: Association Internationale de Bibliophilie, 1973).
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24. Formal humanistic script by Felice Feliciano: Eugenio da Palermo, Erytraea Sibylla Babylonica, f. 5v. The date on the manuscript is 
1446, but it is generally considered a forgery, because Feliciano would have been only 13 years old at that time and because no similar 
style has been noticed before the early 1450s. Courtesy Biblioteca Civica Verona (ms. 2845).
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in the richest and most sophisticated town of the Veneto region, first of all Padua. 
The development of such a humanistic style – which I call ‘Paduan script’ – has not 
been fully documented yet.114 As remarked by Wardrop more than 50 years ago, ‘The 
significance of Venice – that is to say the whole Venetian territory, the Veneto – in the 
history of humanism has been generally underrated, ceding far too much to the more 
obvious claims of Florence and Rome’.115 Our knowledge on the matter has improved a 
little since Wardrop: although being acknowledged (rather than thoroughly studied) by 
Casamassima and de La Mare, and despite some recent articles published by Zamponi, 
a detailed analysis of the development of the Paduan script as well as a collection of ex-
amples is still awaited. The reasons for such lack, according to Zamponi, are mostly due 
to the variety of protagonists and the mishmash of evidence, that has to be searched 
not only in manuscripts, but also in paintings, frescoes and illuminations.116

1.3.2. The development of the Paduan style of humanistic script
The Paduan script was more than a variant of the humanistic hand, it was the result of 
a change in approach, a change in the source of antiquity. Indeed from around 1450 
in Padua a conscious recovery of classical Roman fashion can be seen in the work of 
scribes but also illuminators, painters, sculptors, engravers, and collectors of antiq-
uity. A new artistic taste was established which radically influenced both handwriting 
and book design (fig. 24).117 Such taste was based on an ideal interpretation of antiquity 
that differed from what could previously be seen in Florence and elsewhere. Because 
Poggio Bracciolini and his followers copied classical texts from Romanesque manu-
scripts of the 11th and 12th centuries; their graphic model was a late Carolingian script 
written in those centuries.118 Paduan humanists, on the other hand, focussed on the 
marble inscriptions of classical Rome; they harked back to classical antiquity for their 
inspiration – without any filters. Moreover, in the Veneto region philological and anti-
quarian interest (as seen for instance in the silloges, or collections of ancient inscrip-
tions) was strongly connected with artistic practice.119 This is reflected, for instance, in 
the famous account of the excursion that Mantegna, Feliciano and friends took in 1464 
to Lake Garda, hunting for roman inscriptions.120

114. The term ‘Paduan script’ is an historical reduction, driven by simplification, and also defining it a ‘style’ 

of writing might be not fully accurate. As remarked by De Robertis, although it followed some common fea-

tures, the humanistic script in the Veneto region was not regulated into a clear and accepted canon (as it 

had been in Florence) and it was expressed in a wide range of hands. Teresa De Robertis, ‘Motivi classici nella 

scrittura del primo Quattrocento’ in Patrizia Castelli (ed.), L’ideale classico a Ferrara e in Italia nel Rinascimento 

(Firenze: Olschki, 1998), pp. 73–74.

115. Wardrop, The Script of Humanism, p. 13.

116. Stefano Zamponi, ‘Le metamorfosi dell’antico: la tradizione antiquaria veneta’ in Caterina Tristano, 

Marta Calleri and Leonardo Magionami (eds.), I luoghi dello scrivere da Francesco Petrarca agli albori dell’età 

moderna. Atti del Convegno internazionale, Arezzo, 8-11 ottobre 2003 (Spoleto: CISAM, 2006), p. 37.

117. Emanuele Casamassima, ‘Literulae latinae’ in Stefano Caroti & Stefano Zamponi, Lo scrittoio di Barto-

lomeo Fonzio (Milan: Il Polifilo, 1974), p. xii.

118. Alexander & de la Mare, The Italian Manuscripts, p. xxii. See also Casamassima, ‘Literulae latinae’, p. x.

119. Casamassima, ‘Literulae latinae’, p. xi.

120. This episode has been covered by several scholars. See for instance Myriam Billanovich, ‘Intorno alla 

Iubilatio di Felice Feliciano’, Italia medioevale e umanistica, 32 (1989) pp. 351-358.
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26. Three-dimensional decorative initials from the so called Albi Strabo. This famous finely decorated manuscript, that the Venetian 
Jacopo Marcello despatched to René d’Anjou in 1459, is now preserved in Albi, France (MS.77). The initials are taken from the following 
pages: I from f. 35r, P from f. 363r, S from f.54v and D from f.81r. Images from mediatheques.grand-albigeois.fr

1.3.2

25. Detail of the inscription of Martyrdom and transportation of St. Christopher, Mantegna’s fresco in the Ovetari Chapel, Padua, 1450s 
(destroyed by Allied bombing in 1944). 
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Indeed paintings and frescoes, as well as illuminations started showing columns, 
arches, aedicules, temples and other architectural elements faithfully reconstruct-
ed from the classical Roman period. On these elements inscriptional capitals can be 
found, carefully copied from samples from imperial Rome or from the many examples 
that were still standing as ruins in the Veneto area at the time. Local humanists ana-
lysed the classical Roman capitals and reproduced them with great care, following sim-
ilar proportions, similar serif formation and stroke contrast. The earliest examples are 
probably found in the frescoes that the young Mantegna painted in Padua from 1451 
onwards (fig. 25).121 Though they lack contrast – the letters are generally too light – 
Mantegna’s capitals display maturity and consistency from the beginning. Similar let-
terforms on similar classical buildings are found in the work of other less known paint-
ers active in Padua in the same years such as Marco Zoppo and Giorgio Schiavone.122 
This led Zamponi to suggest that such a fashion started in Squarcione’s workshop, an 
important painter (although little of his work has survived) and collector of antiquity, 
with whom all these young artists were associated.123

Mantegna’s letterforms were soon improved by scribes and illuminators, the latter 
often painting three-dimensional drop caps taken from inscriptional samples, repro-
ducing the division between areas of light and shade within the letters caused by the 
depth of the v-cut, as in real monumental lettering – although the shading often hardly 
makes sense, as in figure 26.124 Since the early 1450s we find fully developed capitals 
in manuscripts written by Biagio Saraceno, Bartolomeo Sanvito, Felice Feliciano, and 
several other unknown scribes. A standard was set, given the consistency of the letter-
forms among the different artists and scribes, and its manifesto can be found in the 
famous Alphabetum Romanum (1459–1460) where Feliciano showed, in his own inter-
pretations of the imperial Roman capitals, how to construct them geometrically.125

Besides the capitals, even the minuscules developed into a new design, a new style, 
though no substantial changes in the structure of the letters are found. Compared with 
the previous humanistic samples, the minuscules underwent only minor adjustments 
of proportions and details but such changes were necessary to make them blend har-
moniously with the new capitals.126 Indeed the imperial Roman capitals acted as mod-
els,127 and Paduan scribes developed minuscules that were squarish and more static 
than the Florentine samples of the early 14th-century. As noted by Wardrop, the formal 
Paduan style shows ‘a greater care and deliberation in the formation of the minus-

121. Like the frescos in the Ovetari Chapel, Padua, partially destroyed by Allied bombing in 1944.

122. Zamponi, ‘Le metamorfosi dell’antico’, pp. 45–46.

123. Zamponi, ‘Le metamorfosi dell’antico’, p. 44. For Squarcione see Nicolò Salmazo (ed.), Francesco Squar-

cione ‘pictorum gymnasiarcha singularis’. Atti delle giornate di studio, Padova, 10-11 febbraio 1998 (Padova: Il 

poligrafo, 1999).

124. The earliest datable examples of this style of capitals, called ‘faceted’ capitals by palaeographers, is 

to be found in Ptolemaeus’s Cosmographia (1457) now in Paris, Bibliothèque nationale (ms. lat. 17542). See 

Millard Meiss, Andrea Mantegna as Illuminator (New York: Columbia University Press, 1957), pp. 30-32. See also 

Giovanna Baldissin Molli, Giordana Mariani Canova & Federica Toniolo (ed.), La miniatura a Padova: dal Medioevo 

al Settecento (Modena: Panini, 1999), pp. 241–243.

125. Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, Vat. lat. 6852.

126. Zamponi, ‘Le metamorfosi dell’antico’, p. 61.

127. Casamassima, ‘Literulae latinae’, p. xxi.
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27. Formal humanistic script by an anonymous scribe who may have imitated Feliciano’s style of writing. Bartolomeo Cepolla, De Impera-
tore Militum Deligendo [Veneto area?, late 1460s or early 1470s]. The letterforms are carefully written and do not display the usual sloppi-
ness of Feliciano’s hand (Feliciano was not a meticulous calligrapher). Image from the University of Glasgow (MS Hunter 275, U.5.15).
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cules’, and ‘the tendency to make the letters separately’ (fig. 27). Furthermore the Padu-
an scribes turned ‘the blunt and rather amorphous terminal of the early Caroline model 
[…] into the sharp clear serif which seems to “clinch” the letters’.128 Alexander and de 
La Mare described Paduan minuscules as ‘a rather solid script, with markedly separate 
letters and strongly marked, often forked, serifs’.129 One of the most noticeable features 
is indeed the bilateral serifs (forked serifs), taken from the imperial capitals recently 
adopted, that scribes started adding at the end of the descending strokes in p and q, 
and sometimes at the baseline in letters f, h, i, l, m, n, r, and long s.

All these features of Paduan script became stronger in the following decades, after 
printing with moveable type had been introduced to Italy, when the ‘the stabilising 
influence of printing’130 induced a certain uniformity in the humanistic hand, not just 
in the Veneto region, but throughout Italy.131 In the late 15th and early 16th centu-
ries humanistic script and printing influenced each other: initially punchcutters took 
inspiration from handwriting, and then, with their constant repetition of the same 
letterforms, moveable types induced the scribes to write letters that were more static, 
more regular in widths and proportions. Indeed, as Wardrop remarked, in the late 15th 
century ‘a page of writing often suggests, though it does not necessarily imitate, the 
appearance of a page of print’.132

1.3.3. Inscriptional serifs in the lowercase letters
Serifs that Paduan humanists started adding to minuscules are actually crucial for any 
discussion of roman type (fig. 28) – indeed following Carter we rely on serifs to define 
the style of type. Unfortunately Casamassima, de La Mare and the other scholars men-
tioned above were not interested in type; all of their research focusses on handwriting 
only.133 A comparative analysis of humanistic script and early roman type is found in 
an article by Juliet Spohn Twomey in the 1989 issue of Fine print.134 This short article is 
little known but has many merits; it seems that Twomey was the first to claim that Jen-
son’s model was to be found in the Paduan style, instead of the Florentine humanistic 
script of Poggio and his followers. The same claim was made a few years later by Geof-
frey Hargreaves on the pages of Gutenberg Jahrbuch.135 Twomey focusses on the shapes 

128. Wardrop, The Script of Humanism, p. 8.

129. Alexander & de la Mare, The Italian Manuscripts, p. xxviii

130. Fairbank in the introduction to Alfred Fairbank & Berthold Wolpe, Renaissance Handwriting (London: 

Faber and Faber, 1960), p. 22.

131. In Alexander & de la Mare, The Italian Manuscripts we can read thus ‘It is sometimes said that all hu-

manistic hands look much alike; in fact the only period for which this claim holds good at all is for the years at 

the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth centuries when it may be that the influence of printed 

books induced a certain uniformity.’ (p. xxii).

132. Wardrop, The Script of Humanism, p. 8.

133. Cristina Dondi – whose PhD research was supervised by de la Mare – has recently noted that Albinia 

de la Mare was actually interested in type; her initial research interest was in incunabula, a topic she returned 

towards the end of her life, when comparing manuscript and printed texts. From a personal conversation, 

October 2019. 

134. Juliet Spohn Twomey, ‘Whence Jenson: a search for the origins of roman type’, Fine print, 15, 3 (1989), 

pp. 134–41.

135. Geoffrey D. Hargreaves, ‘Florentine script, Paduan script, and roman type’, Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1992), 

pp. 15–34.
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Three works by Cicero, [Veneto area: scribe unknown 1450–1475] (cod. 112).

Works by Poggio Bracciolini and Guarino da Verona [Veneto area: scribe unknown 1450–1475] (cod. 115).

28. Details from four undated and unsigned formal humanistic hands from Padua, 1450s–1460s showing the wide range of hands in 
which the humanistic script was expressed in those decades.
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Juvenalis, Satirae. Chioggia: scribe unknown, 1465 (cod. 54).

Cicero, Philippicae. [Veneto area: scribe unknown 1450–1475] (cod. 96).

These manuscripts, like many others scattered in public and episcopal libraries of the Veneto area, have not been thoroughly analysed and 
thus no attributions to the scribes who wrote them have yet been made. Courtesy Padova Sem.
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29. Samples of inscriptional serifs in Paduan minuscules, taken from manuscripts shown in the previous spread (top and central) and from 
Sanvito’s Ars completa geomantiae (bottom). 

30. Samples of bilateral serifs written without lifting the pen from Paduan manuscripts of the 1450s and 
1460s (top), compared with similar shapes of serif in Spira’s and Jenson’s lowercase letters.
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of the serifs in Jenson’s lowercase that can be distinguished between the inscriptional 
and pen-driven serifs. Indeed the lowercase letters show serifs of two kinds: pen-driv-
en serifs, that mimic the scribe’s entry strokes as on top of letter n, for instance (or 
mimic the scribe’s exit strokes at the base of letters a, d, t, u), and inscriptional serifs, 
like the ones found in imperial capitals (as on the baseline of m, n and others).

But Jenson, and Spira before him, are not responsible for such an innovation be-
cause the same serif formation was already found in local manuscripts where scribes 
had recently started adding inscriptional serifs, borrowed from the capitals, at the 
base of some of their minuscules (fig. 29). This attribution is supported by another 
fact: on some letters Spira’s and Jenson’s romans show bilateral serifs that do not look 
inscriptional.136 Exactly the same shape of serif is sometimes found at the bottom of 
Paduan minuscules. Inscriptional serifs were usually additional strokes, scribes lifted 
the pen at the end of the vertical stroke and made a small horizontal bar. But some-
times the scribe did not lift the pen, tracing bilateral serifs with just one pen stroke: 
at the bottom of the stem the pen was curved out to the left and then a straight stroke 
which crosses the stem was made to the right. The result is not a proper inscriptional 
serif: it is bilateral but asymmetrical, and often slightly oblique. The same shape of 
serifs is found at the bottom of Spira’s and Jenson’s f, p, q, r, long s, and possibly on 
other letters too (fig. 30).

In typography serifs are structural elements of the letters, they are ‘added strokes, 
not continuations nor terminal thickenings’.137 Notably serifs have always occurred ex-
actly in the same places since their earliest appearance in Spira’s roman. Their shape 
might vary, but their positions in any seriffed typeface of the present day are exactly 
the same as those in Spira’s and Jenson’s romans – which followed the same serif for-
mation previously defined by local scribes. Moreover, besides serifs, which were part 
of developing minuscules in greater conformity with the capitals, artists and scribes of 
the Veneto region made another key contribution to the inception of roman type with 
the introduction of imperial capitals. Jenson was successful in choosing such manu-
script models and his high craftsmanship (assuming that he was responsible for the 
punchcutting) produced a type that can be safely considered the archetype of every 
subsequent roman. But many of the design decisions that lay behind Jenson’s design 
are originally due to Feliciano, Sanvito and other unknown scribes who helped spread 
the Paduan style. They developed Latin letters that, through Jenson, became the foun-
dation of roman type.138

In this chapter an overview of the historical developments of 15th-century Venetian 
printing has been given as an aid for readers in the chapters that follow. The intention 
of the overview is to show the extent and variety of Venetian incunabula production 
as much as the maturity and complexity of its market. For these reasons, as noted by 

136. Here I am expanding some observations made by Twomey who calls this shape of serif ‘pen imitating 

inscriptional forms’. Twomey, ‘Whence Jenson’, pp. 138, 140.

137. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 48.

138. The importance of Jenson in the development of roman type through history is discussed in chapter 5, 

notably in § 5.2.1 and 5.3.2.
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31. Sample of Sanvito’s formal humanistic hand (from Ars completa geomantiae) on top, and a sample of Jenson’s roman (Eusebius, 1470).
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Needham, 15th-century Venice can be safely taken as an example for early printing in 
general. 

This chapter also examines the types that Venetian printers employed during the 
early years of the trade. As happened elsewhere in Europe, the development of printed 
type in Venice is marked by close imitation of manuscript models (fig. 31). But the lack 
of stability and maturity of humanistic script – compared with the much more for-
malised gothic hands that had been in use for centuries – gave Venetian punchcutters 
more freedom in experimenting with roman type. They were keen to move away from 
the scribal letterforms and conceive ideal forms better suited to the material (steel) and 
tools (files) that were used to cut the type.

Finally many of the presses and printers introduced here are further discussed 
throughout this thesis. Moving on from the basic information displayed in this chapter, 
their work is investigated more closely by extracting new and more thorough informa-
tion from detailed analysis of the printed types. 

1.3.3
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1. Opening page of the paper folder that includes the lawsuit between Stephanus of Mainz and Johannes Vydenast discussed in this chap-
ter (document 15). Courtesy Perugia Archivio di Stato. Photo by Giammarco Gaudenzi. 

2
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he aim of this chapter is to collect the evidence of type manufacture 
and of type trade from 15th-century Italian archival sources. In order 
to better interpret what is found in the printed matter that is analysed 
throughout this research, we need to turn to the archival documents and 

try to determine the historical and technical grounds on which the type analysis shall 
stand. Our rather meagre knowledge of type manufacturing in the 15th century derives 
from a relative scarcity of evidence, especially when compared with the ensuing centu-
ries.1 For this reason the available evidence is collected for examination in this chapter. 
First the type making is investigated as a manufacturing process, including discussions 
on the size of the founts of type in the 15th century and the metals employed for the 
type alloy. Then the type making is investigated from a business standpoint, focus-
ing on evidence of independent activities, of side business among printing offices and 
of in-house manufacturing. Finally indications of type trade are taken into account 
with the aim to define the relationships between the printing offices and the manufac-
ture of type. Most of the documents on which this chapter is based have already been 
transcribed and published by Italian historians – and some have been quoted by well-
known scholars from abroad. But they have never been gathered together to see what 
emerges and what conclusions can be made. 

The documents examined in this chapter are collected in Appendix A together with 
brief descriptions, locations, and transcriptions that have been published. References 
to them in the following sections are included in the footnotes.

2.1. a review of archival documents in italy

Several hundred documents concerning the printing trade have been found, tran-
scribed and published in Italy since the 18th century (fig. 1). They are mostly notary 

1. The earliest body of information on typefounding is found in late 16th-century documents from the 

Plantin-Moretus Museum in Antwerp, while the earliest detailed description of the process was given by Jo-

seph Moxon a century later in England. See Leon Voet, The Golden Compasses. The History of the House of 

Plantin-Moretus. 2 vol. (Amsterdam: Vangendt & Co, 1969-1972), pp. 1-16. See also Joseph Moxon, Mechanick 

Exercises on the Whole Art of Printing (1683-84), edited by Herbert Davis and Harry Carter (London: Oxford 

University Press, 1962).

T
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documents, legal deeds, and business records.2 The documents usually come from the 
‘Archivi di Stato’ around the country; most of them were founded in the late 19th cen-
tury, after Italian unification, to gather together all the historical records left by the 
previous states of the peninsula, and by the several branches of the Catholic Church 
that were suppressed. Today each administrative centre has its own Archivio di Stato 
and there are 103 throughout Italy: they preserve documents that often go back to the 
Middle Ages or earlier.3

Some archives have been systematically searched for documents related to printing. 
This is true in the case of Bologna by Albano Sorbelli, of Padua by Erice Rigoni and 
Antonio Sartori, and more recently of Milan by Arnaldo Ganda.4 But despite this work, 
only a small part of the archives is known. Piero Scapecchi, a bibliographer who wrote 
important essays on his archival research, claims that the documents already discov-
ered are probably fewer than the documents that still await discovery.5

Among the known documents only a tiny fragment concerns the present research; 
apart from the Ripoli Diary, fewer than 50 documents written in Italy between the 
1470s and the 1510s have been found that refer to type manufacture and the type trade. 
It is interesting to observe that only a tiny portion of them was discovered in Venice, 
where most of the manufacturing and the sale of type must have taken place. The Ven-
ice Archivio di Stato has been searched since the 19th century, many documents have 
been transcribed and published6 but the majority are supplications for privileges where 
the printer requests the copyright for an edition (or a group of editions) he is going to 
print.7 According to the Archivio di Stato of Venice the main reason for this paucity of 

2. Notary documents include the last wills of printers, inventories of printing offices, partnership con-

tracts, documents on the founding and closures of companies, and several types of receipts; legal deeds in-

clude lawsuits between partners or printers and supplications for privileges, while business records are a pe-

culiar category where, unfortunately, only a few items have survived. The Ripoli Diary that is analysed below 

is one of them.

3. For further information see the websites of the different Archivi di Stato, and Antonio Romiti, Archivistica 

generale, primi elementi (Lucca: Civita Editoriale, 2008). See also Filippo de Vivo, Andrea Guidi & Alessandro 

Silvestri (ed.), Archivi e archivisti in Italia tra medioevo ed età moderna (Roma: Viella, 2015).

4. Sorbelli’s collection of documents has been published recently, 60 years after his death: Albano Sorbelli, 

Corpus Chartarum Italiae ad rem typographicam pertinentium ab arte inventa ad ann. MDL. Vol. I: Bologna. Edited 

by Maria Gioia Tavoni, Federica Rossi, Paolo Temeroli (Roma: Istituto Poligrafico e Libreria dello Stato, 2004). 

Erice Rigoni, ‘Stampatori del sec. XV a Padova’, Atti e memorie della Reale Accademia di scienze lettere ed arti in 

Padova, 50 (1934), pp. 277–333. Antonio Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani’. Arnaldo Ganda, I primordi della tipo-

grafia milanese: Antonio Zarotto da Parma (1471–1507) (Firenze: Olschki, 1984); and Ganda, Filippo Cavagni da 

Lavagna, editore, tipografo, commerciante a Milano nel Quattrocento (Firenze: Olschki, 2006).

5. From a personal conversation, March 2016.

6. For instance see Carlo Castellani, La stampa in Venezia dalla sua origine alla morte di Aldo Manuzio seniore 

(Venezia: Ongania, 1889); and Bartolomeo Cecchetti, ‘Stampatori, libri stampati nel secolo XV: Testamento di 

Nicolò Jenson e di altri tipografi in Venezia: Note’, Archivio Veneto, 33 (1887), pp. 457–467.

7. There are exceptions, such as the contract signed on 8 February 1492 for printing a Glagolitic breviary, an-

alysed in Daniela Fattori, ‘Venezia culla della stampa glagolitica. L’editio princeps del Breviario’, Gutenberg-Jahr-

buch (2002), pp. 110–123. The document mentions two craftsmen who cut the punches of a Glagolitic alphabet 

and probably manufactured the type, ‘Francesco da Cholognia’ and ‘Zuan Batista dei Moderni’. But this part of 

the document is not transcribed, and Fattori’s summary is not clear, as she seems to confuse punches with 

matrices. My thanks go to Cristina Dondi who kindly drew my attention to this essay. The original document, 

now in the Venice Archivio di Stato (Croce alla Giudecca, b. 93), needs to be checked and transcribed.
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2. Spread from the Ripoli Diary (document 13, cc. 51v-52r). The dimensions of the Diary are mm 295×110, 151 leaves. Courtesy Firenze N. 
Image provided by the library. 
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archival documents is that most of the 15th-century notary documents were destroyed 
in a fire at the Ducal Palace on 20 December 1577.8

Finally it needs to be pointed out that most of these documents refer to types and 
books that have not yet been identified, often because the editions quoted in the doc-
uments failed to survive – even in so much as a single copy. An example of this sit-
uation is given by the printer Johannes of Augsburg, active in Perugia in the 1470s.9 
According to the notary documents Johannes was quite busy in printing but no edition 
with his name in a colophon has survived and only one edition has been convincingly 
attributed to him.10

2.1.1. The case of the Ripoli Diary
One document that deserves special attention is the ‘Diario’ of the printing press of 
San Jacopo di Ripoli (Fig. 2) – one of the most informative surviving documents of 
15th-century printing.11 San Jacopo was a Florentine convent of Dominican nuns that 
housed a printing office between 1476–1484. It was the most prolific Florentine press 
of its time, printing in less than eight years about 30 major titles and 70 or more works 
considered ephemeral (broadsides and booklets of few pages), mainly devotional texts 
but also vernacular poetry, humanistic essays, and Latin grammars. The Diary was 
found, in bad condition, in the 1770s:12 it is a day-book where Fra Domenico da Pistoia, 
the director of the press, roughly noted down expenses and cash received, to be later 
transferred to an account book that has not survived.

As Neil Harris has remarked ‘in terms of the history of printing and publishing, the 
Diary is one of the few documents that tells us what went on backstage in the heady, 
early years of the Gutenberg revolution’.13 But despite its value from the historical per-
spective, the Diary is an incomplete source for the work of the press because some 
transactions (we do not know how many) where recorded in other day-books or ‘jotted 
down on the first piece of paper that happened to be at hand’.14 The Diary displays the 

8. See Maria Pia Pedani Fabris, ‘Veneta auctoritate notarius’, Storia del notariato veneziano (1514–1797) (Mi-

lano: Giuffrè, 1996), pp. 114–119.

9. Johannes of Augsburg is mentioned in document 17.

10. Benedictus de Benedictis, Consilia super materia ultimarum voluntatum. Perugia: [Johannes Schriber], 

27 June 1476 (ib00305400). The contract for the printing of this legal edition has survived and it was signed 

by Johannes and the author’s son. This Johannes has been tentatively identified with Johannes Schriber de 

Annunciata who printed an edition in Venice in 1472 and 14 in Bologna (7 signed and 7 attributed) between 

1478–1483. But this hypothesis is not supported by evidence, notably because archival documents place Jo-

hannes in Perugia until the 1480s. See Needham, ‘Venetian printers and publishers’, pp. 197–198. Johannes 

and the notary documents connected to him are analysed in Giocondo Ricciarelli, ‘I prototipografi in Perugia’, 

Bollettino della Deputazione di storia patria per l’Umbria, 67 (1970), pp. 98–113.

11. The latest work on the subject is Melissa Conway, The Diario of the Printing Press of San Jacopo di Ripoli 

(1476–1484) (Firenze: Olschki, 1999). Conway’s work was severely criticised by Harris: Neil Harris, ‘A review of 

The Diary’, The Book collector, 50, 1 (Spring 2001), pp. 10–32. In the same issue Conway replied to Harris’s cri-

tique: Conway, ‘A Reply to Professor Harris’s Review’, pp. 33–41. The Diary had already been analysed by some 

Italian historians and the work of Emilia Nesi, who published a pamphlet in 1903, is still useful today. See Emilia 

Nesi, Il Diario della stamperia di Ripoli (Firenze: Seeber, 1903).

12. Vincenzo Fineschi, Notizie storiche sopra la stamperia di Ripoli le quali possono servire all’illustrazione della 

storia tipografica fiorentina (Firenze: Moücke, 1781), p. 10.

13. Harris, ‘A review of The Diary’, p. 28. 14. Harris, ‘A review of The Diary’, p. 30.
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trade of books and printed material, the purchasing of a printing office’s requirements 
such as reams of paper, tools for typefounding, raw materials for ink; some acquisitions 
of a different nature (for instance a herd of pigs), and occasionally daily expenses. Fur-
thermore, Fra Domenico copied several contracts of partnerships he undertook with 
stationers and other printers. They were short-lived companies specifically established 
to print one or very few editions – a typical habit of 15th-century printers.

In the next sections the instances related to the manufacture of type (purchase of 
punches, matrices, tools for punchcutting and typefounding, and metals) is going to 
be review and integrated with the analysis of the extant editions, both from the Ripoli 
press and from other contemporary Florentine presses.

2.2. type making as a manufacturing process

The first cluster of evidence that is going to be discussed refer to the manufacturing 
process. The aim is to understand the technical background to the trade of type, and 
specifically to determine whether there are differences in the process, the tools and raw 
material employed for making type with respect to the practice as we know it. 

Among all the elements of book manufacturing the type is the most elusive. Paper 
and ink are still there, but the type disappeared a long time ago leaving only traces on 
paper.15 The traces (that is what bibliographers analyse) are the result of a complex 
technological process – type manufacturing – that we need to retrace in order to build 
accurate premises to the analysis of type.

Thus, if differences in type manufacturing are found, it is important to understand if 
they have to be taken into account when analysing the printed matter. This is necessary 
because they might have affected the usage and the efficiency and the durability of type 
cast in the 15th-century and, consequently, the work on the books. Moreover, consid-
ering that a tendency towards systemization is characteristic of type making, another 
aim is to uncover any process of standardization that may have taken place among early 
printers and typefounders. As we have seen in chapter 1, type makers probably found 
it expedient to follow certain models in manufacturing, and establishing these models 
would provide help for us to grasp the state of type-making technology at that time.

2.2.1. The terminology of the printing trade
But before discussing the documents we need to clarify the linguistic features found 
in the evidence. This section aims to provide a review of the underlying substance of 
the documentary evidence and set out a linguistic ‘guide’ of the documents that follow.

Cast type has always been called ‘litteras’ (letters). But the word letter was initially a 
generic term assigned to every tool or aspect of type manufacturing.

The earliest known record of matrices, a 1474 lawsuit from Brescia, indeed refers to 
‘litterae heris [= aeris] a stampando’ (copper letters for printing).16 After this instance, 
from 1476 onwards matrices have always been called ‘madri’ or ‘matri’ everywhere in 
Italy: the word is always in plural form, and means mothers.

15. This point was made in Paolo Veneziani, ‘Besicken e il metodo degli incunabolisti’, Gutenberg-Jahrbuch 

(2005), p. 82. Veneziani was an important incunabulist whose contribution is discussed in § 3.2.3.

16. Document 6. This document is discussed in § 2.3.4.
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Punches are seldom mentioned in the archival documents. They are called ‘ponzoni’ 
in Latin and we find several variations in the vernacular languages: ‘puntelli’, ‘puntoni’ 
or ‘punzoni’ in Florence (the last is also used in modern Italian), ‘polsonj’ in Padua, and 
‘spontonis’ in Milan.

The word for casting became ‘zetare’ or ‘gittare’ (literally: throwing) after the mid 
1470s, both in Latin and in the vernaculars, as in a 1475 contract from Bologna: ‘magis-
ter Andreas per se seu alios zetare et complere omnes litteras necessarias’ (Master An-
drea must cast the required letters himself or get someone else to cast them for him).17

The typefounders’ mould is usually called ‘forma’ as in modern Italian: we find it 
for instance in the last will of Johannes Herbort, a rich printer and publisher who died 
in Venice in 1484, who left ‘duas matres justatas [...] et formas pertinentes’ (two [sets of] 
justified matrices with related moulds) to Bernardino Stagnino, a younger colleague.18 
An exception is given by the Ripoli Diary where the mould is called ‘gittino’, ‘cittino’ or 
‘gittano’, from ‘gittare’ (casting). However the term ‘forma’ in 15th-century documents 
can take on other meanings. We find it in Venice in a document of February 1447 refer-
ring to woodblock printing, where some ‘forme da stanpar donadi and salterj’ (blocks to 
print grammars and psalters) were delivered by one ‘Mistro Zuane’ (Master Johannes) 
of Bologna.19 Thirty years later a Milanese document, which we are going to meet again 
further on, refers to some ‘torchuli in forma reale’ (presses for royal paper size) where 
‘forma’ means paper format.20

Finally, it is worth mentioning how printers referred to the style and size of type, 
as we have many instances of this kind. Type has always been distinguished between 
‘littera antica’ (antique letter) for roman type and ‘littera moderna’ (modern letter) for 
rotunda, with terminology taken from the manuscript tradition.21 A few records of ‘lit-
tere per missali’ (letters for missals) are also found, probably referring to a big size of 
rotunda type. As we have seen in chapter 1, Venetian romans (and rotunda to a lesser ex-
tent) usually follow two clusters of type sizes, respectively of about 11–12 and 15–16 pt.22

These two type sizes were distinguished by Renaissance printers and typefounders 
who named them after the main functions for which the type was cast: rispectively 
‘littere de testo’ (letters for text) and ‘littere de glossa’ (letters for commentaries). How-
ever two exceptions are found in the archival documents, that might indicate how the 
old names for type size begin to take shape. First is a type called ‘da lectura’ (for read-
ing) in the 1497 inventory of a printing office.23 The document mentions five sets of 
matrices, ‘da testo e chiose due moderne e due da testo e chiose antiquo e una altera 
da lectura’ (two rotundas, one for text and one for commentary, two romans, one for 
text and one for commentary, and another one for reading). The term ‘lectura’, and 
its vernacular equivalent ‘lettura’ were used in Italy for centuries as a type-size name, 

17. Document 8.

18. Document 25.

19. From a document of the Archivio di Stato of Venice mentioned in Bartolomeo Cecchetti, ‘La stampa 

tabellare in Venezia nel 1477’, Archivio Veneto, 29 (1885), p. 88.

20. Document 14 and § 2.4.

21. See for instance Casamassima, Tradizione corsiva e tradizione libraria, pp. 95, 103.

22. See § 1.2.3 for a complete discussion.

23. Document 30.
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3. Opening of document 12, where Johannes de Reno stated that his workshop would have pro-
duced ‘centum decem ponzonos litterarum grecarum de azali et | totidem matres rami instatas 
et unam formam pro infundendo | dictas litteras’ (110 steel punches of a Greek type, copper 
matrices and a mould to cast letters). Dimensions: mm 155 × 115. Courtesy Vicenza Archivio di 
Stato. Image provided by the library.

1 : 1
2 mm 0
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that corresponded to the English pica (ca. 12 pt).24 Second is a roman called ‘mezanella’ 
mentioned in a 1500 bill of type that is going to be discussed below:25 the term probably 
derives from ‘mezzano’, the vernacular version of Latin ‘medianus’, that meant ‘some-
thing in the middle’. Other documents stated that type was ‘più tosto da chiosa che da 
testo’ (more similar to a type for comment, rather than a type for text).26 Again, the 
term seems to be an early name for a type size: a mezanella was neither for text nor for 
commentary, but in the middle (about 14 pt).

2.2.2. The process of type making
The earliest evidence of manufacture of type in Italy is a contract signed in Perugia in 
April 1471, where two German printers, Petrus of Cologne and Johannes of Bamberg, 
founded a company with four local notables ‘ad artem et exercitium imprimendi ac 
scribendi’ (for the craft and the practice of imprinting and writing).27 After listing the 
articles of association the contract states that the tools for manufacturing type were 
kept secret by the German masters. Keeping secret the process of type manufacture 
even to their Italian backers was a way for the early printers to protect themselves from 
the free market. Indeed in the 15th century, when most of the city economies were con-
trolled by guilds, there was no guild to defend the representatives of this new trade.28

Evidence of this secrecy is found in other early documents,29 but after the mid 1470s 
we also find hints on the type-making process, such as the deed signed in Vicenza in 
November 1476 by Johannes de Reno, a German printer (Fig. 3). Johannes stated that 
his workshop would have produced ‘centum decem ponzonos litterarum grecarum de 
azali et totidem matres rami instatas et unam formam pro infundendo dictas litteras’ 
(110 steel punches of a Greek type, copper matrices and a mould to cast letters).30 This 
is the earliest known overview of the process of type making – at least in Italy – and it 
confirms that in Italy in the 1470s the process was the same as the one we know: cutting 
punches, striking matrices, and casting type in a mould.

The Vicenza document is one of the few where ‘ponzonos’ (punches) are mentioned. 
Unlike matrices, punches are almost absent from archival documents. They are men-

24. Reed, A history of the old English letter foundries, p. 35.

25. Document 32. The ‘bill of type’ (called ‘scheme of type’ in North America) is a list of the matrices used to 

cast a fount apportioning the weight and/or the number of pieces of type cast from each matrix.

26. Document 31.

27. Document 2.

28. In Venice the guild of booksellers and printers was founded much later, in 1548–1549 – see Horatio F. 

Brown, The Venetian printing press (London: John C. Nimmo, 1891) pp. 83–87 – although informal organizations 

of printers for mutual protection probably existed earlier than that date. Cristina Dondi showed that a number 

of Italian printers active in Venice gathered together from the 1480s onwards in a specific congregation, or 

scuola (as it was called at the time) the Scuola Grande di San Rocco. See Cristina Dondi, ‘Printers and Guilds in 

Fifteenth-Century Venice’, La Bibliofilía, 106 (2004), pp. 229–265.

29. As can be seen in a contract signed in January 1471 in Bologna. Luca di Biagio from Sicily, who seems to 

have been expert in printing (but his name is not associated with any extant book) entered in a partnership with 

the priest Paolo da Odiena and other wealthy citizens of Bologna to produce books ‘according to the new inven-

tion’, and sell them. This contract, where type manufacture is not mentioned, states that none of the partners 

were permitted to reveal the secret of the art of printing. See Sorbelli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, pp. 121–122.

30. Document 12.
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4. Leaf 1v of the ‘mezanella’ bill of type (document 32) where Bartolomeo de’ Libri lists uppercase letters and di erent kinds of space. 
Courtesy Firenze N. Image provided by the library.
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tioned in another overview of the process that was given by Nicolas Jenson in his last 
will, dictated in September 1480 shortly before his death.31 Besides thousands of ducats 
left to several churches and monasteries to pray for his soul, Jenson left all his equip-
ment to the company he had recently founded, the ‘Zuan de Cologna, Niccolò Jenson e 
Compagni’.32 All the devices and tools of Jenson’s workshop had to be valued and sold 
to the company. But a small part of his equipment was listed separately and was free-
ly given to a beloved friend (and business partner), Peter Ugelheimer:33 the ‘ponzoni 
cum quibus stampantur matres cum quibus matribus fiunt littere’ (the punches used to 
strike matrices from which letters are made).

The evidence we have collected is scarce but it seems to indicate that from the early 
1470s the practice was similar to the one we know; and if there were any differences, 
they were probably not enough to affect the final product, the books.

2.2.3. The size of a fount of type
The character set of a type is information which can be inferred from the books which 
have survived.34 For instance the Jenson roman as it was employed by Jenson himself 
in the early 1470s, included 75 elements: 21 uppercase and 25 lowercase letters, 7 lig-
atures, 15 abbreviations and contractions, and 7 punctuation marks.35 A caracter set 
tells us the number of matrices the typefounder used to cast the type, but we still do 
not know how many sorts were cast, nor the entire size of the fount. This information 
is given in a document found by Piero Scapecchi in the collection of manuscripts of the 
Biblioteca Nazionale in Florence, which is going to be analysed in detail.36 It is a bill 
of type written in October 1500 by Bartolomeo de’ Libri, a prolific Florentine printer, 
where he listed all the matrices followed by the number of cast sorts and their weight 
in pounds. A few notes jotted down on the document help us to place it in context: it 
concerns the fount of a roman type called ‘mezanella’, which was cast from matrices 
leased or sold by Filippo Giunta.37

In the recto of the first page Bartolomeo listed 21 lowercase letters (a–u, with short 
and long s), followed by contractions (letters x, y, z are among them), abbreviations, 
ligatures (st, ct, ss, ff, ae, sl, fl) and punctuation, a total of 46 elements (fig. 4). Vowels 
are produced in the largest number – 2711 i, 2520 e, 2018 o, 2017 u, 1550 a – followed 
by r (1546), c (1537), l (1537) and t (1528). In the verso we find the uppercase letters (23 
letters plus a sign that looks like a seriffed cross) and a list of spaces of several widths 
(fig. 5). The information about spaces is substantial as for the first time we have evi-

31. Document 21.

32. Scholderer, ‘Printing at Venice’ p. 84. The inception of the Colonia–Jenson company is discussed in  

§ 1.1.2.

33. Peter Ugelheimer was a German businessman who successfully entered the new trade in the early 1470s. 

For more information see Nuovo, The Book Trade, p. 31.

34. As mentioned, the character set is the list of matrices used to cast a fount.

35. Jenson 115R, Venice 1470 (BMC V 165, TW 1:115R).

36. Document 32.

37. The document has been mentioned in § 2.2.1. Giunta was a well-known book seller. Together with his 

brother Lucantonio, a printer and publisher based in Venice, they established one of the most profitable pub-

lishing houses of the Renaissance: William A. Pettas, The Giunti of Florence, a Renaissance Printing and Publish-

ing Family (New Castle: Oak Knoll, 2013).
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5. Leaf 1r of the ‘mezanella’ bill of type (document 32) where Bartolomeo de’ Libri lists lowercase letters, contractions, abbreviations, 
ligatures, and punctuation. Dimensions: mm 290×220. Courtesy Firenze N. Image provided by the library.

4 : 5
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dence of the equipment that did not leave any trace on paper. We can notice how ad-
vanced was an early fount of type: four different spaces are listed and they correspond 
– sometimes with the same name – to the spaces found in a 20th-century typecase: 
‘quadri’ (em quad) and ‘mezi quadri’ (en quad) as in modern Italian, then ‘quadri lung-
hi’ (2-em quad) and ‘spazi piccini’ (thin space). The list of spaces contains 12 entries, 
as the same item is listed twice and labelled both ‘old’ and ‘new’ perhaps referring to 
some standard. Two entries are about ‘lett[ere] tagliate’ (trimmed letters), that suggests 
the practice of using types with the face filed away as spaces, and one is about ‘paraf-
fo’ which might refer to the paragraph mark, called ‘paragrafo’ in Italian – however it 
seems strange that Bartolomeo would have included such a sign among the spaces. The 
spaces were produced in large quantities, the largest being 2800 ‘spazi piccini nuovi’ 
(new thin spaces); the total number of pieces was 8449. In the recto of the second page 
Bartolomeo listed a few last elements: some of them seem to be made by modifying 
existing ones (probably by filing away parts of the face from pieces of type), such as, 
for example, 200 v made out of y, and 244 ‘tavole’ (tables) produced by altering a letter 
that looks like Greek chi. A final note states that more types had to be cast from letter 
o and & because stock was insufficient. It is worth noting that the number of types 
listed beside each printed sort is never a rounded figure, thus I suppose the standard 
was based on the weight of the types cast from each matrix, rather than on the number 
of them. Indeed 2711 sorts of i weighed 7 lb 6 oz, and 1537 sorts of c weighed 6 lb 4 oz.

To summarize, the bill of type of Bartolomeo’s mezanella lists 91 signs and 12 spaces, 
for a total amount of about 35,000 pieces of type weighing 147 pounds (about 50 kg). 
Besides this bill of type, to my knowledge the only document that gives the number of 
sorts in a fount is a 1476 recipe from Milan, where a reference to the passage of ‘litteras 
quinquaginta milia’ (50,000 letters) between two workshops is recorded.38

2.2.4. Evidence of some standards for measuring a fount of type
Other information about the size of a fount of type comes from its weight, sometimes 
included in the documents. However most of these records refer to types we have not 
identified yet, thus the information is difficult to compute. This is the case of a docu-
ment from Padua connected with the French printer Petrus Maufer where it is stated 
that two cases of some unknown type weighed 160 pounds.39 Though it is not clear if it 
became a standard, a case of type was possibly the earliest way of defining the size of 
a fount. We find it in another document connected with Maufer where he was asked to 
‘limpresti le forme et le madre per zitare fin al compiment de tre case de letere ben et 
su cientement dogni sort’ (to lend moulds and matrices to cast letters till completing 
three cases, with enough type for every sort).40

A document from Milan shows a more refined method for measuring the size of a 
fount. In May 1477 Antonio Zarotto entered into a partnership where his duty was to 
equip his six presses with three types.41 The clauses of the contract included the indi-
cation of the size of a fount of type: ‘Item che sia anche obligato dito magistro Antonio 

38. Document 10.

39. Document 20.

40. Document 19.

41. Document 14.
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a paregiar42 littere antiche nove, item possano lavorar sia littere in duy torchuli de for-
ma reale o vero in tri torchuli de mezano secondo la usanza che ha usato a paregiar le 
littere dicto magistro Antonio’ (master Antonio had to cast new roman type to supply 
two presses for printing royal format paper, or three presses for the median format, 
following the custom of his workshop). The contract includes other clauses such as: 
‘[...] haver aparegiato littere moderne nove per lavorar duy torchuli in forma reale’ (to 
cast new rotunda letters to supply two presses with royal format) and ‘[...] haver apar-
egiato littere per missali per duy torchuli’ (to cast letters for missals for two presses). 
Zarotto had three types – a roman, a rotunda and a type for missals – and the contract 
stipulates the sizes of the three type cases. The paper format indicates the amount of 
type needed per sheet (or possibly for more than one sheet – we do not know how many 
sheets were composed at a time), and multiplying this figure by the number of presses 
gives the number of sorts Zarotto had to cast.43 The result was probably a rough esti-
mate because different editions with the same paper size might have had different type 
areas, so the amount of type required would be different. However the method used by 
Zarotto looks like an effective way for measuring a fount of type, it might have been a 
common practice at the time, but unfortunately we are not aware of other documents 
that adopted the same method.

 
2.2.5. What metals were employed for the type alloy?

According to Biringuccio,44 who gave the earliest known account of typefounding, to 
cast letters in the early 16th century you needed an alloy of ‘tre parti di stagno fino & 
una ottava parte di piombo negro & unaltra ottava parte di margassita d’antimonio 
fusa’ (3 parts of tin, 1/8 of a part of lead and 1/8 of a part antimony).45 Biringuccio’s rec-
ipe sounds mysterious because from the late 16th century onwards – from the earliest 
information we are aware of – the major ingredient of the type alloy has always been 
lead, with tin in a small quantity.46

42. The term ‘paregiar’ is not found elsewhere, as far as I am aware. I translated it with casting but the term 

probably includes more meanings: it might also relate to ‘planing’ the height of types.

43. The two paper formats listed in the contract are the most commonly found in Italian archival docu-

ments. They belong to the four standard paper sizes referred to in a late 14th-century stone-cut inscription of 

a paper gauge in Bologna, that can still be seen today. In such inscription the minimum dimensions for sheets 

sold in each named size are stated. These formats continued to be in use, with small changes, well into the 16th 

century and they were called, by increasing sizes, Chancery (approx. 31×45 cm), Median (approx. 35×52 cm), 

Royal (approx. 43×62 cm) and Imperial (approx. 49 × 74 cm). See Paul Needham, ‘The paper of English incunab-

ula’ in Lotte Hellinga (ed.), Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in the British Museum (BMC). Part 

XI. England (’t Goy-Houten: Hes & De Graaf, 2007), pp. 312–313.

44. Vannoccio Biringuccio was an Italian metallurgist known for his manual on metalworking, De la Pirotech-

nia, the earliest printed account of the subject, published posthumously (Venice: Venturino Roffinello, 1540). 

Although the second printed manual of this kind, Georgius Agricola’s De Re Metallica (Basel: Froben, 1559) is 

generally considered more reliable, Biringuccio worked in the metallurgic field in Venice in the beginning of 

the 16th century, thus his account is especially important for the present inquiry. Biringuccio’s description of 

typefounding has been analysed in Conor Fahy, ‘Descrizioni cinquecentesche della fabbricazione dei caratteri e 

del processo tipografico’, La Bibliofilía, 88 (1986), pp. 47–86.

45. Biringuccio, De la Pirotechnia, c. 138v.

46. Actually the earliest descriptions of typefounding – Moxon, Jaugeon, Diderot, and Fournier – do not 

mention tin at all, though they suggest adding some remelted old type that probably contained tin. See the 

notes of Harry Carter in Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, p. 379.
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Tin performs better than lead in a type alloy,47 but tin has always been much more 
expensive – in Florence in 1481 tin was four times the price of lead – and, after all, only 
a small quantity of tin is needed if you can alloy it with lead.48 The archival documents 
seem to confirm Biringuccio’s recipe. According to our present knowledge, nine re-
cords related to the metals for casting type have been found in documents other than 
the Ripoli Diary. Tin is mentioned in all the records, five times alone,49 once as ‘litter-
as stagni et alterius metalli’ (letters of tin and other metals),50 twice with lead51 and 
once with antimony.52 The Ripoli Diary includes traces of the purchasing of metals 
in about 20 entries but because of its incompleteness, the evidence is not insufficient 
to deduce the composition of the type alloy used at the Ripoli press.53 However, tin is 
by far the most purchased element among the three metals; it is acquired throughout 
the Diary, albeit usually in small amounts.54 Furthermore a sign of the importance of 
tin seems to be that, unlike the other metals, its quality is sometimes mentioned. For 
instance: ‘stagnio nuovo’ (new tin), ‘stagnio venitiano stampato’ (printed Venetian tin), 
and ‘stagnio vechio di scodelle e piatelli’ (old tin from bowls and plates).55

This last quotation from the Diary refers to pewter rather than pure tin, because 
pewter was often called simply ‘stagno’ (tin). Pewter is an alloy whose major component 
is tin, and it was used to produce identical objects cast in metal moulds with replacea-
ble parts.56 Even Biringuccio calls pewter tin, and includes his description of typecast-
ing in the section on pewter.57 There is not a precise recipe for pewter – throughout the 
centuries it has been made with different metals, often with scrap – but the mariegola 

47. Tin makes the metal more fluid and mobile when molten and its addition produces a more wear-resist-

ant alloy. See Printing Metals (London: Fry’s Metal Foundries Ltd., 1972), pp. 1, 5. See also Walter Wilkes, Das 

Schriftgiessen: Von Stempelschnitt, Matrizenfertigung und Letternguss (Stuttgart: Hauswedell, 1990), p. 178.

48. Tin alone is soft, but lead is even softer while an alloy of the two produces a harder metal. See Printing 

metals, pp. 1, 2. As discussed in chapter 4, during his research on Caxton, the Victorian printer William Blades 

ran an experiment to understand how easily type made of pure lead would deform under pressure. See § 4.2.3 

for more information.

49. Document 3, 20, 22, 28, 29.

50. Document 7. Later in the same document only tin is mentioned again.

51. Document 8, 9.

52. Document 2.

53. The amounts of metal recorded throughout the Diary could not have been sufficient for casting the 

several founts of types we know were used by the Ripoli press: three romans and four rotundas.

54. The amount of type metal recorded is the following: Tin 104 lb (plus a large undefinable purchase, prob-

ably over 50 lb), Lead 40 lb, Marcasite (Antimony) 3 oz. It is worth noting that in the 15th and 16th centuries in 

Italy antimony was called ‘margassita’ or ‘marcasite’, although this term usually included all sulphide minerals 

with a metallic lustre. Cyril Stanley Smith & Martha Teach Gnudi (ed.), The Pirotechnia of Vannoccio Biringuccio, 

translated into English (New York: Dover Publications, 1990), p. 92.

55. Document 13, cc. 85v, 124r.

56. Known since antiquity for producing religious objects such as trays, plates and jugs, pewter was so 

common in Renaissance Europe, that Biringuccio wrote its craft was known not only to skilled men but also to 

children. Biringuccio, De la Pirotechnia, c. 138 r. See also Smith & Gnudi, The Pirotechnia, pp. 374–375.

57. The connection between type metal and the tradition of pewter was hypothesized by Smith and Gnudi, 

who in 1941 published a facsimile of Biringuccio’s pages with the typecasting description along with transla-

tion and notes: Martha Teach Gnudi & Cyril Stanley Smith, Of Typecasting in the Sixteenth Century. Being a de-

scription of the art of typecasting given by V. Biringuccio in his Pirotechnia (Connecticut: Columbiad Club, 1941).
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of Venetian pewterers,58 written in the 15th century, includes the recipe of the local 
pewter: 25 lb tin, 2 oz marcasite (antimony), and 2 oz copper.59 It seems that such an 
alloy could have been used for casting type, and I find it reasonable that early type-
founders might have used the pewter alloy to cast their types. One reason for this is that 
pewter includes antimony, which was not easily available.

Indeed the paucity of references to antimony in the archival records raises ques-
tions. Antimony is necessary in type metal, even in small quantities, because it hardens 
and strengthens the metal.60 But the metal antimony was not common at the time be-
cause the process of extracting it from its ore required great heat;61 antimony melts at 
630.5°C, a much higher melting point compared with tin and lead, respectively 232°C 
and 327°C. Moreover, the process was long and troublesome, often producing imper-
fect results, as was noticed two centuries later by Pierre Simon Fournier in his Manuel 
Typographique.62 Fournier stated that in 18th-century Paris antimony was so rare and 
expensive that he decided to prepare it himself.63 But the circumstances might have 
been different in 15th-century Venice, as Biringuccio wrote: ‘dela Alemagna ne por-
tano a Venetia del fuso in pani per seruitio di que maestri che fanno le campane [...] & 
ancho quelli che fanno li vasi di stagno ne adoperano come anchor quelli che fanno li 
specchi fi di vetro’ (cakes of smelted antimony are imported from Germany to Venice, 
for manufacturing bells, pewter, and glass mirrors).64 This would seem to suggest that 
antimony was not so difficult to access in Venice at the time.

Biringuccio’s account raises yet another question: he wrote about a trade of ingots 
of type alloy. Given that his Pirotechnia was published in 1540, it would be important to 
understand when, before this year, the trade of type metal actually started. No answers 
have come from the archival documents, but some useful information can be gathered 
from Venice in the early 1470s. But before going on, a distinction needs to be drawn 
between the big furnace for preparing the type alloy and the small-scale furnace for 
casting type. Indeed great heat was needed for the production of type metal (due to the 
high melting point of antimony) and a brick furnace was required,65 while the small 

58. The mariegola was the statute of the Venetian guilds. It included the capitulary of the guild, changes and 

additions made over the years, and several other pieces of information.

59. Very little is known about the history of pewter and this alloy has received little attention by historians 

– at least in Italy. Nonetheless, some information about Venetian pewter is found in Piero Pazzi, ‘Contributo 

alla storia del peltro nella civiltà veneziana’, in Renata Massa (ed.), Il peltro antico (Brescia, Assopeltro, 1997), pp. 

31–76. The mariegola of Venetian pewterers is now in the Archivio di Stato of Venice (Arti, b. 436).

60. Type must be sufficiently hard and solid in order to resist the pressure and abrasion to which it is sub-

jected during printing. Abrasion is caused by the process of inking, i.e., the rubbing of the ink-balls. See Printing 

metals, pp. 4, 8.

61. Antimony has been known since antiquity but with this name people mostly referred to its ore, Stibnite 

(Sb2S3) which is a natural sulphide of antimony. Even the earliest printed accounts on metalworking, Birin-

guccio and Agricola, do not distinguish metallic antimony and Stibnite in terminology. It seems that a trade 

of metal antimony began only in the late 15th century. For more information see Biringuccio, De la Pirotechnia 

(1540), edited by Aldo Mieli (Bari: Società Tipografica Editrice Barese, 1914), pp. 180–182.

62. Pierre Simon Fournier Le Jeune, Manuel Typographique, translated by Harry Carter, introduction and 

notes by James Mosley (Darmstadt: Technische Hochschule, 1995), pp. 109–115.

63. Fournier, Manuel Typographique, pp. 115–124. The chapter is called ‘De régule d’antimoine’.

64. Biringuccio, De la Pirotechnia, c. 28r.

65. See the chapters ‘XVIII. Of setting up the furnace’ in Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, pp. 162–168.
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furnace used to cast type, into which a piece of a type-alloy ingot was placed, needed a 
much smaller fire, because type alloy melts at 250–290°C.66 We know that in Venice, to 
avoid dangerous fires, furnaces such as those needed for production of type alloys (with 
antimony) were forbidden anywhere in the city outside the area of the foundries, later 
known as the Ghetto.67 While the small furnaces for casting type could probably be lo-
cated anywhere in town because there was no great fire risk. We also know that Nicolas 
Jenson was affiliated to the Scuola of S. Girolamo located in the area around the Ghetto, 
perhaps to have access to furnaces and produce type alloy. Jenson sold (or lent) his own 
cast roman type and/or matrices of it – this is proved by its widespread use during Jen-
son’s lifetime, in Venice and elsewhere, as discussed in chapter 5. For this reason I would 
refrain from making any suggestion that he may also have sold ingots of type metal.

2.3. type making as a business

The second cluster of evidence concerns the relationship between punchcutting, type-
founding and printing, and the aim is to investigate the connections between the print-
ing presses and the manufacture of type. Notably, to see if there is evidence of a trade 
in printing type and, if such evidence is available, to investigate how type circulated 
among suppliers and users. The trade of type in the 15th century has been the subject of 
debate since the early years of 20th century, when important incunabulists like Robert 
Proctor and Konrad Haebler developed a method for sorting books according to the 
type they were set in. Though this matter is thoroughly discussed in the next chapter,68 
Haebler went so far as to maintain that all 15th-century printers had their own individ-
ual types. This is called, not without criticism, the ‘Haebler axiom’:69 Haebler consid-
ered the trade of typographic material before the early decades of the 16th century to be 
irrelevant and claimed that the crafts associated with printing – such as punchcutting, 
matrix making and type casting – were concentrated in a single pair of hands or under 
one roof: that of the printing office.70 To strengthen his claims, Haebler attempted an 
assembly of early documents relating to the manufacture of type.71 He recorded (and 
sometimes analysed) 43 cases throughout Europe and some of those that are related to 
Italian documents, are included in the present research – although the explanations 
given to such records are often discordant with Haebler’s.72 In the past decades the 

66. Printing metals, pp. 11, 13–16. 67. Dondi, ‘Printers and Guilds’, pp. 236–238.

68. See in particular § 3.1.2 and § 3.1.3 for the details of the method, § 3.2 and § 3.3 for objections.

69. It was called so by Harry Carter. See Carter, A view of early typography, p. 104.

70. Haebler expounded his theory in many publications. See for instance, Konrad Haebler, Handbuch der 

Inkunabelkunde (Leipzig: Hiersemann, 1925), pp. 24–28. This book and its English translation (The Study of 

Incunabula, 1933) are discussed in the next chapter. See in particular § 3.2.1.

71. Konrad Haebler, ‘Schriftguss und Schriftenhandel in der Frühdruckzeit’, Zentralblatt für Bibliothek-

swesen, 41 (1924), pp. 81–104. Published in English in 1926 as ‘Typefounding and commerce in type during the 

early years of printing’, Ars typographica, 3 (1926), pp. 3–35.

72. As noted by Veneziani, who severely questioned Haebler’s axiom, Haebler’s collection of documents 

often shows the opposite of what Haebler claimed. Indeed some records make it clear that punchcutters and 

typefounders were working outside of the printing offices, but Haebler drifted into improbable conjectures 

rather than admitting it. See Paolo Veneziani, ‘Fabbricazione e commercio di caratteri a Roma nel Quattrocen-

to’, Roma nel rinascimento (2005), pp. 269. See also § 3.2.3 for a discussion about Veneziani.
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6. Detail from the Ripoli Diary (document 13, c. 50r), where the purchasing of three sets of punches was recorded: ‘Ricordo ogie questo di 
14 | dogosto stiamo rimasti dacordo | con benvenuto di chimenti orafo | di tre abbici cioe dua antichie | e una moderna et | abbianlli adare 
dacordo in collui | lire cento diece di | queste tre abbici’ (today 14 August we have come to an agreement with the goldsmith Benvenuto di 
Chimenti to purchase three ABCs, two romans and one rotunda, for 110 lire). Courtesy Florence N. Image provided by the library.

1 : 1
2 mm 0
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Haebler axiom has been severely criticised and scholars have realised that the main ev-
idence of 15th-century printing, the extant books, often show the same type appearing 
in editions printed by different presses, sometimes concurrently.73 Nevertheless the 
details of this trade are still not clear to us and the aim of the forthcoming sections is 
to add some information to the matter.

2.3.1. Indications of independent type making
The only unmistakable signs of punchcutting carried out separately from printing in 
15th-century Italy are given by the Ripoli Diary. Some entries of the Diary record the 
purchase of punches and matrices from a local goldsmiths. In August 1478 the Ripoli 
press acquired ‘tre abbici cioe dua antichie e una moderna’ (three ABCs, two romans 
and one rotunda) from the goldsmith Benvenuto di Chimenti (fig. 6).74 Scholars are 
convinced the ambiguous term ABC – not found elsewhere in the Diary – means a set 
of punches, because of the purchase of 14 ounces of copper some months later ‘per fare 
madre di quella lettera moderna che ci dono benvenuto’ (to make matrices from the 
rotunda letters sold by Benvenuto).75 The same goldsmith provided the punches of 25 
abbreviations in February 1480,76 and ‘tre puntelli ci fecie per la lettera minuta et uno 
questo della grossa’ (three punches of lowercase letters and one of a capital) in May 
1481.77 Moreover, the two roman types bought from Benvenuto the goldsmith, that can 
be safely identified as Ripoli 105R (fig. 7) and 85R,78 seem to be identical to the types 
employed by the German Nicolaus Laurentii.79 He ran the only other Florentine press 
active in 1477–1478 and some of his types, Laurentii 92R and 106R (probably both in 
use before the Ripoli press acquired the punches of their type) share the same set of 
capitals and some lowercase letters of Ripoli 85R and 105R.80 Thus, we can affirm that 
most of the typographic material found in the extant books printed in Florence in the 
late 1470s comes from the work of a certain goldsmith, who had the side business of 
cutting punches of letters for printers. 

73. Since the late 1920s Haebler’s assumptions have been questioned by several scholars, as discussed in § 

3.2. However further critical studies have been published in recent decades that did not find their way into this 

thesis, as for instance: Oliver Duntze, ‘Methodisches Ärgernis oder wissenschaftliche Chance? Beobachtungen 

zum Schriftenhandel der Inkunabelzeit’, Wolfenbütteler Notizen zur Buchgeschichte, 31 (2006), pp. 119–136.

74. Document 13, c. 50r.

75. Document 13, c. 52r.

76. Document 13, c. 78v.

77. Document 13, c. 82r.

78. Ripoli 105R, Florence 1478 (BMC VI 620, TW 4:105R). Ripoli 85R, Florence c. 1479 (BMC VI 620, TW 

5:86R). Besides consistency between the Diary entries and the dates on the books, the two romans display 

several letters that look similar in shape (h, g, &, P, R, and others) and they seem to have been cut by the same 

punchcutter (fig. 8).

79. Nicolaus Laurentii Alamanus (or Niccolò di Lorenzo della Magna, or simply Nicolo ‘Tedesco’, Nicolo the 

German), was a scribe and a printer from the diocese of Wrocław. ISTC attributes to him 44 editions (15 signed 

and 29 attributed) between 1475–1486. See BMC VI, pp. xiv; see also Lorenz Böninger, ‘Ein deutscher Früh-

drucker in Florenz: Nicolaus Laurentii de Alemania (mit einer Notiz zu Antonio Miscomini und Thomas Septem-

castrensis)’, Gutenberg-Jahrbuch (2002), pp. 94-109.

80. Laurentii 92R, Florence 1477 (BMC VI 624, TW 3:92R); Laurentii 106R, Florence 1478 (BMC VI 624, TW 

2:106/107R).
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9. Details of Ripoli 85R from the undated 
Riccius (ir00185000) where some con-
tractions are shown. These seems to be 
the ‘tiny letters’ acquired in November 
1481 by an unknown goldsmith. Courte-
sy British Library. 

7. Ripoli 105R from the 1481 Ficinus (if00153000). Courtesy Milano N.

8. Comparison between Ripoli 105R and Ripoli 85R where some letters that follow a similar design are shown. Given 
the similarity between the types and the consistency between the Diary entries and the dates on the books, it is 
safe to hypothesise that they are the two romans included in the ‘ABCs’ acquired in August 1478 from the goldsmith 
Benvenuto di Chimenti.

Ripoli 105R

Ripoli 85R

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

3 : 1
1 2 mm 0

3 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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There is another entry in the Diary that links an unknown goldsmith to the man-
ufacture of type, although the record is puzzling: in November 1481 the Ripoli press 
purchased ‘cento lettere per mini picini et tre grandi [...] fece fare a bancho orafo’ (100 
small tiny letters and 3 big ones made by a goldsmith).81 The price was 8 lire which is 
too low for a set of punches, as the three ABCs – three complete sets – were purchased 
for 110 lire. Moreover the term ‘letter’ in the Diary is not normally used to indicate a 
punch. The object of transaction is probably metal types and the strange name ‘mini 
picini’ suggests a very tiny type size. These metal types are most likely the small lower-
case letters used for contractions, often one above the other, along with Ripoli 85R (fig. 
9), in the undated Riccius, the only extant product of the press that displays an intense 
use of abbreviations and contractions.82

At this point it is worth mentioning here a mysterious company founded in Rome 
in the late 1460s which included several goldsmiths. The company was founded ‘ad 
condendum et con ciendum libros cum formis’ (to compose and produce books with 
forms),83 and four partners out of six were goldsmiths. Though this sizeable number 
of goldsmiths suggests that the company was founded with the aim of manufacturing 
type on a vast scale, no further information is known and unfortunately this notary 
document seems to be the only evidence of the existence of this company.

Other traces of what appears to be independent punchcutting and matrix making 
are found in a lawsuit in Perugia. In August 1477 Stephanus of Mainz and his friend 
Crafto worked ‘ad limandum et aptandum punctellas, matrices et litteras aptas ad im-
primendum libros’ (preparing and filing punches, matrices and cast type for print-
ing books).84 Furthermore Stephanus assembled a mould: ‘laboravit et composuit [...] 
unum instrumentum aptum ad jactandum licteras ad imprimendum libros’ (he worked 
and crafted an item to cast letters for printing books). But no printing workshop is 
mentioned, thus it seems they were working on their own. Finally the documents tell 
us that Crafto, to escape from the plague that hit Perugia in 1476–1477, had previously 
moved to Rome where he ‘laboravit punctellas et matrices aptas ad imprimendum li-
bros’ (worked on punches and matrices for printing books) for 10 months. It seems that 
Crafto and Stephanus were freelancing with different printers, working as punchcut-
ters, matrix makers and mould makers. This episode was included in Haebler’s collec-
tions of records (where Crafto is oddly turned in ‘Krafto’) although Haebler refused to 
admit the signs of independence from the printing offices.85

2.3.2. Evidence of type making as a side business
From Perugia comes another document that raises interesting questions about the 
manufacture of type in the 15th century. In March 1478 Johannes of Augsburg ‘impres-
sor librorum’ (printer) and Stephanus Arndes, ‘scultor’ (cutter), founded a company 
‘ad exercitium imprimendi libros et sculpendi licteras pro dicto exercitio impressorie 

81. Document 13, c. 87v.

82. Jacobus Riccius, Obiectiones super Logica Pauli Veneti. Firenze: Apud Sanctum Jacobum de Ripoli, [about 

1481] (ir00185000).

83. Document 1.

84. Document 15.

85. Haebler, ‘Typefounding and commerce’, pp. 8–9.
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10. First page of document 17, the 1478 company for printing books and making types between Johannes of Augsburg and Stephanus 
Arndes. Courtesy Perugia Archivio di Stato. Photo by Giammarco Gaudenzi.
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librorum’ (to print books and to cut types for printing books) (Fig. 10).86 For the first 
time the manufacture of type is stated as the core business along with printing. In an-
other excerpt of the contract we read that ‘le dicte lectere et libri scripti [...] se vendano 
per la dicta compagnia’ (the types and the books will be sold in name of the company). 
This is the earliest known evidence of manufacturing type for sale. Paolo Veneziani 
– who handled historical records of type founding with expertise and thoroughness – 
suspects this was a recurrent pattern in the 15th century: a workshop that, along with 
printing books, supplied other printers with type. He noticed that this kind of company 
was still traceable in Italy in the following century. Veneziani quoted a 1568 letter by 
Paulus Manutius (son of Aldus) who complained about the quality of some roman ma-
trices that were not purchased from the usual supplier, Comin da Trino, who owned a 
typefoundry (which we did not know) alongside his well-known printing business.87 We 
cannot avoid noting that, although he quoted the work of Adamo Rossi several times,88 
Haebler did not mention this company in his essay. It would have been difficult to make 
it fit into his theory of the uniqueness of printers’ types.

Searching the documents it seems that the division of labour inside the printing of-
fices was often vague. Craftsmen doing different jobs seems quite normal in 15th-cen-
tury printing and it is reasonable to presume that the same workers might have been 
busy in composing pages or working at the press, but also sometimes in punchcutting 
and type founding.89 If we look for the names of punchcutters in 15th-century Italy we 
will find just a handful, however two of them located in Venice are recorded as working 
on different jobs. On 21 January 1498 Andrea Corvus of Kronstadt requests a 10-year 
privilege for some ‘lettere grandi da libri corali’ (big letters for chorus books).90 In a 
1496 testimony Corvus calls himself ‘inxisor literarum stampe’ (cutter of printing let-
ters)91 but he was also partner in some printing ventures: two books that bear his name 
in the colophon have survived, both printed in a small-size rotunda.92 The earliest book 
is dated 1476, indicating Corvus had a long career in the trade. Moreover, the petition 
for the 1498 privilege suggests he had settled down with his own shop, working for 
different customers: indeed it seems most unlikely that he would have asked for a cop-
yright while working at somebody else’s printing office.

86. Document 17.

87. Veneziani, ‘Fabbricazione e commercio’, p. 270 (note 11).

88. Adamo Rossi was the first to attempt a complete survey of the archival documents related to printing 

in Perugia: Adamo Rossi, L’arte tipografica in Perugia durante il secolo XV e la prima metà del XVI (Perugia: Bon-

compagni e C., 1868). His work was revised in Ricciarelli, ‘I prototipografi in Perugia’. But none of them gives 

complete transcriptions of the documents, which are not entirely legible. The transcriptions displayed in these 

pages were kindly provided by Maria Alessandra Panzanelli Fratoni who has been working on this subject.

89. For instance in the already mentioned 1477 lawsuit from Perugia (document 17) it is stated that the 

punchcutter and matrix maker Stephanus of Mainz worked as a compositor at a local press for six months.

90. Partially transcribed in Fulin, ‘Documenti per servire alla storia’, p. 136.

91. Partially transcribed in Cecchetti, ‘Stampatori, libri stampati nel secolo XV’, p. 466.

92. The two editions are the following: Albertus de Padua, Expositio evangeliorum dominicalium et festi-

valium. Venice: Adam de Rottweil and Andreas Corvus de Corona, 25 Dec. 1476 (ia00339000). Then Breviar-

ium Olomucense, Venice, Andreas Corvus de Corona, Martinus de Czeidino and Conrad Stahel, 28 Sept. 1484 

(ib01172900). Based on the type, GW attributed to Corvus also an anonymous book: Diurnale Pragense. [Ven-

ice, Andreas Corvus et socii, about 1484] (id00287400).
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11. Opening of document 2, the 1471 company of Petrus Petri of Cologne and Johannes Nicolai of Bamberg. Courtesy Perugia Archivio di 
Stato. Photo by Giammarco Gaudenzi.
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The second craftsman is found in the 1498 inventory of a recently deceased type-
founder, where one of the witnesses was ‘Jacobus Todeschino stampator’ (Jacobus the 
German printer).93 He was the same person quoted in the first will of Aldus, written 
in 1506: ‘Jacomo todesco gettator de lettere’ (Jacobus the German the typefounder),94 
and probably the same ‘Jacobus Ungaro intagliatore de lettere’ (Jacobus of Hungary the 
punchcutter) who in 1513 wrote the supplication for a privilege for a type to set music.95

2.3.3. In-house type making
If evidence is scarce for type making at an independent level, the situation does not 
change with in-house production within printing establishments. Haebler’s idea of a 
printer who took on all the type-making activity – in addition to his other duties –96 
might be detectable only in a few of the earliest presses in Italy, such as the printing 
office of Petrus of Cologne and Johannes of Bamberg founded in Perugia in 1471 (Fig. 
11).97 These German printers who kept secret the process of type manufacture from 
their Italian partners, were casting type and probably also cutting punches – though we 
do not have evidence of the latter.

Another early document related to in-house production regards Milan. In May 1472 
Antonio Zarotto founded a company with some partners where his task was to organize 
the printing shop and ‘fare tutte le lectere latine e greche antique e moderne [...] le quali 
saranno necessarie a fare lavorare tutti li torculi’ (to make all the Latin and Greek let-
ters, roman and rotunda, to put all the presses to work).98 A later contract with another 
partner that we have already analysed, reveals that Zarotto had to equip his six presses 
with three types, a roman and two rotundas.99 Finally in his last will of 1510 he left to 
the church of S. Cipriano ‘omnes matrices litterarum a forma missalium magni et par-
vi’ (all the matrices for big and small types for missals) and all the tools for typefound-
ing and printing previously leased to another printer, and another two sets of matrices 
which were kept in his bedroom.100 From this information we gain that Zarotto was a 
typefounder and not only a printer. But it is unlikely that he was a punchcutter, as no 
records of punches are connected to him and no punches are mentioned in the inven-
tory of his workshop after his death.101

Casting their own type seems indeed to have been a common practice among the ear-
ly printers. Another example is Andreas Portilia, a craftsman from Turin who worked 
in Parma and Bologna. A contract of January 1475 for the printing of a large legal edi-

93. Francesco del Presta of Bormio, ‘gittatoris litterarum’. Documents partially transcribed in Cecchetti, ‘La 

stampa tabellare’, p. 89.

94. Signed in Venice on 27 March 1506. Venice Archivio di Stato, Archivio Notarile, Not. Giovanni Francesco 

dal Pozzo. Transcribed in Castellani, La stampa in Venezia, p. 92.

95. Document 35. In 15th-century Italy Hungarians were often referred to as Germans. See Castellani, La 

stampa in Venezia, p. 66.

96. Which were the financing, the selection of texts for printing, supervision of typesetting and press work, 

purchase of paper, raw materials for ink, and all the necessary tools for the workshop, and finally the sale of 

the finished product.

97. Document 2, discussed in § 2.2.2. 

98. Document 4.

99. Document 14, discussed in § 2.2.4. 

100. Document 33. 101. Document 34.
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tion stated that he had to ‘zetare et complere omnes litteras necessarias et opportunas 
pro ipsis omnibus torcullaribus muniendis’ (cast and complete all the letters needed 
and suitable for all the presses).102

The following example comes from Vicenza, where a company was founded in Sep-
tember 1476 by Johannes de Reno, a German printer, and two famous local humanists. 
Johannes had to manage a small workshop and to prepare ‘matres et litteras’ (matrices 
and cast type).103 But a deed signed two months later that we have already mentioned, 
indicates Johannes was not busy exclusively with typefounding: he promised to deliver 
110 punches, matrices and a mould for a Greek type in the following two months.104 
The contract lists the names of the workers who helped Johannes and among them we 
find one Jacobus of Mantua ‘intagliator’ (cutter). Was Jacobus in charge of the actual 
punchcutting while Johannes and the others were involved in other tasks related to 
type making? Johannes de Reno was probably not a punchcutter but he definitely su-
pervised all the manufacturing of type: all the steps of the type-making process were 
done in his workshop, under his authority.

Something different is found in a contract signed in Bologna two years earlier. In 
December 1474 the humanist Francesco dal Pozzo (known as Puteolano) signed a part-
nership with Pietro Torelli, who was appointed to move to Parma and set up a work-
shop there.105 Torelli was in charge of the whole process of producing books except 
for the casting, for which he had to ‘dare modum tales litteras stagni facere volenti’ to 
teach how to cast, or maybe to prepare ‘models’ (i.e., matrices), as some historians have 
suggested because the phrase is not clear.106 However, who was in charge of the type-
casting? It seems safe to suppose that some external supplier was active in Parma as 
early as 1474 – which is early, considering that only three extant editions are recorded 
as printed there before that year.

2.3.4. The type trade
The analysis of the extant books printed in big centres such as Venice and Rome shows 
clearly that the same type was often used in different printing offices, sometimes 
concurrently. What was probably a lively type trade, today is supported by only a few 
known archival documents. Veneziani divides the trade type into ‘used type’ and ‘new 
type’.107 By used type he means a type which was abandoned because the printing press 

102. Document 8. The editions has been identified: Petrus de Monte, Repertorium utriusque iuris, Bologna, 

Andreas Portilia., 1465 i.e. 1475. (im00841500).

103. Document 11.

104. Document 12, discussed in § 2.2.2. Two months is a short time to cut 110 punches, strike matrices, 

craft a mould and cast the type, although we know that in Johannes’s workshop several craftsmen were em-

ployed. However, we do not know if Johannes was on schedule. In Johannes De Reno’s production no book 

printed in Greek is recorded, and it seems that no historian has linked this document to an anonymous Greek 

grammar, the Chrysoloras, attributed to 1475–1476 Vicenza. The 149Gk listed in BMC (VII, p. 1038) seems to be 

the type processed in Johannes’ workshop in autumn 1476. Emanuel Chrysoloras, Erotemata, [Vicenza: Printer 

of Chrysoloras, about 1475-76] (ic00493000).

105. Document 7.

106. Lino Sighinolfi, ‘Francesco Puteolano e le origini della stampa in Bologna e Parma’, La Bibliofilía 15 

(1913–1914), p. 342.

107. Veneziani, ‘Fabbricazione e commercio’, p. 276.
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12. The ‘exemplum’ (example), a printed specimen of the type that Valdarfer was supposed to use in his company with Filippo Lavagna 
(document 5). The type is Valdarfer 107R. Dimensions mm 291 × 205. Courtesy Milan Archivio di Stato. Image provided by the Archive.

4 : 5
1 2 cm 0
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stopped functioning – usually the result of bankruptcy or the death of the owner. On 
the other hand new type is material produced and sold, or leased, by another printer 
that was still active.108

The earliest known evidence of trade of type – in this case used type – is the clos-
ing sale of the typographic material of Johann Reinhard in Trevi.109 In November 1471 
‘libras centum tresdecim stagni in literis colati et unum bancum a[p]tum ad impri-
mendum libros’ (113 lb of tin letters and a table to print books)110 were sold to Evange-
listi Angelini who lived in Foligno.111 Angelini was connected with the shop of Johann 
Neumeister,112 a German printer who settled in Foligno – together they printed what 
is claimed to be the first edition of Dante’s Comedia –113 but from the extant books it 
seems that the Trevi roman was never used again.114

The relationship between Filippo Lavagna and Christophorus Valdarfer in Milan 
gives further evidence of the trade. Some documents display how the two printers (each 
owning a printing office) were partners in different companies and exchanged types 
for years, such as the already cited 50,000 pieces given by Lavagna to Valdarfer.115 The 
latest known document of their collaboration, dated February 1478, is a payment in full 
where all the debts are absolved except for a set of ‘certis spontonis’ (some punches) 
that were to be returned.116 Unfortunately no further information is given about these 
punches. It is worth pointing out another contract between Lavagna and Valdarfer, as it 
shows what was a custom of the time. It is the earliest of their contracts (August 1473) 
and it stipulates that Valdarfer had to print some editions with the type displayed in an 
‘exemplum’ attached to the document (Fig. 12).117 The example is a printed specimen: 
a leaf printed on one side, with the annotation of the notary (‘scriptura deposita’ en-
trusted writing) and the signatures of all the partners. The type displayed is Valdarfer’s 
second roman, that BMC calls Valdarfer 107R and Lavagna 108R because it was used by 

108. In the first category Veneziani also includes type which fell into disuse because the press was furnished 

with new type. But I find it very difficult to confirm this: it is not uncommon to find presses that stopped using 

a type for years (this is what the extant editions tell us) and then started using it again.

109. Reinhard was one of the earliest German printers to establish a printing office in Italy. Even if today 

only two editions in a few copies have survived, in the summer of 1470 he owned a workshop with 6 or more 

presses in Trevi, a small town of Umbria. Tommaso Valenti, ‘Per la storia dell’arte della stampa in Italia: la più 

antica società tipografica (Trevi, Umbria 1470)’, La Bibliofilía, 26 (1924), p. 111.

110. With the term ‘bancum’ (bench, table) the notary might not refer to the press only – that was a well-

known device usually called ‘torchulo’ – but to the tools and devices employed in the workshop.

111. Document 3.

112. Tommaso Valenti, ‘Un documento decisivo per il Dante di Foligno (1472)’, La Bibliofilía, 27 (1925), p. 131.

113. Dante Alighieri, La Commedia. Foligno: Johann Neumeister and Evangelista [Angelini], 11 Apr. 1472 

(id00022000). For more information: Emanuele Casamassima, La prima edizione della Divina Commedia: Foligno 

1472 (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1972).

114. This might be because Angelini purchased cast type, instead of matrices. The type could not be re-

placed, and once the fount was worn the printer could not recast it because he did not own the matrices. Was 

Angelini aware of what he was buying? He may not have had so much as an inkling about the type-making 

process, because in 1471 printing was still in its infancy in Italy.

115. Document 10 discussed in § 2.2.3.

116. Document 16.

117. Document 5.
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both these printing offices throughout the 1470s.118 Attaching specimens to contracts 
was a well-known practice in the 15th century, mentions of them are found in Perugia, 
Florence and elsewhere, but it seems that such practice was well-known even before 
printing. Paul Needham has recently found a contract with an attached sample of writ-
ing, ‘as a kind of gauge of quality’, signed in Bologna in 1265.119

An important record comes from the archives of Brescia. In November 1474 the Ger-
man printer Paulus Butzbach, who owned a printing office in Mantua, asked the chief 
magistrate of Brescia for the return of ‘certae litterae heris [= aeris] a stampando’ (some 
copper letters for printing) leased 20 months earlier to Petrus Villa who had died a 
short time earlier.120 The object of the controversy was the matrices of a roman type 
previously used by Butzbach in Mantua, labelled Butzbach 106R in Mantua and Villa 
107R in Brescia.121 The object was taken to the court and the sack with ‘lettere a stam-
pando’ (letters for printing) weighed 13 lb (about 4 kg),122 but for reasons we do not 
know it was never recovered by Butzbach. As in most of the other samples we have seen, 
the object of trade is a set of matrices and Butzbach might have felt the need to regain 
possession of them because he did not own the punches. Indeed from the extant books 
it seems that Butzbach did not print with 106R after 1472, when he leased the matrices 
to Villa. Finally some more evidence of trade: this type seems to come from the same 
set of punches of Gerardus de Lisa 105R,123 that had been used since 1471 in Treviso.

Leasing matrices or cast type was probably a common practice, and we have evi-
dence of the leasing of an entire workshop too, with presses and all the equipment. The 
French printer Petrus Maufer, active in Padua from the early 1470s, entered a compa-
ny with another eight partners to print a large law edition in 1479.124 He gave to his 
partners ‘formas et matres litterarum’ (moulds and matrices) to cast type in exchange 
for 25 printed books, and he rented his workshop with the presses and all the tools, 
and a room in his house. A similar pattern is found in Naples, where in October 1481 
Domenico Carafa, a local notable, owned a printing office he leased along with ‘unum 
torcular in ordine et licteras’ (a press and some types) to some German printers.125 

118. Valdarfer 107R, Milan 1473 (BMC VI 724, TW 2:107R). Lavagna 108R, Milan 1474 (BMC VI 700, TW 

3:107/108R). The type previously employed by Valdarfer is his 110R, Venice 1470 (BMC V 182, TW 1:110R). Val-

darfer is the object of chapter 6 where his types are analysed in detail. See § 6.2.1 and § 6.3.1.

119. Paul Needham, email communication with the author, 25 July 2018. The location of the document is 

Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Memoriale 18, c. 124r.

120. Document 6. Some scholars, such as Ennio Sandal translated the word ‘aeris’ as bronze. Ennio Sandal, 

‘Agli inizi della tipografia bresciana, 1471-74’, Commentari dell’Ateneo di Brescia (1988), p. 99. But the Latin 

word ‘aes-aeris’ means both copper and bronze, and we know that in the 16th century it was used for copper 

in the Venetian area. See Venice, Archivio di Stato, Deputati alle miniere, Atti antichi diversi, reg. 1521-1540, c. 

34r (17 marzo 1521). Raffaello Vergani kindly provided this information.

121. Butzbach 106R, Mantua 1472 (BMC VII 928, TW 1:106R). Villa 107R, Brescia 1473 (BMC VII 961, TW 

Drucker für Pietro Villa 1:106/107R).

122. Sandal wrote that the sack weighed almost 28 kg (p. 98), but in the document the weight is stated 

as ‘tres libras decem litterarum’ that should mean ‘13 pounds of letters’. According to Martini, one pound in 

medieval Brescia was the equivalent of 0.32 kg, thus the sack should have weighed 4.16 kg. See Angelo Martini, 

Manuale di metrologia, ossia misure, pesi e monete in uso attualmente e anticamente presso tutti i popoli (Torino: 

Loescher, 1883). p. 101.

123. Lisa 105R, Treviso 1471 (BMC VI 882, TW 1:106R)

124. Document 19, 20, 26. 125. Document 23.
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13. Detail from the Ripoli Diary (document 13, c. 7r), where Fra Domenico recorded the purchasing of a set of matrices of a roman type: 
‘Uscita a di 12 di magio uno | ducato el quale detti a govanni | tedescho el quale ci vende le ma | dri della lettera anticha colle | maiuschole 
e sue breviature per | prezo di fiorini dieci larghi’ (expense on 12 May: I gave one ducat to Johannes the German who sold matrices for a 
roman fount with uppercase and abbreviations at the cost of 10 large florins). Courtesy Firenze N. Image provided by the library.

1 : 1
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Later archival documents confirm that Carafa was the owner of metal types which were 
used by other printers.126

Finally, the activity of the publisher Filippo Giunta at the turn of the century has 
to be mentioned. He was trading matrices – perhaps casting type too – with different 
Florentine printers. We have already seen the type called ‘mezanella’ cast by Barto-
lomeo de’ Libri in October 1500.127 That bill of type also gives more information, as it 
is stipulated that the type was previously owned by Lorenzo Morgiani. Morgiani’s press 
stopped functioning in 1497, and we can suppose that Giunta bought sets of matrices 
at the closing sale of his workshop. Other documents concerning Giunta reveal that he 
leased a case of type to other Florentine presses:128 from this information Scapecchi 
postulated the ‘mezanella’ type as Morgiani 100R.129 Moreover, in 1516 Giunta sued 
Bartolomeo who had earlier fallen into debt with the purchase of five types – implying 
that, besides the ‘mezanella’, in the following years Bartolomeo purchased other four 
types from Giunta.130 There is no further information about Giunta’s business of sell-
ing type but I suspect that an accurate analysis of the Florentine production in the early 
years of the 16th century would show how the five types owned by Filippo Giunta were 
employed by other local printers. 

2.3.5. Information on type making and the type trade in the Ripoli press
The Diary needs a section on its own because of the quantity of the information it pro-
vides. Moreover, despite the fact that several historians have analysed and transcribed 
the manuscript, a complete analysis of the records of punchcutting and typefounding 
in relation to the extant editions is still wanting. Records of small quantities of steel 
for punches and tools for punchcutting allow us to assume that some cutting was done 
in-house, but if we look at what really matters – complete sets of punches or matrices 
– we find they were always purchased from external suppliers.

Beyond the three ABCs,131 the Diario records the transactions for three complete 
sets of matrices, one roman and two rotunda types. The first one, ‘le madri della lettera 
anticha colle maiuschole e le sue breviature’ (the matrices of a roman type with caps 
and abbreviations)132 was purchased in May 1477 from a German printer, generally 
identified as Johannes Petri of Mainz (Figs. 13 and 14).133 But no extant books printed 
by Johannes Petri display this type, while it was employed (with small changes along 

126. Document 24. 127. Document 32 discussed in § 2.2.3.

128. Piero Scapecchi, ‘L’inventario di una cassa tipografica di Bartolomeo dei Libri del I ottobre 1500 (con 

alcune considerazioni sulla tipografia fiorentina tra XV e XVI secolo)’, La Bibliofilía, 113 (2011), pp. 26–27.

129. Morgiani 100R, Florence 1495 (BMC VI 680, TW 7:100R and 7*:100/101R). The type appears in two 

unsigned editions dated 1495 and attributed to Morgiani, who then used it in other five editions printed in 

1497, shortly before ceasing to operate. The same type is found at two other Florentine presses: Harlem 101R, 

Florence 1498 (BMC VI 692, TW 1:101R); and Societas Colubris 101R, Florence 1498 (BMC VI 691, TW 1:111R). 

However, at a close inspection this type reveals to be the same Jensonian roman that the Gregoriis brothers 

were using in Venice: Gregoriis 110R, Venice 1493 (BMC V 337, TW  26:110R).

130. Gustavo Bertoli, ‘Documenti su Bartolomeo de’ Libri e i suoi primi discendenti’, Rara volumina, 1/2 

(2001) pp. 30–32.

131. Discussed in § 2.3.1.

132. Document 13, c. 7r. The type is Ripoli 117R, Florence 1477 (BMC VI 619, TW 2:117R) shown in figure 14.

133. Active in Florence in the early 1470s and later, at intervals, until the end of the century. See BMC VI, p. 617.
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14. Ripoli’s first roman, Ripoli 117R, from the 1477 Confessionale (ia00847000). Courtesy Milano N.

15. The last type of the Ripoli press, 85G, from the 1484 Plato (ip00771000), signed by the assistant Laurentius de Alopa who completed 
the printing after the death of the press’s director. Courtesy Milano N.

3 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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the years) by Nicolaus Laurentii, throughout his career from 1474–1475 to the mid-
1480s.134 Johannes Petri probably sold to the Ripoli press another set of matrices of the 
same type he had earlier sold to Laurentii. This would imply that he owned the punches 
and sold different sets of matrices to different printers. The second set of matrices 
purchased by the Ripoli press is recorded in May 1480 and it was leased or borrowed 
by a stationer with whom the press had a fruitful relationship; ‘uno gittano con trenta 
madrie dellettera moderna et dicianove madri da majuschole’ (a mould, 30 matrices of 
rotunda lowercase and 19 matrices of uppercase).135 No books set with this type have 
survived. The last set was a rotunda type purchased in October 1483 at Lucca, 80 km 
from Florence, for printing Plato’s dialogues (fig. 15).136 It was the most important edi-
tion of the press – and the last one, as Fra Domenico died during the printing and the 
press soon ceased operating.137 We do not know who sold this set of matrices – from 
the extant books it seems that printing activity in Lucca was insignificant –138 but we 
can suppose they were unjustified strikes as the following month we find the purchase 
of ‘uno paio di morse [...] per limare le madri’ (a vice in which to file the matrices).139

The Diary even records punches acquired as single pieces or small groups. In May 
1477 a punch of letter h was purchased, while in 1481 Benvenuto the goldsmith provid-
ed ‘puntelli 25 dabbreviature’ (25 punches for abbreviations)140 and then ‘tre puntelli 
per la lettera minuta et uno questo della grossa’ (three punches for lowercase and one 
for uppercase).141

Compared with what they purchased outside, the punchcutting in the Ripoli work-
shop was on a small scale and limited to occasional substitution of a letter or two. The 
Diary also recorded the purchase of typefounders’ moulds, several tools and metals for 
casting. The purchases of metals for the type-alloy has been already discussed, they are 
too little to cast the several founts of type recorded in the Diary; for this reason and for 
the record of one ‘fornellino per gittare lettere’ (a small furnace for casting letters) at 
the end of 1483, several years after the beginning of the press, Nicolas Barker supposed 
that casting was done from external suppliers.142 Though I find this idea plausible, I 
do not see enough evidence to support it. Firstly no mention of a trade in cast type is 
found in the Diary, and then the purchasing of ‘uno ramaiolino per gittare lettere’ (a 
ladle for casting letters)143 just after beginning the activity in 1477 indicates that some 
casting was done in-house. We need to keep in mind that the Diary is an incomplete 
record of the activity of the Ripoli press.

134. Laurentii 114R, Florence c. 1474 (BMC VI 624, TW 4*:113R). This type underwent several changes and 

BMC recorded it also as 113R (TW 4*:113R), 115Ra and 115Rb (TW 4:114R). There is also another type that de-

rives for a large part from the same punches: Laurentii 111Ra, Florence 1481 (BMC VI 625, TW 6:111R).

135. Document 13, c. 72r. 136. Document 13, c. 118r.

137. The printing of Plato was completed and signed by Fra Domenico’s long-time assistant, Lorenzo, who 

started a career as printer with the name Laurentius de Alopa. Plato, Opera. Florence: Laurentius (Francisci) de 

Alopa, 1484-85 (ip00771000).

138. ISTC lists 10 editions printed in Lucca in the 15th century, only one from the 1480s but it was set in a 

roman type.

139. Document 13, c. 120v. 140. Document 13, c. 78v.

141. Document 13, c. 82r.

142. Nicolas Barker, ‘Editor’s Note’, The Book collector, 50, 1 (2001), p. 48.

143. Document 13, c. 2r.
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The Diary also gives precious information about the financial value of type material 
– matrices, punches and cast type – confirming that furnishing a press was a substan-
tial investment. The set of matrices of the roman type acquired in May 1477 was 10 
florins, while the matrices of the Lucca rotunda was 8 florins and 50 soldi in October 
1483. Given that the florin fluctuated from about 4 lire in 1476 to 6 lire in 1484,144 the 
cost of the two sets is almost the same. The three sets of punches called ABC (two for 
roman type, and one for rotunda),145 were sold in August 1478 by Benvenuto the gold-
smith for 110 lire, that was about 8 florins each set. A set of punches cheaper than a 
set of matrices does not make sense (with the punches a craftsman could strike several 
sets of matrices – at least until they deformed or broke) but I suppose the reasons are 
that the suppliers were different and prices fluctuated considerably as the market had 
not yet been established. Several typefounders’ moulds are recorded in the Diary and 
these were usually purchased from blacksmiths for 2 florins each, between a fourth and 
a fifth of the cost of a set of matrices. In December 1482 a mould was acquired from 
another printer who exchanged it for nine books of the Ripoli press.146

The values of the type material can be compared with other bits of information in-
cluded in the Diary, regarding wages and daily expenses. Wages are useful to give a 
sense of the value of the investment, how many months of work was needed to buy a 
certain good? We know that the monthly salary of Nardo, an expert assistant at the 
printing office, was 12 lire in December 1481,147 while Suora Marietta, a nun working as 
compositor, earned 2 florins (about 10 lire) in February 1482.148 Thus, a set of matrices 
(the typographic item that experienced the most extensive trade) was four to five times 
the monthly fee of a specialized worker in the printing office.149

2.4. what we gain from the extant documents

The sources of data concerning 15th-century printing in Italy are few, and the data col-
lected hardly defines any common practice. However, from a technical standpoint there 
is no evidence that indicates a difference between 15th-century techniques and the later 

144. As for most of Europe, until the 18th century, the currency system in Florence was based on the triad 

lira, soldo and denaro with a lira at 20 soldi and a soldo at 12 denari. Since the mid 13th century the Florence 

mint had also produced the golden florin, used for big transactions – while soldi and denari were made of 

a silver alloy and used for everyday expenses. The florin, which initially corresponded to 1 lira, increased its 

market value down the centuries following the silver/gold fluctuation of the international markets. At the end 

of the 15th century the value of 1 florin was about 7 lire. Indeed in the Ripoli Diary we find records such as the 

following: ‘Spesi uno fiorino doro innoro a di 5 di novembre valse lire sei soldi uno’ (today 5 November I spent 1 

golden florin which is worth 6 lire and 1 soldo – document 13, c. 120v). Richard A. Goldthwaite, The Economy of 

Renaissance Florence (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University, 2011), pp. 609-614.

145. Document 13, c. 50r.

146. Document 13, c. 103v. 147. Document 13, c. 89v.

148. Document 13, c. 93v.

149. But the fees recorded in the Ripoli Diary seem to be low compared to the standards of the time, given 

that working in a printing office usually needed specialised skills. We can suspect that a nun who was part of 

the monastery would have been paid less generously than a male compositor from outside. Even Nardo was 

probably payed less than what he thought he was worth as he quit the job and went to work for another printing 

office after a few weeks. See Document 13, c. 89v. Goldthwaite computed that the daily wage of an unskilled 

worker in the late 15th century was 10 soldi, i.e. about 10 lire per month: R. Goldthwaite, The Economy, p. 613.
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16. Petrus Christus, A Goldsmith in His Shop (1449). Image from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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and better documened techniques. Punches were cut in steel, struck in copper matrices 
for casting in a mould. Even if we take the most mysterious among the tools of manu-
facturing – the typefounder’s mould – we see that in the Florence of the 1480s its value 
was one fourth to one fifth the value of a set of matrices. This is not far from the val-
ue ratio between moulds and matrices we find in Antwerp documents of the 1580s,150 
whose moulds still exist today and are similar to the moulds built by Stan Nelson in re-
cent decades.151 A difference might be found in the composition of the type alloy, as the 
difficulties of acquiring and melting antimony might have forced some craftsmen with 
restricted capital to cast type without it, producing founts that wore down much faster. 
However the documents do not display evidence to state that differences in manufac-
turing should be taken into account when analysing type in the extant books.

Even from the business standpoint it is hard to find a common practice, but the doc-
uments show some trade of type – usually sets of matrices – since the early 1470s, while 
evidence of punchcutting activity inside the printing offices is scarce. If we take Ripoli 
as a model (and it is hard to see why we should not; it was a commercial venture like 
those of many other presses of its time) we find traces of in-house typefoundry while 
punchcutting, and sometimes matrix-making, were carried on outside, by specialized 
workers, and sold to the press. Moreover, outside the Diary we have almost no evidence 
of printers owning punches, while there are several cases of printers owning and trad-
ing matrices. I presume that in such cases the punchcutter was not working inside the 
printing office, as an employee: it seems reasonable that punches would remain the 
property of the craftsmen who cut them, while matrices were struck and sold. All this 
implies that type that comes from the same punches was used by different presses, and 
this makes the attribution of unsigned books on the ground of the type more compli-
cated. To summarize, 15th-century presses usually purchased or borrowed either cast 
type or matrices to cast type themselves. The suppliers were goldsmiths (fig. 16), skilled 
craftsmen who were freelancing with different presses, presses with a type-making ac-
tivity on the side, or printers and booksellers trading typographical material.

Finally we need to note that the evidence collected in this inquiry mostly comes from 
medium to or large presses of the 1470s; very little is known about the small ventures, 
the short-lived presses that were the majority in 15th-century Italy. Furthermore the 
archival documents do not tell us much about the decades after 1480. It is around this 
time that the big printing enterprises in Venice and elsewhere were established and 
printing in Italy finally flourished.152 Despite this there is hardly a single document 
which covers this change. Nonetheless, if traces of the trade of type and of independent 
type making are visible in the 1470s, it seems clear that these practices could not do 
anything but grow bigger in the following decades, along with the demand for type.

150. In 1589, when Plantin’s estate was divided among his heirs, each set of justified matrices was valued at 

either 30 florins or 36 florins if the corresponding mould was included: Voet, The Golden Compasses, vol. 2, p. 88.

151. Stan Nelson, ‘Mould Making, Matrix Fitting, and Hand Casting’, Visible Language, 19 (1985), pp. 106-120.

152. This is discussed in chapter 1, see § 1.1.1 and § 1.1.2.
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1. Carl Spitzweg’s  
The Bookworm  
(c. 1850). Image from 
the Museum Georg 
Schäfer, Schweinfurt.
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his chapter reviews the work of eminent incunabulists of the past, 
who shaped the methods of bibliographical analysis that are still in com-
mon use today. Although studies of incunabula began in the 17th centu-
ry, this chapter is restricted to scholars active after the middle of the 19th 

century, when systematic research on the printed types was already underway (fig. 1).1 
 Scholars like Henry Bradshaw, Robert Proctor and Konrad Haebler realised that com-
paring types from the books was a powerful tool to date undated editions and to attrib-
ute printers to unsigned ones. This latter task has been the biggest goal of incunabu-
lists, who built complex systems of records and charts to aid their investigations. 

Following a review of their analysis, commonly referred to as the Proctor-Haebler 
method, the arguments made against it by Ernst Consentius are introduced and dis-
cussed. In the late 1920s Consentius questioned – in a highly polemical manner – the 
reliability of the incunabulists’ method. He challenged their main assumptions and 
presented an alternative and more thorough type analysis. However his attack was neu-
tralised by some of the main specialists of the field, in Germany and England. Consen-
tius’s approach was further developed in Hellinga’s work on Dutch types (1966) and led 
to productive discussions among Italian bibliographers who had received Consentius’s 
critique more positively than their northern colleagues. The focus then moves to Paolo 
Veneziani, who in the early 2000s thoroughly analysed the work of some 15th-century 
Roman printers and showed how Consentius was right in questioning the Proctor-Hae-
bler method. Finally the method is further reviewed in the light of the present knowl-
edge of the history of types. Consequentially several problems are exposed including 
the lack of technical knowledge among incunabulists, as well as issues concerning ac-
curacy and objectivity in their work of analysis.
The aim of this chapter is dual: first to explain and critique the specific area of bibli-
ographical analyses that is related to incunabula: the established methods, their most 
critical reviewers and the influential developments of the ensuing decades. The second 
aim is to identify the worthwhile aspects and assumptions these methods continue to 
hold so that we can include them in the present research, and also to assess what has 
proved to be unreliable or unsuccessful and should be avoided. 

1. The work of early incunabulists like Michel Maittaire, Georg Wolfgang Panzer and Ludwig Hain has been 

discussed in several essays and articles. See for instance Paul Needham, ‘Counting incunables: The IISTC CD-

ROM’, Huntington Library Quarterly, 61 (2000), pp. 456–529.

T

3. The Proctor-Haebler method  
for analysing type and its problems
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2. Notes written by Bradshaw while inspecting Gutenberg’s bible at the Bodleian Library,  
Oxford. Bradshaw Notebook XXVIII, f. 65r. Image from Needham’s The Bradshaw Method (1988). 
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3.1. the established analysis of printed types in incunabula

The idea that we can identify the printer of a certain book from the type in which it is 
set is very old. An early record of this dates back to 1548 in Venice, where the printer 
Antonio Brucioli was accused of responsibility for some unsigned heretical booklets.2 
Three local printers were summoned to the inquisitorial court as experts and they 
were asked to compare the heretical booklets with some freshly-printed sheets recently 
seized from Brucioli’s printing office. The experts were asked to determine whether or 
not the type was the same. The practice of comparing printed types to determine the 
provenance of unsigned editions is still adopted by bibliographers to this day and was 
developed as a scholarly method over the past two centuries. In the following sections 
the main steps of this development are described, starting from Bradshaw’s pioneering 
ideas, then exploring the work of the two celebrated scholars of the discipline, Proctor 
and Haebler, and finally analysing the type descriptions of BMC, where this work of 
analysis probably found its best expression.3

3.1.1. Bradshaw and the first attempt at detailed analysis
The first attempt at detailed analysis of the types employed in a book is probably to be 
assigned to Henry Bradshaw (1831–1886), librarian at Cambridge University. Bradshaw 
spent his life in Cambridge out of the public eye and did not publish any important 
work other than a few short articles.4 But he did have an extensive exchange of corre-
spondence with several scholars and his notebooks, published posthumously, include 
important discussions on several bibliographic matters (fig. 2).5 

Bradshaw was ‘a master of method, an inspirer of other men’s work’6 and his name 
is associated with the first two projects that tried to record the typographical contents 
of early printed books: William Blades’s work on Caxton (fig. 3) and J. W. Holtrop’s 
analysis of the incunabula of the Low Countries (fig. 4).7 These two works were also 

2. This document has been discussed in many publications. See for instance Edoardo Barbieri, Haebler 

contro Haebler. Appunti per una storia dell’incunabolistica novecentesca (Milano: EduCatt Università Cattolica, 

2008), pp. 11–13.

3. Due to lack of space, the work of analysis of type produced after the 15th century has been excluded 

from this chapter, as well as the extremely detailed ‘historical-philological’ method developed by Karl Dziatzko 

and employed with some success by Paul Schwenke. See for instance Schwenke, Die Donat- und kalender-type 

(Mainz: Gutenberg-Gesellschaft, 1903). This method was discussed in Paul Needham, ‘Paul Schwenke and 

Gutenberg Scholarship: The German Contribution, 1885-1921’, Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 

84 (Sept. 1990 [1991]), pp. 242-264. Needham also discussed some specific examples that go beyond Schwen-

ke’s work in his ‘Palaeography and the Earliest Printing Types’ in Holger Nickel & Lothar Gillner (ed.), Johannes 

Gutenberg: Regionale Aspekte des frühen Buchdrucks, Vorträge der Internationalen Konferenz zum 550. Jubiläum 

der Buchdruckerkunst am 26. und 27. Juni 1990 in Berlin (Berlin: Staatsbibliothek, 1993), pp. 19-27.  

4. He ‘lived as quiet and secure an existence as it is possible to imagine’. From Paul Needham, The Bradshaw 

Method: Henry Bradshaw’s Contribution to Bibliography (Chapel Hill: Hanes Foundation, 1988).

5. Bradshaw’s notebooks were published in Francis Jenkinson (ed.), Collected papers of Henry Bradshaw 

(Cambridge: University Press, 1889).

6. BMC I, p. x. As discussed in § 3.1.4, the editor of the first volume of BMC – and the author of its preface 

– was Alfred W. Pollard.

7. William Blades, The Life and Typography of William Caxton (London: Joseph Lilly, 1861–1863). Johan Willem 

Holtrop, Monuments typographiques des Pays-Bas au quinzième siècle (Den Haag: Nijhoff, 1868).
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3. Title page of William Blades’s The Life and 
Typography of William Caxton (1861).

4. Title page of Johan Willem Holtrop’s Monu-
ments typographiques des Pays-Bas au quinzième 
siècle (1868).
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important for their illustrative apparatus because they both included facsimiles of pag-
es of the original books. Both Blades and Holtrop employed lithography as a medium 
of reproduction and enjoyed the help of extremely talented artists (respectively G. I. F.  
Tupper and E. Spanier) who redrew the original pages on stone, reproducing all the 
details of printed type.8 

Having contacted these scholars when their works were already at an advanced stage, 
Bradshaw contributed with criticism and suggestions. More importantly, he was in-
spired by these two works to develop a systematic examination of the physical evidence 
of printed books.9 Blades’s ‘dogged accumulation of data’ and his ordering of Caxton 
books according to the types they were set in,10 as much as Holtrop’s arrangement of 
books that combines chronology with location were essential in the development of 
the so called ‘Bradshaw’s method’.11 In this method, the main objects of analysis were 
the structure of the book (and its relation with the content), the typographical material 
employed in printing and the so called habits of printers.12 Bradshaw postulated that 
a deep understanding of the production methods of early printing – printers’s tech-
nical developments and working practices, that could gradually change over the years 
– together with an in-depth analysis of their printing types were essential features for 
arranging undated books in their chronological order.13 

Bradshaw’s interest in book production methods was influenced by his extensive 
corrispondence with Blades and his lithographer Tupper, whose contribution to 
Blades’s work was crucial.14 The experience of these men in the craft ‘opened Brad-
shaw’s eyes to the techniques of early printing’.15 At the same time, the exchange with 
Holtrop, with whom he shared an interest in methodology, in sorting great amounts of 
bibliographical data, ‘led eventually to the full development of the method formulated 
by Bradshaw and its experimental application to early printing in the Netherlands’.16 

8. Both Tupper and Spanier drew every detail by hand, thus subjectively ‘recreating’ the image of the type 

they could see in the original books. Despite the notable carefulness of their work, lithographed tracings must 

be treated with caution because they are subjective interpretations rather than mechanical reproductions. For 

the work of Tupper see Robin Myers, ‘George Isaac Frederick Tupper, Facsimilist, Whose Ability in this descrip-

tion of work is beyond praise (1820?–1911)’, Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical Society, 7, 2 (1978), 

pp. 113-134. For an overview of the facsimile methods see David McKitterick, Old Books, New Technologies 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), pp. 105–130.

9. The exchange of correspondence with Holtrop is presented and discussed in Lotte & Wytze Hellinga (ed.), 

Henry Bradshaw’s Correspondence on Incunabula with J. W. Holtrop and M. F. A. G. Campbell, 2 vol. (Amsterdam: 

Hertzberger, 1970–1977). The exchange with Blades is discussed in Robin Myers, ‘William Blades’s debt to Hen-

ry Bradshaw and G. I. F. Tupper in his Caxton studies: a further look at unpublished documents’. The Library, 33 

(1978), pp. 265–283.

10. Myers, ‘William Blades’s debt’, p. 281.

11. Lotte Hellinga, ‘Bradshaw and incunabula’, an unpublished paper presented at the Henry Bradshaw con-

ference (Cambridge University Library, 4 December 2017). Hellinga kindly let me access this essay, that will 

be included in the proceedings of the conference published in the Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographic 

Society.

12. Needham, The Bradshaw Method, p. 9.

13. Needham, The Bradshaw Method, pp. 13–16.

14. The matter is thoroughly discussed in Myers’s ‘William Blades’s debt’.

15. Hellinga, ‘Bradshaw and incunabula’.

16. Ibid.
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5. Portrait of Proctor published posthumously in Bibliographical Essays (1905).
Photoengraving by Emery Walker. 
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Indeed in April 1870 Bradshaw published a Memorandum with the analysis of the De 
Meyer auction catalogue, which included over 900 incunabula, where he finally pro-
posed his method:

We do not want the opinion or dictum of any bibliographer, however experienced; we desire 
that the types and habits of each printer should be made a special subject of study, and those 
points brought forward or advance from year to year or, where practicable, from month to 
month. When this is done, We have to say of any dateless or falsely dated book, that it con-
tains such and such characteristics; and we therefore place it at such a point of time, the time 
we name being merely another expression for the characteristics we notice in the book. In 
fact, each press must be looked upon as a genus, and each book as a species, and our business 
is to trace the more or less close connexion of the different members of the family according 
to the characters which they present to our observation.17

3.1.2. Proctor and his indexes of the British Museum
Bradshaw’s research ‘yielded its harvest’ in the work of Robert Proctor (1868–1903) 
librarian at the British Museum (fig. 5).18 Outside his working hours, Proctor worked 
on the Museum index of early printed books, collecting references of books through a 
systematic examination of the entire general catalogue of the British Museum.19 This 
extensive recording was preliminary to the work of description and comparison of the 
printed types, where Proctor’s skills were probably expressed at their best. According 
to his colleagues ‘if he had once looked carefully at an incunable he seems never to have 
forgotten it, but to have been able to visualise it at will, so that he could compare any 
new specimens with his recollection almost as if he had the book before him’.20

By 1898, ‘by the use of nearly all his leisure for more than four years’,21 Proctor pub-
lished his An Index to the Early Printed Books in the British Museum.22 It was the first at-
tempt of a general description of the type employed in incunabula. Proctor took Brad-
shaw’s principles and methods and applied them to the whole field of European print-
ing.23 The index consists of indications ‘in the briefest possible form’ of the incunabula 
conserved in the British Museum, including a chronological list of the 15th-century 
presses, and a list of their types (fig. 6).24 Following Bradshaw, the editions were or-
dered according to the geographical and chronological location of the printing offices. 
The focus of Proctor’s work was the analysis of type: he was convinced ‘that no effort 

17. Henry Bradshaw, A classified index of the fifteenth century books in the collection of the late M. J. de Mey-

er, which were sold at Ghent in November 1869 (London: Macmillan & Co., 1870), p.15–16. The same passage is 

quoted by Pollard in the introduction of BMC I, p.xxii.

18. BMC I, p. x.

19. The general catalogue of the British Museum was a massive body of records which in the late 19th century 

included several printed volumes and also hundreds of volumes written by hand. See Alfred W. Pollard, ‘Robert 

Proctor’ in Robert Proctor, Bibliographical Essays. Edited by Pollard (London: Chiswick press, 1905), p. xxvii.

20. BMC I, p. xi.

21. Pollard, ‘Robert Proctor’, pp. xxviii–xxix.

22. Robert Proctor, An index to the early printed books in the British Museum. With notes of those in the Bodle-

ian Library (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., 1898).

23. BMC I, p. x.

24. Proctor, Index, p. 7.
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6. Page from Proctor’s own proof copy of An Index to the Early Printed Books in the British Museum (1898), with annotations and correc-
tions in his hand. This image shows how Proctor continued to criticise his own work: for instance, he bracketed the edition no. 4022 (the 
1470 Juvanils at the bottom) because he recognised after the publication of his Index that the fount employed there was not the Spira 
roman (i.e. Spira type 1). Courtesy British Library. 
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to rescue the early history of the press from its present chaotic state can be successful 
until something has been done in this direction’.25

Proctor developed a descriptive model and recorded each type in a brief manner, 
focusing on a few signs he found suitable for identification – usually letter h, the ab-
breviations and the hyphen – and on similarity with types employed by other printers. 
He also introduced the measurements of 20 lines of text to determine the size of the 
printing type because according to him ‘for distinguishing types one of the surest tests 
is measurement’.26 Type in the 15th century was generally set solid. Apart from a few 
exceptions, printers did not use leading – the practice of inserting thin strips of lead 
between lines of type to increase the vertical distance between them. Thus the vertical 
measurement of a line of printed text corresponds to the body of the type. The 20-line 
method soon became the recognised system for measuring and identifying early print-
ing types, but when he firstly proposed it Proctor incorrectly explained how to take 
the measurement. He suggested measuring ‘from the top of the short letters in line 1 
to the bottom of the short letters in line 20’,27 when in fact to calculate 20 lines of text 
you have to measure from the same point in line 1 to the same point in line 21 (from 
baseline to baseline, for example). 

Proctor admitted that his lists of types were ‘imperfect and nebulous’ and that the 
many questions and problems bibliographers had to face could only be solved ‘when all 
the 15th-century types will be as accurately known and numbered as those of the Neth-
erlands now are, thanks to the labours of Holtrop and Bradshaw’.28 However, despite 
his concerns, ‘Proctor was able to attribute nine out of ten of the unsigned books to 
their printer or group, and half of the rest to their probable place of origin’.29 This was 
an astonishing achievement, given that unsigned books comprised about 45% of the 
total incunables of the British Museum Library – about 4500 volumes.30

The success of Proctor’s Index induced the Trustees of the British Museum to ask for 
a ‘full-dress catalogue’ of their incunabula, thus not just a list of the printed items in 
an abbreviated fashion as Proctor’s Index.31 As a preliminary work for the catalogue, 
Proctor started a rearrangement of all the Museum incunabula. He followed the same 
historical scheme of his Index, ordering books by country, town and printers. The re-
arrangement took years, and it was almost completed in September 1903, when Proc-
tor disappeared during a walking tour in the Tyrolian Alps.32 Searches for him started 

25. Proctor, Index, pp. 12–13.

26. Proctor, Index, p. 13. 

27. Ibid.

28. Proctor, Index, p. 14.

29. BMC I, pp. xi.

30. Pollard wrote that ‘of nearly 10,000 volumes registered less than 200 could only be assigned to their 

country of origin, and less than 250 only to a city’. BMC I, pp. x.

31. This was a task that Proctor seemed to not appreciate, ‘having no great love for bibliographical descrip-

tions, which have really very little to do with the history of typography, wherein his own interests centred’. 

Pollard, ‘Robert Proctor’, p. xxix.

32. Since a child, Proctor had been used to take walking tours with his mother around England and Europe. 

But that time he started alone, and he arrived in the Tyrol in the beginning of September. On 5 September he 

wrote his last letter and while hiking on the mountains around the Pitztal valley, he disappeared a few days 

later. See Pollard, ‘Robert Proctor’, pp. xxxviii–xxxix.
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7. Opening of Proctor’s ‘Type Register’, included in his second Index (1903). All the types discussed in the book are listed in these 
tables, where they are grouped in classes according to style and size, and following different subdivisions. 
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weeks later, when his colleagues realised that he was missing, though his body was 
never found. He was 35 years old.

A few weeks before leaving for his last holiday, Proctor published another Index that 
covered the British Museum books printed in Germany between 1501–1520,33 where he 
further developed his analysis of type, adding more information to their descriptions: 

The types are numbered as before according to the date at which they first appear, but vari-
ations which occur in a single type are distinguished according to the nature of the changes 
made. Thus an asterisk (1*) always implies a recast, and therefore a change of body; while the 
use of superior letters (1B, 1C) refers to variations involving only the addition or subtraction 
of individual letters and not affecting the fount as a whole.34

After recognising that he had previously given wrong explanations about how to meas-
ure it, Proctor confirmed that the 20-line method remains the basis for cataloguing. 
Besides type, he took into consideration other evidence such as borders, devices and 
initials, cut in wood or in metal.35 All these items were catalogued and briefly described, 
and similarities with the same items in other printers’s books were pointed out. 

An important novelty in his second index is the full list of types, called ‘Type Regis-
ter’, where Proctor included ‘every fount of type described in the text, with measure-
ments and other data whereby they may be identified’.36 The tables run for 11 pages, and 
the types are grouped in several classes, according to style and size, following different 
subdivisions (fig. 7).37 The main parameters for identification are the 20-line measure 
and the shape of the hyphen (single or double) while changes of the type over the years 
– changes in type size or in the character set (i.e. substitution or additions of sorts that 
come from different punches) – are recorded with the additions of certain symbols to 
the name of the types. The tables are linked to photographic illustrations of printed 
type: they are fragments, little portions of pages of the original books, reproduced at 
original size in collotype.38

Though Proctor’s Type Register is rough and questionable, the system and the 
scheme that he was able to achieve is striking. He was very good in reducing complex 
data to formulas, although it is probable that his untimely death prevented him from 
fully developing his analysis of type.39

33. Robert Proctor, An Index to the early printed books in the British Museum. Part II. 1501–1520. Section I. 

Germany (London: Kegan Paul & co., 1903). It was supposed to be the first of several sections on European 

printing from the early 16th century, as he had already announced in the preface of his first Index (p. 7).

34. Proctor, Index II, p. 6.

35. Proctor, Index II, p. 7.

36. Proctor, Index II, p. 12.

37. Proctor, Index II, pp. 192–193.

38. This follows the experience of the ‘Type Facsimile Society’ founded by Proctor and Gordon Duff in 1900 

for publishing collotype reproductions of pages of early printed books. BMC I, p. xxii. See also Pollard, ‘Robert 

Proctor’, p. xxxii.

39. This hypothesis is given by the several innovations in type analysis introduced in his second Index, as 

we have just seen. This should indicate that Proctor was still in the middle of processing and ordering the data 

extracted from the books. The Type Register is further discussed in § 3.3.2.
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8. Portrait of Konrad Haebler from Erich von Rath (ed.), Wiegendrucke und handschrif-
ten; festgabe Konrad Haebler zum 60. geburtstage (Leipzig: Hiersemann, 1919).
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3.1.3. Haebler and the Typenrepertorium
Through the Bibliographical Society he had joined in 1894, Proctor came into contact 
with Konrad Haebler (1857–1946), librarian at the Royal library of Dresden, who was 
to become one of the most important figures in the study of incunabula (fig. 8).40 After 
reading Proctor’s Index, Haebler found confirmation of his idea that the types employed 
in signed books could have served well to attribute unsigned editions.41 Haebler thus 
decided to expand Proctor’s system of type analysis and in 1905 published the first vol-
ume of the Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke, a bibliographical index that, once com-
pleted, would have included the complete list of types found in 15th-century books.42 
The Typenrepertorium is divided into two sections: first the types are listed according 
to the printer (fig. 9), and then the same types are displayed in tables.43 The printers 
are sorted in chronological order under the locations in alphabetical order.44 For each 
printer other items like woodcut initials, woodcut titles and printers’s marks are listed, 
even though these are given less attention than type.45 Like in Proctor’s Index, the types 
are numbered in chronological order within each printing office and they are identified 
according to two factors: Proctor’s 20-line measurements and the shape of capital M. 
This was Haebler’s most famous bibliographical feature and he explained it as follows:

In order to avoid arbitrariness in assessing similarities and differences [between types], it was 
necessary to find an easily recognisable feature that could be found in any type. As such, the 
capital M was chosen for the gothic types, because it is one of the capitals which occur more 
frequently, but also because of the extraordinary variety of design this letterform enabled the 
formation of numerous groups which are therefore not too large.46

Haebler provides readers with a table made of 102 distinct shapes of M (fig. 10), and 
with captions where each shape is briefly described.47 As remarked by Haebler, these M 
shapes do not try to faithfully reproduce actual letterforms, ‘but they rather represent, 

40. Pollard, ‘Robert Proctor’, p. xxviii. As remarked by Needham, Haebler was really a ‘titan’ and his contribu-

tion to bibliography goes far beyond what is discussed in this chapter: ‘his greatness is found not in his Typen-

repertorium, but in his dozens of detailed historical studies of incunable texts and presses’. Paul Needham, 

email communication with the author, 3 December 2018.

41. Konrad Haebler, Wie ich Inkunabelforscher wurde. Ein Stückchen Lebensgeschichte (St. Gallen: Tschudy & 

Co., 1931), p. 5..

42. Konrad Haebler, Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke. Abt. 1. Deustschland und seine Nachbarländer 

(Halle: Hauft, 1905). The Repertorium was printed in five volumes (volume 3 was printed in two parts) between 

1905–1924. In the past decades the Typenerepertorium (known with the abbreviation TW) has been continu-

ously improved and today is fully accessible online thanks to the Incunabula Department of the Berlin State 

Library: https://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/

43. The two sections, that have no titles, run respectively between pages 1–114 and pages 116–293.

44. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. IX.

45. Ibid.

46. ‘Um bei der Beurteilung von Ähnlichkeiten und Unterschieden nicht in Willkür zu verfallen, war es nötig, 

ein leicht zu erkennendes und in jeder Type bequem zu findendes Merkmal ausfindig zu machen. Als solches 

ist für die gotischen Schriften das Majuskel-M gewählt worden, einesteils, weil es zu den häufiger vorkom-

menden Majuskeln gehört, vor allem aber, weil es durch die außerordentliche Mannigfaltigkeit seiner Formen 

die Bildung zahlreicher und eben darum nicht allzu umfänglicher Gruppen ermöglichte’. From Haebler, Typen-

repertorium, p. XV.

47. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, pp. XXX–XXXIV.
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9. Example of page from the first section of Haebler’s Typenrepertorium (1905), where the types and other typographical material (wood-
cuts and printers’s marks) employed by the printers are listed. 
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10. The M table shown in the first volume of Haebler’s Typenrepertorium (1905), with 102 distinct shapes of M, conceived to serve ‘as 
guidelines for the classification of all the founts of [gothic] type’.
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11. Spread from the second section of the Typenrepertorium (1905) where all the types are grouped in tables according to their M shape. 

12. Haebler’s revised table of Q shapes for sorting roman type, from the third volume of the Typenrepertorium (1909). 
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as archetypes, certain distinguishable features which serve as guidelines for the classi-
fication of all the founts of type’.48

In the second section of the Typenrepertorium all the types are grouped in tables 
according to their M shape (fig. 11). Haebler claimed that a vast majority of types do not 
need other information rather than the M shape and the 20-line measure to be properly 
identified,49 nevertheless he included further descriptions in the tables. Still focusing 
on capitals, he included information on the shape of letters C, E, L, O, Q, T (whether 
their shapes are rounded or have a corner at the bottom left), on ornamental strokes in 
B, D, H, N, and others.50 

All this discussion is limited to the so-called gothic types. They are Haebler’s main 
concern, because he was interested in German printers, who employed almost exclu-
sively textura and rotunda types – only a handful of romans are found in German incu-
nabula. To classify roman type Haebler chose letter Q, which was often cast in a single 
piece of type with the following u. In the beginning the categories were only three (Q 
separate from u; Qu cast in a single sort; both Q and Qu mixed in the same type) but in 
the third volume, published in 1909, he revised the system and introduced new shapes 
of Q and Qu, reaching respectively 12 and eight distinct shapes (fig 12).51 Haebler was 
aware of the limits of this method and consequentially he added information in the ta-
bles of the roman type concerning abbreviations, contractions and lowercase letters like 
h (with either round or straight right stem), i (with either a dot or a stroke), and others.52

The table of the M shapes was also updated some years later. Haebler probably real-
ised that the shapes he had originally chosen were not enough to depict all the possible 
Ms in gothic types. Thus, in the supplement to the Typenerepertorium published in 
1922 Haebler displayed a revised table with 258 shapes where he added many ‘special 
forms’ to the 102 original shapes.53 Each of these new shapes, called by Haebler ‘trivial 
variations occurring only in scattered types’,54 was related to the more similar of the 
102 original Ms and marked with a supplementary letter. Thus besides M94 we find 
M94a and M94b. 

Haebler did not include any illustrations of printed type in his volumes, but his ta-
bles display references to the most important collections of facsimiles of the time. Like 

48. ‘Bei der Beurteilung der M-Formen muß man sich vor allem gegenwärtig halten, daß dieselben in keinem 

einzigen Falle ein photographisch getreues Abbild des in der Schriftart wirklich verwendeten M wiedergeben, 

sondern vielmehr nur in typischer Form gewisse karakteristischc Unterscheidungsmerkmale wiedergeben sol-

len, welche zur Richtschnur für die Einteilung aller Typengattungen gewählt worden sind’. Haebler, Typenrep-

ertorium, p. X.

49. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. XVII.

50. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. XX–XXIV.

51. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. XXV. The revised tables with their explanations are found in Haebler, 

Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke. Abt. 3. Tabellen 1. Antiqua-typen (Leipzig: Hauft, 1909), pp. V–XIV.

52. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. XXV–XXVI. See also pp. XII–XIV for supplementary material.

53. Konrad Haebler, Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke. Abt. 4. Ergänzungsband (Leipzig: Harrassowitz, 

1922). pp. [X–XI].

54. Konrad Haebler, The Study of Incunabula. Translated by Eugenia Osborne (New York: The Grolier Club, 

1933), p. 108. This work, that is mentioned throughout this chapter, was originally published in German as 

Handbuch der Inkunabelkunde (Leipzig: Hiersemann, 1925). As suggested by Consentius, this book was probably 

conceived as a comprehensive introduction to the Typenrepertorium. See § 3.2.1 for more information.
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13. The 13 volumes (plus two volumes of facsimiles) that make up the Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in the British 
Museum (BMC), issued between 1908 and 2004. Image from Robin Halwas’s online catalogue.
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the so called ‘Woolley photographs’, which had been done by George Dunn and distrib-
uted in a few sets to scholars and libraries. After 1907 the references also included the 
Gesellschaft für Typenkunde, a German publication edited by Ernst Voulliéme and con-
ceived as a supplement to Haebler’s work. In the following decades GfT – the acronym 
by which it is generally known – published thousands of large-format reproductions of 
pages of incunabula.55

Haebler corresponded with Proctor and he also tried unsuccessfully to involve him 
in the work of the Typenrepertorium.56 Haebler admired Poctor and paid a tribute to 
him in the foreword of the first volume of the Typenrepertorium. He praised him as 
the founder, together with Bradshaw, of the ‘exact method’. But he was also critical 
of Proctor’s approach, as he explained years later in his Handbuch der Inkunabelkunde 
(1925) – translated into English under the title The Study of Incunabula. First of all Proc-
tor did not ‘develop his exact method abstractly’ but out of practice, based on a single 
collection which, however big, is still a small fraction of all incunabula.57 Indeed the 
first volume of the Typenerepertorium ‘is almost entirely restricted to carrying out in 
abstract what Proctor on the basis of the British Museum resources had offered in a 
way which was not sufficiently practical’.58 Moreover Proctor maintained ‘the idea of 
similarity among type-forms’, and this annoyed Haebler because according to him it 
was ‘in absolute contradiction with the method itself’.59 As discussed in the previous 
chapter, Haebler maintained that the trade of type in the 15th century was irrelevant 
and all the printers of incunabula had their own individual types.60 Thus Proctor’s ten-
dency to point out similarities between related types contradicted Haebler’s system, 
who noted that ‘in so doing he himself departed from the exact method, since similar-
ity is something differently felt by each observer, and cannot therefore be of universal 
value as a standard of measure’.61

3.1.4. The catalogues of the British Museum (BMC)
The project of describing and cataloguing the British Museum incunabula continued 
after Proctor’s death. It was carried on by his colleague Alfred W. Pollard (1859–1944) 
who in 1908 was able to publish the first volume, concerning woodblock printing and 
the earliest books with moveable type printed in Germany (fig. 13).62 In his lengthy in-

55. Information on the type facsimiles is very meagre. See Victor Scholderer, ‘Early printed books’, in Fifty 

Essays in Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century Bibliography (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1966), pp. 173–175. 

This essay was initially published in The Bibliographical Society, 1892–1942. A study in retrospect (London: The 

Bibliographical Society, 1945), pp. 32–41.

56. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. VII.

57. Haebler, The Study of Incunabula, p. 32.

58. Haebler, The Study of Incunabula, pp. 34–35.

59. Haebler, The Study of Incunabula, pp. 33–34.

60. See § 2.3.

61. Haebler, The Study of Incunabula, p. 107. This statement can be definitively discarded today, because 

digital technology helps researchers track down and analyse printed type in a way that was unthinkable in 

Haebler’s time. This matter is discussed in the next chapter, see § 4.1 and 4.3.

62. Alfred W. Pollard (ed.), Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in the British Museum (BMC). 

Part I. Xylographica and books printed with types at Mainz, Strassburg, Bamberg and Cologne (London: the Trus-

tees of the British Museum, 1908). 
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14. Portrait of Victor Scholderer from the online collection of the U.S. National 
Library of Medicine (undated).
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troduction Pollard explained the project after paying tribute to Bradshaw and Proctor 
as the ancestors of BMC.63 Pollard indeed followed the same method of arranging un-
der countries, towns, and printing offices in which the books were produced. Moreover 
he focused on the printers’s habits, because the many stages of the process of book 
production – the depiction of the ‘exemplar’ (an edition employed to produce another 
edition), the division of labour within the printing office, the technical developments 
and other factors that Pollard extensively discussed – can provide data that help dating 
undated books.64 

As in Proctor’s Index and Haebler’s Typenrepertorium the types are still central to 
BMC analysis. According to Pollard, they ‘are much better witnesses than paper and wa-
termarks’ which indeed receive very little attention.65 The evidence offered by woodcut 
borders, initials and illustrations is also taken into account, it is ‘partly similar in kind 
to the simpler sorts of evidence from types’.66 As in Proctor’s second Index, fragments 
of original pages are reproduced in collotype at the end of each volume and references 
to them are found in the type descriptions. 

In naming the types Pollard discarded the system of numbering each of them in the 
chronological order of their first appearance, within each printing office, as had been 
the practice of all the scholars mentioned here since Blades. As he noted, the chrono-
logical classification can encounter complication, such as, the discovery of a new type 
that has to be placed within a sequence that has been already defined.67 However, the 
work of description and identification of printed type is only sketched by Pollard, and 
going through the several volumes of BMC it is clear that it changed over the years, de-
pending on the editor responsible for each volume. For instance, Pollard’s descriptions 
in the first volumes are usually much less detailed than what we find in later volumes 
curated by Scholderer.68

As the object of the present research is Venetian printing, I now focus my atten-
tion on the fifth volume of BMC, on Venice, and introduce the type description applied 
there.69 The volume was published in 1924 and edited by Victor Scholderer (1880–1971), 
who after the first world war remained the only person working continuously on the 
BMC project (fig. 14).70 To better grasp Scholderer’s type analysis we show some of his 
descriptions starting with the roman type employed by Nicolas Jenson:

115 R. [P. I], large text type. Single Qu; medium capitals, rather broad H; the shanks of N are 
not quite vertical, S is irregularly drawn. Upright of d extends slightly below the line, e with 
sloping loop-line, straight-shanked h, dot of i to right of letter, narrow s, straight-tailed y; 

63. BMC I, pp. ix–xi. 64. BMC I, pp. xi–xv. 

65. BMC I, p. xv.

66. As Pollard noted ‘a wood block breaks or cracks, a metal block is bent, and in certain cases it is easy to 

arrange a whole series of books in chronological order solely by the progressive deterioration of a block’. BMC 

I, p. xvii.

67. BMC I, p. xix.

68. Scholderer signed the introductions of BMC parts V–VIII (published between 1924–1949) which cover 

the Italian and French incunabula, including the books printed in French-speaking Switzerland.

69. Victor Scholderer (ed.), Catalogue of books printed in the XVth century now in the British Museum (BMC). 

Part V. Venice (London: the Trustees of the British Museum, 1924).

70. This information is found in a note placed at the beginning of BMC V, at page v. It is dated 30 June 1924 

and signed by Pollard.
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15. Page from the fifth volume of BMC displaying the analysis of Clemens Patavinus’s type and editions. He was one of the earliest print-
ers in Venice, and the description of his type is long and detailed. 
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contraction mark in a, e, &c., to right of centre of letter, single sloping hyphen, in early books 
often apparently projecting beyond the alinement of the page. After a short time of use the 
type appears more closely packed laterally, the serif of t becoming shorter and c and e nar-
rower; this result is probably unintentional. Up to the end of 1474 the measurement of 20 
lines varies from over 115 to just under 113 mm; in and after 1475 it is reduced to 111-12 mm. 
These two states were distinguished as 1A and 1B by Proctor; the later and still shorter state 
(1C) mentioned by him is not warranted by the evidence. The type was used exclusively until 
1473, and occasionally afterwards.71

Many types, especially in the early part of the volume (types from the 1470s), enjoy sim-
ilar long and detailed descriptions (fig. 15). Scholderer’s type analysing looks like a mix 
of the methods previously employed by Proctor and Haebler: he focuses on letterforms 
that do not look ordinary, on abbreviations and contractions, on the hyphen and on 
letter Q (or Qu). In this example the change of body does not imply a change in type de-
scription – the inclusion of a new fount to the list – as happens elsewhere in BMC and 
as also in Haebler’s Typenrepertorium. Haebler indeed recorded two different founts 
of type for the Jenson roman, 1:113R and 1*:111R.72 However, in the descriptions of 
Jenson’s books printed after 1474 Scholderer recorded the type as 115(111)R instead of 
115R.73 This practice of labelling – with the real measurement in parentheses, thus in-
dicating a change of type size – is found elsewhere in BMC although it is not employed 
consistently throughout the volume. 

The following example is Scholderer’s description of a roman type employed by Be-
nalius in the 1480s and 1490s:

110 R. [P. 6, 11], text type, in its first state, as in the 1485 Sallust (IB. 22309), with two forms 
of separate Q, one with short tail and close to u, the other with long curved tail and standing 
well away. In its second state, as found in the 1488 Valerius Maximus (IB. 22321), the 1490 
Jerome (IC. 22327), the 1491 Climacus (IA. 22341) and other books, the type has been cut down 
to about 106 mm., short-tailed Q has disappeared, and dotted i (in lieu of stroked) and several 
variant capitals have been introduced. The first state reappears, probably as a recast, in the 
undated Justiniani (IB. 22349, 22348) assignable to the turn of 1492-3, and continues in use 
at least until August, 1494. By 1497 it is once more cut down to 108 mm., and long-tailed Q 
has disappeared. This third state is here represented in Eusebius, 1497 (IB. 22392) and Pliny, 
1497/8 (IC. 22396). The revived first state and the third state were distinguished as a separate 
type (type 1) by Proctor.74

Besides variations in body size, Benalius 110R also displays variations in the character 
set (replacement of i, Q and other unspecified capitals), probably due to new castings. It 
seems that Scholderer was not aware of this as he did not mention casting. However he 

71. BMC V, p. 165.

72. Konrad Haebler, Typenrepertorium der Wiegendrucke. Abt. 2. Italien, die Niederlande, Frankreich, Spanien 

und Portugal, England übersichten (Leipzig & New York: Haupt, 1908), p. 117. In the online database of the 

Typenerepertorium (TW) the former roman has been updated to 1:115 instead of Haebler’s original 1:113. See 

https://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/ma10149

73. BMC V, pp. 175–182. 

74. BMC V, p. 369.
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did note the changes and divided the type into three distinct ‘states’.75 The depiction of 
variations in a type throughout time was an important matter for Proctor. As we have 
seen, in his second Index he tried to employ symbols besides the names of the type to 
record such variations. However, the fifth volume of BMC includes the description of 
several hundreds of types, perhaps a thousand or more, and many of them do not merit 
so much information, notably if they look like other types already found in other print-
ing offices, as the following description of a roman employed by Gregoriis:

88 Ra. [P. 2], commentary type. Majuscules rather large. Single Qu with rather large u, but also 
separate Q with short tail. Very large x. & straight. Single and double hyphens. Used with the 
preceding.76 

Or the following rotunda, again employed by Benalius:
67 G. [P. 8], small text type, apparently as De Gregoriis 67 G., q. v., and H. Liechtenstein 66 G. 
[P. 13]. In use in 1490. Not reproduced.77  

Throughout BMC these kinds of remarks about similarity are very often found: the type 
‘resembles Renner 130G’, or it is ‘substantially as Benalius 85Ga’, or ‘of the same class 
of Gregoriis 92Ga [P. 21], but apparently much mixed’. Such remarks are very seldom 
explained, sometimes we find that a certain type ‘seems to have been passed on’ to an-
other printer, when archival documents (or other external evidence) give a connection 
between the two printers. Scholderer was a strong supporter of Haebler, nevertheless 
he could not avoid highlighting similarities among types used in different printing of-
fices, as Proctor did. As we have seen Haebler was a strong opponent of this idea, and it 
is not known whether or not the two scholars ever discussed this divergence of opinion. 

The overview of the method of the most important incunabulists of the past confirms 
the centrality of the analysis of printed type in the bibliographic descriptions of in-
cunabula. As we have seen, Bradshaw proposed a body of procedures, Proctor applied 
them to the collection of the British Museum (though he died soon after) but it was 
only Haebler who developed it into a universal method and could see its consequenc-
es. These scholars’ methods are connected with one another, one scholar started from 
the point where the previous one had stopped, and indeed this body of procedures is 
widely known as the Proctor-Haebler method (or also as the Bradshaw-Proctor-Hae-
bler method). If we had to summarise it we would say that its two main procedures 
are (1) a thorough analysis of the types employed in the books and (2) the attribution 
of unsigned editions on the grounds of the type in which they were set. This method 
was widely accepted among European bibliographical circles soon after its inception 
and incunabulists often saw it as the solution for all bibliographic problems. We know 
of complaints against bibliographers who employed it uncritically and mechanically,78 
but the method remained unquestioned for more than two decades after Haebler’s pub-
lication of the first volume of the Typenrepertorium.

75. Scholderer never discussed typefounding and it seems that his technical knowledge was poor, as can be 

deduced from some of his comments. See § 3.2.1 and § 3.3.1 for more information.

76. BMC V, p. 336. 77. BMC V, p. 369.

78. We know that Italian bibliographers like Albano Sorbelli and Roberto Ridolfi made such complaints. See 

§ 3.2.3 for more information.
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16. Book jacket of Consentius’s Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit (1929).
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3.2. consentius’s dissenting voice and further developments

The quiet world of incunabulists was shaken by a small book published in Germany in 
1929, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit (fig. 16).79 In this work, written by the Berlin scholar 
Ernst Consentius, the Proctor-Haebler method and its conclusions are attacked in a 
strongly polemic fashion. In the forthcoming sections the reasons behind Consenti-
us’s arguments are displayed and discussed, as well as the importance of his work on 
archival documents and on the technical aspects of the type employed in incunabula. 
Though being rejected by most of the incunabulists of his time, Consentius led the 
way to another kind of type analysis, that would surpass the Proctor-Haebler method, 
as was exemplified in Hellinga’s work on Dutch type, published in 1965. Finally, the 
impact of Consentius’s ideas on Italian scholars is recorded, because in this country – 
unlike in the rest of Europe – such ideas have generated productive discussions on how 
to improve Haebler’s original methodology.

3.2.1. Consentius’s attack on Haebler’s method
Ernst Consentius (1876–1937) was librarian at the State Library of Berlin; he was also a 
scholar of German studies and an expert on old Berlin newspapers. Before focusing on 
newspapers, in the early 1920s he recorded 15th-century books for the Gesamtkatalog 
der Wiegendrucke (commonly known as GW) a long-term project, supported by Haebler 
and the most important incunabulists of the time, whose aim was to publish a unified 
catalogue of incunabula.80 His disagreement with Haebler’s theories stemmed from 
that experience, because after nearly one year he resigned his position in the GW pro-
ject addressing a memorandum titled ‘Can Haebler’s Typenrepertorium be regarded as 
the basis of the Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke?’.81

In his Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit Consentius moved a relentless attack against Hae-
bler’s axiom that is the basis of the Typenrepertorium. Indeed the main object of his 
argument was Haebler’s thesis of the uniqueness of the types of 15th-century printers. 
The two major chapters, that cover most of the book, include detailed discussions on 
two topics: the archival records connected with typefounding (fig. 17) and the type 
employed in the 15th century. Both the chapters begin with a dogmatic pronunciation 
of Haebler’s that is challenged by means of detailed objections throughout the chap-

79. Ernst Consentius, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit (Berlin: Gruyter, 1929)

80. Biographical information is found in Consentius’s obituary (Philipp Losch, ‘Ernst Consentius’s obituary’, 

Zentralblatt für bibliothekswesen, 54 (1937), pp. 610–612) and notably in Kurt Wolfgang Drozd, ‘Die Geschwister 

Constentius und ihr Vermächtnis 60 Jahre Dr.-Ernst-Consentius-Stiftung für die Staatsbibliothek’, Jahrbuch 

Preußischer Kulturbesitz, 20 (1983), pp. 141–160. The Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke (GW) is still in progress 

today and is partly available in print while the entire database, in manuscript drafts kept at the State Library 

of Berlin, is accessible online. For more information see the articles published in Gutenberg-Jahrbuch 2006 – 

related to a symposium on GW that took place at the time – like Bettina Wagner, ‘Von der Klosterbibliothek 

zum Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke. Zur Geschichte der Inkunabelkatalogisierung in Bayern’, pp. 168-178. 

See also the website https://www.gesamtkatalogderwiegendrucke.de/

81. The original title was ‘Kann Haeblers Typenrepertorium dem Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke zu-

grunde gelegt werden’ and it was submitted on 8 September 1921 to the director of GW, Erich von Rath. Drozd, 

‘Die Geschwister Constentius’, pp. 145–146. My thanks go to Oliver Duntze who kindly drew my attention to 

this article.
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17. Opening of Consentius’s chapter on archival documents.
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ter.82 Consentius made extensive use of documents found in Basel archives for the pe-
riod 1480–1500 and showed how Haebler’s axiom is contradicted by many records.83 
Although he did not prove the existence of independent type-founding firms of the 
kind that are known to have operated in the following centuries, he did show that ‘a 
great many different people, and in widely different circumstances, were involved in 
transactions in which typefounding material played a part’.84 Moreover, his discus-
sions on the types are perceptive and display a thorough knowledge of punchcutting 
and typefounding. Consentius had read technical treatises and, as stressed by Mosley, 
‘his remarks on the use of punches and matrices are always sensible and suggest that 
he had grasped the essential factors in their use’.85

Thus Consentius built up a more convincing picture of the trade of type than what 
Haebler had postulated:

The type reveals its origin from foreign workshops. The printer who used it was not able to 
manufacture type by himself. Printers whose ability to make type was modest turned to type 
already made. Matrices were supplied. Types were taken over and passed from hand to hand. 
The printing material was inherited and used as such by the successors in the printing office. 
A printing office was located some distance from another but it depended on it for the supply 
of type. Cast types were purchased. The same type could be found to be used by two or more 
printers. The printing materials were sold.86

Finally, towards the end of the book, Consentius included several quotations taken 
from Haebler’s Die deutschen Buchdrucker des 15. Jahrhunderts im Auslande (1924) which 
also contradicted Haebler’s own dogmatic idea on the uniqueness of types.87 Consen-

82. The titles of the two chapters are ‘What do the documents say?’ (Was sagen die Urkunden?, pp. 14–61) 

and ‘What does the type say?’ (Was sagen die Typen?, pp. 62–123).

83. Just to give an example, he determined that some 15th-century craftsmen had started a printing office 

without knowing anything about punchcutting and typefounding – thus confuting Haebler’s theory that all 

the crafts associated with printing were concentrated in the master printer’s hands. In 1480 one Nikolaus 

Lamperter acquired unjustified matrices and gave them to the goldsmith Matthis Riedeler to be justified. The 

two men entered into a partnership to open a printing office, but Riedeler failed in casting new type probably 

because he did not know how to justify matrices. From Consentius, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit, pp. 14–15.

84. Ellic Howe, ‘The typecaster’, The Monotype Recorder, 41 (1957), p. 6.

85. James Mosley, email communication with the author, 19 December 2018. Consentius often mentioned 

Johann G. I. Breitkopf (1719–1794) a printer, publisher, and typefounder from Leipzig, acquainted with Fournier. 

Breitkopf’s most important essay is probably Nachricht von der Stempelschneiderey und Schriftgiesserey (Leip-

zig, 1777). Consentius also mentioned Christian F. Gessner, Die so nöthig als nützliche Buchdruckerkunst und 

Schriftgießerey (Leipzig: Gessner, 1740–1745), where there is a brief section on typefounding, ‘Bericht vin dem 

Schriftgiesen’, vol. 1, pp. 130–133.

86. ‘Die Type verrät ihre Herkunft aus fremden Werkstätten. Der Drucker, der sie benutzte, war nicht im-

stande, aus eigener Kraft eine Type zu schaffen. Drucker, deren Können in bezug auf Schriftgestaltung auffall-

end bescheiden war, benutzten vor-züglich gestaltete Typen. Matrizen werden geliefert. Typen wurden über-

nommen und wanderten von Hand zu Hand. Das Druckmaterial wurde bezogen und vorn Geschäftsnachfolger 

unverändert weiter benutzt. Eine Druckstätte war von einer anderen, örtlich getrennten, hinsichtlich ihrer 

Typen unbedingt abhängig. Fertig gegossene Lettern wurden erworben. Bei zwei, bei mehr Druckern find-

en sich die gleichen Typen. Druckmaterialien wurden verkauft.’. Consentius, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit, pp. 

155–156.

87. Haebler, Die Deutschen Buchdrucker Des XV. Jahrhunderts Im Auslande (Munich: Jacques Rosenthal, 1924).
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18. Opening page of Consentius’s Ein Briefwechsel zwischen Konrad Haebler und Ernst Consentius, with a letter send to him by Haebler. 
This booklet, which includes a correspondence between the two scholars, was published at Consentius’s own expense in 1932.
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tius indeed reported a strong difference between the freer approach Haebler kept in 
that work compared to the stricter, dogmatic formulation in his Handbuch der Inkuna-
belkunde that was published the following year.88

Consentius’s arguments and his aggressive tone were not received favourably by the 
incunabulists of the time. The most important ones joined forces around Haebler: Vic-
tor Scholderer in London and Kurt Ohly in Germany, soon followed by others, wrote 
aggressive pieces against Consentius.89 In 1932 Consentius reiterated his accusations 
in a long article in the Gutenberg-Jahrbuch and some months later he published, at his 
own expense, a booklet that made use of correspondence with Haebler (fig. 18).90 The 
controversy escalated almost to the point of insults. According to Scholderer ‘Herr 
Consentius must learn and unlearn a great deal before he can be more than quite in-
cidentally helpful’.91 Consentius on the other hand claimed that the Proctor-Haebler 
method was ‘nonsense’, the type indexes a ‘literary curiosity’ and he did not let himself 
be persuaded that he had exaggerated with his attacks.92

The aggressive tones used by the scholars involved in this argument eclipsed the real 
value of Consentius’s work. We can detect this in Scholderer’s review when he accused 
Consentius of ‘proclaiming the supreme importance of documentary evidence in terms 
which imply that he himself is the first to appreciate its true value.’93 Scholderer was 
wrong to mock because the systematic search for documentary evidence, together with 
a thorough knowledge of the technical aspects of the trade, are the main strengths 
of Consentius’s investigation. According to James Mosley, ‘the writing of Consentius 
marks the beginning of a more systematic examination of the records for typefounding 
that had previously been ignored’.94 Moreover Consentius is ‘the first writer to set out 
methodically the principle that many matrices could be struck from one set of punches, 
and that sets of matrices used for hand casting lasted more or less without a limit’.95 

88. Consentius, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit, p. 156. As already mentioned, an English translation of Haebler’s 

book was published in 1933 with the title The Study of Incunabula.

89. Victor Scholderer, ‘Review of Consentius’s Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit’, The Library, 11 (1930), pp. 116–

120. Kurt Ohly, Die Proctor-Haeblersche Methode und der Versuch ihrer Widerlegung: Vortrag bei der Tagung der 

Wiegendruck-Gesellenschaft am 5. Oktober 1930 in Stuttgart (Berlin: Wiegendruck-Gesellschaft, 1931). See also 

Carl Wehmer, ‘Zur Beurteilung des Methodenstreits in der Inkunabelkunde’, Gutenberg-Jahrbuch (1933), pp. 

250–325.

90. Ernst Consentius, ‘Die Typen und der Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke’, Gutenberg-Jahrbuch (1932),  

pp. 55-109. Consentius., Ein Briefwechsel zwischen Konrad Haebler und Ernst Consentius (Berlin: privately print-

ed, 1932).

91. Scholderer, ‘Review of Consentius’, p. 120. Scholderer’s review was intended to hurt Consentius. How-

ever, in his attempt to question Consentius’s assertions, Scholderer displayed a lack of knowledge in technical 

matters, as for instance when he discussed the passage in Nicolas Jenson’s will where the punches of Jenson’s 

roman type were left to his friend Peter Ugelnheymer. Consentius quoted this as a proof that the punches 

were items of special value in a printing office – and from the work of Carter and Vervliet we know he was 

right – while Scholderer hypothesised that ‘it is not at all impossible that their value was merely that of a 

curiosity’ (p. 120).

92. Respectively ‘Unfug’ and ‘literarisches Kuriosum’. See Losch, ‘Obituary’, p. 612.

93. Scholderer, ‘Review of Consentius’, p. 118.

94. James Mosley, email communication with the author, 26 December 2016.

95. James Mosley, email communication with the author, 1 January 2016.
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19. Page from the chapter ‘Types and press’ of HTP, showing images of variants of letterforms and tables related to the type, that 
give important correlations of data. 
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This principle is an essential part of our present knowledge of the history of types. 
Scholars such as Harry Carter and Hendrik Vervliet, Lotte and Wytze Hellinga, James 
Mosley and others working in the past half century have based their studies on this 
practical knowledge, which was first employed by Consentius. 

Probably the most important consequence of Consentius’s analysis, although only 
few scholars seem to have noted it, was summarised by Nicolas Barker some 20 years 
ago. Barker noted that ‘Instead of pursuing each type variant to its ultimate form’ as ex-
emplified in the Typenrepertorium and BMC, later bibliographic works had shown the 
tendency ‘to look back to the original form of each fount’.96 In other words, while the 
Proctor-Haebler method focused on founts of type only, Consentius showed that con-
necting them to their original design – to the punches used to strike matrices in which 
the type was cast – could improve our knowledge of the types and thus the bibliograph-
ical descriptions on which they are based. Indeed Consentius’s work goes beyond the 
famous distinction that Harry Carter drew about the different approaches followed by 
incunabulists and typographical historians. He claimed that the aim of the former is 
to ‘to differentiate, to separate as many unlikes as they can with a view of finding the 
slightest evidence of a variety of printers, places, and times’, while the latter is con-
cerned ‘to group typefaces, to find resemblance, to depict printers’ letters moving from 
time to time, from place to place’.97 Consentius led the way to a new method where both 
approaches were blended into one. 

3.2.2. From the particular to the general: Dutch incunabula in HTP
In the same above-mentioned passage by Barker, the author goes on as follows: ‘The 
importance of pursuing the general from the particular was adumbrated by Ernst Con-
sentius […] and finally exemplified by Wytze and Lotte Hellinga’s The fifteenth-century 
printing types of the Low Countries (1966)’.98 It is time now to introduce this massive work 
(two volumes in large format), generally known as HTP,99 which marked an important 
step in the study of incunabula and was the result of an astonishing ‘accumulation of in-
formation, experience and technical resources’.100 The aim of the authors was to review 
Holtrop’s Monuments Typographiques, published more than a century earlier, but they 
accomplished much more:101 besides discovering unrecorded editions and types and 
solving several mysteries, they also updated Holtrop’s method of analysis. 

96. Nicolas Barker, ‘Typographic studies’, in Peter Davison (ed.), The Book encompassed: studies in twenti-

eth-century bibliography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), p. 88.

97. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 4. Carter mentions Consentius only briefly in relation to his argu-

ment with Haebler. Carter was not generous with Haebler, whose axiom on the uniqueness of 15th-century 

printers’s types he considered ‘a methodological fiction becoming more fictitious as time goes on’, neverthe-

less he mentions neither Consentius’s book nor his ideas (pp. 104–105).

98. Barker, ‘Typographic studies’, p. 88.

99. Wytze G. & Lotte Hellinga, The Fifteenth-Century Printing Types of the Low Countries. Translated from the 

Dutch by D. A. S. Reid. (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1966).

100. George D. Painter, ‘Book review: The fifteen-century printing types of the Low Countries’, The Book 

Collector, 2 (1967), p. 227.

101. According to its authors, a review of Dutch incunabula had became necessary after the publication of 

BMC IX, the volume on the Low Countries, which showed how Holtrop’s work needed to be updated. The matter 

is discussed in the preface, HTP, p. XI–XIII. For Holtrop’s Monuments Typographiques see above, § 3.1.1.
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20. Another page from the chapter ‘Types and press’, displaying a table with a chronological survey of Johannes de Westfalia’s types.
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As they revealed in the introduction, their work had two purposes: firstly ‘to provide 
the basic material and information required by bibliographers engaged in identifying 
types as a means towards identifying editions’. Then it is also intended ‘as a contribu-
tion to the history of printing types’.102 HTP begins with a thorough discussion on the 
types and the presses arranged in chronological order which runs to more than a hun-
dred pages.103 The discussion is enriched by many images of type details and variants of 
letters that are mentioned in the text. It is also supplemented with several tables related 
to the types, which give correlations of data that would not be possible otherwise (fig. 
19, 20). The section on the types is followed by two indexes, the first of which concerns 
the complete character set for each type (fig. 21): there are 113 distinct types listed in 
HTP, thus we are talking about a very substantial undertaking. In the second index each 
type is tracked down to its origin, to the supplier (printer or typefounder) and to the 
typefounder who firstly cast it, when his name is ascertainable (fig. 22).104 This is ‘the 
grand theme of HTP’, as remarked by Painter in his review of the book.

The second volume of HTP includes other useful indexes, besides reproductions of 
pages from the original books where all the types discussed in the first volume are 
shown. We find an index of the printers, tables of concordance with the other main 
catalogues, an index of types with their measurements and a list of all the editions in 
which each type is employed under towns and presses. The indexes show what is one 
of the biggest strengths of HTP: the authors’ great ability in managing such a huge 
amount of information and in exposing it so clearly. 

In a recent email conversation, Lotte Hellinga admitted that while working on HTP 
she and her husband ‘were certainly on Consentius’s side’.105 They were aware of the 
value of his work, although Consentius is not directly mentioned in the book. They fol-
lowed his path in analysing documentary evidence and investigating the technical as-
pects of the trade. Moreover the attribution of the types to their typefounders is a task 
that originated from Consentius’s pioneering work. Finally Hellinga’s appreciation for 
Consentius’s ideas can be found scattered throughout HTP, as for instance when they 
question Haebler’s axiom in the following passage from the preface: ‘to examine the 
choice made by large publishers […] when replenishing their stocks of type, is to see 
that the theory that each printer was his own typecutter does scant justice to the histo-
ry of printing types’.106

3.2.3. The consequences of Consentius’s ideas in Italy
Compared with Germany and England, in Italy Consentius’s arguments had a much 
better reception. A few months after the publication of Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit a re-
view appeared on the pages L’Archiginnasio. The director of the journal, Albano Sorbelli, 
appreciated Consentius’s work and remarked that the rigid application of Haebler’s 
principles could lead to misattributions – as he had experienced many times during his 

102. HTP, p. XI.

103. The chapter is titled ‘Types and presses’ and runs between pages 4–108.

104. The sections are respectively ‘Tables’ (p. 113) and ‘The derivation of the types of the printers in the 

Netherlands’ (p. 233).

105. Lotte Hellinga, email conversation with the author, 15 November 2018.

106. HTP, p. XII.
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21. Page from the section named ‘Tables’ that is made of indexes of the complete character set of each type analysed in HTP.
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22. Page from the section ‘The derivation of the types of the printers in the Netherlands’ where every printer’s type is tracked 
down to its origin. 
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career. He noted that Consentius was wrong in condemning so severely the Typenrep-
ertorium, but he was right in attributing more importance to documentary evidence 
than to the analysis of printed type.107 Some time later the journal La Bibliofilía pub-
lished a review they commissioned to Kurt Ohly – a ruthless critique of Consentius’s 
work – which was introduced in a short note by the director, the renowned book dealer 
Leo Olschki. In his note Olschki praised Consentius’s book, calling it a ‘publication 
of sensational interest’ where the author ‘rummaging in the archives, found the doc-
uments to prove that type alone is not enough to certainly identify the printer of an 
unsigned book’.108 

In the following decades Consentius continued to receive some attention from Ital-
ian incunabulists.109 In the 1949 issue of La Bibliofilía Roberto Ridolfi gave credit to 
Consentius for ‘having denied to Haebler’s method the infallibility that some incunab-
ulists attributed to it’. But, he added, Consentius was wrong to ignore ‘the fact that a 
method is still the best one, although it has been proven to be fallacious in many cases, 
unless there is a better method to replace it’. According to Ridolfi the Proctor-Haebler 
method was still valid but ‘the incunabulist’s duty is to monitor the results’, to avoid the 
excesses of an uncritical application.110

In the 1960s Emanuele Casamassima and Alberto Tinto proposed a new census of 
printed types found in 16th-century Italian books.111 They designed a database that 
included a collection of photographs of type – taken from the original books and clas-
sified according to the size – and an index of all the known editions sorted by type.112 

107. Albano Sorbelli, ‘Review of Consentius’s Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit’ L’Archiginnasio, 24 (1929), pp. 

18–20.

108. ‘Pubblicazione d’un interesse addirittura sensazionale con la quale l’autore si pone in contrasto stri-

dente con il sistema dei tipi adottato da Proctor e Haebler. […] Egli [l’autore] ha, frugando negli archivi, scoper-

to i documenti necessari per provare che i tipi soli non sono affatto sufficienti a determinare con sicurezza il 

tipografo di edizioni che non lo nominano’. From a note dated August 1929, La Bibliofilía, 33 (1931), pp. 67–68. 

In the same note Olschki recalled that in 1899, in the first issue of La Bibliofilía, he had discussed a Missal on 

sale in Munich refusing the principle that an unsigned book can be attributed solely on the grounds of the 

type. Olschki had already been critical of this attribution practice before Haebler had conceived the Typenrep-

ertorium, thus his enthusiasm for Consentius’s book is not surprising. See Leo S. Olschki, ‘Notizie. Un messale 

speciale di Costanza’, La Bibliofilía, 1 (1899), pp. 221–223.

109. Nothing compared to the lively discussion which had happened in Germany in the early 1930s, however 

Consentius was not forgotten by Italian bibliographers as was the case elsewhere.

110. ‘[Le critiche di Consentius] hanno il merito di aver negato per prime al metodo dell’Habler quell’infal-

libilità che alcuni incunabolisti gli attribuirono; ma hanno il torto di ignorare che un metodo pur dimostrato 

in molti casi fallace è pur sempre il migliore, quando non se ne abbia uno più perfetto da sostituirgli. Perciò 

il metodo di Haebler resterà sempre il fondamento dell’incunabolistica: mentre agli incunabolisti toccherà di 

vigilare e di controllare continuamente i risultati’. From Roberto Ridolfi, ‘Proposta di ricerche sulle stampe e 

sugli stampatori del Quattrocento’, La Bibliofilía, 51 (1949), pp. 5–6.

111. Emanuele Casamassima & Alberto Tinto, ‘Per un censimento delle cinquecentine italiane’ in Studi biblio-

grafici. Atti del convegno dedicato alla storia del libro italiano nel 5 centenario dell’introduzione dell’arte tipografi-

ca in Italia, Bolzano, 7–8 ottobre 1965 (Florence: Olschki, 1967) pp. 133–145.

112. To give an example of how the classification could have been, the authors included tables with all the 

types employed by the Aldine press between 1501–1550, found in books held at the National library of Rome. 

Casamassima & Tinto, ‘Per un censimento’, pp. 138–144. Notably, the authors gave the type size first in Didot 

points, and then in millimetres for 20 lines. The database, as it was conceived in this proposal, never started. 
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Discussing classification, the authors decided to rely on Haebler’s methodology but 
‘employing it with critical judgement’.113 For instance, they pointed out that referring 
to similarity between types is not ‘methodologically correct’, because if we refer to the 
techniques of punchcutting and typefounding we have only two explanations for sim-
ilarity. Either the types were cast in matrices struck from the same punches (thus they 
are the same type), or they came from different punches – however similar they might 
be – thus the types are different.114 Nevertheless, Haebler’s method for these scholars 
was just a tool to skim the types, to roughly sort them; it was not employed for identi-
fication. To distinguish and identify printed types they found that there was only one 
way: visual comparison, methodically checking each type book by book by means of 
photographic reproductions.115

Fifteen years later Tinto published another article on the matter, in the pages of La 
Bibliofilía, this time focusing on the attribution of unsigned books.116 He reviewed the 
main aspects of Haebler’s method and dwelt upon terminological questions, including 
an analysis of the names that 16th-century Italian printers gave to the sizes of their 
type.117 Tinto suggested that in attributing a book sine notis the analysis of type must 
be integrated with the analysis of the text and with further investigations on the com-
position methods, on the woodcuts and on the paper’s watermarks.118 He then empha-
sized the dissemination of types in Renaissance Italy and remarked that from the 1480s 
onwards Haebler’s axiom should be ‘completely overturned’ because ‘we can claim with 
certainty that each printer was very seldom the only one to possess and use his type’.119 
Tinto stressed the importance of the ‘historical method’, that is the search and inter-
pretation of archival documents (that, as we have seen in chapter 2, are unfortunately 
few in number) and ended the article by claiming that an attribution should always 
have the meaning of ‘printed with the type of’ instead of ‘printed by’ if it is not backed 
by archival documents, but it is solely based on the printed types.120 

The following reference to Consentius is found in a small but dense guide to the dis-
cipline that Piero Scapecchi published in the early 2000s, under the title Incunabolo.121 
Scapecchi reviewed the methods of incunabulists and the most important questions they 
raised, and he suggested that Haebler’s choice of key letters – gothic M and roman Q –  

However it was a first step towards a national classification of 16th-century editions that has become today 

the database ‘edit 16’, as yet there is no mention of the types employed in the books. http://edit16.iccu.sbn.it/

web_iccu/ihome.htm 

113. Casamassima & Tinto, ‘Per un censimento’, p. 136.

114. Ibid.

115. Casamassima & Tinto, ‘Per un censimento’, p. 137.

116. Alberto Tinto, ‘Edizioni sine notis ed analisi tipologica’, La Bibliofilía, 83 (1981), pp. 151–159.

117. Tinto, ‘Edizioni sine notis’, pp. 152–155. 118. Tinto, ‘Edizioni sine notis’, p. 156.

119. ‘A partire dagli ultimi decenni del Quattrocento, in particolar modo, il principio dello Haebler dell’indi-

vidualità dei caratteri da stampa è completamente rovesciato, si può affermare con sicurezza che solo rara-

mente ogni tipografo era l’unico a possedere e ad usare i propri carattereri’. Tinto, ‘Edizioni sine notis’, p. 156.

120. Tinto, ‘Edizioni sine notis’, pp. 157–159

121. Piero Scapecchi. Incunabolo: itinerario ragionato di orientamento bibliografico (Rome: AIB, 2004) The 

title translates as ‘reasoned itinerary of bibliographic orientation’.
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23. Opening of Veneziani’s article on Besicken published in Gutenberg-Jahrbuch 2005.
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should include more letters, such as lowercase g and h.122 Scapecchi claimed that ‘essen-
tial [in attributing] is that all the sources – watermark, type, text, archival documents, 
handwritten annotations (that could help with dating) – agree with each other’.123

In the same years another Italian scholar contributed to the debate, Paolo Veneziani 
(1939–2007), librarian at the Rome National Central Library where he also served as di-
rector in the 1990s.124 In 2005 Veneziani published three articles on various 15th-cen-
tury printers located in Rome (fig. 23).125 Roman incunabula include a great bulk of 
unsigned editions and the attributions of many of them are still uncertain. With the 
use of archival documents and a meticulous analysis of the printed types Veneziani was 
able to solve some mysteries.126 His knowledge of the technical aspects of typefounding 
and the rationalisation he showed in collecting data and organising them into tables 
were also important contributions (fig. 24, 25).

In these three articles Veneziani discussed in depth the practice of attributing un-
signed books remarking that, though the Haebler-Proctor method was important for 
the ‘earliest bibliographical arrangement’ of incunabula, it is not suitable at all for solv-
ing more complex questions.127 Like Tinto and Scapecchi, his concern was that all the 
sources agreed with each other, and he suggested improving the analysis of woodcuts 
(illustrations and initials) which he claimed had a more limited trade than it had pre-
viously been thought.128 However, printed types were still the core of his analysis and 
indeed he called for an investigation to record their evolution throughout the years in 
all the printing offices where they were employed.129 Veneziani claimed that the Hae-
bler-Proctor method had to be updated and that only a ‘complementary analysis and 
classification of all the types according to their punches of origin can make the attri-
bution and dating of unsigned books easier and safer’.130 In this context he criticised 

122. Scapecchi. Incunabolo, p. 32.

123. ’Essenziale è che tutte le fonti – carta, carattere, testo, documenti esterni, annotazioni manoscritte 

[…] – concordino’. Scapecchi. Incunabolo, p. 32.

124. Besides publishing several articles on 15th-century printing, Veneziani contributed to the final vol-

umes of IGI, the Italian index of incunabula. In team with Enrichetta Valenziani and Emidio Cerulli he worked 

on volume 5 (S–Z, 1972) and 6 (addenda, 1981). Enrichetta Valenziani et al., Indice generale degli incunaboli delle 

biblioteche d’Italia (IGI). 6 vols. (Rome: Libreria dello Stato, 1943-1981). For information on Veneziani see his 

obituary: ‘Omaggio a Paolo Veneziani’, AIB notizie, 19, 3 (2007), pp. 6–9.

125. Paolo Veneziani, ‘Besicken e il metodo degli incunabolisti’, Gutenberg-Jahrbuch (2005), pp. 71-100. Ven-

eziani, ‘Chi era Georgius Teutonicus?’, Editori ed edizioni a Roma nel Rinascimento (2005), pp. 127-146. Veneziani, 

‘Fabbricazione e commercio di caratteri a Roma nel Quattrocento’, Roma nel Rinascimento (2005), pp. 267-288. 

The articles are included in Veneziani, Tracce sul foglio. Saggi di storia della tipografia. Edited by Paola Piacentini 

(Rome: Roma nel Rinascimento, 2007).

126. He was able, for instance, to show how Georgius Teutonicus can be identified neither with Georgius 

Lauer nor with Georgius Herolt – as BMC had previously hypothesised – and to distinguish his work from that 

of Sixtus Riessinger. They were German printers active in Rome in the 1490s (Riessinger was one of the earliest 

printers in Italy, active since the late 1460s) and several unsigned editions had been doubtfully attributed to 

their alleged partnership.

127. Veneziani, ‘Besicken’, p. 82. 128. Veneziani, ‘Besicken’, pp. 79–81.

129. Veneziani, ‘Besicken’, p. 84.

130. ‘Io ritengo invece che lo studio e la classificazione di tutti i caratteri derivati dagli stessi punzoni fatto 

nello stesso contesto renda assai più agevole e sicura l’identificazione e la datazione di incunaboli non datati e 

non sottoscritti’. Veneziani, ‘Besicken’, p. 84.
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24. Table of the type employed by Besicken and his partners during their activity. From Veneziani’s ‘Besicken e il metodo degli incunabo- 
listi’ (2005). Tables like this show Veneziani’s notable rationalisation in collecting and organising data. 
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25. In this table Veneziani listed all the founts of type deriving from the same set of punches, a small rotunda which was cast on different 
bodies. From Veneziani’s ‘Besicken e il metodo degli incunabolisti’ (2005).
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the Proctor-Heabler classification as ‘misleading’. ‘Every expression of the same type is 
placed in its own slot, related to every single printer, without acknowledging that such 
type comes from the same punches – or whether it is even cast in the same matrices 
– of other types that are placed in other slots’.131 Veneziani remarked that an accurate 
knowledge of the types, their histories and the changes they underwent over the years 
is essential to give some reliability to the attributions.

As we have seen throughout this section, the importance of Consentius in the study of 
printed types has to be emphasised, notably because his contribution is little known 
today. With the help of archival documents and with a thorough knowledge of the pro-
duction of type, Consentius demolished the Haebler axiom and showed how Haebler’s 
method can be unreliable for attributions of unsigned editions. He showed how Hae-
bler’s type analysis was unsophisticated, but he did not establish any new way of ana-
lysing type to help reform bibliographic research. This was done some decades later by 
Wytze and Lotte Hellinga who indicated the path for future bibliographic work with 
their thorough analysis of printed type included in HTP. The investigation of printed 
type needs to go deeper than what the Proctor-Haebler method prescribed if we want to 
achieve reliable information, as was well understood by the Italian scholars mentioned 
above. The Italian bibliographers were less dogmatic in their approach compared with 
their German and English colleagues – perhaps due to the lack of strong institutions 
and authoritative scholars (as in England the British Museum and Victor Scholderer). 
The Italians were more favourably disposed towards Consentius’s ideas and having 
studied them they found that they were valuable. 

3.3. a critique of the work of haebler and of the experts 
of the british museum

Consentius’s arguments have already exposed many flaws in the Proctor-Haebler 
method. There are, however, other questionable elements in the work of the famous 
incunabulists that are worth pointing out. In this section the Proctor-Haebler method 
is further examined to show the paucity of technical knowledge and the general lack 
of scientific objectivity – despite what is claimed by Haebler and Scholderer – that lies 
behind this method. Moreover, the term ‘Proctor-Haebler’ is itself problematic because 
it fails to explain the different approaches that Proctor and Haebler followed. Thus a 
distinction between the works of these two eminent scholars is drawn. 

3.3.1. A general lack of technical knowledge
Haebler and the experts of the British Museum never included punchcutting and type-
founding issues in their writings. In BMC the word ‘casting’ is only seldom mentioned, 
while ‘matrices’ and ‘punches’ almost never appear. Haebler did not give any informa-

131. ‘Ed è perciò fuorviante la classificazione dei caratteri così com’è fatta nel Typenrepertorium e anche 

nell’Index di Proctor e nel catalogo del British Museum, dove ogni particolare espressione dello stesso carat-

tere è sistemata nella sua casella – relativa a ogni singolo tipografo – senza alcun riferimento al fatto che quel 

carattere è tratto dagli stessi punzoni e addirittura dalle stesse matrici di altri caratteri incasellati in caselle del 

tutto diverse.’ Veneziani, ‘Besicken’, p. 84.
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tion about typefounding either, although in his Handbuch der Inkunabelkunde we find a 
chapter that bears such title.132 In that chapter, Haebler discussed documentary sources 
of early printing and promoted his belief that all 15th-century printers had their own 
individual types, while no details of the technical process were given.133 This lack of 
information seems to reveal a relative ignorance of the technological process of type 
manufacture. Proctor admitted that ‘only those who have attempted a similar task with-
out a technical knowledge of type-founding and type-setting know the difficulties in-
volved’.134 No other such acknowledgements from these scholars are known.

For them type was neither a piece of metal nor the character on one of its ends, but 
the mark left by that character after being inked and pressed into paper. The famous 
and over-quoted sentence by Harry Carter ‘type is something that you can pick up and 
hold in your hand’ was addressed to bibliographers like them, for whom type was ‘an 
abstraction: an unseen thing that leaves its mark on paper’.135 They studied the marks 
on paper without technical context. Without taking into account how the type that 
left such marks was manufactured, how it was handled in a printing office, how it was 
kept, used and recast when worn. However, the lack of elementary knowledge did not 
prevent these scholars from trying to explain what they saw in the books. But their 
ignorance led to naive assumptions, such as the use of type throughout the years: they 
tended to reduce complex situations to simplistic explanations and on such question-
able foundations they built their hypotheses.136

Moreover, they were unable to distinguish between the different stages of typefound-
ing and the problems that could affect the type throughout such stages. For instance, 
there is a considerable difference between subtle and gradual changes in a fount of 
type due to wear (the type gets worn so some sorts might leave different marks than 
what they left when they were freshly cast) and a sudden change in the type size, that 

132. The chapter has the title ‘Typefounding’ (‘Typenguß’ in German) and it runs between pp. 76–79 (pp. 

61–64 in the original German version).

133. He claimed once more that the crafts associated with printing – here he also included the ‘building of 

a printing press’ besides the work of punchcutting – were concentrated in the hands of the master printer. 

Haebler, Study of Incunabula, pp. 76–77.

134. Proctor, Index, p. 13.

135. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 5.

136. For example, Pollard in BMC I, pp. xv–xvi went into a detailed description of how the introduction of 

new sorts in types that were in use for years represents ‘chronological evidence of extraordinary delicacy and 

precision’. Pollard wrote: ‘It is possible to put our finger on a particular page of a book where a new sort appears 

for the first time, to watch it gradually increasing in frequency while the sort it was cut to supersede decreases, 

and finally to obtain evidence of the continuity of the press, when many characteristics of the type are changed, 

by finding isolated instances of the reappearance of the old sort, obviously due to accident’. Apart from a gen-

eral naiveté that shines through these lines (type analysis is never as plain and simple as described here and Pol-

lard’s discussion seems to be purely theoretical) the last sentence reveals a lack of clarity about what a fount of 

type underwent while employed in a printing office. Given that new sorts were introduced to replace old ones 

that were worn, how come that the old ones reappeared later? If the old sorts were melted down to cast new 

type, why should we believe that old worn sorts were saved somewhere for years and then introduced again by 

accident? Pollard uses the substitution of sorts as chronological evidence to date unsigned books, thus if old 

sorts reappear after having supposedly been substituted, the chronological sequence of the editions should be 

reviewed rather than seeing in it ‘evidence of the continuity of the press’, whatever this means.
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implies a new casting, thus a completely different fount of type compared with the pre-
vious one. This kind of confusion often shines through the type descriptions of BMC. 
To give an example, we just need to review again Scholderer’s description of Jenson’s 
roman, given in the previous sections. Scholderer wrote: ‘After a short time of use the 
type appears more closely packed laterally, the serif of t becoming shorter and c and 
e narrower; this result is probably unintentional.’137 Scholderer seems to describe the 
result of type wearing – that is obviously unintentional – with the letter terminals that 
tend to look shorter after some usage. This comment makes little sense in regard to the 
morphological features of a printed type, moreover, the phrase ‘more closely packed 
laterally’ does not make sense at all. Perhaps Scholederer was hypothesising that the 
fitting of the type was modified during the use? One wonders how this could have hap-
pened. Or was he suggesting that the type had been newly cast with a closer fitting?

This example shows another kind of complication that the scholars who analysed the 
type of incunabula had to face: the general lack of sharpness of the printed marks. As 
noted by Pollard, when he had to choose pages for the facsimiles of BMC, the average 
printed quality of 15th-century books is ‘much less uniformly good than is generally 
admitted’.138 The printed marks were indeed altered by several factors related to the 
materials and the processes involved in typefounding and printing.139 This means that 
sorts cast in the same matrix can produce marks on paper that look different from one 
another. Such differences could actually jeopardise the type analysis, because it is usu-
ally hard to grasp what caused a certain typographic variation. Fot instance, when we 
look at the same letter that appears slightly different throughout the pages, how can we 
be sure that such a difference was caused by casting, or by inking and presswork, and 
not by some sorts that could have been cast in different matrices – struck from differ-
ent punches, although they looked very similar to the original ones?

A final problem is posed by the complicated task which incunabulists had embarked 
on. Type analysis is hard detective work that encounters many complications and de-
mands much time. Proctor remarked ‘how easy it is to miss a type used only for a word 
or two, perhaps only for signatures or initial directors in a single volume; how hard 
it is often to distinguish between two types at first sight identical, or to establish the 
identity of the same type at different dates or in different hands, perhaps modified by 
leading or mixture, or so worn as to show a different face’140

3.3.2. Problems with accuracy and objectivity
There are other problems in the Proctor-Haebler method besides the lack of technical 
knowledge. First of all, despite the many claims of a scientific approach, the analysis 
developed by these scholars does not display the mathematical and experiment-based 
techniques that should be part of any form of knowledge that claims to be scientific. 
Today we are used to mathematical techniques employed in the humanities, but noth-

137. See § 3.1.4 for the complete description of the type.

138. BMC I, p. xxii.

139. i.e. the strike of matrices, the casting and finishing of type; and then the paper quality and its damp-

ness, the ink composition and its distribution on the forme, and finally the presswork; all these factors con-

tribute to produce variations in the outlines of the printed letters. This matter is thoroughly discussed in § 4.2.

140. Proctor, Index, p. 13.
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ing similar is found in the early 20th century. The word ‘scientific’ used at the time to 
describe bibliographic research has a different meaning compared to the same word 
applied today to physics or chemistry.141 For Haebler and Scholderer describing their 
research as scientific meant that they followed a systematic and methodical approach. 
With the word scientific they tried to distinguish their work as scholars from a ‘merely 
dilettante concern for book collecting’.142

However, even describing Haebler’s research as systematic and methodical rais-
es questions, first of all because of his attitude to the object of research. Consentius 
pointed it out when he accused Haebler of taking into account only one hypothesis 
and discarding many others a priori.143 Haebler built his axiom of the uniqueness of 
15th-century printers’ types on a limited group of archival documents, often inter-
preted in a questionable way, as we have seen in chapter 2.144 Such axiom is actually 
a hypothesis that was probably not tested (or not properly tested) on his subject of 
research, the books. 

Moreover there is an element of inherent vagueness and inaccuracy in the type analy-
sis, that is not related to Haebler’s research alone. This is understandable because, after 
all, bibliographers do not analyse their actual objects of research – the type, that dis-
appeared a long time ago – but they analyse the marks left on paper by such type. This 
inaccuracy is seen even in the most important among all the attributions of a printed 
type: the type size given by the 20-line measurement, that is far from being precise 
data. If we compare the measurements of the same type given by BMC and the Typen-
repertorium we notice that they often differ – as exemplified by the Jenson roman that 
is measured 115 in the former and 113 in the latter.145 The printed type shows slight 
changes from book to book and also from page to page of the same book, due to paper 
shrinkage. Paper was dampened prior to printing, thus the quality of the paper and the 
drying conditions (and, on a smaller scale, also the storage conditions and the adversi-
ties a book had to face in the following centuries) could affect the shrinkage.146 Pollard 
discussed this problem in BMC, saying that the type sizes are computed ‘after compar-
ing measurements taken from every book in which the type is used’. He mentioned Pe-
ter Schoeffer’s type 118 in which 20 lines vary from 116.25 to 120 mm and claimed ‘there 
is a margin of nearly 2% on either side of the type-measurements here quoted, and that 
a type 118 we use 118 as a mean between 116 and 120, not as a rigidly fixed number’.147

Finally another drawback towards a rational and systematic research is that the work 

141. G. Thomas Tanselle, ‘Bibliography and Science’, Studies in Bibliography, 27 (1974), p. 55.

142. Tanselle, ‘Bibliography and Science’, p. 56.

143. Consentius, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit, p. 124.

144. See § 2.3. 

145. See § 3.1.4.

146. The quality of the paper and its dampness have a certain impact to the printed marks, besides the 

matter of type size. This issue is discussed in § 4.2.2.

147. BMC I, p. xx. Haebler reached a similar conclusion: ‘These type dimensions are not absolutely absolute’ 

(Diese Typenmaße sind nun aber durchaus keine absoluten). Haebler, Typenrepertorium, p. XI. The figures given 

by Pollard might be too large: 70 years later Philip Gaskell was less generous with the variation, he stated that 

paper shrinkage can reduce the dimension of the page from 1 to 2.5%, thus approximately 1 millimetre on ei-

ther side of the 20-line measurements. See Philip Gaskell, A new introduction to bibliography (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1972), p. 13. 
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26. The first page of Haebler’s description of the M shapes shown in his table, from the first volume of the Typenrepertorium (1905). 
In this page only three shapes of M are described independently (no. 1, 13 and 16), without referring to other Ms of the table, but these 
shapes are mixed among the others and are not differentiated from them at all.
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of these scholars often displays arbitrary choices, due to subjective opinion. Haebler 
was right in accusing Proctor of arbitrariness in grouping the German types in the 
tables of the Type Register, included in his second Index. These tables represent an 
attempt to group printed types according to the style of letterforms, and he noted that 
Proctor ‘relies entirely upon his individual opinion as to similarity without being able 
to give exact and convincing reasons for it.’148 Indeed Proctor did not clarify the attri-
butions of the styles he had defined. 

Although severe with Proctor, Haebler was too accommodating of himself when he 
claimed that the M shape is an ‘exact factor’ and the shapes in the M table are ‘by no 
means determined arbitrarily, but methodically’.149 It is true that Haebler conceived 
the M shapes as ‘archetypes’ that display ‘certain distinguishable features’;150 never-
theless analysis of the M table reveals that the sequence is fully arbitrary. In choosing 
and grouping his shapes of M Haebler seems to have followed neither palaeographical 
categories nor any other rational parameter, but rather personal ideas and some kind 
of overall complexity in the design of the letters.151 Moreover, in the short descriptions 
of the shapes that follow the M table we find that there are only 13 out of 102 shapes of 
M which are described independently, without referring to other shapes of the table, 
and these 13 shapes are mixed among the others and are not differentiated from them 
at all (fig. 26).152

The broad variety of design in the capitals of textura and rotunda types gave Haebler 
a wide range of different shapes of M, but if we analyse the revised table published in 
1922, with 258 shapes of M, besides the addition of the ‘special forms’ (marked with a 
supplementary letter besides the M number) we will find that sometimes Haebler in-
cluded more shapes under one M label, as for instance in M43 and M44 (fig. 27). These 
labels are repeated twice and are connected to two different Ms that are indeed similar 
in design.153 This confusing practice, not clarified by Haebler, is mentioned in the web-
site of the Berlin State Library with the explanation that the differences between such 
Ms are negligible.154

The choice of Q for roman type is much less effective than M for gothic styles. The 
service it can give to scholars is very limited, as remarked by a faithful supporter like 
Scholderer when he claimed that the Typenerepertorium ‘is much more helpful in the 
case of ‘Gotisch’ than in that of ‘Antiqua’.155 The choice is not happy firstly because from 
a morphological point of view roman Q is a simple letterform while M, notably in the 

148. Haebler, The study of Incunabula, p. 34.

149. Haebler, The study of Incunabula, pp. 108, 109.

150. The matter is discussed in § 3.1.3.

151. To introduce how he ordered the M table Haebler wrote: ‘It starts with the M of the old roman type […] 

and follows its changes and growth, either as it did actually develop or could theoretically have developed in 

the progress of type-cutting’. Such a practice of guessing is highly questionable, notably given Haebler’s little 

knowledge on punchcutting. From Haebler, The study of Incunabula, pp. 109–109.

152. Haebler, Typenrepertorium, pp. xxxi–xxxiv.

153. Haebler, Typenrepertorium. Abt. 4, pp. [X–XI].

154. We can read: ‘während nur leicht abweichende Formen nicht explizit durch einen Ergänzungsbuchsta-

ben’. From https://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/html/mshapes.xql

155. Scholderer, Early printed books, p. 172. Scholderer used the German term for roman type, ‘Antiqua’.
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27. Haebler’s revised table published in the 1922 supplement to the Typenerepertorium, which includes 258 shapes of M. 
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gothic styles, is a complex one.156 A complex letterform displays details that can be ren-
dered with different designs, thus such complexity makes it easy to distinguish a shape 
of letter between shapes of the same letter coming from different types. A simple letter 
does not display such details – or it displays too few of them. In other words, gothic M 
can generate many more – and more distinguishable – groups than roman Q. Indeed 
from Q only 22 shapes were finally developed, but the valuable ones that give help in 
analysis are far fewer because some of them are extremely rare (as Q|u-F1 and Q|u-K3) 
and others are not easy to distinguish from one another (as Q|u-A, Q|u-D and Q|u-F7).157

3.3.3. The difference between Proctor’s and Haebler’s approaches
After analysing the work of these scholars we cannot avoid noting that there is a clear 
difference between Proctor’s and Haebler’s assumptions and approaches – Consentius 
noticed this and remarked on it in the introduction of his book.158

First of all, unlike the others who followed him, Proctor was modest and cautious 
in his assumptions. For example in his Indexes there is no claim of scientific nature 
regarding his research. The claim that the analysis of printing type of incunabula was 
based on scientific grounds can probably be attributed to Haebler and it was repeated by 
Scholderer and many others. Scholderer wrote: ‘to describe Proctor as having found the 
history of early printing guesswork and left it a science is scarcely an exaggeration’.159

Proctor also never claimed that all the printers of incunabula had their own individ-
ual types: this was Haebler’s statement. Proctor did not deny the existence of a trade of 
type in the 15th century,160 moreover he stressed the similarity between types, always 
recording when a type looked like another printers’s type. We do not know how far 
Proctor would have taken this if his research had not been interrupted by his untimely 
death, but it seems that Proctor was aware of the importance of referring to the original 
punches from which each type derived, and we can consider the Type Register as an 
attempt in this direction. On the contrary, as we have seen, Haebler strongly criticised 
this practice, that he affirmed was in contradiction with the method itself – although 
it was in contradiction with Haebler’s own beliefs rather than with the method that 
Proctor was developing. 

Then Proctor did not claim infallibility for his attributions of anonymous books on 
the base of the printing types. On the contrary, he was aware of the provisional nature 
of many of them. He thought that attributing anonymous books was mostly a subjective 
choice, as he stressed that ‘the necessity and importance of individual judgment con-
cerning doubtful and apocryphal books and presses, respecting which no two persons 
are, in the present state of our knowledge, likely to agree’.161

156. The design of letters and the morphological information they can include is discussed in the next chap-

ter, notably in § 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.

157. Haebler, Typenrepertorium. Abt. 3. Tabellen 1, pp. V–XIV.

158. Consentius, Die Typen der Inkunabelzeit, pp. 7–8. In the introduction Consentius made it clear that, 

despite calling the method ‘Proctor-Haebler’, the object of his argument was Haebler alone.

159. Scholderer, Early printed books, p. 171

160. For instance, he suspected that the vast number of distinct types employed by Venetian printers was 

‘possibly due to type factories independent of the printers, whence types could be not only bought, but hired’. 

From Proctor, Index, p. 14.

161. Proctor, Index, p. 10.
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For these reasons the term ‘Proctor-Haebler’ for labelling a method of analysis can 
be questioned because it suggests that both scholars contributed to the development 
and agreed on the intentions. As we have seen there are substantial differences between 
Proctor’s and Haebler’s approaches and considering the work of these two men as one 
is clearly a mistake. It is true that Haebler based his method on some of Proctor’s as-
sumptions, but he took them to extremes and turned them into a dogma in a way that 
Proctor would not have agreed with – we infer this from the modest tone Proctor al-
ways used in introducing his research. 

Haebler’s notoriety and the success of his alleged scientific method somehow eclipsed 
Proctor’s work, which was probably seen as an early step toward the completion of the 
method – the Typenrepertorium, where every expression of type is placed in its own 
slot. After all, we cannot avoid noting that the Proctor-Haebler method was based on 
the initial work of Proctor, the first to apply certain postulates on a general scale but 
without having had the time to develop them.162 Proctor was probably at an early stage 
of his research in parsing and organising data on the printed types when he disappeard 
in the Alps.163

Unfortunately, his successors were not as inventive as he was. His method was taken, 
slightly implemented and then displayed as indisputable assumption, forgetting Proc-
tor’s doubts. 

3.4. what we gain from the previous analyses of incunabula

In the previous sections we have seen the defects of the established methods and we 
have followed some later developments that tried to overcome such defects and expand 
the analysis of printed type. There are aspects discussed in this chapter that are still 
valuable and are worth including in the research methods developed in this thesis. 

First of all the nomenclature. In naming types the present research sticks to the 
nomenclature employed in BMC. This has become the standard in incunabula studies: 
each type is named combining the name of the press with its 20-line measure.164 Carter 
suggested identification of type with ‘the name of the man who cut the punches’ and 
with the name of its body,165 but given the lack of information about 15th-century 
punchcutters – at least in Italy – and given that names for body sizes were not yet es-
tablished, the BMC nomenclature seems to me the best way to name early types. 

162. A similar point was made by Needham in his ‘William Caxton and his Cologne Partners’ in Hans Limburg 

et al. (ed.), Ars impressoria: Entstehung und Entwicklung des Buchdrucks: eine internationale Festgabe für Severin 

Corsten zum 65. Geburtstag (München: Saur, 1986), pp. 103-131. Needham’s central point was that later bibli-

ographers have done Proctor a disservice by treating his preliminary results as strict categories. My thanks go 

to Paul Needham who kindly drew my attention to this article. 

163. This is inferable, as we have seen, from the development that Proctor’s type analysis showed in the 

second index, compared to what was proposed in the first Index, five years earlier.

164. I discarded the nomenclature employed in TW – which is another standard for incunabulists today – 

where a number is added to the 20-line measure, indicating the chronological order of the first appearance 

of the type within the printing office. As discussed in § 3.1.4, this chronological classification can encounter 

complications.

165. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 3
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28. Photographic enlargement of type details by Emery Walker (1891). This image belongs to a collection  
of enlargements that William Morris gave to T. B. Reed who placed them in an album which ended up in 
St Bride Library, London. The subject is Brunus Aretinus’s Historiae Florentini populi, printed in Venice 
by Jacobus Rubeus in 1476 (ib01247000). The type is the Jenson roman. This reproduction was made by 
James Mosley, who has reported that the album has gone missing since about 2012.
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Then the analysis. The type analysis has to pursue the origin of every fount of type 
that is taken into account. Each fount of type employed in any printed matter has an 
origin that is worth recording: the set of punches used to strike the matrices in which 
the fount was cast. As shown by Consentius, Hellinga, Veneziani and others, such re-
cording largely increases the information that it is possible to extract from the printed 
type. To achieve such a goal it is clear that similarity among types is one of the most 
important features to investigate, as theorised by Proctor. However, all this work does 
not exclude a thorough analysis of the founts of type, as developed by Bradshaw and 
postulated by Pollard, where the depiction of variations in the character set throughout 
time can further enhance the information given by the types. 

Finally a few words on reproductions. Facsimiles and reproductions have only been 
briefly mentioned in this chapter. Nonetheless it is clear that all the scholars discussed 
here since Blades and Holtrop have been aware of the importance of good quality re-
productions. Sharp reproductions of a printed type together with a description of its 
morphological features (where the most important details of the letterforms are point-
ed out) are fundamental tools for identifying printed types. Moreover, in recent decades 
reproductions have become cheaper, faster and more accurate, and the new method of 
photographic enlargements has entered the scholarly field (fig. 28).166 Enlargements of 
printed type allow for clarification of details normally lost in same-size reproductions. 
Comparison of different types is facilitated and great improvements in type analysis 
also come from photographic enlargements. As discussed in the next chapter, the en-
largements are indeed essential to this research. In fact they are the grounds on which 
the present research methods are going to be built.

166. The practice of making photographic enlargements of printed type dates back to Emery Walker at the 

end of the 19th century, as discussed in John Dreyfus, ‘A reconstruction of the lecture given by Emery Walker on 

15 November 1888’, Matrix, 11 (1991), pp. 27–52. Since Walker photographic enlargements had been commonly 

used in type manufacturing, while the first scholar to deal with enlargements in bibliography was probably 

Philip Gaskell in his ‘Photographic Enlargements of Type Forms’, Journal of the Printing Historical Society, 7 

(1971), pp. 51–53. However, Gaskell mentioned Nicholas Biddulph who at the time had already collected a large 

body of enlargements for the Central Lettering Record, – a database of historical letterforms and type samples 

built up with Nicolete Gray, today at the Central Saint Martins, London. In the late 1960s James Mosley also 

started taking enlargements of printed type for his teaching at the University of Reading.
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1. Group photo of tools and devices employed for the reproduction and analysis of 15th-century type.
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he aim of this chapter is to set out and discuss the methods and the 
procedures followed in the present research, which have been developed 
to enable a thorough analysis of printed type. The technical aspects are 
described in detail and this chapter represents the foundation of the re-

search because it allows the researcher to gain information from printed books that was 
not possible previously. The analysis is based on photographic enlargements of print-
ed marks of type (fig. 1). Two procedures of image reproduction have been developed 
to deal with the problem of distortion which is unavoidable when photographing an 
antique book as the surface is usually rough and uneven. The two procedures provide 
two classes of images at different sizes of enlargement, and when they are combined 
they become a powerful tool for type analysis. Then, in order to understand how to set 
up our analysis, we need to investigate the raw data supplied by the enlargements. The 
printed marks are altered by several factors related to the materials and the technical 
processes involved in the manufacturing of types and books. Type founding, paper and 
its dampness, ink and presswork, all contribute to producing variations in the outlines 
of the printed letters. Thus, a test is carried out to support the observations, and the 
aim is to investigate variations in inking and impression in different copies of the same 
editions. Finally the type analysis is introduced. This follows a comparative approach 
because comparing letters of different types reveals more information than analysing a 
single type alone. The comparison is obtained by overlaying enlargements of the same 
letter taken from different books, to check the matching of the type forms. Given that 
the enlargements show a general lack of sharpness of the printed marks, it is the mor-
phology of the letters – their structure and the relative positions of their strokes – that 
the type analysis must focus on. Overlaying multiple images of letters that look similar 
is foundational to the methodology of this research; it clearly highlights differences 
and similarities among the letters, as illustrated below. 

4.1. photographic enlargements of printed type

Two types of photographs are taken for the present research with two different se-
quences of operations, each of which employs different devices. But before any pho-
tographic work is done the book has to be checked and the finest printed pages are 
selected, i.e. pages that are, where possible, slightly under-inked so the outline of the 
letters is as clear and sharp as possible. Portions of the finest pages are reproduced 

T

4. The methodology of the present 
research and its implications

 4.1
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3. The setup for the letterform-images: a compact camera is placed on top of a measuring magnifier.

2. Two examples of letterform-images. The marks on paper are reproduced with noticeable sharpness, and each image includes the meas-
urement scale – graduation 0.1 mm. – that is the measurement graticule on the bottom of the magnifier.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

Arrivabenus 79R from the 1488 Priscianus (ip00968000).

 4.1.1

4. To show the irrelevance of distortion of the letterform-images a sheet of millimetre graph paper is put under the lens. The distortion 
is about 3% at the edges of the lens while the central part of the image is immune from distortion: that is the portion from which the 
individual letters are cut out for analysis.

Rizus 90R from the 1487 Ovidius (io00134000).
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in two ways. Firstly photographic enlargements are made through a scaled magnifier, 
placing a compact camera on top of its lens so that the lens of the camera is in contact 
with the lens of the magnifier. Then photographs of bigger portions of the page are 
made with a reflex camera, macro lens, and a tripod. Both methods have advantages 
and disadvantages and their procedures and implications are the subject of the forth-
coming sections, together with the photographic processing and the organisation of 
photographic data.  

4.1.1. The first class of enlargements: the letterform-images
The first method delivers photographic images of letterforms (which I will call ‘letter-
form-images’), as seen in figure 2, and the devices involved are a scaled magnifier and 
a compact camera. The magnifier is a Kimag-10 Measuring Magnifier, an achromatic 
glass optical system (correcting chromatic aberration) with a glass surface on the bot-
tom with an incorporated measurement scale (graduation 0.1 mm.) A compact camera 
is placed on top of this magnifier – currently a Sony Cyber-shot – in macro mode 
and the flexible zoom length is set at 80 mm (fig. 3). The photographs are taken in 
self-timer function to reduce camera vibration that would cause blurring photographs 
due to long exposure. A small piece of cardboard is placed on the back of the page that 
is photographed so that the page rests flat between the cardboard and the glass of the 
magnifier. The portion of page that is captured in each photograph is very small, about 
15 x 11 mm. In terms of type area each image includes about 5–8 letters if the type is for 
text (15–16 pt), and 10–15 letters if the type is for commentary (11–12 pt).1 

Placing two lenses one on top of the other – one from a camera and one from a mag-
nifier – would lead to unmanageable optical implications. But small adjustments in the 
camera’s zoom length can minimise distortion, as shown in figure 4 where a sheet of 
millimetre graph paper is put under the lens. The distortion is about 5% at the edges of 
the lens – i.e., 1 mm at the far right or far left of the image is 5% wider than 1 mm at the 
centre of the image. Thus we can be sure that the central part of the image is safe from 
distortion, however limited, and it is the portion from which the individual letters are 
cut out for analysis. The distortion caused by the book is not an issue: the combination 
of a compact camera that lays on a magnifier that lays on the page of the book keeps the 
planes in parallel. If the surface of the book is not perfectly horizontal, the magnifier 
and the camera will follow the page’s slope, and the axis of the lens will be perpendicu-
lar to the area being photographed – the image will show no distortion. Finally, prelim-
inary tests have shown that such a workflow cannot harm an old book: the magnifier 
with a camera mounted on top is gently placed on the page of the book and lifted when 
it has to be moved. The total weight of the two devices is about 350 grams, not enough 
to damage the paper, and the magnifier has a plastic ring at the bottom to protect the 
edge of the glass from touching the paper. 

The first method provides high-quality enlargements up to 20 times the real size of 
the letters, without distortion; technically the process and the outcome are more simi-
lar to a scan than a photograph.

1. See § 1.2.3 for a discussion on the standard type sizes in use among 15th-century romans.
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5. Two samples of text-images as they are shown throughout the thesis. Top: Beretin Convento 109R from Fiore di virtù, Venice 1477 
(if00176000); bottom: Torresanus 84R from Livius, Venice 1485 (il00254000). Courtesy Verona C.

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

 4.1.2
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4.1.2. The second class of enlargements: the text-images
The images provided by the first method give no idea how the type appears in normal 
text setting. We appreciate the closest detail of the letterforms, but we do not know 
much about the type in its entirety or how it looks in a body of text. For this reason a 
second class of photographic enlargements has to be taken, where the objects are larger 
portions of text – which I will call ‘text-images’ – as seen in figure 5. The procedure 
for these photographs is different from the first one, as are the devices involved. The 
photographs are taken with a reflex camera placed on a tripod with a removable centre 
column. The column can be mounted horizontally, so the camera is faced down with 
the lens orthogonal to the table where the book is lying (fig. 6). The camera is a Canon 
EOS, and it is placed on a sliding micro-positioning plate, that allows tiny adjustments 
in the distance between the camera’s lens and the page of the book. The lens is a Can-
on EF 50mm Compact Macro, a high-quality macro lens that delivers intense sharp-
ness without distortion, and allows close working distances: an important requirement 
when photographing a book that is placed on a table.2 The photographs are taken by 
remote control to avoid camera vibration. To give a unit of measure a picture frame 
of a given size is placed on the page that has to be photographed. The frame is a small 
resin object made with a commercial 3d printer, with an inner rectangle measuring 10 
x 6.5 cm, the same aspect ratio of the photographs, 3 : 2. Every photograph is framed 
to include that inner rectangle, close to its edges: the rectangle is a guide for the photos 
and provides a unit of measure (fig. 7).

With this setup the distortion produced by the book is a critical issue. The camera 
is provided with a spirit level and small ‘bullseye’ levels are laid on the frame, to try to 
keep the axis of the lens perpendicular to the page of the book. But surfaces of books 
are often rough and uneven, and distortion is sometimes impossible to avoid; in such 
cases corrections must be made with post-processing software. Moreover, the paper in 
many 15th-century books, as in later books from the hand-press period, is not flat but 
somewhat cockled – often in the form of a ‘diamond pattern’–3 which inevitably causes 
portions of the page to appear distorted in photographs.

With this second method we achieve high-quality enlargements up to 5 times their 
real size, covering portions of a page of 10 x 6.5 cm. Such images give a clear overview 
of the type and allow us to inspect it at a text level in order to check letter spacing, ver-
tical alignment and angular alignment of the letters.

Both methods are carried out with ‘available light’ (without additional artificial 

2. The average focal length for these enlargements is about 15 cm from the front of the lens, a distance that 

is too small for most of the macro lenses on the market.

3. I am grateful to Donald Farnsworth for this term and the connected discussion. According to Labarre, 

cockling is ‘due to unequal expansion, chiefly in consequence of the paper being drier or damper than the 

atmosphere.’ Expansion, in turn, is ‘caused by the absorption of moisture by the finished paper from the at-

mosphere or the aqueous treatment’. See E. J. Labarre, Dictionary and Encyclopedia of Paper and Paper-Making 

(London: Oxford University Press, 1952), pp. 80, 92. Moreover, Farnsworth notes that ‘if early papermakers 

allowed their paper to dry with this cockling and then later flatten the paper in the sizing and curing stage, the 

memory of the diamond cockle would still be in the paper. In that case, if a printer damped the paper for print-

ing it could easily reappear as the printed sheet dried – I am sure much to the printer’s consternation.’ Donald 

Farnsworth, email communication with the author, 4 September 2019.
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7. Two samples of 
text-images where the 
pages are shown at their 
real size. We can note 
that the images are 
framed to include the in-
ner rectangle of the resin 
frame close to its edges. 
The frame provides a unit 
of measure because its 
inner rectangle measures 
10 x 6.5 cm. 

Stagninus 110R from Horatius, Venice 1486 (ih00450000). Courtesy Verona C.

Gabriele di Pietro 90R from Merula, Venice 1478 (im00501000). Courtesy Verona C.

1 : 1
2 mm 0

6. The setup for the text-images, with the resin frame laid on the portion of the page that is photographed. 

 4.1.2
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lighting) which demands long exposures of up to 2 seconds or more.4 The camera’s 
aperture is set on f11, a small aperture that allows some millimetres of depth of field, 
necessary because of the general unevenness of the paper. A small light reflector and a 
diffuser panel are used to distribute the light more or less evenly. Finally, to avoid the 
continuous friction of a book with the table that might damage bindings, a device in 
foam board has been designed to keep the book in the right position (opened at about 
120°) and lifted from the surface of the table. In this way the book can be moved up and 
down the table without the risk of damaging its binding. 

4.1.3. The photographic processing and the organisation 
of photographic data

The images from the cameras are underexposed, and sometimes the lines of text are 
not perfectly horizontal.5 This is true especially in the letterform-images where it is 
very difficult to align the base of the camera with the lines of text, given the small sizes 
in which we operate. The images are edited in a photo processor where the contrast be-
tween the letters and the paper is increased. This step is taken manually with much care 
so as not to compromise the original shapes of the printed letters, even in the smallest 
details. Then the tilted images are rotated to be set upright, and distortion found in the 
text-images is corrected.6

The images are finally exported as high-quality jpg files and grouped in folders ac-
cording to the books they come from; such folders are again grouped in other folders 
according to the library where the images were taken. This is the arrangement of the 
collection of photographs, and the two classes of images – letterform and text – are 
kept separate, because they are used at different stages of the analysis.

Naming of all files and folders reveals the main information concerning the content. 
A folder name includes the name of the printer, the type (following the names given by 
BMC),7 the edition and the year of publication; the file name is a shortened version of 
the name of the folder that contains it. Therefore a folder named ‘Battibovis 1485 Ovid-
ius 79R’ indicates that inside we will find images of the type Battibovis 79R from his 
1485 Ovidius. These are jpg files named ‘Batt85Ovid79-…’ followed by the file number 
given by the camera.8

At this stage the text-images are ready for use, while we still need to process the 
images of letterforms – which play a bigger role in the type analysis because, as we 
shall see below, they are employed in the overlaying.9 First of all the letterform-images 

4. The choice of using available light is a necessity because artificial lighting for photography and especially 

flashes are usually unwelcome in European public libraries.

5. According to professional photographers, it is always better to shoot a photo that is slightly underex-

posed so that more details are given in the highlights and brightest parts of the image. Otherwise, such parts 

would include no details and the highlights would simply be white.

6. With such magnification, the (minimal) loss of quality that a digital photo undergoes when it is rotated is 

irrelevant, especially when shooting in Raw image format.

7. See § 3.1.4 for more information.

8. The name of the type – ‘79R’ in this example – is put at the end of the folder name (thus also in the name of  

the files too) to make sure that it is readable even when the name is abridged by the computer (so that only the 

first and the last glyphs can be read); this is necessary because the names exceed a certain number of letters.

9. See § 4.3.1.
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8. Example of digital spreadsheet: for each type the sharpest letters – or clusters of letters – are selected from cut-outs of the letter-
form-images. Digital spreadsheets such as this are raw material for composing specimens of type. 

5
0
0
%

5
0
0
%

Arrivabenus 79R     [BMC : commentary type, the face noticeably small; single Q with long, almost streight tail; A wide foot-serifs; narrow E H 
N; straggling S; large g; straight-shanked h; stroked i]      /1488 

ONLY IN Priscianus 1488; ip00968000; IGI 8053; Verona C 

4.21

 4.1.3
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9. Example of specimens of 15th-century. Charts like this, with a text-image and a selection of letterform-images, are designed for every 
edition that has been photographed. On the top of the chart some information about the type is included such as notes from BMC.

5
0
0
%

2
0
0
%

Arnoldus 114R   [large text type, small capitals; = prima istanza del Val.Max.1 (aka De Greg 113)?]   /1472–73
http://tw.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/ma06221

Antoninus 1473; ia00845000; IGI 663; British Library; Milano Triv; Venezia Fond Cini A58 08 
http://131.175.183.1:1801/view/action/nmets.do?DOCCHOICE=430753.xml&dvs=1455892088662~974&locale=it_IT&search_terms=&adjacen-
cy=&VIEWER_URL=/view/action/nmets.do?&DELIVERY_RULE_ID=7&divType=&usePid1=true&usePid2=true
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10. Three groups of different imprints of letters a and e taken from different pages of the same book. The marks were presumably left by 
different sorts of type which were all cast in the same matrix. The letters show much outline variations and they look notably different 
from one another.

10a. Jenson 115R from Eusebius, Venice 1470 (ie00118000). Courtesy Verona C.

10b. Ratdolt 91R from Eusebius, Venice 1483 (ie00117000). Courtesy Verona C.

10c. Choris 80R from Seneca, Venice 1492 (is00371000). Courtesy Verona C.

1 : 1
2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

 4.2
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are opened in a desktop publishing software and checked against a fixed measure: the 
magnifier’s measurement scale that is shown in every image is matched with a square 
of a given measurement so that the letterforms are always enlarged five times.10 Then 
the best letterform-images of each edition are selected and individual letters or clusters 
of letters are cut out of the photographs and mounted on digital draft sheets (fig. 8). 
These sheets are working documents for preparing the type specimens. Indeed all the 
books’ types are organised in charts that include a text-image and a selection of indi-
vidual enlarged letters taken from the letterform-images (fig. 9). Sometimes the same 
type of the same printing office is reproduced from different editions, and each edition 
has its own chart. These charts are rough type specimens and form a database of digital 
samples of Venetian type easy to access and consult.

Thus the letterform- and the text-images become a powerful tool for analysing print-
ed types and allow direct comparisons between types coming from different books. 
When used together, the two classes of enlargement highlight type details that are hard 
to detect in real-size reproductions and also give a precise idea of how the type appears 
in a body of text. 

4.2. problems with the raw data: variations 
of the printed marks of type

As we have seen, this methods of reproduction allows for sharp and clear enlargements 
that reproduce the marks on paper with maximum precision. With such a methodolo-
gy, in theory, any type in any book could be reproduced, analysed, catalogued and com-
pared with other type in other books in order to track down the spread of certain types 
across countries and centuries. In practice type analysis has to face complications due 
to the lack of sharpness of the printed marks. In the forthcoming sections this lack 
of sharpness is discussed, together with the difficulties that interpreting the marks 
on paper presents. The degree of variation among letters cast in the same matrix are 
examined and the reasons for such variation are discussed. A test is run to check these 
observations: different copies of the same editions are taken and the printed marks left 
by the same sorts of type are reproduced and analysed. The purpose of this section is to 
understand the quality of the raw data rendered from the photographic enlargements 
(the images of letters) so that we can better set up our analysis of them. 

4.2.1. The outline variation of the printed letters
The printed marks that are analysed in this research often show a lack of consistency: 
the imprint left by inked metal letters in 15th-century books is generally variable and 
the outline of the same letter can differ considerably from one instance to another. 
Here such differences are referred to as ‘outline variations’.

10. Though the images could be further enlarged, a ratio of 5 : 1 was decided after several tests and trials. 

The letterforms are large enough to depict all the smallest details but not so large ‘that the general appearance  

of the originals is lost.’ (Gaskell, ‘Photographic Enlargements of Type Forms’, p. 51). This turned out to be the 

same enlargement ratio used by Gaskell and the few other scholars who worked with photographic enlarge-

ments in the past.
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Jenson 115(111)R from the 1478 Plutarchus.Jenson 115R from the 1470 Eusebius.

11. Comparison of two of Jenson’s editions printed at different stages of his career (left: the 1470 Eusebius; right: the 1478 Plutarchus). 
These samples show the considerable number of variations to be found in books printed by the same press under different circumstances.

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

1 : 1
2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

 4.2.1
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When inspecting enlargements of printed letters much variation can be seen within 
the same book, as shown in figure 10, where one instance of the same letter can look 
different from another (different sorts cast in the same matrix). The change in weight 
is noticeable: sometimes the same letter is bolder than in the other instances, the coun-
ters are smaller. On the whole this is not important for our research because, where 
possible, only the finest printed pages are selected to be reproduced, i.e. pages that are 
slightly under-inked. More important for us is the lack of consistency in the outline: 
the letterforms show tiny bulges crowding into the strokes and random swellings de-
forming the original shapes, and we see clear changes from one instance to another in 
small details like serifs and terminals. In short, the imprint left by the same letter is 
highly variable. Figure 10a shows samples of Jenson’s letters and they display outline 
variations too although the imprint is much sharper – note that these letters are taken 
from one of Jenson’s early editions where the quality of printing is among the finest of 
the 15th century.

As can be expected, much variation is also found in different books set in the same 
type within the same printing office. The type can be worn, or it might have been recast 
and perhaps cast in a different mould; consequently it will show tiny changes in the 
body size. An example is seen in figure 11 where an early Jenson edition, the 1470 Eu-
sebius, is compared with his 1478 Plutarchus, produced in the final years of his career 
when his use of roman type became more sporadic and the sharpness of his printing 
declined.

4.2.2. The main variables impacting the printed marks
The main reasons for the outline variations are to be found in the materials and the 
technical processes involved in the manufacturing of books, which can be put into a 
few categories: type founding, paper and its dampness, ink and its distribution, and 
presswork. 

Before its mechanisation in the 19th century, the different stages of type founding 
have always produced tiny and subtle differences between the letterforms on punches 
(the original letter images) and the letterforms on the types that were cast in matrices 
struck with those punches. Regrettably the loss of all the 15th-century punches, ma-
trices and types (save perhaps a few sorts among ‘les types Lyonnais primitifs’)11 do 
not give us the chance to investigate such differences. However, small variations in the 
faces of types cast in the same matrix are an inevitable consequence of hand casting, 
although this is a matter that has not been properly investigated.12

11. The so-called Types Lyonnais primitifs are a collection of early types that was found on the bed of the 

Saône at Lyon in 1868, which might include some 15th-century material. See Maurice Audin, ‘Types du XV sie-

cle’, Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1954), pp. 84–100. See also Audin’s catalogue Les Types Lyonnais primitifs conservés 

au Département des Imprimés (Legs Seymour de Ricci) (Paris: Bibliothèque nationale, 1955). The types – kept at 

the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris – still await further analysis, 65 years after Audin.

12. See, for example, Stephen Pratt, ‘The myth of identical types: a study of printing variations from hand-

cast Gutenberg type’, Journal of the Printing Historical Society, 6 (2003), p. 8. Pratt’s article was written partly 

in response to Paul Needham and Agüera y Arcas’s theory of ‘elemental punches’ and temporary matrices, but 

does little to disprove that hypothesis (see Blaise Agüera y Arcas, ‘Temporary matrices and elemental punches 

in Gutenberg’s DK type’, in Kristian Jensen (ed.), Incunabula and their readers: printing, selling and reading in the 

fifteenth century (London: British Library, 2003), pp. 1–12, 207). Important evidence against the theory was 
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12.Enlargements of sheets of paper from different Venetian incunabula. The lack of a uniform surface can easily be spotted in the two 
images at the top, taken from books of the 1470s when such coarseness might have been  common. In fact even Jenson, who is not likely 
to have printed on cheap paper, used paper that was not particularly smooth. Smoother sheets can be seen in the images at the bottom 
taken from books printed in the 1490s, notably Aldus’s De Aetna.

Eusebius, printed by Jenson, Venice 1470.

De Aetna, printed by Aldus, Venice 1496 (ib00304000).

Datus, attributed to Strata [Venice c. 1480] (id00069600).

Ketham, printed by Gregoriis, Venice 1494 (ik00017000).

10 : 1
1 2 mm 0

central circles  20 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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Paper is another important variable impacting the outline variation of printed let-
ters, notably in 15th-century books rather than in books of the following centuries. 
Two factors are the most common: the heavy use of surface gelatine sizing and the av-
erage rough surface texture of most sheets of the time. Paper was made from old hemp 
and linen rags that were macerated and beaten down into a pulp, and after drying each 
sheet was dipped into a solution of gelatine – made from the hoofs, horns and hides 
of animals – to make them stronger and less absorbent (the process is called sizing).13 
In the early decades of printing, paper was still produced for writing and it had to be 
amenable to water-based inks to avoid bleeding.14 But if scribes needed paper that 
was resistant to absorption of their inks, printers who used oil-based inks might have 
had problems when printing on heavily sized paper. Indeed, excessive sizing tends to 
resist printing ink, if each sheet is not properly dampened (or insufficiently damp-
ened) ‘the ink sat on top of the paper and spread out under the typefaces, leaving a 
less than sharp imprint’.15 But sizing was not the only trouble early printers had to 
face because most of the 15th-century books that have been analysed show paper with 
a coarse surface texture, as seen in figure 12. The fibres look long and open, probably 
a sign that the rags had not been sufficiently beaten: ‘more beating tends to produce 
shorter fibres and a more compact and tighter bonding between the fibres’ providing 
a more uniform surface that is able to support more homogenous ink coverage.16 Thus 
the heavy sizing that prevented the paper from absorbing enough ink together with a 
coarse surface texture in which paper-fibre interstitials tended to trap ink, cannot but 
result in the increase the outline variations of the printed letters. Moreover the process 
of paper dampening can also have a strong impact on the outlines of the letters:17 a 
damper paper absorbs more ink and will display letters with bolder outlines. Indeed 
almost every 15th-century book that has been analysed shows pages that are darker 
than others, though today it is impossible to evaluate the extent of the impact of paper 
dampness and the impact of over inking on such darkness.

Printing ink is another important variable in outline variations. Printers made ink 

supplied however by Christoph Reske; using a comparison and superimposition of enlarged photographs, not 

unlike my own technique of type analysis, he showed that the earliest known specimen of the DK-type (the 

Sibyllenbuch fragment) was printed from multiple types cast from matrices derived from the same punch (see 

Christoph Reske, ‘Hat Johan nes Gutenberg das Gießinstrument erfunden? Mikroskopischer Typenvergleich an 

frühen Drucken’ Gutenberg-Jahrbuch, 2015, pp. 44–63).

13. Dard Hunter, Papermaking (New York: Dover, 1978 – Knopf, 1947), p. 62.

14. Recent research on the history of paper from the University of Iowa revealed that paper produced up to  

about 1500 had a greater amount of gelatine size than later paper. For further information see the research 

(whose results are thoroughly displayed online) Paper through Time led by prof. Timothy Barrett, the Centre 

for the Book, University of Iowa. Some 1,578 specimens of rag paper from the 14th to the 19th century were 

analysed to better understand the composition and conservation of paper through time. http://paper.lib.ui-

owa.edu/

15. See ‘Discussion, Chronological Plots’, in Paper through time. http://paper.lib.uiowa.edu/chron.php

16. Timothy Barrett, email communication with the author, 1 October 2017.

17. The practice of dampening the paper prior to printing was first described by Moxon as essentially run-

ning quires of paper through a trough of water. See the chapter ‘Of wetting paper’ in Moxon, Mechanick exer-

cises, pp. 278–281.
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F. Pietro 114R [errata] from Justinus, Venice 1479 (ij00618000).

13. Two samples of poor inking commonly seen in 15th-century books. Such untidiness might be caused by different factors: excess ink-
ing, coarse distribution or low quality ink due to insufficient grinding of the lampblack. 

Blavis 88R from Caracciolus, [Venice 1476] (ic00153000).

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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producing an oleo-resinous varnish by heat treatment (heating resins and vegetable 
dried oil) and adding lampblack as the pigment.18 The most common problem related 
to ink in antique books, a sign of poor quality ink, are the brown stains that form halos 
around the letters and sometimes on opposite pages.19 Other undesirable effects that 
are often seen in 15th-century books are tiny black spots of ink that crowd around the 
letters and also ‘white’ spots where ink is absent inside the letters (fig. 13). They might 
be due to coarse ink distribution, as remarked by Moxon,20 but also to poor grinding of 
the lampblack. Indeed the lampblack had to be reduced to powder and its consistency 
was one of the main factors in the manufacture of good printing ink.21 Poor grinding, 
as much as the lack of skills and care in the complicated process of making ink would 
have affected in the end the outline variation of the printed letters. Moreover the pro-
cess of inking with ink balls (‘beating’ the forme in letterpress jargon) is another var-
iable impacting outline variation.22 The ink is distributed by turning the ink balls in 
a circular motion across the forme, repeating as necessary to complete coverage. But 
careless, hasty or incomplete inking of the ball before beginning, or similarly imperfect 
transfer of the ink from the surface of the leather to the face of the type, could obvi-
ously result in variations in the density and regularity of the impression, from heavy 
over-inking to almost completely ink-less printing of parts of the forme. Likewise, the 
surface of the balls, which was inevitably uneven, could become hard and unyielding if 
the leather was poorly cleaned after use or not kept damp overnight.23

Other minor causes for variation in ink coverage regarding poor presswork and oth-
er printing oddities were highlighted by Claire Bolton in her analysis of Johann Zainer’s 
production (for instance ‘stacking the freshly printed sheets on top of each other while 
the ink is still wet’),24 and they are common in the 15th-century books that have been 
analysed in the present research. As observed by Bolton in the case of Zainer, most 
of the established printing firms in Venice show uneven quality of production among 

18. Colin H. Bloy, A history of printing ink, balls and rollers 1440–1850 (London: Evelyn Adams & Mackay Ltd, 

1967), pp. 6, 12.

19. Bloy, A history of printing ink, p. 2. The halos could also be caused (or exacerbated) by other factors such 

as poor quality-paper, under-sized paper or too much moisture in the paper when printed. 

20. See Moxon, Mechanick exercises, p. 341 for ‘fryer’ (the black spots around the letters) and p. 347 for 

‘monk’ (the ‘white’ spots inside the letters).

21. The ink maker had to grind the lampblack by hand, using a muller and a stone – the former is a tool 

similar to a pestle with a flat grinding surface. It was a tedious process (Bloy, p. 50). Bloy also remarks that ‘by 

modern standards, inks ground by hand were very coarse’ and the invention of the power grinding machine in 

the 19th century was ‘the most significant event in the history of ink-making’ (Bloy, A history of printing ink, 

pp. 51–52).

22. Moxon, ‘Of distributing the balls’ and ‘Of beating’, in Mechanick Exercises, pp. 289–291.

23. Besides Moxon, other information on the design and maintenance of ink balls is found in other texts, as 

for instance in Martin-Dominique Fertel, La science pratique de l’imprimerie (Saint-Omer: 1723), pp. 255–262. 

Interesting information is also found in William Savage, A Dictionary of the Art of Printing (London: Longman, 

Brown, Green and Longmans, 1841), pp. 27–29, 225, 228. There is another early discussion on ink balls in Gilles 

Filleau des Billettes Description de la presse d’imprimerie, imposition, encre, etc, a draft manuscript on printing 

now at the Newberry Library. The des Billettes text was transcribed and circulated by James Mosley, and I am 

grateful to him for kindly drawing my attention to it.

24. Claire Bolton, The fifteenth century printing practices of Johann Zainer, Ulm, 1473–1478 (Oxford: Oxford 

Bibliographical Society, 2016), p. 43.
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The copies displayed in 
these pages come from 
the following libraries: 
1. Milano Nazionale 
 (AI.10.20)
2. Milano N. (AN.11.36)
3. Milano N. (AL.13.46)
4. Verona Civica
5. Parma Palatina (961)
6. Parma Palatina (962)

14. Samples of the same word on the same page taken from six different copies of the same edition: Jenson’s Diogenes Laertius, 
Venice 1475 (id00220000). The book is set in Jenson’s roman and subtle variations are seen in the outline left by the same sort 
of type regardless of the sharpness of the imprint.

Colophon (105r), line 2 from the bottom

1 32

4 5 6

Page 5r, line 6

1 32

5 64

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

Page 5r, line 4

1 32

4 5 6
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their editions. This is probably due to a defective overall control on the part of the 
printers of the many steps of book manufacturing. 

4.2.3. Investigation on how printing affected the printed marks
Although we cannot detect how the process of hand casting influenced the outline 
variation of the printed letters, we can isolate casting and try to detect the impact 
of the other variables. With the help of a simple test we can try to understand what 
kind of variation and how much variation can be found in inking, paper dampening 
and impression. The test consists of taking different copies of the same edition and 
photographing through the magnifier the same word on the same page: this means 
photographing printed marks left by the same sorts of type on different sheets of pa-
per. Four editions were chosen, covering different grades of printing quality; one re-
quirement was that the editions survived in several copies, and that copies were kept 
in libraries where self-service photography is allowed.25 There is no statistical purpose 
in such a test, because to have results that are statistically relevant the amount of data 
required would be very arduous to attain in the case of 15th-century books. We would 
have to photograph dozens of copies of the same editions, and perhaps even a hundred 
or more, but this is virtually impossible with incunabula because editions that survive 
in so many copies are very rare.26

The inspection was limited to 6–8 copies for each edition. A selection of the letter-
forms that have been analysed is displayed in figures 14–17: clusters of letters or small 
words are shown for each edition, taken both from the first quires – where we can sup-
pose the type was fresher than in the rest of the book – and from the colophon that is 
placed in the last page of the book.

Although we know neither where these samples were placed along the print run, 
nor how many sheets were printed in-between the samples, every image clearly shows 
outline variations in different imprints of the same sort of type. Every sort of type left 
a different outline in every printed sheet. We see this both in the the finest samples for 
detail of impression – Jenson’s 1475 Diogenes and Aldus’s 1497 Jamblichus – and in the 
other two samples, Bevilaqua’s 1489 Brutus and Gregoriis’s 1493 Ferrariis, where the 
imprint is less tidy and the type looks worn.

Two types are displayed for Gregoriis’s edition; one is taken from the title page and 
the other one from the text. The former shows remarkable variations in different copies 
– notably in samples 6 and 7 – and such variations might be related not only to ink-
ing (the ink looks poor and coarse in all the samples) but also to worn type. But a type 

25. Many libraries do not allow researchers to take photographs of books. In the past few years there have 

been signs of change in such an attitude, given the current ubiquity of digital cameras. Many renowned public 

libraries have recently allowed self-service photography, as for instance the British Library, albeit with several 

limitations. Tripods, artificial lights, and sometimes also professional cameras and additional lenses are usually 

forbidden – to avoid both confusion in the reading rooms and  readers taking high quality photos that could be 

published without the library’s permission.

26. The most common number of copies of 15th-century editions that have come to us is only one. More 

than 70% of the extant editions has survived in 13 copies or less and the average number is 4 copies for each 

edition. See Jonathan Green, Frank McIntyre & Paul Needham, ‘The Shape of Incunable Survival and Statistical 

Estimation of Lost Editions’, Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 105 (2011), p. 147.
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The copies are from the 
following libraries:
1. Milano Nazionale;
2. Verona Civica (762)
3. Verona Civica (1062)
4. British Library
5. Parma Palatina (530)
6. Parma Palatina (51)

Page 5r, line 5

4

1

5

2

6

3

Page 5r, line 4

1 3 42 5 6

15. Samples from six different copies of Bevilaqua’s Brutus, Vicenza 1489 (ib01264000). The type, Bevilaqua 112R, is a casting of the Scotus 
roman, the most widespread type of the Renaissance that is discussed in chapter 8.

Page 5r (a), line 4

5 6

3 4

1 2

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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The ‘hook’ instead of 
a serif on the upper 
left in all instances 
of u was probably 
caused by a casting 
defect. 

Colophon (134r), line 31

1 32

4 5 6

Page 5r, line 15

4 5 6

1 2 3

Colophon, line 31

1 2 3

4 5 6

The detail of impression is nowhere near so fine as in Jenson’s edition and notably the lowercase letters are grubbier than the capitals, even 
in the first pages. It is probable that the sorts of type were worn.
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The title is set in Gregoriis 110R 
(this page), the first known ap-
pearance of this roman type that 
gained a certain popularity in 
the following decades. The type 
appears in one page only but it 
seems that it was soon worn 
down, because the thin strokes 
of the letters shown in No. 3 and 
6 (probably early sheets in the 
print run) are sharper and thin-
ner than in the other instances. 

The rest of the book is set in 
82Rb (opposite page), another 
popular type that was widely em-
ployed by the Gregoriis brothers. 

16. Samples from eight copies of the Gregoriis brothers’ Ferrari, Venice 1493 (if00117000). 

Title page (1r), line 2

1 32 4

5 76 8

Title page, line 3

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8

Title page, line 4

1 63 82 74 5

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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The copies are from the following 
libraries:
1. Milano Nazionale (AK.9.33)
2. Milano Nazionale (AN.10.2)
3. Milano Trivulziana (C.16)
4. Milano Trivulziana (D.272)
5. British Library
6. Verona Civica (446)
7. Verona Civica (498)
8. Parma Palatina

Page 2r, line 13 from the bottom

1 32 4

5 76 8

Colophon (343v), line 3

2 41 3

6 85 7

Page 2r, line 3

1

5

3

7

2

6

4

8
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17. Samples from six different copies of Aldus’s Jamblichus, Venice 1497 (ij00216000) set in the De Aetna roman. The impression is much 
sharper than in the samples shown on the previous pages, even though outline variations can still be seen.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

This sort of letter M 
displays a defect, a 
deformation in the 
left stem that might 
have been caused by 
casting problems.

The copies displayed 
come from the follow-
ing libraries:
1. Milano Nazionale
2. Verona Civica (837)
3. Verona Civica (1069)
4. Parma Pal. (334.1)
5. Parma Pal.(334.2)
6. Parma Pal. (LL.8.14)

Page 2r, line 5

1

4

2

5

3

6

Page 2r, line 2

1 2 3

4 5 6

1 2 3

Page 2r (a2), line 1

4 5 6
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that wore so fast after a few hundred pulls (assuming the edition was printed in some 
hundreds of copies) would imply that it was cast with a soft alloy that probably lacked 
antimony.27 

An experiment that gives an idea of how a soft alloy would affect the imprint was 
carried out in the late 19th century by William Blades. During his research on Caxton, 
Blades made several tests printing with type cast in pure lead, and collected the print-
outs in a booklet that is now in the St Bride library.28 Though Blades did not mention 
it, the booklet shows a clear difference between the first and the last printed sheets, as 
can be seen in figure 18. Such a difference cannot be attributed to ink alone: the letters 
deformed under the repeated pressure of the platen, becoming bolder than they were 
at the beginning of the print run. 

As stated above, no statistical result can be deduced from this test. Nonetheless, the 
images clearly show the extent to which inking, paper dampening and impression cause 
meaningful differences of in the outline of the letters – even to the point that casting 
became of little relevance, if there were no specific problems with it.29 The printing 
process in the 15th century produced letters that today are far from ideal as raw data 
for analysis. A large amount of variations is problematic when we want to identify the 
same letterforms printed under different conditions. Reconstructing the original im-
age of letters (as would have been seen on the faces of the types) from the marks on 
paper that the 15th-century books display is usually a complicated job, even though we 
collect plenty of them. The small details of letters show such differences from one in-
stance to another that they can be of little use in relation to any precise measurements 
of strokes. Therefore, in the pursuit of identification of printed types our analysis has 
to be based on something more.

4.3. type analysis and its comparative approach

The first consequence of the great amount of outline variation is that we realise the 
need to gather several printed samples for each letter. Before starting the analysis each 
letter is collected in five or more instances of fine printing (the finest possible).

In this section the type analysis is disclosed, starting from its main feature that is 
the practice of comparing the same letters taken from types that look similar by means 
of overlaying images. The focus of the analysis has to be on the structure of the letters, 
that is not affected by printing and by the other factors already discussed. But not all 
the letters are suitable for analysis, because some are too simple from a morphological 
point of view and this can lead to uncertain results with comparisons. Finally three typ-
ical results of comparison are displayed, regarding a situation that recurs throughout 
this thesis: how to describe a type that looks like another one.

27. For further discussion on the composition of the type alloy see § 2.2.5.

28. See William Blades, Experimental sheets to show the wear of types cast in lead, London, undated (St 

Bride, 21068). James Mosley kindly drew my attention to this document. Blades’s work on Caxton is discussed 

in § 3.1.1.

29. Paper quality is not included in the variables analysed in this test because the different copies that have 

been reproduced for each edition are all printed on paper of similar aspect, produced by the same paper mill.
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1 : 1
2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

f. 1r f. 399r

18. Comparison of the first and last sheets of Blades’s Experimental sheets at different scales of enlargement. Blades cast type in pure 
lead, to recreate Caxton’s technology. These details of his printed pages show how the letters deformed under the repeated pressure of 
the platen, becoming bolder than they were at the beginning of the print run. Courtesy London St Bride. 
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5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

f. 1r f. 399r
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+ =

Jenson P. Martialis

The output of the comparison 
between letters taken from 
different books is shown here:

19. The process of comparing the same letter from different books by overlaying images, shown in its different steps, from the raw image 
where the letter is cut out (top) to the final display in the thesis (bottom). 

Then its opacity is 
reduced to 60% and it 
is overlaid on the letter 
from the other book 
whose opacity, in turn, 
is reduced to 80%.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

+ =

The letter that is on 
top of the superim-
position is overlayed 
with a layer of red 
so that the darkest 
areas of the image are 
turned to red.

Jenson 115R from the 1470 Eusebius. Press of Martialis 115R from Martialis (im00304000)

 4.3.1

 Jenson
 P. Martialis
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4.3.1. Analysis and comparison by means of overlaying images
The analysis is a meticulous process that can take a long time. First of all the letters 
are carefully checked and their morphological features are described in an objective 
manner, avoiding qualifying adjectives that might sound like subjective opinions of the 
researcher, such as ‘clear’, ‘elegant’, ‘delicate’, ‘precise’. The focus is on certain readily 
identifiable details – such as, for instance, the shape of the bowl of a, the slope of the 
bar of e or the length of the tail of R. A group of key letters are usually checked first, 
they are selected for their information content. Along with them, sometimes one or a 
few letterforms that stand out in that particular type are analysed. Those letters display 
distinctive characteristics, which differ from the ‘ordinary’ shape of the same letters. 

Once they have been selected and described the key letters are compared to the same 
letters taken from other books that display a similar type. The present analysis follows 
a comparative approach as one of its main goals is to recognise a certain type else-
where: the types are investigated not per se, but in relationship to other types.30 Two 
or more types are compared to see whether or not they come from the same punches; 
and, if they do, to check if any sort was replaced with a new letterform. The best way to 
achieve this – more reliable and more straightforward than any set of measurements, 
diagrams or morphometric analysis – is to take enlargements of letters of a certain 
type and lay them over enlargements of the same letters of another type (fig. 19). Over-
laying highlights differences and similarities, and the letterform-images ensure great 
reliability because of the degree of magnification and the lack of distortion. The preci-
sion of the images is crucial for the analysis because the differences that we are going 
to investigate can be microscopic, down to a few tenths of a millimetre. To achieve a 
clean and bright result from the overlaying we need to experiment with the opacity of 
the images. Each letter of the type that is on top of the superimposition is blended with 
a layer of red in post-processing, so that the darkest areas of the image (areas of pure 
black or close to it) are turned to red while the rest is left untouched. Then, the opacity 
of the image is reduced to 60%, and it is overlaid on the same letter from the other type 
with an opacity reduced to 80%. One letter is red and the other is dark grey and the 
overlapping areas are clear. 

Overlaying is a straightforward tool for comparison; it shows the area where the two 
letterforms match or differ and allows for easier perception of details. 

4.3.2. The focus on the structure of the letters
As we have seen, the printed letters show many variations in the outline to a point where 
we can rely neither on small details of the letters nor on precise measurements of the 
strokes. If we overlay different instances of the same letters we will find that although 
varying in details and thicknesses, the general structure of the letters never changes. 
The position of the strokes in relation to other parts of the letterform do not change. 
The basic framework of the letters or their skeleton is always consistent, no matter how 
poor the presswork looks or how bold the letters are. The outlines can vary but the basic 

30. An exception that can be found in the present research is the Jenson roman in chapter 7, although some 

of its features are compared to Spira’s roman.
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5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

20. Samples of overlaying of different instances of the same letters taken from the images shown in the previous pages. The overlaying 
reveals that, despite the difference in stroke widths and in the tiny details, the structures of the letterforms do not change. 

20a. Overlaying of different instances of the same letters taken from different editions printed by Jenson (taken from figure 14). 

1478

1478 1478

14781470

1470 1470

1470

20b. Overlaying of different instances of the same letters taken from the same editions (taken from figures 12 and 13).

Choris 80R

Ratdolt 91R

20c. Overlaying of marks of the same pieces of type taken from different copies of the same edition (taken from figures 18 and 19). 

Bevilaqua 112R, London copy Bevilaqua 112R, Verona copy

Gregoriis 110R, Verona copy 1 Gregoriis 110R, Verona copy 2

In all these samples 
the position of the 
strokes in relation 
to other parts of 
the letterform 
never changes. This 
is what allows us to 
claim that the let-
ters come from the 
same punches.
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21. Digest of the comparison between Valdarfer 107R and two other types that look similar, especially the capitals. Three text-images, 
showing some pieces of text. A few samples of overlaying are also displayed.

The overlaying reveals 
that Vurster’s type comes 
from the same punches as 
Valdarfer’s while Valdezoc-
cho’s does not. Although 
the design is very similar, 
Valdezoccho’s letters are 
slightly taller (B, E) or 
bigger (G) than Valdarfer’s. 
This comparison is fully 
displayed and discussed in 
chapter 6 which discusses 
Valdarfer’s roman.

Vurster 111R (Modena 1475) Valdezoccho 115R (Padua 1472)Valdarfer 107R (Milan 1474)

ValdezocchoValdarfer Vurster

ValdezocchoValdarfer Vurster

ValdezocchoValdarfer Vurster

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

ValdezocchoValdarfer Vurster

 4.3.2

 Valdarfer
 Vurster

 Valdarfer
 Valdezoccho
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22. Some examples of complex letterforms (a, g, B, M) and letterforms that are not suitable for analysis because too simple 
from a construction point of view (l, t). The letters are shown in exploded view to highlight the assorted strokes they are 
made of. The strokes belong to six classes: stems (A), bars (B), arches (C), hooks (D), serifs (E) and terminals (F).
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structure of the letterforms remains unchanged as it is shown in figure 20, where the 
overlaying is applied to letterforms displayed in the previous section, with marks taken 
from different editions (fig. 20a), from the same edition (fig. 20b) and from different 
copies of the same edition, thus left from the same sorts of type (fig. 20c). 

The structure of the letters is what the type analysis has to focus on when we want 
to understand whether or not two letters come from the same punch. When overlaying 
the images we have to check the relative positions of the strokes within the letterforms 
and see if they match. Thus, for instance, when overlaying instances of letter B we will 
check if the height of the horizontal bars match as well as the general proportions of 
counters (fig. 21). 

4.3.3. The key letters and their complex structures
Complex letterforms like B are the ones that give reliable results in comparisons. Letter 
B carries a large amount of morphological information because it is a complex letter-
form from a structural standpoint, i.e. a letterform that shows an articulated structure 
or, in other words, a letterform that is made up of a large number of assorted strokes.31 
The strokes can be straight (stems and bars) or curved (arches and hooks) and show 
different lengths and thicknesses. The way the strokes end leads to two more classes 
of strokes, serifs and terminals, although such classes are usually of little value in the 
present research. They do not give reliable results in the analysis because, as discussed 
in the previous section, the marks on paper are usually too rough for such tiny details.32 
Every letter of the Latin script can be seen as an assembly of elements from these six 
classes (fig. 22). For instance, capital B is made up of four straight strokes (the vertical 
stem and the three horizontal bars), two arches and two serifs.

Besides the structural complexity another important element is the counter, the 
space within a letter, that can be partly or fully enclosed. Usually the complex letters 
have counters, and it has been shown that these are more suitable for analysis than let-
ters without counters when dealing with printed matter: notably letters with counters 
give more reliable results when measured.33

31. With strokes I do not refer to the single pen-written strokes of a calligrapher’s letter. The strokes I refer 

to have more to do with lettering, the art of drawing letters. Calligraphy and type design belong to two differ-

ent fields: calligraphy is handwriting, a direct/organic process (letterforms produced by gestures) while type 

is the result of one of the most indirect/synthetic processes (letterforms that are drawn, cut, carved, etc.). 

According to Gerard Unger, type designer and scholar, one of the few who have written about such matters: ‘as 

soon as you started touching up the letters’ they become synthetic. The morphology of the letters is a topic 

that has not been well covered. Unger outlined the distinction between organic and synthetic letterforms in 

his Theory of Type Design (Rotterdam: Nai010, 2018), pp. 97–98.

32. Moreover, these small details are also the most vulnerable to damage during casting and printing, and 

also during dissing (the action of putting types back into the typecase).

33. This remark comes form the work of typeface description developed at the ISIA (Istituto Superiore per 

le Industrie Artistiche) Urbino, during a research on parametric type design which took place there in the early 

2010s. Exploring both the typometric analysis and the study of dimensional relationships between different 

components of the letterforms, the teacher Luciano Perondi and his students tried to define the typographic 

variables that best describe a typeface. For further information see Luciano Perondi and Alessio D’Ellena, ‘Par-

ametric Typography as a teaching Method’ in Vítor Quelhas, Horácio Tomé Marques & Rui Mendonça (ed.), III 

Encontro de Tipografia: Livro de Atas (Porto, 2012). https://issuu.com/iiiet/docs/livro.
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24. Sample of an abbreviation ‘que’ which looks lighter and 
fresher than the other letters and seems to indicate that it 
did not belong to the same fount. From the 1489 Brutus, 
printed by Bevilaqua in Vicenza (ib01264000).

23. Samples of broken and intact long s. Above: Rizus 78R, 
1489 (is00341000). Right: Press of Martialis 78R, 1480 
(im00304000). 

 4.3.4
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Thus, the letterforms that have been chosen as key letters for the present analysis are 
the following:

a, d (or b), e, g, A, B, E, G, M, R.
Letters c, p, s, P, Q, S are sometimes included.

4.3.4. Letters that are unsuitable for analysis
Sometimes the analysis has to take into account letters that are not included in the 

previous list and such letters are often problematic because they can lead to unclear 
conclusions. The main reason for this defect is their simple constructions. Letters i, l 
and t – for instance – are not much reliable for analysis because they are only made up 
of very few strokes. Details such the serifs in i and l or the hook terminal of t are too 
small for the average roughness of 15th-century printing. 

Besides the complexity in the structure there are other issues that affect the value 
of a letter for analysis. First of all there is the matter of letter frequency: there are 
difficulties in finding good samples of letters that seldom recur in Latin or vernacular 
languages, especially in their uppercase forms, as for instance letters F and G. Then 
letter s (small s), that in the 15th century was employed only at the end of words, is 
often absent in vernacular books where all the words end with vowels, as in modern 
Italian. Even letters like f and long s are not ideal for analysis because they tend to be 
fragile: their sorts usually have kerning parts and are therefore more delicate than the 
other letters in the type case. Sometimes they appear to be deformed or broken (fig. 23). 
Finally a group of glyphs that is often discussed by bibliographers is abbreviations, and 
these too are by no means ideal for analysis because their use can be sporadic. The main 
purpose of abbreviations in print was to shorten the text. Their use depended on the 
language and they are usually not found in vernacular texts but only in Latin. Their use 
also depended on the subject of the book and even on the preferences of the composi-
tor. Furthermore, there is evidence for the same abbreviations used in different types, 
as well as for abbreviations sold as a distinct set of punches or matrices, separate from 
the letters (fig. 24).34 

Thus, when two types need to be compared the standard procedure in the present 
analysis is to overlay the key letters and inspect the rest of the character set checking 
the text-images. If some letters raise doubts, those letters will be compared with over-
laying. However, due to their morphology or to other reasons explained in this section, 
some letters will probably give results that can be ambiguous. 

4.3.5. The three ways to describe a type that looks like another one 
As we have seen when overlaying the same letter from different books, if the skeletal 
structure of the letters match, this should indicate that those letters derive from the 
same punch. What this really means in terms of results of analysis is shown in this 
last section, where a particular situation is described: what we face when we look at a 
printed type that appears to be similar to another one. Printing quality in 15th-century 
books can be misleading but when a printed type shows key letters that look identical to 

34. For instance, in February 1480 the Ripoli press acquired the punches of 25 abbreviations from a local 

goldsmith called Benvenuto. The matter is discussed in § 2.3.1.
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Jenson Ferrandus

Jenson Ferrandus Jenson Ferrandus Jenson Ferrandus

25. Example of identical types: Ferrandus 116R (Brescia 1473) compared with Jenson’s roman.

Despite their dissimilar 
appearance on the printed 
page, the analysis reveals 
that the roman type used 
by Thomas Ferrandus  
in Brescia derives from 
Jenson’s punches.

Jenson Ferrandus

Jenson JensonFerrandus Ferrandus

Jenson JensonFerrandus Ferrandus

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

 4.3.5

 Jenson    Ferrandus
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the ones of a type that is already on the market there are at least three possible explana-
tions – meaning that the type can be described in at least three possible ways.

1. Identical: the type is effectively identical to the other one because both originate 
from the same punches. It might be the same fount of type, but it could also be another 
fount cast in a different set of matrices struck from the same punches. The character 
set is the same though some sorts might have been introduced from another type, re-
placing an existing letter, or in addition to the original sorts of a letter (fig. 25). If more 
than four letters are replaced we call it a Mutation.

2. Mutation: the type is made with letters derived from the punches of the other 
type with a substantial change in the character set. Some letterforms were replaced 
with different ones that might have been taken from other types of similar size, or 
derived from new punches specially cut for the occasion. A mutation takes place for 
economic or contingent reasons – for instance when some letters are missing from the 
type case – or as the result of an aesthetic choice. A mutation might occur in a fount 
when the printer mixes it with another one of similar size. Alternatively it might occur 
to the type itself, with the replacement of matrices. The latter case is conceivable if the 
type had been in use for several years at the same press, and this should also imply that 
the printer owned the matrices which he used to recast his type periodically (fig. 26).

3. Imitation: the type is an imitation of the other one. There are different degrees of 
imitation, from a loose imitation from which the punchcutter simply took inspiration 
(such as the several types that follow the design of Jenson’s roman discussed in the next 
chapter)35 to a faithful imitation that tries to reproduce the original type in every sort. 
Renaissance punchcutters were able to achieve superb imitations up to the point that 
their marks on paper are hard to distinguish from the marks of the original type with 
the naked eye. Although we have neither archival documentation nor other sources 
testifying the practice of close imitation of existing types, we can see several samples 
of such a practice in the Venetian books that are displayed in the following chapters. 
These samples show such strong similarities that no explanation can be found other 
than a deliberate act by the punchcutter to imitate another type (fig. 27)36

A few samples are shown for each description and they all are taken from Jenson. The 
brief information shown in the captions is expanded and thoroughly discussed in the 
following chapter where Jenson’s roman is analysed together with its diffusion among 
other printers. 

The methodology explained in this chapter is intensely applied in the next chapters, 
where four important samples of 15th-century Venetian type design are displayed and 
discussed. The chapters blend together bibliographical research and type analysis, dis-
playing the several pieces of information that can be extracted by overlaying photo-
graphic enlargements of letters taken from the original books. 

35. See § 5.3.2.

36. See § 5.3.1 for a detailed discussion on close imitation of existing types.
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26. Example of mutation: Castaldi 115R (Milan 1472) compared with Jenson’s roman

The type used by 
Castaldi and Zarotus in 
Milan is a mutation of 
Jenson’s roman. Most of 
the letters correspond 
and they derive from 
the same punches, while 
letters g, h, r, s, and u 
were replaced with new 
designs. The difference 
is so clear that there is 
no need for overlaying. 

Jenson Castaldi Jenson Castaldi Jenson Castaldi

Jenson Castaldi Jenson Castaldi

Jenson JensonCastaldi Castaldi

Jenson JensonCastaldi Castaldi

Jenson Castaldi

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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 Jenson    Castaldi
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27. Example of close imitation: Gabriele di Pietro 114R (Venice 1475) compared with Jenson’s roman.

The roman type employed 
by Gabriele di Pietro from 
1475 onwards shows 
strong similarities with 
Jenson’s roman in all 
its sorts. A closer look 
reveals that it is a good 
imitation.

All the letters look very 
similar but some of 
them – B, E, G, M and 
R – show structural dif-
ferences that indicate 
that they come from 
different punches.

Jenson Jensondi Pietro di Pietro

Jenson Pietro

JensonJenson di Pietrodi Pietro

JensonJenson di Pietrodi Pietro

Jenson Jenson Jensondi Pietro di Pietro di Pietro

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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 Jenson    di Pietro
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1. Jenson’s roman in his Eusebius, Venice 1470 (ie00118000). Courtesy Verona C.

4 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5
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he aim of this chapter is to discuss the roman type of Nicolas Jenson, 
the most highly praised roman of the early Renaissance (fig. 1). Jenson 
was by far the most important printer in Venice in the 1470s. He was well-
known among his contemporaries because of his success as a business-

man and because of the quality of his type. Jenson’s roman was introduced in chapter 
one, where the development of early types is discussed. In this chapter the type is fur-
ther analysed, with particular attention to lowercase letters because of their influence 
on subsequent romans. Then, the dissemination of Jenson’s type to other printing of-
fices is traced, combining type analysis with bibliographical information. The aim is 
to reveal the spread of Jenson’s roman, checking all the types that are similar to it, in 
order to verify whether or not they derive from Jenson’s punches. After this, we turn 
to mutations of the Jenson roman, where his original character set was modified with 
the addition or replacement of sorts from other types. Two mutations are examined 
because they can add to our knowledge of 15th-century type making. Finally the influ-
ence of Jenson’s design is discussed; first on di Pietro’s roman – a close imitation which 
suggests that the punchcutter tried to replicate Jenson letter by letter – and then on 
other Venetian romans cut as loose imitations of Jenson in the 1480s and 1490s. Among 
these types – where Jenson’s design choices were followed in the lowercase letters – the 
main focus of discussion is on the De Aetna roman cut by Francesco Griffo; this is com-
pared with Jenson to demonstrate its design debt to the latter. Finally Griffo’s type is 
compared with the romans cut in Paris after 1530 which were inspired by his work. We 
shall see how Jenson’s specific design choices passed on by Griffo and Garamont and 
became the standard in roman lowercase up to our times. 

 5.1. biographical note on nicolas jenson

Nicolas Jenson was born in Sommevoire, in northeastern France, probably in the 1430s. 
Although little is known of his life before he started printing in Venice, historians seem 
certain he had had previous experience in fine metalworking and he is thought to have 
worked in the mint in Paris. According to some chronicles that were regarded as fic-
tional by Lowry but which were recently reconsidered by Hellinga,1 at the end of 1458 

1. Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, pp. 49–51. Lotte Hellinga, ‘Nicolas Jenson, Peter Schöffer, and the development 

of printing types’, in Hellinga, Incunabula in Transit (Leiden: Brill, 2018), pp. pp. 50–66.

T

5. Applied analysis №1:  
the Jenson great primer roman: 
trade, mutations, and imitations 
(1470–1500)

5.1
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2. Details from Vittore Carpaccio’s Miracle of the Cross at the Ponte di Rialto (ca. 1496) showing wealthy 
Venetians in the late 15th century. Image from Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice.

5.1
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the French king Charles VII sent Jenson to seek information on the new invention of 
printing in Mainz. In 1470 he established his own printing office in Venice which con-
tinued until the autumn 1480 when he dictated his will shortly before he died.

Jenson was by far the most important printer in Venice in the 1470s, and his rep-
utation over the centuries is second only to that of Aldus Manutius. This acclaim de-
rives mostly from his success as a printer and from his strategy of self-promotion: the 
choice of important cultural figures as editors of his editions was aimed at achieving 
the most effective publicity. The dedications of his books often included praise for the 
printer and one of his editors, Ognibene da Lonigo, even went so far as to acclaim him 
as ‘inventor of the admirable art of printing’ (artis librariae mirabilis inventor).2 At the 
height of his success, in 1475, Jenson was appointed Count Palatine by pope Sixtus IV.3

As a businessman Jenson was unsurpassed by any of his competitors and Lowry 
pointed out that ‘he was able to get closer to the wellsprings of patronage, and turn 
them to better commercial use’ (fig. 2).4 During his early years (1470–1472) he was 
backed by well-connected Venetian families and most of his books were of classic au-
thors. He was able to survive the downturn of 1473 by printing legal and religious work 
and by renewing his company: he associated with two important German merchants, 
Johannes Rauchfass and Peter Ugelheimer, and together they built up one of the widest 
and strongest distribution networks of the time.5 He became rich and famous and even 
developed interests in other areas such as the textile industry. Shortly before dying his 
company merged with that of his biggest competitor in Venice, the German Johannes 
da Colonia, who had taken over Spira’s office after 1473. They established a new and 
powerful enterprise, the ‘Zuan de Cologna, Niccolò Jenson e Compagni’ (Johannes de 
Colonia, Nicolas Jenson & co.), whose printing office continued working for one year 
after Jenson’s death.6

Jenson’s technical expertise was also remarkable. Besides his type – generally pre-
sumed to have been cut by himself – his extant editions show an impressive scale of 
production. For instance, Lowry computed that in 1477 Jenson was directing ten or 
more presses at the same time – an impressive volume of work for a 15th-century 
printing office.7 Even his rotunda types, which are discussed in chapter 1, were remark-
ably well crafted and soon became the model for Italian punchcutters.8 Recently Lotte 
Hellinga has also suggested that Jenson was responsible – perhaps together with Peter 
Schöffer – for the final development of moveable type, transforming a more primitive 
technique (traceable to Gutenberg) into the process of type manufacture as we know it: 
cutting punches, striking matrices and casting type.9

Neverthless, Jenson’s most impressive achievement – the reason why his name is still 
known, even beyond bibliographic circles – is his roman type. 

2. Ognibene’s statement is found in the introduction to Marcus Fabius Quintilianus, Institutiones oratoriae. 

Venice.: Nicolas Jenson, 21 May 1471 (iq00026000).

3. BMC V, pp. x, 175. 4. Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, p. 99.

5. Nuovo, The Book Trade, pp. 31–34. 6. The matter is discussed in § 1.1.3.

7. Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, p. 157. As a comparison, Lowry takes Christophe Plantin of Antwerp who a century 

later employed 12 presses to print service-books for the entire Spanish empire.

8. See § 1.2.2 for further discussion.

9. Lotte Hellinga, ‘Johann Fust, Peter Schöffer and Nicolas Jenson’, Gutenberg Jahrbuch (2003), pp. 16–21. 

See also Hellinga, ‘Nicolas Jenson, Peter Schöffer’, pp. 73–79.
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3. A sample of Sanvito’s formal humanistic hand on top – Ars completa geomantiae [Padua, c. 1466–69], courtesy V&A, National Art Li-
brary. – followed by a sample of Jenson’s roman from his 1471 Quintilianus (iq00026000), courtesy Verona C.

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5.2.1
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5.2. the jenson roman and its spread

Since the time when William Morris took it as a model for the book type of his Kelm-
scott press in 1891, the Jenson roman has received much attention from historians 
and typographers.10 As Carter pointed out, the reason is that Jenson’s roman ‘remains 
unsurpassed as a type for quartos and small folios. The typographical medium could 
hardly hold more of the Italian Renaissance, the intense admiration for classical prece-
dent in the capitals, the humanists’ love of clarity and grace in the small letters.’11

In this section the type is examined in detail and the results of the analysis are em-
ployed to trace its spread to other printing offices. Because Jenson’s roman was a pop-
ular type, notably in the 1470s, and before the end of the century it is found in books 
printed by almost 40 presses in Venice and northern Italy. Then two mutations are 
analysed, focusing on how they differ from Jenson’s character set. The first, Castaldi 
115R in Milan, is important in as much as it helps us to grasp Jenson’s contribution to 
type design. The second, Bevilaqua 112Rb, which appeared at the end of the century, 
shows a peculiar mix of Jenson’s lowercase letters with capitals taken from the famous 
De Aetna roman, introducing a connection between these two types that is discussed 
in the section that follows. 

5.2.1. Analysis of Jenson 115R
As previously discussed, Jenson based his roman type on a style of humanistic script 
that was reaching a mature state of development at that time in the Veneto area (fig. 
3).12 In the 1450s and 1460s a new style of letterforms that I call ‘Paduan style’ is found 
in the work of scribes, illuminators and painters who took Roman imperial inscriptions 
as models for their capitals. Following this, Paduan scribes developed squarish and 
more static minuscules – compared with the Florentine humanistic script – that blend-
ed harmoniously with the new capitals. However, as already mentioned, Jenson took 
inspiration from the hands of contemporary scribes, but he conceived ideal forms that 
suited the material and the tools used to cut punches for type (steel, files and gravers).13

The Jenson roman (Jenson 115R, fig. 4) has relatively long ascenders and descenders, 
the x-height is about 38% of its body size.14 The body size was originally 16.3 pt (115 
mm for 20 lines of text) but in 1475 it was reduced to 15.7 pt (111 mm).15 The general 

10. See William S. Peterson, ‘The type designs of William Morris’, Journal of the Printing Historical Society, 

19–20 (1985–1987), pp. 5–62. Several revivals of the Jenson roman followed the Golden Type of the Kelmscott 

press. John Lane kindly provided the following list, that covers only the early decades of the 20th century. 

Doves Type, 1900 (Emery Walker & T. J. Cobden Sanderson); Plinius, 1904 (Rudolf von Larisch); Hollandse Me-

dieval, 1912 (S. H. de Roos, Lettergieterij Amsterdam); Cloister Oldstyle, 1913 (Morris Benton); Centaur, 1915 

(Bruce Rogers – the Monotype version was produced in 1929); Italian Old Style, 1924 (Fred Goudy). John Lane, 

email communication with the author, 26 February 2019. As noted by Mosley, this list lacks the first of all the 

Jenson’s revivals: Jenson Old Stlye, 1893 (ATF). 

11. Harry Carter, A view of early typography, p.71.

12. The matter is discussed in § 1.3. 13. See §1.3.1.

14.  Jenson 115R, Venice 1470 (BMC V 165; TW 1:115R, 1*:111R, 4:110R). TW distinguishes three states of 

the type, which correspond to three distinct founts of type with tiny differences in the type size or in the 

character set.

15. As discussed in § 3.3.1, the type size of a printed type is always an approximation.
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4. Character set of Jenson’s roman from his 1470 Eusebius. 

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5. Comparison between Spira’s and Jenson’s romans. Top: Spira 110R from Livius, Venice 1470 (il00238000), courtesy Milano N. Bottom: 
Jenson 115R from Suetonius, Venice 1471 (is00817000), courtesy Milano N.
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6. A selection of lowercase key letters of the types seen in the earliest Venetian incunables. Even from such a brief survey it seems clear 
that Jenson chose certain models for his lowercase letters that became the custom for roman type in the following decades.

Spira 110R (1469)

Comitibus 114R (1470)Valdarfer 110R (1470)

Press of Sallustius 106R (1470)

Jenson 115R (1470)

Patavinus 106R (1471)

Renner 109Ra (1471) Press of Ausonius 115R (1471)

Press of Basilius 116R (1471) Ambergau 116R (1472)

Press of Antoninus 115R (1472)
Cremonensis 97R (1472)

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5.2.1
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measurements are almost identical to Spira 110R,16 the only type that predates Jenson 
in Venice, and which can also be considered the earliest roman ever cut (fig. 5).17 

Jenson’s main contribution to roman type concerns lowercase letters. He defined 
what was to become a standard for the proportions of letter (the general widths and 
the relative proportions of the elements within them), the design of details like serifs 
and terminals and, above all, the design of certain letters — most notably a, g and 
h — that were significantly different from Spira’s and the other romans of the early 
1470s. Jenson’s letters became the models for roman type to a point where today we are 
so entirely accustomed to them that it is hard to appreciate the significance of Jenson’s 
work. However, we can understand the scale of Jenson’s contribution by comparing 
his roman with the earliest known types cut in Venice during the years 1469–1472, as 
shown in figure 6.18

Among lowercase letters the most important innovation is letter h with a straight 
right stem (fig. 7a). In the 15th century this letter usually followed the uncial construc-
tion (round h), and according to the extant books Jenson was the first to cut such a 
shape though it had already been used by Paduan copyists in the preceding years.19 
Around 1474 Jenson changed his h for a new one with a lower ascender and a rounder 
shoulder compared with his previous h. 

Letters b and d are easy to spot on a printed page (fig. 7b): b has a flat base and the 
contrast between the lower left corner and the steep curve of the counter gives a no-
ticeable density of black at the lower left of the letterform. Letter d also has a distinct 
feature in as much as the lower serif extends below the baseline. 

Letter e has an oblique bar that slightly extends to the right of the bowl (fig. 7c), but 
this detail is clear only in some instances of particularly fine printing of that letter and 
thus we can presume it was fragile and tended to break. 

Letters f and long s are rather wide, and they are both kerned on the right. Ligatures 
ff and ss (long s) are also kerned (fig. 7d).

Letter g apparently has nothing noticeable, but Jenson’s extraordinary quality of de-
sign is clear if we compare his g to the shapes of g found in romans cut in the same early 
years. Compared with his colleagues, Jenson was able to bring a better balance between 
the upper and the lower counters – so that the lower elliptical counter is not too much 
bigger than the upper circular one, and g better integrates with surrounding letters. 

Another skilfully executed letter is the narrow and well balanced s. It is based on the 
capital S and both have the same slight backward slope (fig. 7e).

Finally, as discussed in chapter one, some lower serifs of the lowercase letters – f, 
p, q, r, and long s – are neither horizontal nor symmetric, they try to mimic the callig-
rapher’s movement of the pen, and their shape is somewhere between an exit stroke 

16. Spira 110R, Venice 1469 (BMC V 152, TW 1:110R).

17. See § 1.2.1 for a definition of roman type.

18. Most of these types are disclosed in Appendix B.

19. For instance Bartolomeo Sanvito often wrote h with a straight right stem in his formal hand, as we can 

see for instance in his Tibullus, Elegiae, written in Padua in the late 1450s (today Venice N, Lat. XII, 153 (=4453)). 

A description of the manuscript with photographic reproduction is found in A.C. de la Mare & Laura Nuvoloni, 

Bartolomeo Sanvito: The Life and Work of a Renaissance Scribe – The Handwriting of the Italian Humanists II 

(Paris: Association Internationale de Bibliophilie, 2009), pp. 112–113.

5.2.1
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5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

7. Analysis of Jenson’s letterforms, including some comparisons with the same letters taken from other types. When it is not stated 
otherwise, the letters are Jenson’s and they come from his earliest known edition, the 1470 Eusebius. 

Cicero, 1471 Cicero 1471

7h. Capitals M and R, the most 
noticeable among Jenson’s 
capitals, including instances 
taken from a later edition.

7j. The serifs on the arms of T look 
similar to what we find in Sanvito’s 
letteforms (top).

Jenson, 1470 1476 1478 ComitibusSpira Valdarfer

7a. Jenson’s h, taken from 
different editions compared 
with more traditional shapes of 
h employed in other Venetian 
printing offices of the time. 

7c. Another 
important detail: 
e with the central 
bar that slightly 
extends to the 
right of the bowl.

7b. Some remarkable 
details of Jenson’s 
design in the lower-
case letters: b with 
flat bottom and d 
with deep lower serif.

7d. Letters f and long s, as much as ligatures ff and ss are all kerned on the right. 7e. Letters s and S show a similar  
design, with a slight backward slope.

Jenson De Aetna

7g. Letter n displays 
a lower right serif 
that is wider on 
the outside, and 
this feature was 
imitated in Griffo’s 
De Aetna roman.

7f. Examples 
of lower ser-
ifs that try 
to mimic the 
calligrapher’s 
movement of 
the pen.

7i. Capitals H and N look very wide compared with O.
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and a proper inscriptional serif (fig. 7f).20 The lower right serif of n is also asymmetric, 
it is wider on the outside of the letter, and this feature is seen in other Venetian types 
that came after Jenson (fig. 7g). We see it, for instance, in the De Aetna roman, cut by 
Francesco Griffo for Aldus in the mid 1490s, which is discussed below.21

Turning to capitals, the most noticeable letters are M, with vertical strokes and bi-
lateral upper serifs, and letter R, with a tail resembling an elephant’s tusk (fig. 7h). Al-
though Jenson’s capitals can be described with the same words that Carter used for Spi-
ra’s – they ‘represent the antique well enough’ –22 these letters display peculiar shapes 
with origins that are likely to be found in Carolingian revivals rather than in imperial 
inscriptions.23

Other eye-catching letters are H and N that are wide compared with O and the other 
capitals (fig. 7i), and letter A is somewhat smaller than the others and seems to slope 
to the left. The serifs on the arms of T are oblique and follow the same angle: a similar 
design can be seen on the letterforms of contemporary calligraphers of the Venetian 
area such as Bartolomeo Sanvito (fig. 7j).24

Letter Q has a wide tapered tail and was usually cast together with the following u as 
a single sort. Some samples of Q kerned on the right are found, probably cast to work 
within a word of capital letters, but they appear very seldom because lines of capitals 
are very rare in Jenson’s editions, save the colophons. The rest of the capitals are nor-
mally not kerned, but I found two exceptions. Besides kerned Qs I also found a handful 
of kerned Ts and Vs scattered in a few early editions, notably in the 1471 Cicero (fig. 
8).25 In the first quires of this book we see more instances of letter T and V kerned to 
the right and some combinations of Qu that seem to have been made with a kerned Q 
instead of the common Qu as a single sort. Such an intense use of kerned capitals does 
not appear elsewhere in Jenson’s work, to my knowledge.26 This suggests that the 1471 
Cicero involved certain typefounding tests where Jenson tried typographic innovations 
but, for reasons that are difficult to infer, were soon dropped. Maybe such kerned let-
ters were too fragile to handle and they broke after a few print runs.

Jenson employed his roman in all of his editions printed between 1470–1473, which 
amount to 32 according to ISTC (25 signed and 7 attributed). After 1473 the roman type 
no longer suited Jenson’s change in editorial strategy. As we have seen, he abandoned 
the classics and turned to legal and religious editions – which were a more lucrative 

20. See § 1.3.4.

21. Aldus 114R, Venice 1496 (BMC V 551, TW 2:114R). See § 5.3.2.

22. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 71. The same claim can be applied to Jenson’s roman because Jen-

son’s capitals followed a similar model, as we can see from the wide H, big-counter P and other letters.

23. For instance, a letter M that looks very similar to Jenson’s M is found in the incipit of the Gospel of St 

Luke, included in the famous Carolingian Metz Gospels. (Capitulare evangeliorum, now in Paris, Bibliothèque 

Nationale, ms lat. 9388), as shown by Nicolete Gray in her A history of lettering (London: Phaidon Press, 1986), 

p. 73, fig. 73.

24. Sanvito is probably the only calligrapher of the Venetian area who has been thoughtfully studied. De 

La Mare’s extensive research on the Paduan scribe was published in the already quoted de la Mare & Nuvoloni, 

Bartolomeo Sanvito.

25. Marcus Tullius Cicero, Epistolae ad familiares. [Venice]: Nicolas Jenson, 1471 (ic00508000).

26. Due to the scarcity of the extant copies of some editions and to the restrictive policy of some libraries I 

have not been able to analyse more than about the 85% of all Jenson’s editions set in roman.
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Cicero 1471Eusebius 1470

Quintilianus 1471

Details from the first quires of Jenson’s Cicero. Courtesy Milano N.

8. Details and enlargements from the 1471 Cicero (ic00508000) compared with other Jenson’s editions.  In the first quires of this Cicero 
we find sorts of T and V kerned to the right, as much as deeply kerned Q. It might have been a typographic test, that did not work well, 
because such kerned capitals are scattered in a few other early Jenson’s editions and then disappear. 

Cicero 1471Cicero 1471Quintilianus 1471

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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business at that particular time – and he printed them in rotunda. After 1473 the Jen-
son roman is found in only 12 of his editions, while the rest of his vast production was 
set in his five rotunda types.27 But if Jenson cut down the usage of his roman type after 
a few years, founts that come from Jenson’s punches are found in books printed by sev-
eral presses in Venice and northern Italy during the following decades.

5.2.2. The spread of Jenson’s roman
Jenson’s roman first appeared in the 1470 Eusebius, his earliest known edition which 
was probably printed in May, according to Lowry.28 Within a few years Jenson’s roman 
became the object of an intense trade that has not been previously documented.29 Sev-
eral editions dated 1471 and set in Jenson’s roman were printed by Adam de Ambergau 
(Ambergau 113R), a short-lived press about which no information seems to be availa-
ble.30 In 1472 the type was employed in printing offices in Venice (Cremonensis 113R 
(fig. 9), besides Jenson and Ambergau), in Ferrara (Belfortis 116R), in Parma (Portilia 
1:110R), and in Mondovì, a small town in southern Piedmont (Mathiae 110R, fig. 10).31 
Antonius Mathiae of Antwerp moved his press to Mondovì after fleeing plague-ridden 
Genoa, where previously he had established a printing office with a local notable.32 

The Frenchman Andreas Belfortis (André Belfort) merits some discussion. Initially 
a scribe, from 1471 to the early 1490s he was well known as a bookseller and printer in 
Ferrara where he printed nearly half of the local 15th-century editions.33 Belfortis had 
some connections with Jenson who in 1478 gave him a loan of 400 ducats for the dowry 
of his daughter.34 Belfortis printed with Jenson’s roman throughout the 1470s and the 
type is found in about a dozen of his extant editions. Starting from the early 1480s he 
turned to rotunda type. In 1472 the same type also appeared in the earliest known edi-
tion of Avicenna’s Canones medicinae, an important medical treatise, printed without 
a colophon in Venice or in Padua.35

In 1473 three new presses are added to the list: one in Venice (Jacobus Rubeus 113R, 

27. According to ISTC, Jenson printed 45 editions in roman type (32 of which in 1470–1473) and 46 editions 

in rotunda, all printed after 1474.

28. Eusebius Caesariensis, De evangelica praeparatione. Venice: Nicolas Jenson, 1470 (ie00118000). Lowry, 

Nicholas Jenson, p. 54

29. Carter wrote ‘a good thirty faces in use in various Italian towns before 1520 are modelled on his [Jen-

son’s roman]’ without realising that most of them really were Jenson’s founts, cast from matrices struck from 

Jenson’s punches. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 71.

30. Ambergau 113R, Venice? 1471 (BMC V 188; TW 1:113R). Though Ambergau never mentioned the place of 

printing in his colophons, Venice is a reasonable hypothesis and is accepted by all the scholars. See BMC V, p. xii.

31. Cremonensis 113R, Venice 1472 (BMC V 207, TW 2:113R); Belfortis 116R, Ferrara 1472 (BMC VI 601, TW 

2:116R); Portilia 1:110R, Parma 1472 (BMC VII 936 – the type is mentioned but not described in BMC, as no book 

set in this type was included in the British Museum collection; Portilia 110R, named 2:110R in TW, is essentially 

the same type); Mathiae 110R, Mondovì 1472 (BMC VII 947, 1:110R).

32. BMC VII, pp. xlviii–xlix.

33. BMC VI, p. x; and Angela Nuovo, Il commercio librario a Ferrara tra XV e XVI secolo: la bottega di Domenico 

Sivieri (Firenze: Olschki, 1998), pp. 35–41.

34. From a notary document signed in Padua on 10 October 1478. Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani’, pp. 162–

163, doc. 39.

35. Avicenna, Canones medicinae. [Italy (Padua?): Printer of Avicenna, ‘Canon’], 23 Dec. 1472 (ia01427400). 

The type, which is not recorded in BMC, is named Press of Avicenna 1472 1:113R in TW.
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11. The Jenson roman used by Jacques le Rouge. Rubeus 113R (Venice 1473) from the 1474 Herodotus (ih00088000). Courtesy Milano N.

10. The Jenson roman in Piedmont. Mathiae 110R (Mondovì 1472) from the 1472 Antoninus (ia00791000). Courtesy Milano Triv.

9. Jenson’s roman in other printing offices: Cremonensis 113R (Venice 1471) from the 1473 Hieronymus (ih00247000). Courtesy Verona C.
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fig. 11), one in Parma (Corallus 111Ra, fig. 12) and one in Brescia (Ferrandus 116R, fig. 
13).36 Thomas Ferrandus was a grammar teacher from Brescia and he signed a contract 
with Belfortis and his partner Stazio Gallo, another printer of French origin, who was 
appointed to go to Brescia and teach Ferrandus how to print books.37 Together they 
established what was probably the first press in that city, starting printing in 1472, 
though most of their editions do not bear a date and their earliest dated book is from 
1473. Besides help, Ferrandus also received a fount of Jenson’s type from Ferrara and 
this leads to the hypothesis that Belfortis owned a set of matrices, because both he and 
Ferrandus were printing concurrently with the same type. The Venetian press that em-
ployed the Jenson roman in 1473 was owned by another Frenchman, Jacobus Rubeus 
(Jacques le Rouge), who worked for Jenson, according to Lowry. Rubeus’s press was 
probably backed and co-directed by Jenson, as we can see from the choice of titles and 
dedications.38 Moreover, Rubeus is mentioned in the last will of Jenson, who left 100 
golden ducats to him ‘for the easing of the testator’s conscience’, and a further 200 to 
his wife Perextina.39

Another printer mentioned in Jenson’s will is Johannes Fabri (Jean Fabre) from Bur-
gundy, who started printing in Turin in 1474. From 1476 he used the Jenson roman 
(Fabri 114R, fig. 14)40 which can be seen in more than 15 of his extant editions. Fabri 
had a debt of 110 ducats with Jenson, who absolved half of it in his last will, and in 1481 
he might have worked on commission for the Colonia–Jenson company, as stated in the 
colophon of his 1481 Cicero.41

Before Jenson’s death in autumn 1480, books set in his roman were printed by an-
other six presses in Venice (Jacobus Fivizzano 112R (fig. 15), Paltasichis 112R (fig. 16), 
Filippo di Pietro 114R, P.F. S.F. B.R. Z.F. 112R, Girardengus 115R (fig. 17), Herbipolensis 
110R, fig. 18) and several other editions are gathered under five anonymous clusters.42 
All of these were small or medium-size printing offices that employed the Jenson ro-

36. Rubeus 113R, Venice 1473 (BMC V 213, TW 1:100R and 1*:113R); Corallus 111Ra, Parma 1473 and Corallus 

111Rb after 1476 (BMC VII 938, TW 1:112R and 3:111R); Ferrandus 116R, Brescia 1473 (BMC VII 962, TW, 1:116R).

37. The contract was signed on 17 October 1471 in Ferrara. See Sandal, ‘Agli inizi della tipografia bresciana’, 

pp. 82–84.

38. According to Lowry, Rubeus’s press was a Jenson satellite. Jenson used it to publish humanist titles that 

interested the powerful Venetian clans he was connected with, while his own printing office focused on reli-

gious and law editions. See Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, 111

39. Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, p. 229.

40. Fabri 114R, Turin 1476 (BMC VI 1053; TW 2:114R).

41. Lowry, Nicholas Jenson, p. 231; and BMC VII, pp. lxv–lxvi. The book is Cicero, De officiis. Turin: Johannes 

Fabri Lingonensis, 16 July 1481 (ic00592000). Part of the editions is said to be ‘Impressi Venetiis per consocios 

Nicholai Ianson’ but this style of colophon is not found among the known work of the Colonia–Jenson company. 

The company is discussed in § 1.1.2.

42. Fivizzano 112R, Venice 1476 (BMC V 241, TW 2:112R); Paltasichis 112R, Venice 1477 (BMC V 250, TW 

2:112R); Filippo di Pietro 114R, Venice 1478 (BMC V 250, TW 3:114R); P.F. S.F. B.R. Z.F. 112R, Venice 1478 (BMC 

V 266, TW 1:R); Girardengus 115R, Venice 1479 (BMC V 271, TW 1:115R) and Herbipolensis 110R, Venice 1480 

(BMC V 281, TW Theodor von Würzburg 1:110R). The types gathered under the anonymous presses are the 

following: Press of Barbatia 109R, Bologna 1474 (BMC VI 803, TW 1:109R); Press of Terentius, Venice? 1475 

(it00070600, no bibliographical information are available); Press of Datus 112R, Venice ca. 1475 (BMC V 583, 

TW 1:113R); Press of Pomponius Mela 106R, Venice 1477  (BMC V 261, TW 1:R), fig. 19; Press of Martialis 115R, 

Venice 1480 (BMC V 1:115R), fig. 20.
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15. Fivizzano 112R, Venice 1476 (ip00965000).

13. Ferrandus 116R, Brescia 1473 (from is00709000).

16. Paltasichis 112R, Venice 1477 (il00008000).

12. Corallus 111Rb, Parma 1476 (if00235000).

14. Fabri 114R, Turin 1476 (Riccobaldus 1477, ir00189000)

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

17. Girardengus 115R, Venice 1479 (it00077000).
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22. Rizus 111R, Venice 1484 (ic00601000).

18. Herbipolensis 110R, Venice 1480 (in00226000).

20. Press of Martialis 115R, Venice 1480 (im00304000). 

21. Torresanus 111R, Venice 1483 (ic00524000).

23. Stagninus 110R, Venice 1486 (ih00450000).

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

19. Press of Pomponius Mela 106R, Venice 1477 (im00448000).
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27. Britannicus 110R, Brescia 1496 (ip00797000).

26. Misintis 110R, Brescia 1495 (is00082000).

24. T. Ragazonibus 110R, Venice 1491 (ij00657000).

25. Boninis 111R, Brescia 1483 (im00009000).

29. Hectoris 110R, Bologna 1493 (is00825000).

28. Mantegatiis 110Rb, Milan 1495 (iv00266000).

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
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man for a few editions – or even only one, such as the 1480 Grammatica printed by one 
Theodorus Herbipolensis, a German printer about whom nothing is known.43

As mentioned, shortly before his death Jenson’s company merged with that of  Jo-
hannes da Colonia, giving birth to the powerful Colonia-Jenson and associates. Af-
ter Jenson’s death the company went on for about another year, assigning editions for 
printing to different presses which were furnished with Jenson’s type. One of these 
presses was run by Andreas Torresanus of Asola, who later became the father-in-law 
of Aldus. When the Colonia-Jenson company discontinued printing in 1482 Torre-
sanus might have acquired the workshop, however he started using their type, as he 
announced in the colophon of the 1483 Panormitanus.44 We find Jenson’s roman in six 
of Torresanus’s editions (Torresanus 111R, fig. 21), all printed in the 1480s: it is not a 
large number but we need to remember that Torresanus’s vast production is made up 
almost entirely of religious and legal editions set in rotunda type.45

Before the end of the 15th century books set in Jenson’s roman were printed by an-
other eight presses in Venice (Gregoriis 111R, Rizus 111R (fig. 22), Pasqualibus 110R, 
Foxius 111R, Stagninus 110R (fig. 23), Balaguer 4:110R, Choris 110Ra, Theodorus Rag-
azonibus 110R, fig. 24), three in Brescia (Boninis 111R (fig. 25), Misintis 110R (fig. 26), 
Britannicus 110R, fig. 27), two in Milan (Mantegatiis 110Rb (fig. 28), Caponago 109R), 
and one in Bologna (Hectoris 110R, fig. 29).46 Some connections can be found with 
Venetian printers in Venice who previously used Jenson’s type, such as Boninus Boninis 
who before moving to Brescia was partner of Paltasichis in Venice in the late 1470s; or 
Jacobus Britannicus who in 1483 was in Venice printing books with Gregoriis set in Jen-
son’s type. When their partnership dissolved, after a few editions, Britannicus probably 
kept the type and took it to Brescia where in 1485 he established a very successful print-
ing office that remained active until the early 16th century.47 However, all these presses 

43. Franciscus Niger, Grammatica. Venice: Theodorus Herbipolensis, Francus, for Johannes Lucilius Santrit-

ter, 21 Mar. 1480 (in00226000).

44. Panormitanus, Lectura super V libris Decretalium. Venice: Andreas Torresanus, 1482–1483 (ip00049000). 

This is apparently the earliest edition that Torresanus printed without partners. The sentence in the colophon 

to volume 1 (the edition was printed in five volumes) reads ‘inclytis famosisque characteribus optime quondam 

in hac parte magistri Nicolai ienson gallici’ ([printed] with the acclaimed and famous excellent types formerly 

the property of the French master Nicolas Jenson). This text appears to have omitted a word, indeed in the col-

ophons of volumes 2, 4 and 5 we can read ‘inclytis instrumentis famosisque characteribus optime…’ ([printed]

with the acclaimed tools and famous excellent types…). The complete text suggests the interpretation that 

Torresanus had acquired more than just Jenson’s types.

45. Torresanus 111R, Venice 1483 (BMC V 304, TW 5:111R). As mentioned in § 1.1.2, according to the extant 

books he was the third most prolific printer in 15th-century Venice; ISTC ascribes to him more than 140 extant 

editions printed from 1479–1500.

46. Gregoriis 111R, Venice 1483 (BMC V 336, TW 5:111R); Rizus 111R, Venice 1484 (BMC V 400, TW 1:111R); 

Pasqualibus 110R, Venice 1484 (BMC V 388, TW 4:110R); Foxius 111R, Venice 1485 (BMC V 406, TW 1:111R); Stag-

ninus 110R, Venice 1486 (BMC V 363, TW 8:110R); Balaguer 4:110R, Venice 1488 (not mentioned in BMC); Choris 

110Ra, Venice 1488 (BMC V 463, TW 1:110R); T. Ragazonibus 110R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 476, TW 5:R); Boninis 

111R, Brescia 1483 (BMC VII 967, TW 3:112R); Misintis 110R, Brescia 1495 (BMC VII 987, TW 4:110R); Britannicus 

110R, Brescia 1496–97 (BMC VII 972, TW 16:110R); Mantegatiis 110Rb, Milan 1495 (BMC VI 784, TW 3:110R); Ca-

ponago 109R, Milan 1499 (BMC VI 791, TW 2:109R); Hectoris 110R, Bologna 1493 (BMC VI 839, TW 1:109/110R).

47. An analysis of the work of Jacobus and his brother Angelus Britannicus is found in Ennio Sandal, Uomini 

di lettere, uomini di libri. I Britannico di Palazzolo (1469-1650) (Florence: Olschki, 2012).
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Table 1. The 15th-century printing offices – including the anonymous presses – that employed type cast in matrices struck from Jenson’s 
punches. Note that Jacobus Rubeus (*) is mentioned twice, indeed in 1478–1479 he moved to Pinerolo, near Turin, and continued using 
Jenson’s roman.

30. Examples of letters that differ from Jenson’s original punches. Hectoris in Bologna changed letter d, although the difference with 
Jenson’s d is very subtle. Antonius Mathiae in Mondovì decided to change Jenson’s h with a round h, a more common shape of that letter 
at the time. In both cases this was the only substitution found, the rest of the character sets were the same as Jenson’s.

Jenson Hectoris

 PRESS 20 LINE SIZE FIRST SEEN PLACE

1 Jenson 115 1470 Venice 

2 Ambergau 113 1471 Venice

3 Cremonensis 113 1472 Venice

4 Mathiae 110 1472 Mondovì

5 Belfortis 116 1472 Ferrara

6 Portilia 110 1472 Parma

7 Press of Avicenna 113 1472 Venice

8 Jacobus Rubeus * 113 1473 Venice   

9 Corallus 111 1473 Parma

10 Ferrandus 116 1473 Brescia

11 Press of Barbatia 109 1474 Bologna 

12 Press of Terentius ? 1475 Venice

13 Press of Datus 112 c. 1475 Venice

14 J. Fivizzano 112 1476 Venice

15 Fabri 114 1476 Turin

16 P. of Pomponius Mela 106 1477 Venice

17 Paltasichis 112 1477 Venice

18 Filippo di Pietro 114 1478 Venice

19 P.F. S.F. B.R. Z.F. 112 1478 Venice-

 PRESS 20 LINE SIZE FIRST SEEN PLACE

20 Girardengus  115 1479 Venice 

21 Jacobus Rubeus * 113 1479 Pinerolo

22 Press of Martialis 115 1480 Venice 

23 Herbipolensis 110 1480 Venice   

24 Torresanus 111 1483 Venice 

25 Gregoriis 111 1483 Venice 

26 Boninis 111 1483 Brescia

27 Rizus 111 1484 Venice

28 Pasqualibus 110 1484 Venice

29 Foxius 111 1485 Venice

30 Stagninus 110 1486 Venice

31 Balaguer 110 1488 Venice 

32 Choris 110 1488 Venice  

33 T. Ragazonibus 110 1490 Venice

34 Hectoris 110 1493 Bologna

35 Misintis 110 1495 Brescia

36 Mantegatiis 110 1495 Milan

37 Britannicus 110 1496 Brescia

38 Caponago 109 1499 Milan

The spread of Jenson’s roman in the 15th century

Jenson 115R Mathiae 110RMathiae 110R

Jenson 115R Hectoris 110RHectoris 110R
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 Jenson
 Hectoris
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employed the Jenson roman just for a handful of editions and this suggests they did not 
own the matrices, but only cast type. The one exception is Benedictus Hectoris (Bened-
etto Faelli) in Bologna. He was a bookbinder who became a bookseller and printer.48 He 
worked as a publisher with other local printers and in 1493 he furnished his own press 
with Jenson’s type. The type can be seen in about 15 editions printed up to 1499, and it 
was possibly still in use in the early 16th century. Indeed the Jenson roman is found in 
several books printed in the 1500s and 1510s, in Venice, northern Italy and also beyond 
the Alps, although its trade in the 16th century has not yet been documented. One case 
worth mentioning is Johann Schöffer in Mainz (punchcutter and printer, son of Peter 
Schöffer the elder) who employed the Jenson roman in some of his books in the early 
1520s, sometimes with variants in the lowercase.49

Taking into account the 15th century alone, the Jenson roman is found in books that 
belong to almost 40 printing offices in Venice and around northern Italy (table 1). Its 
spread is particularly intense in the 1470s, during Jenson’s lifetime, when about 20 
presses employed it. Most of the presses were medium or small ventures and they used 
the type for only a few editions, for a few months or a year. This suggests that Jenson’s 
roman was easy to acquire and it was an affordable choice for people setting up print-
ing businesses in the early years. Although it seems clear that Jenson must have been 
involved in the trade, he may not have been directly involved in all the transactions – 
some printers probably acquired his type from others who had previously acquired it 
from him. Jenson must have sold and leased cast type to other printers, and in some 
limited cases sets of matrices too – as he probably did with Belfortis and, as we shall 
see, with Castaldi. Thus, parallel with his achievements as a designer, Jenson is also 
responsible for initiating the trade of type as early as 1471, at least in Italy.

5.2.3. Two mutations of Jenson’s roman: Castaldi and Bevilaqua
All the types listed in the previous section show a character set that is substantially the 
same as Jenson’s, though occasionally we find the substitution or the addition of one 
or two letterforms, while the rest remain unchanged (fig. 30). As noted in the previous 
chapter, when the change in the character set is substantial, I refer to this state of the 
type as a mutation of the existing one. The mutation is a key contribution of the pres-
ent research and it describes a certain state of a printed type, that is when the type is 
made with letters derived from the punches of an existing type with a substantial re-
placement of sorts deriving from other punches.50 A mutation might occur in a fount 
when the printer mixes it with another one of similar size, or it might occur to the type 
itself, with the replacement of matrices. This is the case of the first of the two muta-
tions of the Jenson roman that have been found, the so called Castaldi Roman (fig. 31) 
– we can claim so because the type was employed for several years at the same press, 
meaning that it had to be recast periodically in the same set of matrices.

Panfilo Castaldi was a physician who decided to enter the new business during the 

48. Sorbelli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, pp. 107–108.

49. Proctor called it Schöffer type 19, ‘text roman, archaistic in style’, and computed the type size as 112 mm 

for 20 lines. See Proctor, Index II, p. 18.

50. When five or more letters are substituted with others coming from different punches I call that type a 

mutation of the existing one. For more information see § 4.3.5.
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31. The Castaldi roman used in the Castaldi–Zarotto partnership and by Zarotto alone. Top: Castaldi 115R from Cicero, Milan 1472 
(ic00511000), courtesy Milano N. Bottom: Zarotus 111Ra from Petrarca, Milan 1473 (ip00376000), courtesy Milano Triv.
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early years of printing.51 In February 1471 he signed a contract with Antonio Zarotto of 
Parma, who was considered an expert printer, to establish a printing office in Milan for 
one year.52 Zarotto directed the press on his own, while Castaldi, based in Venice, made 
only occasional visits to Milan. Castaldi was a backer and he owned the typographic 
equipment leased to Zarotto. This equipment included a roman type (Castaldi 115R) 
that Scholderer described as ‘the majuscules in the Jenson style, the lowercase in the 
De Spira style’.53 But as we shall see this type does not have any connection with Spira 
and is actually a mutation of Jenson’s roman. The Castaldi roman remained Zarotto’s 
property after the end of his partnership with Castaldi,54 and was employed in Zarot-
to’s presses until the mid 1490s.55 The type also appeared in the Venetian edition of 
Platina’s famous medieval cookbook, printed in 1475, signed by Laurentius de Aquila 
and Sibylinus Umber about whom nothing is known.56

The Castaldi roman does not look very fresh even in the earliest known edition of 
the Castaldi–Zarotto venture, the 1471 Festus.57 It does not seem to be a newly cast 
type. However the entire character set corresponds with Jenson’s save for just a few 
lowercase letters: g, f, h, r, short and long s, and u (fig. 32). The casting from a differ-
ent set of matrices compared with Jenson’s roman together with a different fitting and 
the substitution of these few letters makes the type look pretty different from Jenson’s 
when seen on a printed page.

Among the substitutions letter g is the most noticeable, with its wide lower counter 
and an extended and straight ear. This letterform vaguely resembles Spira’s g and this 
has to be the reason why Scholderer associated Castaldi’s type with Spira (fig. 32a). 

Jenson’s h with the straight right stem is replaced by a poorly designed round h, 
which was a more usual shape at the time – as we have seen. 

In the earliest edition the Castaldi type displays two forms of r: Jenson’s r that recurs 
less often, and a new letterform of different construction, with a steep upstroke and 
a flag-like terminal.58 After a few editions Jenson’s r disappeared and only the other r 
remained in use. 

51. Born in Feltre around 1430, Castaldi became well known in Italy in the late 19th century when some 

historians made public a local tradition that attributed to him the invention of moveable type. No evidence 

whatsoever has ever been found for any truth in this story, although some documents from the Milan state 

archive confirm his involvement in early printing. See Ganda, I primordi della tipografia Milanese, pp. 10–33.

52. Castaldi had previously earned an exclusive privilege for printing in Milano for five years, but he was 

forced to relinquish his privilege in spring 1472. See the entry ‘Castaldi, Panfilo’ by Paolo Veneziani in Dizionario 

Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 21 (1978).

53. Castaldi 115R, Milan 1471 (BMC VI 698, TW Zarotus 1:115R).

54. According to the covenants, the type had to be sent back to Castaldi in Venice at the conclusion of the 

company’s activities, but for unknown reasons this did not happen. See Ganda, I primordi della tipografia mil-

anese, pp. 13, 85 (doc. 3).

55. Zarotus 111Ra, 1472–1474, and Zarotus 111Rb, 1475–1495 (BMC VI 708, 2:111R and 5:111R).

56. Bartholomaeus Platina, De honesta voluptate et valetudine. Venice: Laurentius de Aquila and Sibylinus 

Umber, 13 June 1475 (ip00762000). See BMC V, pp. xvi, 239.

57. Sextus Pompeius Festus, De verborum significatione. Milan: [Panfilo Castaldi with Antonius and Fortuna 

Zarotus], 3 Aug. 1471 (if00141000).

58. The two rs are seen, for instance, in the 1471 Festus. An upstroke is the upward stroke that connects the 

stem with the shoulder in letters like h, n, r and the like. See Unger, Theory of type design, p. 229.
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Castaldi 115R from the unsigned Cicero, Milan 1472 (ic00511000).

Jenson Jenson JensonCastaldi Castaldi Castaldi

Jenson 115R Spira 110R JensonCastaldi 115R Castaldi

32a. Enlargements 
of Castaldi’s 
letterforms 
that differ from 
Jenson’s. 

Jenson 115R from Jenson’s Cicero, Venice 1471 (ic00542000). Courtesy Milano N.
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32. Comparison of Jenson’s and Castaldi’s romans. Although Castaldi looks different when seen on the printed page, the enlargements 
show that the entire character set corresponds with Jenson’s save for just a few lowercase letters.
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Jenson Castaldi

Jenson Castaldi

32b. Castaldi’s letter f is very 
difficult to distinguish from 
Jenson’s with the naked 
eye, while the enlargements 
show that it has a more 
squarish terminal. 

32c. Castaldi’s long 
s is also difficult to 
distinguish althogh it is 
slightly wider and taller 
than Jenson’s long s.

32d. Although it 
seems to derive 
from the same 
punch, Castaldi’s 
T is deeply kerned 
on the right.

Jenson JensonCastaldi Castaldi

Jenson Castaldi Jenson CastaldiJenson Castaldi

Jenson CastaldiJenson CastaldiJenson Castaldi

The rest of the 
character set 
of Castaldi’s 
mutation comes 
from Jenson’s 
punches. 

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

Jenson Castaldi
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33. The Bevilaqua mutation (Jenson’s lowercase and the De Aetna capitals) compared with Jenson’s roman and the De Aetna roman. Top: 
Bevilaqua 112Rb from Plautus, Venice 1499 (ip00784000), courtesy Verona C. Centre: Jenson 115R from Suetonius, 1471. Bottom: Aldus 
114R from De Aetna, Venice 1496 (ib00304000), courtesy Milano N.
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Letters f and long s follow Jenson’s design though the enlargements show that they 
come from different punches. Castaldi’s f has a different, less rounded terminal (fig. 
32b), while his long s is wider than Jenson’s (fig. 32c). Ligatures ff, ss (long s), and st are 
also different from Jenson. 

Another noticeable replacement is the small s; it is wider than Jenson and the middle 
stroke is less oblique. There is less contrast between the thick and thin strokes. The fin-
ish reveals a lower level of punchcutting skills than Jenson’s original letterforms, and 
this is the case for all the substitutions of Castaldi’s roman.

Finally letter u is narrower and displays an oblique upper left serif, that from a de-
sign standpoint looks inconsistent with the other letterforms. 

A feature that is worth mentioning is that letter T is often kerned on the right, al-
though it has no resemblance to Jenson’s kerned T found in the 1471 Cicero. In Castaldi 
the kerning is very deep and the following lowercase letter often looks too close to the 
stem of T (fig. 32d). 

Some of the changes in the character set seem to follow an aesthetic choice: Castaldi 
replaced some lowercase letters probably because he was critical of Jenson’s design. We 
can hypothesise this because Castaldi’s letters g, h, and s are closer to the other types 
cut in Venice in the early 1470s than they are to Jenson’s roman. However, it may be 
that the choice was not Castaldi’s, but that the change of shapes was due to the fact that 
matrices of those letters were missing from the set he owned. Therefore, the change of 
shapes might have been decided by the punchcutter who was appointed to complete 
the character set, perhaps even without any interference from Castaldi. Whatever hap-
pened, the change of these letterforms suggests that Jenson’s peers did not necessar-
ily agree with his design choices, which gives further weight to Jenson’s innovation of 
adopting some uncommon letterforms from the humanistic hand.59

The second mutation of Jenson I have found is included in the type stock of Simon 
Gavi of Pavia, alias Bevilaqua, a nickname that means ‘drink water’ but which may 
suggest he was fond of wine. Bevilaqua was a prolific itinerant printer who settled in 
Venice in the 1490s; the roman type we are targeting (Bevilaqua 112Rb, fig. 33) appears 
in six editions (four signed and two attributed) printed in 1499.60 Bevilaqua 112Rb is a 
noticeable mutation because it mixes Jenson’s lowercase roman with the uppercase of 
the De Aetna roman (fig. 34). Bevilaqua probably had access to some cast type previous-
ly employed by Aldus, and it is worth noting that around the same time Aldus replaced 
the De Aetna capitals with a new set, slightly smaller and closer to Roman imperial 
inscriptions for proportions and details. They became famous in the Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphili, one of the most acclaimed books of the Renaissance.61 It is safe to hypothesise 
that Bevilaqua did not own the matrices of his 112Rb and the mutation occurred in the 

59. Castaldi replaced letters f and long s with shapes very close to Jenson’s, even to the point that they are 

almost indistinguishable with the naked eye. This implies that the punchcutter who did this job could also have 

achieved a close copy of g, h and s if he wanted to.

60. Bevilaqua 112Rb, Venice 1499 (BMC 516, TW 23:112R). For information on the printer see the entry ‘Gabi, 

Simone, detto Bevilacqua’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 51 (1998).

61. Franciscus Columna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, for Leonardus Cras-

sus, Dec. 1499 (ic00767000). The type is labelled Aldus 115R and it is a mutation of 114R (BMC V 551). Oddly, 

TW does not distinguish between the De Aetna roman and the Poliphilus roman, they are both labelled 2:114R. 
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De Aetna Bevilaqua De Aetna Bevilaqua

De Aetna De AetnaBevilaqua Bevilaqua

De Aetna De AetnaBevilaqua Bevilaqua

35. Jenson’s capitals (as P, S) are 
occasionally found along with the De 
Aetna capitals. Perhaps Bevilacqua 
may have occasionally ran out of De 
Aetna sorts which he was unable to 
recast for lack of the matrices. And 
this could be the reason for his use 
of Jenson’s original capitals.

Jenson JensonBevilaqua BevilaquaJenson Bevilaqua

Jenson BevilaquaJenson 115R Bevilaqua 112Rb
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34. Enlargements of Bevilaqua’s letters compared with Jenson’s lowercase and with the De Aetna capitals.

 Jenson
 Bevilaqua
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fount, i.e. Bevilaqua mixed two founts into one. Firstly because occasionally a Jenson 
capital is found along with the De Aetna capitals, as if Bevilaqua had run out of De Ae-
tna sorts and had to use Jenson’s original type because he was unable to cast new sorts 
(fig. 35). Another reason is that Bevilaqua employed this type only in a few editions 
printed within a few months (the four dated books were printed between September 
and December 1499) thus there was probably no need to recast it.62

However, Bevilaqua 112Rb is a peculiar mutation, of a kind that we find elsewhere in 
Venice and Italy: the entire uppercase set is replaced with one of similar size coming 
from another type. It seems that in the 15th century capitals were considered as an 
independent group, distinct from the lowercase letters – although I do not think that 
we can talk about ‘the inessential role of capitals’ for roman type, as Carter did for 
northern gothic scripts, where a set of minuscules was often mixed with different sets 
of capitals, also coming from different styles.63 A disjuncture between uppercase and 
lowercase is also suggested by the Ripoli Diary, discussed in chapter 2, where we find 
records of purchasing ‘the matrices of a roman type with caps and abbreviations’, or ‘30 
matrices of rotunda lowercase and 19 matrices of uppercase’.64 15th-century punchcut-
ters probably considered uppercase and lowercase as two different sets, not necessarily 
working exclusively together. 

Supposing that Bevilaqua 112Rb was a mutation based on aesthetic rather than con-
tingent reasons, much like Castaldi, we can see even here a trace of the fashion of 
the time. At the end of the century capitals were expected to evoke the letterforms in 
Roman imperial inscriptions more closely than Jenson’s – as Sanvito and the finest 
scribes of the time were doing in their manuscripts. 

5.3. jenson’s influence on the design of romans 

Jenson was famous and he was praised for his type; his roman became the model for 
many punchcutters of the following decades. Notably his lowercase letters – some of 
which might have been initially considered too distant from the traditional shape in 
use at the time, as we have seen with the Castaldi mutation – soon became widely imi-
tated. Jenson’s capitals did not enjoy the same popularity. The development of capitals 
in roman type followed a different path. It seems that punchcutters had a wider variety 
of sources of inspiration for capitals rather than for lowercase letters. With capitals 
they could follow models coming from different applications – not just existing type, 
but also inscriptions, illuminations and perhaps also painted signs on wood or other 

The same mistake (this is clearly a mistake because a change of the uppercase should be more than enough to 

distinguish a new type from its former version) was originally made by Haebler and then reiterated. See Hae-

bler, Typenrepertorium. Abt. 2, p. 190.

62. However, these editions were printed close to the turn of the century and it is not clear if Bevilaqua 

employed this type in later editions. I have checked several editions printed by Bevilaqua before 1514, when he 

ceased activity, and I have found no trace of this type. But sourcing the data for the 16th century is complicated 

due to the lack of exhaustive catalogues, thus no conclusion is safe. Further research is needed to determine 

whether or not this mutation was used again by Bevilaqua or by other printers in the 16th century.

63. Carter, A view of early typography, pp. 28–29.

64. See § 2.3.5.
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36. Comparison between di Pietro’s and Jenson’s romans. Top: di Pietro 114R from Hieronymus, Venice 1475 (ih00248000). Courtesy Vero-
na C. Bottom: Jenson 115R from Quintilianus, Venice 1471.
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material more perishable than stone that did not survive. However, later punchcutters 
were able to get closer to the letterforms of imperial inscriptions than Jenson. 

In the next sections Jenson’s roman is compared with a close imitation, Gabriele di 
Pietro 114R, similar to a point that it can be mistaken for Jenson’s roman when seen on 
a printed page. Then the discussion turns to Jenson’s legacy, how his lowercase became 
the standard – notably the shapes of a, g, h. Francesco Griffo based his De Aetna ro-
man on Jenson’s design choices, and so did the 16th-century Parisian punchcutters who 
took the De Aetna as a model for their romans.

5.3.1. A close imitation: Gabriele di Pietro 114R
Gabriele di Pietro, probably from Treviso, was one of the earliest Italians to open a 
printing office in Venice, where he was active between 1472–1478, printing about 40 
editions.65 He employed a roman type, labelled di Pietro 114R, that shows strong simi-
larities with Jenson’s roman in all of its sorts (fig. 36).66 This type is found in more than 
20 editions printed by Gabriele, and it also appeared in a few books printed by another 
three printing offices in Venice around 1480.67 At a first glance di Pietro 114R looks 
like a low-quality instance of Jenson 115R, with letterforms that slightly differ from 
Jenson’s, possibly due to factors like worn type, uneven inking or poor press work. 

Comparing the two types we realise that most lowercase letters do not give clear 
results when overlaid (fig. 37). We cannot fully understand whether di Pietro’s letters 
come from Jenson’s punches or not, although a few of them, like d and g, show some 
tiny but unmistakable differences. In di Pietro’s d the shape of the bottom serif looks 
different to Jenson’s d, as much as the central element, the link, in letter g. 

When we turn to capitals the doubts are dispelled because the comparison shows 
structural differences between the two types. They can be very small, as in letter B: the 
upper counter of di Pietro’s B seems smaller, notably the way the upper bowl connects 
with the lower one. With letter M the difference is less subtle, the enlargements show 
how di Pietro’s M is slightly wider than Jenson’s: there can be no doubt about a change in 

65. As we have seen in § 1.1.2 such a number makes Gabriele one of the most prolific printers in the early 

years of Venetian printing. See also table 1, chapter 1.

66. Gabriele di Pietro 114R, Venice 1472 (BMC V 199, TW 1:114R).

67. The earliest known appearance of this type outside Gabriele di Pietro’s workshop is in books printed by 

Filippo di Pietro in 1479. Filippo and Gabriele, who worked together on a few editions, were probably not relat-

ed but sons of two different Pietros. When used in his printing office, the type is called Filippo di Pietro 114R 

(BMC V 218, TW 2*:115R and 3:114R), but there is a problem. Scholderer states that both Filippo’s 1478 Cecco 

d’Ascoli (ic00359000) and his 1481 Boccaccio (ib00743000) are set in the same type, named indeed 114R (see 

BMC V, pp. 220, 222). But if the former is actually set in Jenson’s roman, the latter displays Gabriele di Pietro’s 

roman, which also appears in another book printed by Filippo, the 1479 Justinus (ij00618000). Scholderer failed 

to note the differences between the two types, that are indeed difficult to distinguish with the naked eye. Even 

TW failed to distinguish this type in Filippo’s press, because under the names 2*:115R and 3:114R they confused 

the Jenson roman, the di Pietro roman and also a third type that is named Filippo di Pietro 115R in BMC. This is 

another roman of similar size and similar look (but with capitals notably smaller than the ascenders) that was 

widely employed by Filippo. The other two appearances of the di Pietro roman at other presses are Plasiis 115R, 

Venice 1480 (BMC XII 17, TW 2:115R; printed in partnership with Blavis and Torresanus) and Blavis 115R, Venice 

1481 (BMC V 316; TW 2:115R). It is likely that they are the same fount of type which Blavis employed in editions 

printed outside their partnership.
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Jenson di Pietro

Jenson Jensondi Pietro di Pietro

Jenson Jensondi Pietro di Pietro

Jenson Jensondi Pietro di Pietro

37. Comparison of Jenson’s and di Pietro’s romans. Though most of the lowercase letters do not give clear results where overlaid – as a  
and e – letters d and g show some tiny differences. On the other hand, capitals clearly show structural differences meaning that di Piet-
ro’s letters come from from punches that are different from Jenson’s.

38. In the 1481 Britannicus (ib01213000) the di Pietro roman displays a round h instead of its usual h with a straight right stem. Overlay-
ing reveals that it is in fact letter b with the lower arch filed off.

Jenson Jensondi Pietro di Pietro
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structure; this M does not derive from a Jenson punch. The same structural difference 
is found in capital R, probably the most noticeable letterform of this type: di Pietro’s 
R has a smaller bowl with a flatter top, and its tail is shorter and notably lighter than 
Jenson’s. On a printed page di Pietro’s capital R looks like Jenson’s R with a light tail. 

Overlaying the whole character set confirms that di Pietro 114R is a close imitation 
of Jenson; although some letters do not give clear results in comparison (because they 
are very similar and especially because such letters are unsuitable for type analysis 
due to their simple constructions)68 all the capitals and some lowercase letters display 
structural differences, however small, that point to this conclusion. Di Pietro’s roman 
appeared in 1472, two years after the release of Jenson’s roman which, as we have seen, 
was the object of intense trade. If Gabriele di Pietro had wished to employ Jenson’s 
type he would have been able to purchase it, as other printers did in the same years. My 
hypothesis here is that di Pietro bought a brand new type cut by some punchcutter who 
intentionally took Jenson’s roman as a model for his letterforms.69

There were other types cut as imitations of type already on the market in 15th-cen-
tury Venice, such as the type employed by Butzbach and Augusta in Verona or the Man-
zolus roman, both discussed in this thesis.70 It seems that imitating an existing type was 
not uncommon among the early punchcutters. A reason for imitation is not difficult to 
surmise: in the 1470s type design was still in its infancy, and although goldsmiths were 
used to cutting punches with letters or other marks on them, their experience did not 
extend so far as cutting an entire alphabet. Imitating a successful type already on the 
market was a short cut to achieve a good product.

How could a 15th-century punchcutter achieve such close imitations of existing 
types? There is no historical reference to this practice and no document that men-
tions that it is known. Moreover the typefounding manuals of the following centuries 
– Moxon and Fournier – do not deal with the imitation of existing types, even though 
some related matters are discussed.71 Given our current knowledge it seems likely that 
imitations were carried out by applying the technique of copying an existing type by 
means of smoke proofs.72 This technique survived well into the 20th century, and is still 

68. See § 4.3.3 for more information on the letters that are suitable for analysis.

69. An example that shows how similar the di Pietro roman looks to Jenson is the following. The unsigned 

Guarinus Veronensis printed in Venice in 1474 (ig00534300) was attributed to Jenson by ISTC, but inspecting 

the edition we cannot help noting that it is set in the di Pietro roman. Indeed in GW the edition is attributed 

to Gabriele di Pietro.

70. Respectively § 6.2.2 and 7.2.

71. Fournier discusses a similar situation, in the chapter ‘Des vignettes’ of his Manuel (pp. 27–28), where he 

explains how to produce a counter-flower (i.e. a flower that reproduces the design of another flower turned 

the opposite way) after having cut a flower. A thin coating of wax is applied on the top of a blank punch, and 

the punch of the flower is stamped on it after having being slightly warmed up, so that it leaves the impression 

on the wax. Such impression is the indication for the punchcutter, who then traces the outline on the blank 

punch, removes the wax and starts cutting. But this technique produces a punch that is the other way round 

compared to the original one, thus it is extraneous to the present discussion. Fournier, Manuel Typographique, 

vol. 3, pp. 46–47.

72. In the practice of punchcutting a smoke proof is a temporary impression to evaluate the design of a 

letter on a punch, and it is achieved by coating the face of the punch with soot from a lamp.
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39. Three samples of 15th-century types inspired on Jenson’s roman. Top: Torresanus 83R from Cicero, Venice 1484 (ic00524000), 
courtesy Verona C. Centre: Gregoriis 109R from Valerius Maximus, Venice 1487 (iv00036000), courtesy Milano N. Bottom: Gregoriis 110R 
from Ketham, Venice 1494 (ik00017000), courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.
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employed today by Nelly Gable at the Imprimerie Nationale.73 Indeed, to achieve such a 
faithful imitation in such a small size (Jenson’s capitals are smaller than four millime-
tres) a reliable image of the original letterform must have been transferred to the top 
of a blank punch before cutting. But there is no evidence that smoke proofs for making 
temporary impressions to evaluate the progress of cutting punches was a technique 
that was known in the 15th century. Although Vervliet claims that the technique must 
have been known much earlier,74 the earliest known mention of smoke proofs comes 
from Jacques Jaugeon’s report on punchcutting and typefounding in the Description des 
Arts et Métiers, completed in 1704.75

Finally a note on the shape of h. The last known appearance of di Pietro 114R is 
in Britannicus’s commentary of Persius’s Satires, printed in 1481 in Brescia, where he 
had recently moved.76 Gabriele took his roman with him from Venice (in Brescia BMC 
names it 115R), but he replaced the original straight h with a round h, apparently made 
of b with the lower arch filed off (fig. 38). Some person concerned with this work (the 
backer, or the curator of the text, or perhaps the author himself) may not have ap-
proved Jenson’s shape of h and requested its replacement with a round h. 

5.3.2. 15th-century types inspired by Jenson’s roman
Besides a close imitation like di Pietro’s roman, other types cut in 15th-century Ven-
ice show strong similarities with Jenson. But unlike di Pietro, none of them can be 
confused with Jenson when observed with the naked eye. They are all loose imitations 
where the punchcutters followed Jenson’s design choices rather than trying to replicate 
his type letter by letter.

Jenson’s main contributions to the history of roman type, as we have seen, include 
the overall proportions of the lowercase letters and, more importantly, the design of 

73. The procedure is the following: the punchcutter makes a smoke proof of the piece of type he wants to 

imitate, then he transfers the mark (i.e. the right-reading image of the letter) onto a blank punch, traces the 

outline with a sharp point and starts cutting. Today Gable uses cellophane film and light-sensitive material on 

the punch to transfer the image of the letter. This technique was demonstrated by Nelly Gable in a short film 

made for the Imprimerie Nationale: La mémoire vive de l’écrit (vol. 1 et 2). Le poinçon de l’euro. Atelier du Livre 

d’art et de l’Estampe, directed by Axel Nilson, produced by l’Imprimerie nationale (2006), 30 minutes.

74. Hendrik D.L. Vervliet, email communication with the author, 7 September 2018.

75. This manuscript document, kept at the Istitut de France, Paris (MS.2741) has been fully transcribed by 

Mosley who published parts of it over the years. See for instance James Mosley, ‘Jaugeon’s account of the type 

mould from the text of the Description des arts and métiers, 1704’ Journal of the Printing Historical Society, 23 

(2015), pp. 7–43. See also the Appendix ‘The Académie des Sciences and the Description of Arts and Métiers’, 

in Fournier, Manuel Typographique, pp. 387–398. Jaugeon’s manuscript is particularly valuable because – apart 

from Moxon, with which it has no connection – it is the earliest known detailed account of the making of print-

ing types and it was ‘drawn directly from conversation with working punchcutters and typefounders’ (Mosley, 

‘Jaugeon’s account’, p. 23).

76. Johannes Britannicus, In Persii satiras commentarii. Brescia: Gabriele di Pietro and his son Paulus, 14 

Nov. 1481 (ib01213000). In 1478 Gabriele left Venice and moved to Toscolano on Lake Garda, perhaps to es-

cape from the plague that hit Venice that year. Toscolano was notable for its paper mills, Gabriele lived there 

for two years and printed four to five editions before moving to Brescia. Historians have suggested that a 

difficult economical situation was the reason for these removals, and indeed Gabriele spent four months in 

prison in Toscolano for insolvency. See the entry ‘Gabriele di Pietro’ by Tiziana Plebani in Dizionario Biografico 

degli Italiani, vol. 51 (1998).
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40. Incipit of Petrus Bembus’s De Aetna dialogus, printed by Aldus Manutius in February 1496 (ib00304000). Courtesy Parma Pal. This 
was Aldus’s first edition printed in Latin and might have been done to please Petrus’s father, Bernardo, owner of an important collection 
of manuscripts of classics that Aldus consulted for his editions. 
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certain letterforms which differ from the other early romans, like a, g, h. Focusing on 
such letters and on the general aspect of the type we can understand if the punchcut-
ter took inspiration from Jenson’s roman; in other words, whether or not a certain 
15th-century roman is a loose imitation of Jenson’s roman. 

I have identified a dozen types that fall into this category (fig. 39), starting with the 
Blavis roman (1476) discussed in chapter 7. This is a small number compared with the 
total number of distinct romans appearing in Venetian incunabula, which according to 
my research amount to about 60. But despite the small number, the majority of them 
were among the most widespread types of the time, each included in the stock of type of 
20, 30 or more presses. The most striking case is what I call the Scotus roman, discussed 
in chapter 8, a type that remained on the market for about a century and was employed 
by more than a hundred presses in Italy and elsewhere in Europe. Imitations of Jenson 
also include three types for commentary which appeared in the early 1480s – Liechten-
stein 82R (1482), Torresanus 83R (1483) and Torresanus 84R (1485) – and three types for 
text cut in the years that followed – Gregoriis 109R (1487), Gregoriis 110R (1493) and Al-
dus 114R (1496).77 After the mid-1480s the demand for roman types for text decreased, 
the market was already saturated and only four new romans of such size are recorded in 
Venice before the end of the century: thus three of them were based on Jenson. 

The type called Aldus 114R is the already mentioned De Aetna roman, cut by Franc-
esco Griffo for the exclusive use of Aldus (fig. 40).78 In his essays on the life and work 
of Griffo, the printer and historian Hans Mardersteig (1892–1977) attributed to this 
mysterious punchcutter several romans which appeared in Padua and Venice after the 
mid-1470s.79 Mardersteig worked on his research from the 1930s to the 1960s and the 
technology available at the time was very different from what is available today. Mard-
ersteig’s tools were his eyes, his memory, a vast knowledge of letterforms and a set of 
photographic reproductions that today would be labelled as amateur.80 He attributed 
the types on the strength of a certain similarity in design, but he had access to limited 
information: he probably did not consult BMC and he died before ISTC was conceived.81 

77. Liechtenstein 82R, Venice 1482 (BMC V 356, TW 10:82R); Torresanus 83R, Venice 1483 (BMC V 305, TW 

6:83R); Torresanus 84R, Venice 1485 (BMC V 305, TW 7:84R); Gregoriis 109R, Venice 1487 (BMC V 336-337, 

TW 10:109R); Gregoriis 110R, Venice 1493 (BMC V 337, TW 26:110R); Aldus 114R, Venice 1496 (BMC V 551, TW 

2:114R).

78. The earliest known appearance of this important type is in Petrus Bembus, De Aetna dialogus. Venice: 

Aldus Manutius, Romanus, Feb. 1495/96 (ib00304000). In fact, many of the De Aetna capitals were already 

used in the Greek type of the Lascaris Grammar printed the previous year: Constantinus Lascaris, Erotemata. 

Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 28 Feb. 1494/95; 8 Mar. 1495 (il00068000).

79. Giovanni Mardersteig, ‘Aldo Manuzio e i caratteri di Francesco Griffo da Bologna‘ in Scritti Di Giovanni 

Mardersteig Sui Caratteri E Sulla Tipografia (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1988), pp. 107–157. This essay was originally pub-

lished in Romeo De Maio (ed.), Studi di bibliografia e di storia in onore di Tammaro De Marinis (Firenze: Olschki, 

1964), vol. 3, pp. 105–147. See also Mardersteig, ‘Osservazioni tipografiche sul Polifilo nelle edizioni del 1499 e 

1545’, in the same volume at pp. 197–215 – originally published in Roberto Ridolfi (ed.), Contributi alla storia del 

libro italiano. Miscellanea in onore di Lamberto Donati (Firenze: Olschki, 1969), pp. 221-242.

80. Mardersteig left his historical archive to the Accademia di Agricoltura Scienze e Lettere of Verona. The 

‘Fondo Mardersteig’ includes reproductions of many books, but they are almost always small-scale photo-

graphs and only one or two pages per book; http://www.aaslvr.it.

81. I found an undated note in Mardersteig’s archive about Gregoriis 110R, with a list of types that look 

similar clearly taken from BMC. The handwriting is Mardersteig’s. But this note is unique and Mardersteig’s 
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Jenson 115R from Suetonius, Venice 1471.

Aldus 114R from De Aetna, 1496. Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini. 

41. Comparison between the Jenson and the De Aetna romans. If capitals show substantial differences, the De Aetna being closer than 
Jenson to the imperial inscriptional models, the lowercase shows how Griffo essentially followed Jenson’s design in all the letters but e. 
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2.
1 

m
m

2.
3 

m
m

De AetnaJenson

41b. Overlays of letters from the same fount of type to check the general proportions of the letters, i.e. the ratio between the widths of  
different letters. De Aetna generally follows Jenson’s proportions but with a few exceptions, like letter a, which is narrower in relation to n.

De AetnaJenson

De Aetna De Aetna De Aetna De Aetna De AetnaJenson Jenson Jenson Jenson Jenson

De Aetna De AetnaJenson Jenson

De Aetna De Aetna De AetnaJenson Jenson Jenson

De AetnaJenson

41a. Comparison of Jenson’s with the 
De Aetna letters, to check the vertical 
measurements of the two types. The type 
sizes are about the same, but De Aetna’s 
x-height is 0.2 millimetre bigger. 
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42. Constatin’s Gros-canon (40 pt), and Gros-romain (16.3 pt) from Estienne’s Vergilius (Vergilius, Opera. Paris: Robert Estienne, 1532), at 
actual size (top) and enlarged five times (bottom). As we can see, both types displays capital M without upper right serif, a clear tribute to 
the De Aetna roman. Courtesy London St Bride.
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Mardersteig did not realise that some of the types had already been used earlier than he 
claimed by printers he did not identify. However, the types attributed to Griffo include, 
besides his well-known work for Aldus, some of the types mentioned in this section 
as loose imitations of Jenson’s roman. Mardersteig hypothesised that Griffo worked 
for the Gregoriis brothers in the 1480s – although there is no evidence whatsoever for 
this – and he also attributed to Griffo the type called Gregoriis 111R, which, contrarily, 
is Jenson’s roman in use at the Gregoriis’s printing office. Mardersteig did not realise 
that such type was cast in matrices struck from Jenson’s punches. However, what is 
relevant to the present research is that Mardersteig noted a strong design link between 
the Jenson and the De Aetna romans. 

The De Aetna capitals are different from Jenson’s in as much as they adhere more 
closely to the imperial inscriptional models and, notably, are lower than the ascenders 
– which is probably the biggest innovation of De Aetna (fig. 41). Letters like M (with 
inclined stems and upper serifs that do not extend to the inside of the letter), R with 
an extended tail, narrow B, E, and S point more accurately than Jenson’s roman to the 
imperial capitals.82 Letter S is not just narrower, but it is also tilted to the right (the 
same features are found in lowercase s) and unlike Jenson’s it lacks spurs on the serifs. 
But if differences between the capitals are substantial, turning to lowercase letters we 
find that Griffo’s type is deeply indebted to Jenson. The letters are slightly narrower 
(photographic enlargements reveal that the De Aetna letters are normally as wide as 
Jenson’s but their x-height is about two tenths of a millimetre bigger, as shown in fig-
ure 41a) though the general proportions of the letters – that is the ratio between the 
widths of different letters – are the same as Jenson’s (fig. 41b). Finally there is a small 
difference in the colour: the De Aetna letters look slightly lighter, with higher contrast 
between thick and thin strokes, and with thin strokes and serifs which look thinner and 
more refined. 

Given these differences, apart from e that displays a horizontal bar, all other lower-
case letters follow Jenson’s design and there are no details that depart from his model. 
For instance, if we take the terminals on top of a, c, f, g and r we see that Griffo de-
signed them differently from one another, exactly as Jenson did.83 Another example 
can be seen in the treatment of b and q.84 Moreover, if we focus on De Aetna’s a and g 
we note that although the curves display a different tension, the overall design features 
(the angle of stress, the treatment of details, the design of the strokes that make up the 

research on Griffo’s type lacks information that can be easily found in BMC, thus the hypothesis here is that he 

approached BMC in the final years of his life when he had already written his essays on Griffo.

82. In fact, most of the sorts of De Aetna’s M lack an upper right serif. We do not know whether the punch 

of M was deliberately cut without the upper serif or not. Such marks on paper might be due to problems of 

casting or of striking the matrix. However, in his class of history of type design at the University of Reading 

(running since the late 1960s) James Mosley often shows a picture he took in Ostia, near Rome, of an imperial 

inscription where capital M lacks an upper right serif.

83. In letters a and r the terminal looks abrupt, like a mark left by lifting a pen, in c and f it is a more regular 

drop-like terminal, while the ear of g is made with a straight stroke.

84. Both Jenson and Griffo opted for a flat bottom in b although Griffo made the bottom slightly curved, 

minimising the noticeable density of black in that area which characterised Jenson’s; both Jenson and Griffo 

had a spur on the top of q.
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43. Garamont’s Saint-augustin (1549, c. 13 pt) from an 18th-century specimen: Epreuves générales des caracteres qui se trouvent chez  
Claude Lamesle fondeur des caracteres d’imprimerie (Paris, 1742). The type displays a letter e that is not original Garamont’s. Courtesy 
London St Bride.
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letters) are the same as Jenson’s. Some similarity of these two types was probably recog-
nised by Bevilaqua when he mixed the lowercase of Jenson with the capitals of De Aetna 
in his Bevilaqua 112Rb, the mutation discussed in the previous section.85 

According to Carter, the De Aetna roman ‘was decisive in shaping the printer’s 
alphabet’ because of its extraordinary influence on the type design of the following 
centuries.86 But it took some decades. Indeed the innovations introduced with the De 
Aetna roman did not attract attention when the type appeared, because they are not 
found in any roman used in the following years. Griffo himself discarded such inno-
vations when he cut a new roman type for Ottaviano Petrucci in 1513.87 For instance, 
he cut capitals as big as ascenders and letter e with an oblique bar – with the result 
that the type was closer to the Jenson roman than to the De Aetna. To appreciate the 
influence of the De Aetna roman we have to move to Paris. There, in Autumn 1530, 
the press of Robert Estienne started printing books with three romans in a new ‘Al-
dine fashion’ which, as stressed by historians, led European typography into ‘a new 
epoch’.88 The types were of different sizes: a Gros-Canon (Two-line Double Pica, ca. 40 
pt), a Saint-Augustin (English, 13 pt) and notably a Gros-Romain (Great Primer, 16.3 
pt) which according to Vervliet ‘became the standard for Roman type in the two cen-
turies to follow’ (fig. 42).89 Initially assigned to a young Claude Garamont, they have 
been recently attributed by Vervliet to a mysterious punchcutter about whom nothing 
is known: Maître Constantin.90 Constantin followed Griffo’s design (thus ultimately 
Jenson’s design choices) and developed it at different type sizes. If the legacy of De Ae-
tna was not clear, he made an explicit tribute to it by cutting capital M without upper 
right serif, as we can see in Griffo’s type.91 

85. See § 5.2.3. 

86. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 72.

87. The type is seen in Paulus van Middelburg, Paulina de recta Paschae celebratione. Fossombrone: Ottavi-

ano Petrucci, 1513. This type has been attributed to Griffo on the grounds of notary documents which placed 

him in Fossombrone in August 1512, when Petrucci was the only printer there. See Adamo Rossi, ‘L’ultima pa-

rola sulla questione del cognome di m. F. da Bologna…’, Atti e memorie della R. Deputazione di storia patria per le 

provincie di Romagna, 3, 1 (1883), pp. 413, 414.

88. Vervliet, Palaeotypography, p. 105. With his long-life research on 16th-century French types Vervliet 

was able to update Barker’s conclusions in Nicolas Barker, ‘The Aldine roman in Paris 1530–1534’, The Library, 

29 (1974), pp. 5–20.

89. Vervliet, Palaeotypography, p. 116. The three types are displayed in Vervliet, French Renaissance printing 

type, a Conspectus (London: Oak Knoll Press, The Bibliographical Society and The Printing Historical Society, 

2010). The Gros-Canon is type no. 143, p. 220; the Saint-Augustin is no. 85, p. 157; the Gros-romain no. 106,  

p. 179. 

90. Vervliet, Conspectus, p. 36.

91. Another Parisian punchcutter worth mentioning, who was among the earliest to follow the De Aetna 

style, is Antoine Augereau. His Gros-romain and his Cicero both appeared in 1531 (respectively type no. 107, pp. 

180–181, and type no. 63, p. 133, in Vervliet’s Conspectus) and they are closer than Constantin’s types to the 

design of the De Aetna roman. According to Le Bé Augereau was Garamont’s master, and it is probable that it 

was he who introduced Garamont to the letterforms of the De Aetna, which were to play such an important 

role in Garamont’s career. See Harry Carter (ed.), Sixteenth-century French typefounders: the Le Bé memoran-

dum (Privately printed for André Jammes: Paris, 1967), p. 17. However, Augereau’s output is limited to just a few 

types because in 1534 he was sentenced to death for heresy. More information in Jeanne Veyrin-Forrer, ‘Antoine 

Augereau, graveur de lettres, imprimeur et libraire parisien (m. 1534)’, in La lettre et le texte: trente années de 

recherches sur l’histoire du livre (Paris: Collection de l’École Normale Supérieure de Jeunes Filles, 1987) pp. 3–50.
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44. A brief comparison to depict some of the main steps in the development of roman type: Jenson, De Aetna and Garamont romans. Top: 
Jenson 115R from the 1470 Eusebius. Centre: Aldus 114R from Bembo’s De Aetna, 1496. Bottom: Garamont’s Gros Romain (ca. 1549) from 
Lamesle, Épreuves (Paris, 1742), type no. 45. Courtesy London St Bride.
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92. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 87; see also p. 102. In his Conspectus, Vervliet lists dozens of types 

cut between 1530–1550 based on the De Aetna model, and he places them in the group called ‘Bembo romans’, 

as Pietro Bembo, the author of De Aetna. After the late 1540s French punchcutters started cutting what Vervli-

et calls Old-face romans, a different ‘letter family’ (I would rather call it ‘style of letterforms’) from the Bembo 

romans where the only difference is that the former displays a capital M with both the upper serifs (Vervliet, 

Conspectus, p. 55). From Vervliet’s work we see that the praised French 16th-century romans, cut by Garamont, 

Haultin, Granjon and others, as much as the romans cut by Guyot and Tavernier in Antwerp, were all based on 

the De Aetna model (Vervliet, Palaeotypography, p. 172.).

93. After proposing the Poliphilus type as a model for Garamont, Morison corrected it with the De Aetna 

roman in 1925. See the supplementary paragraph in Stanley Morison, ‘The Poliphilus type’, Monotype Recorder, 

January–February (1925), pp. [3]–[4] and the reproduction of pages from De Aetna in pp. [5]–[6]. Quoted in 

James Mosley, ‘Garamont, Griffo and others: the price of celebrity’, Bibliologia, 1 (2006), p. 33.

94. In his preface to Virgil’s Bucolics (Paris, 1806), Firmin Didot maintains that ‘Garamont […] does nothing 

but copy, in various sizes, the roman of Fr. da Bologna, and it was he who took all the credit, Fr. da Bologna’s 

roman, having served to print a small volume of little importance and a few lines of titles or prefaces, was soon 

forgotten’ (Garamont […], n’a fait que copier sur différents modules le caractere de Fr. de Bologne; et c’est lui 

qui en a retiré tout l’honneur, parce que le caractere romain de Fr. de Bologne, n’ayant servi qu’à imprimer un 

petit volume peu important, et quelques lignes de titres ou de préfaces, a été bientôt oublié). The small volume 

is obviously De Aetna. Quoted in Mosley, ‘Garamont, Griffo and others’, p. 18.

95. As pointed out by John Lane this statement can be questioned because ‘the types in use ca. 1800 […] 

had departed quite far from the Jenson model, even in skeletal forms’. The letterforms were made of the same 

elements, but each element was designed in a way that resembled Jenson’s only vaguely. However this style of 

type – called ‘modern’ by historians – became unfashionable in the early 20th century and the typefaces in use 

today look very much like Jenson’s. John Lane, email to the author, 30 November 2018.

These three romans were soon widely imitated by Parisian punchcutters – who 
also replicated M without an upper right serif. They are considered the foundation of 
French 16th-century romans which, through their best-known exponent, Claude Gara-
mont, ‘remained in general use’ in most of Europe until the mid-18th century (fig. 43).92  
Stanley Morison pointed out the design debt of Garamont to the De Aetna roman,93 
but before him the connection had already been made by the French punchcutter and 
printer Firmin Didot, who accused Garamont of having achieved success by copying 
the work of Francesco Griffo.94

Thus, through the work of Griffo and French punchcutters like Garamont, Jenson’s 
design decisions in the lowercase letters became the basis of roman type for the follow-
ing centuries (fig. 44) – the only exception is e with horizontal middle bar, introduced 
by Griffo. All the roman lowercase letters to this day have been designed on the same 
framework of Jenson.95 Though changes in design parameters have produced different 
designs (such as proportions, thick and thin contrast, angle of stress, treatment of de-
tails), the basic structure, the skeleton, is still Jenson’s. Given how early this type was 
cut (1470, the second known early roman) and how different it looks from the types cut 
in those years, it seems to me there are grounds for considering Jenson to be among the 
main contributors to the history of Western culture.
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1. The two roman types employed by Valdarfer. Top: Valdarfer 110R in his Cicero, Venice 1471 (ic00542000), courtesy Parma Pal. Bottom: 
Valdarfer 107R in his Ambrosius, Milan 1474 (ia00560000), courtesy Verona C.
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his chapter concerns the roman type of Christophorus Valdarfer, one 
of the earliest printers in Venice (fig. 1). A detailed type analysis is applied 
to his two romans and to similar types found in the same years in Venice, 
Milan and in other towns of northern Italy. This chapter discusses Val-

darfer’s design and investigates the work of Renaissance punchcutters, notably in an 
attempt to understand how closely they were able to imitate an existing type. The in-
vestigation begins with Valdarfer’s first roman (110R), employed in Venice in 1470–1471 
in Valdarfer’s first venture. This was intended to be a successful and highly respected 
printing office but, in fact, lasted for less than two years. Following its analysis, the 
type is compared with some romans of similar look that appeared in anonymous books 
printed in Verona (Butzbach & Augusta 110R) and probably in Venice (press of Marcel-
lus 115R and press of ‘Fiore di Virtù’ 113R). The focus then turns to Valdarfer 107R, his 
second roman that was employed in Valdarfer’s second press located in Milan, where 
he moved before the summer 1473. This type looks like an improvement or a restyling 
of the earlier 110R, with rounder letters and a generally tighter fitting. The remarkable 
similarity with its predecessor raises questions and some hypotheses are drawn about 
the process the punchcutter followed to achieve this type. Other presses were furnished 
with this roman, which became very popular among the Milanese printers in the 1470s, 
and it is also found in Modena, Bologna and Verona. Finally the influence of Valdarfer’s 
capitals is discussed and the analysis is applied to Valdezoccho’s romans (106R and 
115R), the capitals of which are so close to Valdarfer’s that they can hardly be distin-
guished with the naked eye.
 

6.1. a historical outline

Christophorus Valdarfer from Regensburg has received little attention from historians 
although his output shows, as Martin Lowry remarked, ‘an impressive capacity for ex-
pansion, as well as a sense of editorial adventure that is rare among early publishers’.1 
Like Vindelinus de Spira and Nicolas Jenson, Valdarfer was active in Venice in 1470, 
and 10 of his editions printed before November 1471 have survived.2 Though his press 

1. Martin Lowry, ‘Cristoforo Valdarfer tra politici veneziani e cortigiani estensi’, in A. Quondam (ed.), Il libro 

a corte (Rome: Bulzoni, 1994), pp. 273–284.

2. Valdarfer’s output in 1470–1471 is not fully clear and reveals a lack of research on this printer. According 

T

6. Applied analysis №2: Valdarfer’s 
great primer romans and  
their imitations (1470–1480)
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2. Statue of Borso d’Este, Ferrara town hall. It is a 20th-century copy of the original (designed by Nicolò Bar-
oncelli in 1454) which was destroyed in 1796. Photo by Riccardo Speziari.
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lasted less than two years, the choice of titles he published and the dedications in his 
editions show that Valdarfer’s political connections in town were on a par with those 
of his two famous peers.3 A notary document related to Valdarfer has survived: on 24 
January 1470 he signed a contract in Padua with a German named Johan Neser, who 
had some previous experience with printing.4 For the enormous sum of 500 ducats 
over two years, as well as books worth 5 ducats as a monthly fee, Neser was appointed 
assistant to the office. Such a huge amount of money, so early in the history of Italian 
printing (only Spira is known to have printed in north Italy before January 1470) sug-
gests that Valdarfer was planning a substantial enterprise. This supposition is support-
ed by the influential patrons he was able to muster in Venice. But he probably did not 
achieve the success he had expected, and some time after autumn 1471 Valdarfer had 
to leave town. 

We next find him in Milan, where a document from the local state archive shows 
that Valdarfer was active there since August 1473, when he signed a partnership with 
the local publisher and printer Filippo da Lavagna.5 The contract records that Valdarfer 
was supplied by his partners with two presses and a type (cast from Valdarfer’s ma-
trices), and at the end of the contract (6 months) he would have been able to redeem 
both the type and the presses. This seems to indicate that during the summer of 1473 
Valdarfer’s financial situation was worsening because he had to ask his backers to pro-
vide presses and cast his own type. According to ISTC between 1474–1477 Valdarfer 
printed 21 editions (17 signed and 4 attributed) while no book printed by him is known 
in the following four years. The reason for this gap is found in a 1479 lawsuit from 
Basel, where it is stated that Valdarfer was working as an employee of the local printer 
Bernhard Richel.6 

Valdarfer was printing again in Milan from the beginning of 1482, in what is consid-
ered his third printing office, distinct from his previous Milanese venture because no 
typographic material passed from one to the other. No roman type is recorded in this 
final period of Valdarfer’s activity and the entire extant output seems to be set in rotun-
da. A further 18 editions (15 signed and 3 attributed) are known to have been printed by 
him before March 1486 when finally Valdarfer disappears from history.7

to ISTC, four editions are signed and another six editions ‘sine notis’ are attributed to him on the basis of the 

type. Another five unsigned editions, initially assigned to Valdarfer, have been recently attributed to the print-

ing office of Paulus Butzbach and Georgius de Augusta in Verona, as discussed below in § 6.2.2. Finally, another 

undated Cicero (ic00559700) printed with type that looks like Valdarfer’s still needs further research, the only 

existing copy, in Paris Bibliothèque Nationale, has not been throughly analysed yet.

3. Valdarfer was connected to the court of Borso d’Este in Ferrara (fig. 2), and to Venetian politicians who 

tried to influence the situation in Ferrara in 1471, where the illness and death of Borso caused a struggle for 

succession. See Lowry, ‘Cristoforo Valdarfer’, p. 264.

4. Bianca Maria Nucibella, ‘Il tipografo tedesco Cristoforo Valdarfer a Padova nel 1470’ Atti e Memorie dell’Ac-

cademia Patavina di Scienze Lettere ed Arti, 89, 3 (1976–77), pp. 83–87.

5. This matter is discussed in § 3.3.4. See doc. 5 in Appendix 1 for a reference to the contract. See also § 6.6.3 

for a further discussion.

6. BMC VI, p. xxii. However, according to Scholderer, the document testifies to his ongoing connection with 

Milan while he lived in Switzerland.

7. BMC VI, p. xxiii.
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3. Valdarfer’s roman compared with Jenson’s and Spira’s. Top: Valdarfer 110R from Cicero, 1471. Centre: Jenson 115R from Cicero, 1471 
(ic00508000), courtesy Milano N. Bottom: Spira 110R from Plinius, Venice 1469 (ip00786000), courtesy Verona C. The image shows that, 
unlike his peers, Valdarfer spaced his capitals in his all-caps headlines.
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6.2. valdarfer’s first roman: valdarfer 110r 

Like his colleagues of the early years, Valdarfer used only one roman type in his print-
ing office in Venice, the above-mentioned Valdarfer 110R (15.6 pt).8 This type displays a 
mature and stable look to our present-day eyes so that only Jenson’s is able to surpass 
it among the early romans. Notably, the closeness to Roman imperial inscriptions gives 
to Valdarfer’s capitals an overall consistency and a contemporary look which is gener-
ally lacking in the uppercase of the early types, including the Jenson roman.9 In this 
section Valdarfer’s first roman is examined in detail and the letterforms are compared 
with Jenson’s to show peculiar features such as the squareness and angularity of many 
of them. Valdarfer’s roman is then compared with other types that bear strong similar-
ities and are found in anonymous editions printed around 1471 in the Venetian terri-
tories. The type of the mysterious short-lived press of Butzbach & Augusta in Verona is 
taken into account as much as that of the first edition of Nonius Marcellus (115R) and 
finally another one used to print a few ephemera booklets that survived in a handful of 
copies (press of ‘Fiore di virtù’ 113R). 

6.2.1. Analysis of Valdarfer 110R 
With our present state of knowledge we can claim that Valdarfer’s was the third roman 
to have been cut, after Spira and Jenson (fig. 3).10 Valdarfer 110R has relatively long 
ascenders and descenders, the x-height and the general measurements are very similar 
if not identical to its two predecessors. Though the dimensions are almost the same, it 
seems that the punchcutter who cut Valdarfer 110R took inspiration from neither Spira 
nor Jenson. The general appearance (given mostly by the colour on the page) differs 
from both the others, as much as the single letterforms, both in the capitals and in the 
lowercase set (fig. 4, 5).

Valdarfer’s capitals resemble Roman imperial inscriptions more than Spira’s and 
Jenson’s on account of the following characteristics. Capitals E, F, L and S are narrow; 
C, D, G and O are wide; P has an open counter; M displays stems slightly splayed and 
without inner serifs on top; R has a small counter and a wide tail; and finally H is 
narrower than Jenson’s and Spira’s and harmonises better with O and the other cap-
itals (fig. 5a). We can claim that Valdarfer’s roman is the first known type where the 
punchcutter followed imperial proportions for his capitals – either deriving from real 
inscriptions, or from written or illuminated capitals of local manuscripts that faithful-
ly reproduced the Roman inscriptions.11 Finally some uppercase letters are tilted to the 
left, such as S, P and, to a lesser extent, R. This feature is consistent in all the books 
printed by Valdarfer and rather than a conscious decision it might be that the punches 

8. Valdarfer 110R, Venice 1470 (BMC V 182, TW 1:110R).

9. Valdarfer’s capitals follow proportions and details with which we are still familiar today. The great suc-

cess of a typeface like Adobe Trajan (Carol Twombly, 1989) – a digital version of the imperial capitals on the 

Trajan column in Rome – testifies that Roman inscriptional capitals continue to be popular.

10. For a definition of roman type see § 1.3.1. As discussed there, taking the inscriptional (or bilateral) serifs 

in the lowercase letters as a necessary feature for roman types, the first three known types used in Italy by 

Sweynheym & Pannartz (120SG and 115R) and by Han (86R) cannot be considered fully roman.

11. As found for instance in the work of Bartolomeo Sanvito. See § 1.3.3 for a detailed discussion.
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1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3

213321321 2

221321 1 3 1 2

2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2

242121 1 1 2

22121 2 4

4. Character set of Valdarfer 110R. The impression in the earliest of Valdarfer’s editions is usually much less sharp than in Jenson’s:  
Valdarfer’s marks on paper are not as clear as Jenson’s for type analysis. Thus enlargements from different editions have to be gathered 
to better understand the original letterforms. The editions are the following: 1. Cicero 1470 (ic00658000); 2. Cicero 1471; 3. Bessarion 
1471 (ib00521000); 4. Servius 1471 (is00479000).

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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3242 1 2 1 2 2

32222

212132

214242 2

2123121 1

Valdarfer 110R from the 1471 Cicero. Courtesy Milano Triv.

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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Comitibus 114RJenson SpiraValdarfer

Jenson SpiraValdarfer Jenson ValdarferJenson Valdarfer

Jenson Valdarfer Jenson Valdarfer Jenson Valdarfer

Jenson Valdarfer Jenson Valdarfer Jenson Valdarfer

5. Analysis of Valdarfer 110R’s letterforms and comparison with Jenson’s and other early romans.

5b. Letters from Valdarfer 110R (left) and Jenson 115R (right) that show a general squareness of the curves of the former.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5a. Comparison of Val-
darfer 110R (first line), 
Jenson 115R (second) 
and Spira 110R (third). 
The widths and the 
overall proportions show 
how Valdarfer’s capitals 
resemble Roman imperial 
inscriptions more than 
Spira’s and Jenson’s.

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

5c. Valdarfer’s 
lowercase letters 
compared with 
Jenson’s.

5d. Valdarfer’s h follows the uncial 
construction showing a conspicuous 
roundness and a thin serif at the bottom 
of the right leg, instead of the drop-like 
terminal we see in other romans.
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of these letters were wrongly aligned when struck into the matrices. Furthermore, the 
sign & is clearly tilted to the right.12

A notable feature of Valdarfer’s roman is a general squareness of the curves, and 
this is easy to spot when we compare single letterforms with Jenson’s. In B, D, G, P the 
horizontal strokes are flat, with abrupt curves that link to the vertical arches that are 
less rounded than Jenson’s (fig. 5b). 

A similar squareness is found in several lowercase letters too, as for instance in a, 
b, c, e, m, n. In letters a, c and e such squareness seems to lead to a certain angularity 
(although the lack of sharpness of the printed marks prevents a clear judgement) which 
makes them almost suitable to a rotunda type (fig. 5c). Letter c also has a spiky, angular 
upper terminal which looks more like a flag than an ink-drop, as found in Jenson’s and 
in most of the Renaissance romans. Remnants of angularity are perceptible in other 
letters, as for instance m, n which lack the roundness in the shoulder we see in Jenson. 

Valdarfer’s most peculiar letter is h, which follows the uncial construction (round 
h) but with a thin serif at the bottom of the right leg, instead of the drop-like terminal 
we see in Spira and in other romans of the 1470s (fig. 5d). Moreover a conspicuous 
general roundness and the strange contrast, almost inverted (the shoulder being the 
thickest stroke in the letter), makes Valdarfer’s h a key letter that, as noted by Schol-
derer, ‘most effectually distinguishes the type from the other early Venetian types of 
this measurement’.13

There are others letterforms that are apparently unique to this type, such as g with a 
shape that seems to be independent from both Spira and Jenson. This is a third model 
of g, with a spiky link and a good balance in size between the two counters. 

Letter u is notably wide – wider than n – while f and long s have wide flat terminals 
and much less rounded shoulders compared with Jenson’s letters.

The lowercase letters follow Spira’s and Jenson’s serif formation (i.e. Valdarfer’s ser-
ifs are in the same positions) which in turn followed what local scribes were writing –  
as we have seen in chapter 1.14 However the lower serifs of several letters (f, m, n, p, q, 
long s, perhaps i, l and others) are heavily bracketed to a point that their shape is almost 
triangular. This is particularly clear on the central serif of m. Moreover, the length of 
these serifs are highly variable (more than in Jenson), and they are often asymmetrical, 
as for instance in n where the inside serifs are relatively short. But, here again, we have 
to consider the lack of sharpness of Valfarer’s printing marks which impedes definition 
of type details.

Valdarfer 110R was employed in 1470–1471 in Valdarfer’s office in Venice and from 
the extant books it seems that the type was not used elsewhere. It did not become an 
object of trade, as in the case of Jenson’s roman which was popular among Venetian 
and Italian presses. Valdarfer probably never marketed his type, and the repetition – 
throughout his production – of details such as the tilt of S supports the hypothesis that 
he was in possession of one set of matrices only. If he owned the punches, he never used 
them to strike new matrices to correct the tilted letters.

12. As discussed in § 7.1.1, during the process of matrix making it is easy to strike a character on a sloping 

angle, and this is especially true with a character like & that has neither serifs nor stems to indicate the hori-

zontal and vertical alignments.

13. BMC V, p. 182. 14. See § 1.3 and in particular § 1.3.3.
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6. The roman type employed by Butzbach and partners compared with Valdarfer. Top: Butzbach & Augusta 110R from Plutarchus, Verona  
c. 1471 (ip00821000), courtesy Verona C. Bottom: Valdarfer 110R from Servius, Venice 1471 (is00479000) courtesy Milano N.
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6.2.2. A close imitation in Verona: Butzbach & Augusta 110R
Among the anonymous editions that Robert Proctor attributed to Valdarfer’s press in 
Venice there is a group that shows a type which looks like Valdarfer 110R with some 
tiny differences.15 For this reason Scholderer labelled the type comprehensively ‘with 
variants’ in the descriptions of the books doubtfully attributed to Valdarfer.16 More 
recently Daniela Fattori found a convincing solution to the question, linking these edi-
tions to the partnership between two German printers – Paulus Butzbach and Geor-
gius de Augusta – and a local grammar master named Cosma Bogioni (fig. 6).17 This 
company was known to have been active in Verona for a short time, probably from the 
early months of 1471 to the end of the year, but no surviving edition had been previ-
ously identified.18 Fattori shows how the choice of the titles (educational and academic 
works), the type they are set in, the paper (watermarks from a local mill), as well as the 
orthography and the use of abbreviations are all consistent in this group of editions, 
which amounts to five titles.19

The type is worth analysing in detail (fig. 7). Scholderer did not go further than noting 
a different shape of R (though very similar to Valdarfer) and two distinct shapes of S, 
both different from the original S in the design as well as in the dimensions (fig. 7a).20 
The rest of the letters look like Valdarfer 110R. The type analysis shows that this might 
be true for the lowercase letters. Despite some tiny variations, they all seem to come 
from Valdarfer’s punches except for letter h. This letter attempts to imitate Valdarfer’s 
h though it is bigger and displays a different angle in the lower right serif (fig. 7b). 

But when we turn to capitals we find unexpected results. Although they follow the 
same design, most of Butzbach’s capitals are bigger or wider than the same letters in 
Valdarfer 110R. Besides R, also B, C, D, E, F, H, L, N and P display a different size when 
overlaid; though these differences are just a few tenths of millimetres, it is clear that 
the letters come from punches other than Valdarfer’s (fig. 7c). Then there are a few 
capitals such as A, G and M showing very subtle differences that are difficult to define 
(fig. 7d). If we focus on M we will see that the elements within the letterform match 
Valdarfer’s M, with two exceptions: the left stem has a slightly different slope (this is 
subtle) and the upper left serif clearly follows a different angle, it is not as horizontal 
as Valdarfer’s (this is clearer). 

Tiny differences like these are also found in many lowercase letters, as for instance 

15. Proctor, Index, p. 273, types 4138–4140. 16. BMC V, pp. xi, 185.

17. Daniela Fattori, ‘Nuove ricerche sulla tipografia veronese del Quattrocento’, La Bibliofilía, 97 (1995), pp. 

1-20.

18. A lawsuit between partners allows us to know about this company, see Gian Maria Varanini, ‘I primordi 

della tipografia veronese (1471 anziché 1472)’, La Bibliofilía, 87 (1985): 213–214. Although Varanini (as many 

scholars before him) claimed that Paulus Butzbach’s partner was his brother, this allegation was confuted by 

Fattori who found the name of this printer in a notary document: ‘magister Georgius filius quondam Gerardi 

de Augusta de Elemenea’, or more simply Georgius de Augusta.

19. According to Fattori the editions printed by the company of Paulus Butzbach, Georgius de Augusta 

and Cosma Bogioni are the following: Plutarchus, De liberis educandis (ip00821000); Basilius Magnus, De 

legendis antiquorum libris (ib00271000); Petrus Paulus Vergerius, De ingenuis moribus ac liberalibus studiis 

(iv00129000); Aelius Donatus, Ars maior (id00351000); Aristoteles, Oeconomica (ia01009000). Another edi-

tion set in the same type – Aesopus, Fabulae (ia00108500) – looks doubtful to Fattori because of a different 

watermark and because of a tiny change in the character set: one of the two distinct shapes of S is not found 

there. See Fattori, ‘Nuove ricerche’, pp. 10–11. 20. BMC V, p. 185.
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7c. Although following the 
same design, several cap-
itals such as B, D, N, P are 
bigger than Valdarfer’s.

ValdarferButzbach

7. The roman type employed by Butzbach & Augusta in Verona compared with Valdarfer. Although the two types look very similar also in 
the enlargements, the overlaying reveals that Butzbach’s letters come from different punches that closely imitated Valdarfer’s.

Butzbach Valdarfer Butzbach Valdarfer

7b. Letter h derives from a different punch, 
but the intention of the punchcutter was 
clearly to imitate Valdarfer’s peculiar h.

Butzbach Valdarfer

The two distinct shapes of S in Butzbach & Augusta’s Plutarchus, c. 1471.

Valdarfer 110RButzbach & Augusta 110R

7a. As noted by Scholderer, Butzbach’s R and S come 
from different punches than Valderfer’s. Letter R 
is very similar, while the two distinct shapes of S 
employed by Butzbach & Augusta in their books are 
both different from the Valdarfer’s S in the design 
as well as in the dimensions.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

ValdarferButzbach
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7e. Most of the lower-
case letters give am-
biguous results when 
overlaid. However, tiny 
differences like the 
ones found in c (bigger 
than Valdarfer’s) and p 
(deeper descender) in-
dicate that also these 
letters come from 
different punches, cut 
as faithful imitations 
of Valdalfer.

Valdarfer 110RButzbach 110R ValdarferButzbach

Vald.Butz. ValdarferButzbach

ValdarferButzbach

Butzbach ValdarferButzbach Valdarfer

Butzbach Valdarfer ValdarferButzbach

ValdarferButzbach

7d. Other capitals as G and M show tiny differences from Valdarfer’s despite having the same dimensions. The differences that are difficult 
to define nevertheless they seem to indicate they come from punches other than Valdarfer’s.
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8. The type of anonymous Nonius Marcellus compared with Butzbach’s and Jenson’s romans. Top: Press of Marcellus 115R, Venice 1471 
(in00264000), courtesy Milano Triv. Centre: Centre: Butzbach & Augusta 110R from the c. 1471 Plutarchus. Bottom: Jenson 115R from 
Cicero, Venice 1471 (ic00508000), courtesy Milano N.

2 : 1
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in c with a terminal that looks wider than Valdarfer’s and p which displays a taller as-
cender and apparently a different connection between the upper arch and the stem (fig. 
7e). Such differences, so subtle that they are difficult to detect even in the photograph-
ic enlargements, seem to be the sign of a close imitation. In fact, given that most of 
Butzbach’s capitals are a faithful imitation of Valdarfer’s, why should we suppose that 
the rest of the character set derives directly from Valdarfer’s punches? This would be 
acceptable if the letters that show changes were just a few, but here they are the major-
ity. Overlaying does not give unambiguous results but the capitals and some lowercase 
letters display structural differences, however small, that point to imitation: Butzbach 
& Augusta 110R seems to be a close imitation of Valdarfer’s 110R cut by a skilful punch-
cutter who faithfully followed Valdarfer’s design in all its sorts.

Fattori complains that there is no evidence that connects Valdarfer to Butzbach and 
his partner,21 but if Butzbach’s roman is a close imitation there is no reason to connect 
these printers: the type employed in Verona came from another source. As we have 
seen with di Pietro and Jenson in the previous chapter, some anonymous punchcut-
ter intentionally took Valdarfer’s roman as a model for his letterforms, confirming 
that the practice of imitating existing types was not uncommon among the early type 
makers. Finally, a few words on the two shapes of capital S which do not match the 
excellent work of imitation done on the rest of the character set. They were taken 
from other founts regardless of the change in style and dimensions, and such addition 
might have been done in Butzbach & Augusta’s office because sorts of the original S 
were not available.

The scarcity of information about the printing office in Verona does not help us 
make other suggestions about what could have happened. This type appeared in no 
other work by Paulus Butzbach and Georgius de Augusta who in late 1471 moved to 
Mantua and started a new press furnished with new type.22 Perhaps they were not in 
possession of the matrices of their 110R and they might have acquired a fount of type 
which they used throughout 1471 and then, once worn, they melted it to cast new type. 

6.2.3. Other types that look like Valdarfer 110R in unsigned books
Although Butzbach’s roman in its entirety does not appear in other extant books, we 
find links to this type in another four anonymous editions printed in the early 1470s. 
One dated 1471 is the important grammatical and lexical treatise by Nonius Marcellus 
(fig. 8).23 Although it survived in several copies and was included in many bibliographic 
catalogues, no connection with named presses has ever been made. Proctor recorded 
it among the general Italian adespota (books whose place of printing was not possible 
to infer), while Scholderer linked it to Venice, and pointed out some similarities with 
Valdarfer’s roman, notably in the capitals.24

21. Fattori, ‘Nuove ricerche’, pp. 11–12.

22. The new type is Butzbach 106R, Mantua 1472 (BMC VII 928, TW 1:106R) which has been discussed in  

§ 2.3.4 because the matrices of this type became the object of controversy between Butzbach and the heirs of 

Petrus Villa. See Fattori, ‘Nuove ricerche’, pp. 7–8.

23. Nonius Marcellus, De proprietate latini sermonis. [Venice: n.pr.], 1471 (in00264000). It was a popular 

book during the middle age and the Renaissance and this was the first of 12 known editions that were printed 

before 1500. 24. BMC VII, p. 1147.
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JensonP. MarcellusJensonMarcellus

JensonP. MarcellusJensonP. Marcellus

9a. The printed marks are not 
sharp, however Nonius Marcellus’s 
lowercase letters such as a, d, e, 
m and others seem to come from 
Jenson’s punches.

9. Analysis of the roman type employed in the anonymous Nonius Marcellus. The capitals are compared with both Butzbach & Augusta’s 
and Valdarfer’s, while the lowercase letters are compared with Jenson. 
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2 : 1
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Valdarfer JensonMarcellus Marcellus

9b. The Nonius Marcellus displays two shapes of h, one is a rough imitation of Valdalfer’s letter, while the second one, used less frequent-
ly, seems to come from Jenson’s punch. 

ButzbachMarcellus Valdarfer

 6.2.3

 P. Marcellus
 Jenson

9c. Press of Marcel-
lus’s g (which often 
appears tilted and 
misaligned as in the 
detail on the left) is 
another imitation of 
Valdarfer’s, different 
from Butzbach’s. 

P. Marcellus ValdarferButzbach  Marc.    Butz.  Marc.    Vald.
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9e. Capital Q follows Jenson’s design rather than Valderfer’s and the overlaying reveals it is a close imitation of Jenson’s punch. 

Jenson ValdarferMarcellus

ValdarferButzbachMarcellus

ValdarferButzbachMarcellus

ValdarferButzbachMarcellus

9d. Most of Marcellus’s capitals match Butzbach & Augusta save a small group, C, N and S, which come from different punches though 
they follow the same Valdarfer’s design. Notably, C and N look smaller than Butzbach’s but bigger than Valdarfer’s.

ButzbachMarcellus Valdarfer

ValdarferMarcellus Butzbach
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10b. The lowercase letters are 
different from Marcellus, they 
follow Valdarfer’s design. Some 
as a and g seem to come from 
Butzbach’s punches, while h is 
another imitation of Valdarfer’s 
h, different both from Butzbach’s 
and from Marcellus’s.

10a. The capitals 
of Fiore di Virtù 
come from the same 
punches of Nonius 
Marcellus, which 
are the same as 
Butzbach’s. 

Detail from a page of the anonymous Fiore di virtù, Venice?, c. 1472 (if00173000). Courtesy Firenze N. Image provided by the library.

10. Analysis of the type named press of Fiore Virtù 113R and comparison with the roman employed in the Nonius Marcellus and with Butz-
bach & Augusta 110R. The type Fiore di Virtù appears only in three extant editions where the presswork is untidy and  the marks on paper 
are insufficiently clear for a thorough type analysis.

Fiore Virtù Marcellus Fiore Virtù Marcellus

P. Fiore Virtù P. Marcellus Fiore Virtù Marcellus

Fiore Virtù Marcellus Fiore Virtù Butzbach Marcellus

5 : 1
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2 : 1
1 2 mm 0

Fiore Virtù Marcellus Fiore Virtù Marcellus Butzbach Valdarfer
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The type measures 115 mm for 20 lines (16.3 pt) and the analysis reveals it is indeed 
a mutation made with Butzbach’s capitals and Jenson’s lowercase letters (fig. 9).25 Most 
of the lowercase letters such as a, c, d, e, m, n, u and probably others seem to come 
from Jenson’s punches (fig. 9a).26 Jenson’s h is rare because the most common shape of 
h clearly mimics Valdarfer’s but it looks roughly executed (fig. 9b). Also letter g, which 
often appears tilted and misaligned with the rest of the line, is an imitation of Valdarf-
er’s though the shape is closer than h to the original letterform (fig. 9c). This shape of 
g is different from Butzbach’s g – the link is sharper and some diversity is found in the 
ear and in the lower counter; this g looks like another distinguishable close imitation 
of Valdarfer’s letter. 

The capitals are the same of Butzbach’s, as mentioned above, but there are a few 
differences (fig. 9d): letters C and N come from different punches, although they follow 
the same Valdarfer design. The differences are very subtle, as we can see from the over-
lays: Marcellus’s C looks bigger than Valdarfer’s but is slightly smaller that Butzbach’s. 
Capital S also comes from a different punch and it was clearly cut as an imitation of 
Valdarfer’s S though it is bigger by some tenths of millimetres. This shape of S might 
be the original S of Butzbach & Augusta 110R that was missing in the printing office 
in Verona. Finally Qu does not belong to Valdarfer’s capitals, it looks like Jenson’s Qu 
though it appears slightly bigger when overlaid: it is another close imitation (fig. 9e).  

Summarising the type analysis we can state that Press of Marcellus 115R is a muta-
tion of Butzbach and Jenson, with some letters intentionally cut to copy either Butz-
bach’s (we should say: Valdarfer’s) or Jenson’s letters that were not accessible. We have 
no information on the making of the book or the people who were concerned with it. 
Moreover this particular mutation does not seem to appear in any other editions, at 
least in Venice. However if this mutation had been driven by aesthetic reasons – which 
at the present state of knowledge is impossible to infer – we could gain important 
information about the taste of the people involved in the making of this edition. They 
mixed Valdarfer’s inscriptional capitals with Jenson’s lowercase letters, suggesting that 
the latter were recognised as a prototype of roman lowercase as early as in 1471. But 
Jenson’s g and h did not appeal to them. As we have seen in the previous chapter, Jen-
son’s version of these letters could have been considered questionable by his peers – 
thus they turned to Valdarfer’s g and h and commissioned imitations of those because 
the originals were not available. 

The other three unsigned editions with the type that shows links with Butzbach’s 
roman are small books of ephemeral content which survived in a handful of copies. No 
information about the printer, the place or the date of printing is given, but ISTC and 
the main catalogues located them in Venice in the early 1470s and placed them under 
the eponymous ‘press of Fiore di virtù’ because of the type they were set in (fig. 10).27 
There are problems in analysing this type due to the scarcity of the extant copies. More-

25. Press of Nonius Marcellus 115R, Venice? 1471 (BMC VII 1147, not recorded in TW).

26. This is what the overlaying reveals. But Marcellus’s lowercase could also be a close imitation cut very 

faithfully to Jenson’s, as in the case of Butzbach & Augusta’s lowercase where several of its sorts are indis-

tinguishable from Valdarfer’s. The lack of sharpness of Marcellus’s impression and the limited amount of data 

available (the type is used in one edition only) does not allow clearer results.

27. Press of ‘Fiore di virtù’ 113R, Venice? c. 1471 (BMC XII 82, TW 1:115R). The editions attributed to this 
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11. The two Valdarfer romans compared. Top: Valdarfer 107R in his S. Ambrosius, Milan 1474. Bottom: Valdarfer 110R in his Servius,  
Venice 1471.
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over, the presswork of these editions is untidy, the type looks badly worn and the lines 
are poorly aligned. The marks on paper are rough and poor, often too ambiguous to 
give a reliable idea of the original letterforms. What we can gain from the enlargements 
is unsatisfactory, but it points to some connection with the roman employed in the 
Nonius Marcellus. Capitals C, E, M, N, R and S come from the same punches of Mar-
cellus’s roman – that is Butzbach’s – and it seem that the remaining capital letters have 
the same origins too (fig. 10a). The lowercase letters seem to follow Valdarfer’s design, 
thus they are different from Marcellus. Letters a, b and d look the same of Valdarfer’s 
or Butzbach’s (these letterforms are indistinguishable from one type to another), letter 
g comes from Marcellus’s punch while h is another imitation of Valdarfer’s h (the third 
one) different both from Butzbach’s and from Marcellus’s (fig. 10b). The rough impres-
sion does not allow reliable results for the other letters and thus no conclusion is safe. 

Several catalogues such as BMC have tried to link this type to the first roman of 
Adam de Ambergau, active in Venice in the early 1470s.28 But Ambergau 113R, men-
tioned in chapter 5, is the Jenson roman at Ambergau’s press, and has very little to do 
with this rough type.29 From this partial analysis we have seen that the Fiore di virtù’s 
roman has links with the type employed in the Nonius Marcellus which in turn is linked 
to the roman employed by Butzbach & Augusta: no other conclusion is possible. What 
is interesting in this investigation is that a close imitation like Butzbach & Augusta 
110R spread moderately while its model, Valdarfer 110R did not. The imitation became 
an object of trade and perhaps the printers who employed it thought it was Valdarfer’s 
original type (as bibliographers did in the 20th century). Some changes were applied to 
its character set and the type was mixed with others probably to satisfy the taste of the 
people involved in the printing. 

6.3. valdarfer’s second roman: valdarfer 107r 

Valdarfer started his new venture in Milan with a new roman type, Valdarfer 107R, (15.1 
pt) that in photographic enlargements strongly resembles the previous 110R (fig. 11).30 
Looking like an imitation of the earliest one, or perhaps a mutation of it, with several 
letters that were substituted with others which followed a similar design, Valdarfer 107R 
is difficult to define. In the next sections the type is analysed and carefully compared 
with 110R, and some hypothesis about their close similarity are drawn, investigating 
the process the punchcutter might have followed to achieve the new type. The results of 
type analysis are then employed to trace the dissemination of Valdarfer’s second roman 
to other printing offices. Although its spread is limited, we find it in several editions 

press are Lamento di Negroponte, c. 1471 (il00029500), Fiore di virtù, c. 1472 (if00173000) and Ovidius’s De 

arte amandi, c. 1472 (io00138700). According to ISTC, the first two editions survived in three copies while the 

last one survived in a unique copy in Udine (but we have been informed of another copy in a private collection 

in Switzerland).

28. See BMC XII, p. 82; see also Goff F173 and Hillard 1609. Frederick R. Goff, Incunabula in American libraries: 

a third census (New York: Millwood, 1973). Denise Hillard, Catalogues régionaux des incunables des Bibliothèques 

publiques de France (Paris: Bibliothèque Mazarine, 1989).

29. Ambergau 113R, Venice? 1471 (BMC V 188; TW 1:113R). This type is mentioned in § 5.2.2.

30. Valdarfer 107R, Milan 1473 (BMC VI 724, TW 2:107R).
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12. Character set of Valdarfer 107R from his 1474 Servius. 
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in Milan – where it became so popular in the 1470s that BMC considers it a type cut in 
Milan, a ‘Milanese style’ of roman type – and in other editions in Modena, Bologna and 
Verona. Finally the influence of Valdarfer’s capitals is discussed (capitals changed very 
little from 110R to 107R), and the analysis focusses on the roman types of Valdezoccho, 
who owned one of the earliest presses in Padua and employed capitals that look identi-
cal to Valdarfer’s. The same peculiar capitals are also found in later types, employed by 
several printers in Venice and elsewhere until the end of the century. 

6.3.1. Analysis of Valdarfer 107R and comparison with 110R
Valdarfer 107R has links to its predecessor that are easy to spot in the type analysis, al-
though regarding their general appearance on the printed page the two types might not 
look very similar. This is mainly due to the difference in fitting which is clearly tighter 
in 107R. Valdarfer 107R is also distinguished by a less marked angularity – letters like a, 
c, e and others are more rounded – and a generally higher thick and thin contrast (fig. 
12). These might be the reasons why bibliographers have not noted the close similarity 
between the two types: Scholderer does not mention it in BMC, yet he supervised both 
the volumes on Venice and Milan.

The photographic enlargements show a surprising similarity between the two types 
(fig. 13): with the exception of h all the other letters follow the same design schemes. 
In some letters as D, M, Qu, V and lowercase x all the elements within the letterforms 
match with 110R, so that it is hard to suppose they do not come from the same punches 
(fig. 13a). Also capital S and & look the same but in 107R they are less tilted, as if the 
sorts were cast into new matrices, where the same punches had been struck at a less 
steep angle. 

Other letters look almost alike, although they display some tiny differences – con-
sistent among different sorts of the same letters – that are hard to attribute to inking 
or press work. For instance letters b, d, p, q follow the same design in all the propor-
tions and details, save for the connections between the arch and the stem that are nota-
bly thinner (fig. 13b). The connection is also thinner in r and the letter seems to have a 
much smaller lower serif compared with 110R, while letters f and long s display thinner 
thin strokes (notably in the shoulder).

Then there are letters that seem to come from different punches, following the same 
design. Letters m and n have thinner connections between the arches and the stem but 
also show different widths when overlaid. The same can be said for several capitals as 
E, G, L, N, O, V which the enlargements reveal to be slightly smaller than 110R (fig. 
13c). As mentioned, h looks different even without the help of enlargements because 
it follows a different, less rounded, design: 110R’s h looks like a step towards Jenson’s 
straight h with the right leg only slightly rounded and the vertical strokes thicker than 
the shoulder. 

Finally there are letters that raise questions when overlaid: they display tiny differ-
ences that should imply they come from different punches, but another explanation is 
possible (fig. 13d). Capital R for instance follows the same design as 110R but the tail is 
longer and the vertical stem is slightly shorter. The same goes for letter g too; the upper 
part exactly matches 110R’s g while the lower part is somewhat different, the central 
bar on top of the lower counter is more horizontal, as in Jenson’s g. Letter e displays 
a notable difference in shape, which in 107R is more rounded (all traces of angularity 
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107R 110R 107R 110R 107R 110R

107R 107R110R 110R

13. Analysis of Valdarfer’s second roman (107R) and comparison with his first one (110R). Despite a general dissimilarity on the printed 
page, the two types are very similar from one another in all the letters. 

Valdarfer 107R 107RValdarfer 110R 110R

110R107R

5°

107R 110R

13a. Letters D, M, Qu, S and x look so similar when overlaid that they seem to come from the same punches. In 107R capital S is upright 
when in 110R it was tilted to the right. 

13b. Other letters show 
subtle differences, as b, d and 
f that match 110R but some 
thin strokes that look thin-
ner. Capitals A, C, P display 
such subtle differences that 
they are difficult to spot even 
in the enlargements.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

107R 107R110R 110R

107R 110R
3°
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107R 110R107R 110R

Valdarfer 110R 107R 110RValdarfer 107R

107R107R 110R110R

107R 110R

107R 107R110R 110R

107R 110R

13c. Besides h, which looks different even without the help of enlargements, several other letters such as m, E, G, N and O show tiny differ-
ences in the general dimensions when overlaid. This should imply that they come from different punches.

13d. Some letters like a, e, g and R look 
different from 110R but the overlaying 
raises questions. The differences are so 
subtle that the new 107R letterforms 
might have been achieved reworking the 
existing punches of 110R. 
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14. Detail from one of the plates relating to the making of type in the Description des Arts and Métiers, plate 3 (Paris, c. 1700). A fac-
ing-tool on an oil stone is seen on the table on the left of the worker with the hammer. While the first worker on the right is using a simi-
lar device with the function of supporting the punch that makes a smoke proof. Picure by James Mosley. Courtesy London St Bride. 

15. Image of a facing-tool leant on a oil stone, with a 
punch in the corner. Detail of Fournier’s plate 4, from his 
Manuel Typographique, vol. 1 (Paris 1764). 

16. Image of a shape of facing-tool more common in the 
20th century, according to Harry Carter. Shown in the 
footnotes of his translation of Fournier’s Manuel (Darmstad 
1995), vol. 3, p. 35.
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have disappeared) and apparently wider, but the central stroke has the same oblique-
ness of 110R and the basic structure of the letters (their skeletons) match. Finally letter 
a offers some suggestions. In Valdarfer 107R letter a looks different from Valdarfer 
110R when seen with the naked eye, but if we overlay enlargements we find that the 
two shapes are so similar that they occupy the same space. All the measurements are 
the same, though the 107R a is slightly lighter and rounder (both in the bowl and in the 
shoulder) than the 110R. As if a punchcutter had started from the 110R a and cut off 
some parts to achieve 107R a. It was this letter that made me hypothesise that for 107R 
the punchcutter may possibly have reworked the punches of 110R. 

6.3.2. Close similarity between the two types, a hypothesis
The expression ‘reworking a punch’ does not mean that the punchcutter took an un-
finished punch – or one that had been left unfinished because it was thought to be 
unsatisfactory – and then finished the job. With ‘reworking a punch’ I mean that the 
punchcutter took a punch that had already been hardened to strike matrices and re-
worked it to improve the design of the letterform on it.

It is a practice that has been documented in the past. For instance, we find it in the 
account of Alexandre, successor to Grandjean at the Imprimerie Royale, for finishing 
some work that Grandjean had begun. The account comes from the late 1720s, and it 
records, among other things, an entry ‘for softening thirty punches of small roman 
capitals made during the time of M. Grandjean which had been hardened without being 
finished, reducing the parts that were too big, including the serifs, hardening and re-
polishing them again to make them ready to strike matrices’.31 Harry Carter also men-
tioned this practice while discussing 16th-century French types: ‘Garamond recut his 
typefaces about 1550, giving them firmer outlines, either making new punches or, as I 
think likely in many cases, softening the old ones and refashioning them if he could get 
the alterations that he wanted in that way’.32

I discussed reworking a punch with two of the few craftsmen who still practice 
punchcutting and they both confirmed its feasibility though it can take time and ef-
fort.33 After the punchcutter has finished his cutting, the punch is hardened (heated to 
a high temperature and then plunged into cold water or oil or other liquids) and then 
tempered (heated to a lower temperature for a certain amount of time and then left to 
cool in still air) to achieve greater toughness.34 Thus, if a punchcutter needs to work a 

31. ‘Pour avoir detrempé Trente poinçons de petites Capitales romaines droites […], faits du temps de M.r 

Grandjean qu’on avoit trempé sans estre achevez & non finis, les avoir diminuez de toutes leurs parties qui 

n’estoient point proportionnées a leur caractere, d’autant qu’elles estoient trop grosses de trait et d’em-

pattemens, les avoir retrempez & repolis pour les mettre en estat pour en fraper les matrices’. from Jacques 

Jaugeon, Description des arts et métiers (handwritten draft, 1704). Paris, Archives Nationales (AJ 17.8 [1726–8]). 

My thanks go to James Mosley who kindly drew my attention to this document and translated it into English.

32. Carter, A view of early typography, p. 85.

33. Where it is not stated otherwise, the information displayed in the following paragraphs were kindly 

provided by Stan Nelson (email communication with the author, 13 January 2017) and Fred Smeijers (Skype 

conversation with the author, 22 March 2017).

34. Tempering is needed because the hardening alone produces a punch that would be too brittle to be 

hammered into pieces of copper. Fournier describes the process in his Manuel, chapter ‘De la trempe’, pp. 

63–65 (English translation in Fournier, Manuel Typographique, vol. 3, pp. 77–79).
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17. Valdarfer’s roman in Lavagna’s editions. Lavagna 108R (Milan 1474) from the 1474 Offredus (io00058000). Courtesy Verona Lic Maffei.

18. Valdarfer’s spread in Milan: Pachel & Scinzenzeler 110R (Milan 1478) from the 1479 Gregorius I (ig00423000). Courtesy Verona C.
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tempered punch the first thing he has to do is to soften it. With this process, called an-
nealing, the punch is heated again to a high temperature, and then left to cool slowly in 
order to make the steel more ductile so the punch can be recut.35 Once the recutting is 
over, the punch has to be hardened and tempered again, but this time it needs to reach 
higher temperatures.

From a design point of view, reworking a punch usually implies that the punchcutter 
removes parts of the existing letter, as might have happened in the case of Valdarfer 
107R’s a that looks like the previous 110R a with some parts taken away. The cutting 
should not be troublesome if, for instance, the punchcutter wants to make the tail of 
R thinner, or shorter. He just has to cut away small parts of steel. But if he wants to 
make the tail of R thicker, or longer, his work would be more complicated, because he 
has to ‘add’ to the existing design. In such a situation he needs to face down the punch 
and grind away the letterform on an oil stone (fig. 14); doing so the letterform becomes 
fatter, the punchcutter can cut it again and make major changes to the shape.36

The thinning of the thin strokes of letters like f and long s in Valdarfer 107R, as much 
as the thinning of the connections between the arch and the stem in b, d, p and q can 
be explained with the reworking of Valdarfer 110R’s punches. Furthermore, major ad-
justments in the letterforms, like the thickening and the rounding of e, as much as the 
longer tail for R can be explained with a new design achieved after facing down the ex-
istent punches. The hypothesis of reworking existing punches is plausible but difficult 
to verify conclusively. As we have seen in the previous section with Butzbach & Augusta 
110R, 15th-century punchcutters did not need to start from an existing punch to make 
a close imitation of it. The type analysis has showed they were so skilled that they might 
have been able to cut letters so similar to 110R also starting from smoke-proofs. The 
reworking of existing punches to achieve a new, modified type is safe to hypothesise in 
the case that we find evidence that the two types coming from those punches belong to 
the same workshop – as for Valdarfer. I believe this is the only condition in which we 
can hypothesise with a degree of confidence that some punches were reworked.

6.3.3. Valdarfer 107R in other printing offices
The earliest known appearance of Valdarfer 107R is in the ‘exemplum’ (example) at-
tached to the contract signed in August 1473 (fig. 12, chapter 2). It is a printed specimen 
which aims to show a standard of quality: all the partners agreed that the typesetting 

35. The process of softening steel is described by Fournier in his chapter ‘Des Poinçons et Contrepoinçons’ 

(pp. 11). Softening steel is the first action a punchcutter had to take before cutting a new punch, because he 

had to soften the bars of steel before cutting them (English translation in Fournier, Manuel Typographique, vol. 

3, pp. 30–31).

36. Facing down a punch to polish it after cutting is a customary practice familiar to all punchcutters; 

Fournier describes it on pages 15 and 16, and shows it in his plate IV, no. 5 (fig. 15). In the footnotes of his 

English translation Carter shows the image of a facing-tool generally used for this kind of work (fig. 16). See 

Fournier, Manuel Typographique, vol. 3, p. 35, note 2. The same tool and a coarser sharpening stone was used 

to grind away the letterform from the punch. Fred Smeijers found several punches in the Plantin-Moretus 

collection that have more than one nick on their shank. The nick indicates the position of the punch in the 

facing-tool and according to Smeijers, the presence of more than one nick on the same punch indicates that it 

had been faced down more than once, with the implication that it had been reworked. Smeijers maintains that 

in Plantin-Moretus there are punches with three nicks, meaning that they were reworked twice.
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19. Valdarfer’s roman outside Milan. Vurster 111R (Modena 1474) in the 1475 Mesue (im00518000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

20. Valdarfer’s roman in Bologna. Schriber 111R (Bologna 1478) in the 1478 Perottus (ip00311000). Courtesy British Library.

21. Valdarfer’s roman in Verona. Alvise 111R (Verona c. 1478) in the undated Romanello, c. 1479 (ir00315500). Courtesy Parma Pal.
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had to follow this sample.37 As mentioned, among the partners we find the printer and 
publisher Philippus de Lavagna, with whom Valdarfer exchanged types and other typo-
graphic materials for years, including some unspecified punches.38 The document stat-
ed that Valdarfer had to be provided with two presses and cast type from his partners. 
Although it does not state who was the owner of the matrices in which the type had to 
be cast, the design closeness with Valdarfer’s 110R leaves no doubts about it. 

Besides the ‘exemplum’, the earliest known book printed by Valdarfer with this type 
is the Ambrosius dated January 1474.39 Following it, Valdarfer employed his roman in 
another nine extant editions printed before February 1478 (seven signed and two at-
tributed), and he might have cast it in different moulds, because the type can measure 
as little as 102 mm for 20 lines of text (14.4 pt).40

During the same years, starting from June 1474, Lavagna also employed Valdarfer’s 
roman in his printing office and Scholderer named it Lavagna 108R and 112R (fig. 17).41 
It is found in almost 20 editions printed between 1474–1478 and it was cast on slightly 
different bodies, down to 102 millimetres for 20 lines in 1475–1476 and up to 112 mm 
(15.8 pt) in 1477–1478. The former matches the type size of the Valdarfer roman em-
ployed during the same years and indicates that either Lavagna’s and Valdarfer’s types 
were cast in the same mould or the two printers were sharing the same fount of type. 
The same type was also used in a dozen editions signed by Lavagna’s partners, Leon-
ardus Pachel and Uldericus Scinzenzeler in 1477–1480, ranging from 109–112 mm for 
20 lines (fig. 18).42 

Valdarfer 107R is also found in a few printing offices outside Milan, such as Johannes 
Vurster in Modena, who employed it in about ten editions printed between 1474–1476 
(fig. 19).43 No connections between Vurster and Valdarfer or Lavagna are known apart 
from the already mentioned lawsuit which placed Valdarfer in Basel in 1479.44 It was 
Johannes Vurster, also in Basel at that time, who sued Valdarfer for the return of a 
knife alleged to have been lent to him.45 Valdarfer and Vurster, both from south Germa-

37. This document is discussed in chapter 3. See § 3.3.4.

38. See § 3.3.4.

39. S. Ambrosius, De officiis. Milan: Christophorus Valdarfer, 7 Jan. 1474. (ia00560000).

40. Besides Valdarfer 107R, Scholderer also lists Valdarfer 107(104–2)R (BMC VI 724, TW 4:103/108R) that 

is 107R on a slightly smaller body. Although two abbreviations display tiny differences in the shape (they might 

come from different punches) the character set looks substantially the same. Valdarfer’s last known edition in 

Milan in the 1470s is the second volume of Ubaldis’s Decretalium (iu00023000) dated February 1478.

41. Lavagna 108R, Milan 1474 (BMC VI 700, TW 3:107/108R); Lavagna 112R, Milan 1477 (BMC VI 700, TW 

5:112R). There are no substantial differences in the character set, it seems to be the same type cast in a dif-

ferent mould.

42. Pachel & Scinzenzeller 110R, Milan 1478 (BMC VI 744, TW 1:113R).

43. Vurster 113R, Modena 1474 (BMC VI 803, TW 2:110/113R) and Vurster 111R, Modena 1475 (BMC VII 1059, 

not recorded in TW). Vurster probably never printed in Bologna, though Scholderer claims he did, with two 

editions that do not bear the place of printing (BMC VI xxxii). Balsamo convincingly assigned this hypotheti-

cal Bolognese production to Modena. See Luigi Balsamo, ‘Origini dell’industria tipografica a Modena: 1475 o 

1473?’, Atti e Memorie della Accademia Nazionale di Scienza, Lettere e Arti di Modena, Ser. 6, 17 (1975) pp. 171-

181. Some unsigned editions, which BMC gathers under the eponymous press of Terentius, are hypothetically 

assigned to Vurster in ISTC. The types, press of Terentius (Pr 7407) 110R (BMC VI 794, TW 1:110R), seems to 

match Vurster’s type.

44. See § 6.1. 45. BMC VI, p. xxiii.
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22. Valdarfer’s roman in the early 1490s. Montagu 107R (Verona 1491) from the 1491 Augurellus (ia01214000). Courtesy Verona C.

23. Montagu’s d is always made of an updside-down p. The ascenders and descenders of Valdarfer’s roman are of the same height (about 
30% of the gauge of type each), thus sorts of p could be turned 180° and the bowl would still lean on the baseline like the other letters.

24. A sample of  loose imitation of Valdarfer’s roman, notably in the design of capitals: Lapis 114R from Galeottus Martius, Bologna 1476 
(ig00044000). Courtesy British Library.
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ny, probably knew each other before this lawsuit, because the latter is the only known 
printer to have been equipped with Valdarfer’s type outside Milan while Valdarfer was 
still active. After Vurster the type is found in a handful of editions printed by two short-
lived printing offices, Johannes Schriber in Bologna in 1478 (fig. 20) and Giovanni Alvise 
in Verona in 1478–1479 (fig. 21).46 More than a decade later the type appears again in 
Verona at the press of Christophorus de Montagu, another small venture which deliv-
ered only a few editions and about whom nothing is known (fig. 22).47

All these types follow Valdarfer 107R’s character set with a few exceptions like the 
addition of new abbreviations in Lavagna, the replacement of capital P in Schriber and 
the lack of letter d, that is always rendered with upside-down p in Montagu’s type (fig. 
23). This last detail is not easy to spot because the upside-down ps used instead of ds 
lean on the baseline as the rest of the letters – this is due to the morphology of Val-
darfer’s roman, with ascenders and descenders of the same height. However Montagu 
107R looks sharp on the page, much sharper than the roman used in Alvise’s editions 
printed 10 years earlier; the type looks as if it were freshly cast. This should imply that 
Valdarfer’s matrices were still around in the early 1490s, though no appearance in oth-
er editions has been found yet.48

Scholderer linked most of these types to Lavagna 108R and called them ‘type in Mil-
anese style’. He identified Valdarfer’s second roman with a custom ‘style’ of type found 
in Milan, without realising that all these types derived from one set of punches only. 
He probably referred to the wide use the type enjoyed in Milan in the second half of 
the 1470s, when about one in every eight extant editions were set in Valdarfer’s second 
roman.49

This short list of printing offices is very small compared to the spread of Jenson and 
the types that are discussed in the next chapters. Although he exchanged types with 
Lavagna, his partner in several editions, and probably sold or lent some type to Vurster 
in Modena, Valdarfer did not trade his type on a business level, as Jenson apparently 
did. Perhaps Valdarfer was not equipped to cast type – or to cast it on a large quantity. 
He was definitely not equipped in summer 1473, when he demanded his partners to 
cast new type in his own matrices. His exchange of typographic material with Lavagna 

46. Schriber 111R, Bologna 1478 (BMC VI 817, TW 2:111R); Alvise 111R, Verona c. 1478 (BMC VII 949, TW 2:R). 

The type is found in two signed editions (one each) and in a few attributed ones, though the attributions might 

be questionable because the work of these two printers has not been properly covered yet. The two signed edi-

tions are: Nicolaus Perottus, Rudimenta grammatices. Bologna: Johannes Schriber, 6 May 1478 (ip00311000). 

Giovanni Antonio Romanello, Sonetti. Verona: Giovanni and Alberto Alvise, [about 1479] (ir00315500).

47. Montagu (former Press of Augurellus) 107R, Verona 1491 (BMC VII 954, TW 1:106R). Four editions are at-

tributed to this printing office (only one is signed), apparently all printed in 1491: three were printed between 

June and August 1491, the fourth is undated. This press was recorded as ‘Press of Augurellus’ by Proctor and 

BMC and it was linked to Montagu in the 1980s, due to a signed edition found in France. See Dennis E. Rhodes, 

‘Due nuovi incunaboli: uno senese, uno veronese’, La Bibliofilía, 88 (1986), pp. 185-188.

48. It can be stated that Valdarfer 107R never made its appearing in 15th-century Venice – this is what the 

extant books tell us – while no claim with such certainty can be made for the production outside Venice. This is 

due to both the nature of the present research, whose focus is on Venice, and the paucity of information on the 

many small Italian presses placed outside the main printing centres – as, for instance, in Verona.

49. According to ISTC in 1474–1479 about 310 editions are recorded in Milan and 40 of them were set in 

Valdarfer’s roman employed by Valdarfer himself, Lavagna and Pachel & Scinzenzeler.
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25. Valdezoccho’s capitals compared with Valdarfer’s first and second romans. Top: Valdezoccho 115R from Bagellardus, Padua 1472 
(ib00010000), courtesy Verona C. Centre: Valdarfer 110R from Servius, Venice 1471. Bottom: Valdarfer 107R from Ambrosius, Milan 1474.
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in the following years might also have been encouraged by the lack of typefounding 
equipment; perhaps Valdarfer relied on Lavagna’s workshop to furnish his presses. 
Moreover, the analysis of his type in his editions and in the work of the other presses 
where it was employed does not point to multiple sets of matrices. It seems that all 
these types came from the same set of matrices: as for his first Venetian type, Valdarfer 
probably owned one set of matrices only. All the information gathered with the analysis 
points to the fact that Valdarfer had nothing to do with the trade of type. Despite this 
his letterforms had a certain influence on the design of romans in the 1470s, because 
letters similar to Valdarfer’s (notably his capitals) turn up in several Italian books.

6.3.4. The legacy of Valdarfer’s capitals: Valdezoccho’s romans
Valdarfer’s capitals became the model for other typefaces and we find traces of them in 
different presses throughout Italy, from Bologna to Florence to Naples, in types with 
designs inspired by Valderfer’s roman (fig. 24).50

Capitals showing strong similarities with Valdarfer are also found in Valdezoccho’s 
editions in Padua: the type is named Valdezoccho 106R (15 pt) and its earliest known 
instance is dated March 1472.51 The capitals are difficult to distinguish from Valdarfer’s 
roman with the naked eye (fig. 25), while it is clear that the lowercase letters come from 
other punches, notably g with its wide, rounded lower counter (fig. 26). Valdezoccho 
printed his following books with a mutation of 106R, cast on a larger body with the 
addition of several new lowercase letters, Valdezoccho 115R (16.3 pt).52 All the capitals 
are the same as the previous type, and the type analysis confirms their closeness to 
Valdarfer’s capitals. But the analysis also reveals that some letterforms such as A, M 
and R match so well that they seem to come from the same punches. Moreover capi-
tal R raises some questions. Rather than Valdarfer 110R, the shape of Valdezoccho’s R 
matches Valdarfer’s second roman’s R (107R), whose earliest known appearance was 16 
months later (fig. 26a).

We have no information on Valdarfer between autumn 1471 (his last known Venetian 
edition is probably Cicero’s Orationes, printed before November) and August 1473.53 The 
work on Valdarfer 107R (as we have seen, either a recutting of 110R or a close newly-cut 
imitation) is to be placed in this time frame, while Valdezoccho’s type was cut before 
March 1472. A hypothesis could be that the two Valdarfer romans and Valdezoccho’s 
were cut by the same punchcutter, who might have been located either in Venice or in 
Padua (about 40 kilometres from Venice), where Valdarfer had contacts – a contract of 

50. For instance Moravus 115R, Naples 1475 (BMC VI 860, TW Matthias von Olmütz 2:116R); Lapis 114R, Bo-

logna 1476 (BMC VI 813, TW 1:114/115R). See also Francesco di Dino 115R, Naples 1479 (BMC VI 632, TW 2:115R) 

and Florence 1481 (BMC VI 632).

51. Valdezoccho 106R, Padova 1472 (BMC VII 903, TW 1:105R). It is found only in Boccaccio, La Fiammetta. 

[Padua]: Bartholomaeus de Valdezoccho and Martinus de Septem Arboribus, 21 Mar. 1472 (ib00733000).

52. Valdezoccho 115R, Padova 1472 (BMC VII 903, TW 2:113R). It is difficult to understand why after only 

one edition Valdezoccho changed the lowercase set with another one of similar style. Bartholomaeus de Val-

dezoccho was a Paduan notable, he was the backer of the printing office whose direction was probably in the 

hands of Martinus de Septem Arboribus, an unidentified German craftsman. See BMC VII, p. xxxix note 2; see 

also the entry ‘Bartolomeo da Valdezocco’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 6 (1964).

53. Cicero, Orationes. Venice: Christophorus Valdarfer, [not after 9 Nov.] 1471 (ic00542000).
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26a. The marks on paper left by Valdezoccho’s capital R match Valdarfer 107R rather than 110R, although the earliest known appearance 
of 107R was 16 months later.

Valdezoccho 115R

Valdezoccho ValdezocchoValdarfer 110R Valdarfer

Valdezoccho ValdezocchoValdarfer Valdarfer

Valdezoccho Valdarfer Valdarfer

Valdezoccho Valdez.Valdarfer Valdarfer

Valdezoccho ValdezocchoValdarfer Valdarfer

26. Analysis of Valdezoccho 115R and comparison with Valdarfer 110R. If the lowercase letters display substantial differences, Valdezoc-
cho’s capitals look like a close imitation of Valdafer’s, so close that some letter (M, R) seem to derive from Valdarfer’s punches.
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27. Valdezoccho’s roman in Venice. Press of Duns 110R (1472) from the unsigned Phalaris, c. 1472 (ip00549000), courtesy Parma Pal. 

28. A later apparison in Venice. Beretin Convento 109R (1474) from the 1477 Fiore di virtù (if00176000), courtesy Verona C.

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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29. Vardezoccho’s letters A, E, R and perhaps others mixed with capitals coming from different punches in a type 
used in Verona. Maufer 111R from De bello Judaico, 1480 (ij00484000). Courtesy Verona C.

30. Vardezoccho’s R in a type that was popular in Venice in the 1490s, apparently first seen at the press of Plasiis in 1491. Pensis 109R 
from Vergilius, Venice 1494 (iv00217500). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.

Pensis 109R Valdezoccho
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54. See § 6.1.

55. Press of Duns 110R, Venice 1472? (BMC V 212, TW 1:110R). Seven editions are attributed to this press, 

probably active in 1472–1473.

56. Beretin Convento 109R, Venice 1474 (BMC V 238, TW 1:109R); Paltasichis 110R, Venice 1476 (BMC V 250, 

TW 1:110R); Stendal 111R, Padua 1474 (BMC VII 911, TW 2:110R).

57. Maufer 111R, Verona 1480 (BMC VII 950-951, TW 6:R); Confalonerius 111R, Treviso, 1483 (BMC VI 893, 

TW 3:R).

58. Plasiis 109R Venice 1491 (BMC V 267, TW 6:109R); Pensis 109R, Venice 1494 (BMC V 467, 7:107/109R). 

The same type was also used in other printing offices, such as Benalius 108R, Venice 1491 (BMC V 369, TW 

9:108R) and Choris 108R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 463; TW 12:108R).

January 1470 has been mentioned.54 No document whatsoever supports this hypoth-
esis, but the links of Valdezoccho’s capitals with Valdarfer’s are so tight that a unique 
authorship sounds an acceptable explanation. This would also explain the matching of 
some letterforms: perhaps the punchcutter used the same Valdarfer punches for strik-
ing the matrices of some Valdezoccho’s capitals. 

Valdezoccho employed his 115R in a dozen editions printed before 1476, when it 
seems that his venture came to an end. In 1472, shortly after being substituted with 
115R, Valdezoccho 106R appeared in Venice in some anonymous editions which were 
gathered under the work of the press of Duns (fig. 27).55 In the following years the same 
type is employed in another couple of Venetian presses (Beretin Convento 109R (fig. 
28), Paltasichis 110R) and by Albertus de Stendal in Padua.56 No usage of this type is 
known after the late 1470s, however some of Valdezoccho’s capitals travelled further 
throughout the Venetian territories in the following decades. Valdarfer’s letters A, B, 
E, R and perhaps others are found in types where the rest of the capitals come from 
different punches, and books set in such type were printed in Verona and Treviso in 
the 1480s (fig. 29).57 Moreover Valdarfer’s letter R is found mixed with other capitals in 
books printed in Venice in the 1490s. It was a popular type in that decade, firstly used 
by Petrus de Plasiis and then by several other printing offices, notably it was included 
in the stock of type of Christophorus de Pensis who employed it in nearly 25 editions 
before the end of the century (fig. 30).58

The complicated story of Valdarfer’s roman throws more light on the usage of type 
and the practice of type making in the early years of printing. Valdarfer’s first roman 
seems to have enjoyed a success that does not mirror the small number of extant edi-
tions where it can still be seen today. Its letters were taken as a model as early as 1471. 
It was not just imitated in all its sorts with Butzbach & Augusta 110R, but some letters 
were also imitated more than once, because the analysis of some anonymous books 
(the Nonius Marcellus and the books attributed to the press of Fiore di virtù) reveals 
that letters C, N and g were cut following Valdarfer’s shapes twice (probably by two dis-
tinct punchcutters), and letter h even three times. Moreover Valdarfer’s capitals – that 
change very little in his second roman – gained an even wider success, probably due 
to their inscriptional flavour, and were copied sometimes very faithfully in other types 
(fig. 31). And what about Valdarfer’s second roman, his 107R? The closeness in design 
with his first roman raises questions on the method followed by the punchcutter and 
the evidence gives rise to hypothesis but no conclusion. However, what is clear is that 
Valdarfer 107R was a restyling and an improvement of the previous 110R: the punch-
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31. Detail from a page of Valdarfer’s 1474 S. Ambrosius.

 6.3.4
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cutter tried to achieve more rounded letterforms, notably in the lowercase that looks 
closer to Jenson than 110R, as we can note in the new shapes of g and h, for instance. 
The improvement is also seen in the difference in fitting, that is rather tighter in 107R, 
with the purpose of saving lines, paper and, consequently, money. Finally, the analysis 
of Valdarfer’s types improves our knowledge on the work of punchcutter. More clearly 
than with di Pietro’s imitation of Jenson’s roman, Butzbach’s type and Valdezoccho’s 
capitals show how closely Renaissance punchcutters were able to imitate an existing 
type. With Butzbach’s roman bibliographers did not realise that all the letters were 
close imitations of Valdarfer’s and not just R and S that are the ones which show the 
most distinguishable differences. The existence of types that imitate existing ones so 
faithfully, with differences that are difficult to spot in the enlargements and are thus 
generally undetectable to the naked eye, implies higher punchcutting skills than has 
been suggested before. It also implies a higher challenge for the bibliographers who try 
to identify books on the grounds of the type they are set in. 
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1. The Blavis roman (top) and its close imitation, the Manzolus roman. Top: Blavis 88R from the unsigned Cicero, [Venice] 1476 
(ic00679000), attributed to Thomas de Blavis; courtesy Milano N. Bottom: Manzolus 83R from the 1479 Plinius, printed by Michael Man-
zolus in Treviso (ip00791000); courtesy Verona C.

3 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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his chapter concerns two small types that appeared in the second half 
of the 1470s (fig. 1). The first of them was named Blavis 88R while the 
second, named Manzolus 82R is a close imitation of the first and gained 
great popularity in Venice as a type for commentaries well into the 16th 

century. The two types are analysed and compared, to record once again the very high 
standards achieved in imitations of existing type that Renaissance punchcutters were 
able to attain. Then the spread of the two types is mapped, following the differences in 
body sizes (Blavis) and the almost undetectable changes in the character set (Manzolus). 
By means of a detailed analysis of the character set, the purpose is to retrace the differ-
ent sets of matrices in which the several founts that were concurrently on the market 
were cast. In fact, changes of letterforms, addition of sorts or the different slant of a 
certain letter – when consistent along the years and within different printing offices 
– all seem to indicate that founts were cast from a certain set of matrices. The work 
involved is a complicated and time-consuming task but it shows again how the printed 
marks give certain clues which, when matched with bibliographic analysis, can expand 
our information on the work of the printing offices involved. 
Blavis’s and Manzolus’s romans have very little in common besides a close design re-
semblance. Their developments were as different as the success they gained, along with 
the use made of them and their geographical distribution. Blavis is found in a few doz-
en editions printed by minor presses in Vicenza and Venice, usually to set texts in small 
page formats. Manzolus, on the other hand, was mainly employed as a type for com-
mentaries and we still see it in several hundred editions because it was included in the 
stock of type of nearly 40 Venetian presses, including most of the bigger firms.

7.1. the blavis roman and its change of body size

The Blavis roman, labelled Blavis 88R (12.5 pt), is one of the earliest types of ‘commen-
tary’ size (about 11–12 pt) that appeared in Venice.1 These types are smaller than the 
usual type for text (15–16 pt) that was the only size of type available in the early 1470s.2 
In the forthcoming sections Blavis’s roman is fully analysed and compared to Jenson’s 
roman because, despite the difference in type size, the design likeness reveals that 

1. Blavis 88R, Venice 1476 (BMC V 246, TW 1:88R).

2. See § 1.2.3 for a discussion on the type sizes in use among 15th-century Venetian printers.

T
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2. Character set of Blavis 88R from his 1476 Caracciolus (ic00153000). Courtesy Parma Pal.
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3. Two samples of Blavis 88R from the unsigned editions of 1476. Top: Cicero; bottom: Caracciolus.

4. Despite the difference in type size, the x-height of the Blavis roman is of a size similar to that of Jenson.
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Blavis 88R from the unsigned Caracciolus, 1476. Courtesy Parma Pal.

5. Analysis of Blavis’s roman and comparison with Jenson. Despite the difference in type size, the punchcutter who cut Blavis’s roman care-
fully followed Jenson’s design decisions, especially in the lowercase.

Jenson 115R from the 1471 Suetonius (is00817000). Courtesy Milano N.

5a. The lowercase letterforms follow Jenson’s design in all their details, as much as in the general proportions. Top: Blavis. Bottom: Jenson.

5b. Blavis’s M resembles Jenson’s because of the vertical 
left and right stems.

Blavis Jenson
5c. Some eye-catching letterforms among Blavis’s capitals.

5d. In Blavis’s editions the ampersand always leans backwards.
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Blavis’s punchcutter took inspiration from Jenson. After the type analysis, a mutation 
is taken into account where most of Blavis’s capitals are replaced with letters of similar 
appearance. Then the spread of the type is investigated, following the notable change 
of body size the type underwent in Vicenza and Treviso, so that it could be used – as 
some printers did – to set both the text and the commentary of the same book. A dis-
cussion follows on the vertical kernings – meaning the overhanging parts of the letter 
outside the body of the type. Finally an examination of Blavis’s character set is given, 
whose changes – notably the shape of B and the slope of the ampersand – can help us 
identify the different sets of matrices that were concurrently in use.

7.1.1. Analysis of Blavis’s roman
Despite the type size, the Blavis roman was initially employed to set the text of quartos 
and small folios. Only later and outside Blavis’s printing office the type was also used 
to set commentaries. Blavis 88R is well executed from the design standpoint (fig. 2), 
the letterforms look balanced and consistent and the letter spacing is even (fig. 3). As-
cenders and descenders are very short and consequently the x-height is big. It is much 
bigger – compared to its body size – than the x-height of Jenson’s roman: despite its 
smaller body size (12.5 pt instead of 16.3, about 25% smaller) Blavis displays an x-height 
that is nearly as big as that of Jenson (fig. 4). As already noted, 15th-century punchcut-
ters knew that reading comfort depends on the x-height more than on the type size, 
because the type for commentaries tended to have a notably bigger x-height (in com-
parison with their bodies) than the type for text. 

Blavis 88R is also one of the first loose imitations of Jenson’s roman. The punchcut-
ter was certainly inspired by Jenson’s roman, because, despite cutting a more compact 
and robust type, he followed Jenson’s design decisions in most of the letterforms as 
much as in the general proportions of the whole type (fig. 5). This is easy to note in the 
lowercase letters where a, b, e, g, h (with a straight right stem) and all the others display 
the same design of Jenson (fig. 5a). See for instance the construction of g where the two 
counters are well balanced, the ear is made of a horizontal stroke and the central bar 
on top of the lower counter is horizontal too. Among the ‘archaic’ types cut in the early 
1470s in Venice (chapter 1, fig. 8) only Jenson’s roman displays a letter g that follows 
such characteristics.3 

Capitals also have some resemblance to Jenson, like letter M which has vertical left 
and right stems (fig. 5b). But Blavis’s capitals are rather wide, they are squarish and big, 
some of them are taller than the ascenders. Eye-catching letterforms are A with a flat 
top, squarish B that displays a small upper counter, O that is wide and bigger than the 
other capitals and notably E (fig. 5c). Capital E is the one letterform that helps us to 
immediately recognise Blavis’s roman in other books, because it displays long oblique 
arm serifs with the same inclination. The same arm serifs are seen in F, L and T. Finally 
the ampersand (fig. 5d) – which also follows Jenson’s design – always leans backwards 
with an extreme slope and this would seem to have been caused during matrix making. 
An explanation for this is that during the process of matrix making it is easy to strike a 
character on a sloping angle. This is particularly so with characters like & or S that have 

3. See 5.3.2 for Jenson’s influence on the design of romans.
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Siliprandus 88R, Venice 1477

Achates 88R, Vicenza 1481

Dominici 93R, Venice 1480

Gregoriis 88Rb, Venice 1482

Sancto Ursio 95R, Vicenza 1480

Blavis 88R, Venice 1476

6. Samples of Blavis’s ampersand in books from three different printing offices. Frequent variations in the degree of slope of the ampersand 
is evidence that different sets of matrices were used concurrently.

7. Blavis’s roman in the 1477 Petrarca signed by Siliprandus (ip00379000), measuring 88 mm for 20 lines. Courtesy Parma Pal.
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neither serifs to indicate the horizontal alignment (like m or n) nor stems to indicate 
the verticals (like b or l).4 However, when Blavis’s type is employed by other presses 
the ampersand is usually upright, and this is a sign that such founts of type were cast 
in a matrix other than Blavis’s. As we shall see, the slope of the ampersand sometimes 
changed according to the printing office that used it, and such change helps us distin-
guish some of the sets of matrices in which the different founts were cast.  (fig. 6).

7.1.2. Blavis’s earliest appearance and the di Pietro mutation
According to the extant books, Blavis’s roman first appeared in three editions print-
ed in 1476 without printers’ names. These are unanimously attributed to Thomas de 
Blavis, an Italian printer from Alessandria who stayed in business for about 15 years (ca. 
1476–1492).5 Blavis signed two editions with this type in July and August 1477, the sec-
ond was Boccaccio’s Ninfale.6 This book was meant to be the first of a series, because in 
the same year Blavis was granted an exclusive privilege by the Venetian Senate to pub-
lish Boccacio’s work.7 But it seems that Blavis did not take advantage of this, because no 
other books printed by him are known before 1480, when he probably opened another 
office and started printing with different type.8 The hypothesis is that in the early years 
of his career, when he was employing 88R, Blavis was not able to stay in business and 
despite the exclusive deal on Boccaccio he went bankrupt and sold his equipment. 

In the same 1477 Blavis’s roman is also found in one Venetian edition signed by 
Dominicus Siliprandus from Mantua, still measuring 88 millimetres for 20 lines (fig. 
7).9 Siliprandus might have been a publisher rather than a printer because only a couple 
of books that bear his name have survived and he is mentioned in notary documents 
from Padua where he was in a partnership with Petrus Maufer.10 However, we can sus-
pect that Siliprandus’s type was cast in matrices other than Blavis’s because of his am-
persand, which still leans backwards but with a much lower slope than Blavis. 

In the same summer of 1477 – when Blavis and Silliprandus signed books set with 
this type – the Venetian press of Gabriele di Pietro started printing with a type that re-
sembles Blavis, named di Pietro 90R (12.7 pt, fig. 8).11 We have already met Gabriele in 

4. This problem is usually tackled during the process of fitting, but according to Stan Nelson if the matrix 

is fitted and the character is not upright the best way of dealing with the problem is to strike the punch again 

at a different angle on a new blank matrix. Stan Nelson, email communication with the author, 19 June 2017.

5. The three editions are the following: Robertus Caracciolus, Sermones quadragesimales. [Venice: Thom-

as de Blavis], 30 Sept. 1476 (ic00153000). Cicero, Epistolae ad familiares. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 1476 

(ic00516000). Cicero, Rhetorica ad C. Herennium. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 1476 (ic00679000). For more 

information see BMC V, pp. xviii, 246.

6. Burchiello, Sonetti. Venice: Thomas de Blavis, de Alexandria, 29 July 1477 (ib01288000). Boccaccio, Ninfale 

fiesolano. Venice: Thomas de Blavis, and Bruno Valla, Aug. 1477 (ib00758000).

7. See the entry ‘Blavis, Tommaso de’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 10 (1968).

8. Blavis’s second press is discussed in BMC V, pp. xviii, 316.

9. This type is not included in BMC; Scholderer mentions it in the page on Siliprandus (BMC V, p. 263) but 

the edition is not analysed because it does not belong to the British Museum collection: Petrarca, Canzoniere e 

Trionfi. [Venice]: Dominicus Siliprandus, for Gaspar Siliprandus, [after 8 May] 1477 (ip00379000). TW calls the 

type 2:R – sign that it has not been further investigated – and Haebler measured its 20-line height as 88 mm.

10. Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani’, pp. 127–128 (doc. 8), 130 (doc. 10).

11. Di Pietro 90R, Venice 1477 (BMC V 199, TW 3:90R).
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Di Pietro 90R from Merula, Venice 1478 (im00501000). Courtesy Verona C. 

8a. The lowercase letters and part of the capitals seem to come from the same punches of Blavis. 

8b. A group of capitals showing different letterforms make it clear that they do not derive from Blavis’s punches.

8. Di Pietro 90R compared with Blavis 88R. The type analysis reveals that di Pietro is a mutation of Blavis, sharing the same lowercase 
letters but differing in most of the capitals. 

di Pietro di Pietro di Pietro

di Pietro di Pietro di Pietro di Pietro

di Pietro

di Pietro

Blavis

Blavis Blavis Blavis Blavis

Blavis Blavis Blavis

di Pietro BlavisBlavis

di Pietro di Pietrodi Pietro Blavis BlavisBlavis
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10. The Di Pietro mutation used by Antonius de Strata: Strata 90R from Datus, Venice c. 1480–1483 (id00069600). Courtesy Verona C.

11. The Di Pietro mutation in Pasqualibus’s Boccaccio, Venice 1488 (ib00744000): Pasqualibus 90R. Venezia Fond Cini.

9. The di Pietro mutation in the 1480 Fliscus (if00205250): Plasiis, Blavis, and Torresanus 90R. Courtesy Milano N.
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Novimagio 90R, quire aa. 

12. Reynaldus de Novimagio employed both the Blavis roman and the di Pietro mutation in the same edition, the 1483 Plinius (ip00794000). 
They are named respectively Novimagio 95R and 90R and while the latter is employed in just a few initial quires, the former is used to set 
the rest of the book.  

Novimagio 95R, quire d.
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chapter 5, because he employed a close imitation of Jenson’s roman.12 The type analysis 
reveals that di Pietro 90R is a mutation of Blavis’s roman, sharing the same lowercase 
letters but differing in most of the capitals (fig. 8a). Letters B, C, H, M, N, O, Qu and R 
come from different punches – although they are very similar in design – and Blavis’s 
A is mixed with another pointed and slightly wider A (fig. 8b). The most noticeable let-
ters are B that is much rounder than Blavis and displays a small upper counter, M with 
inclined stems and bilateral serifs on top and finally R with a small counter and a long 
dynamic tail, resembling a pen stroke much more than Blavis’s tail of R.

In the years that followed di Pietro used this mutation of Blavis’s roman in about ten 
editions and took it to Toscolano, close to Lake Garda, where he moved in 1479.13 After 
1480 the type is found again in the type stock of a few presses in Venice, each of them 
using it for no more than one or a very few editions. Always measuring 90 mm for 20 
lines of text, it was employed in Andreas Torresanus’s earliest venture (with Petrus de 
Plasiis and Bartholomaeus de Blavis, fig. 9), by Alessandro della Paglia and partners, by 
Antonius de Strata (fig. 10), by the German Reynaldus de Novimagio and by Peregrinus 
de Pasqualibus (fig. 11).14 Novimagio employed this type in his Plinius, printed in 1483, 
along with another type of similar size and appearance, named Novimagio 95R.15 This 
other type is nothing other than Blavis’s roman.16 So, Blavis’s roman (Novimagio 95R) 
and his mutation (90R) are found together in the same book: a few quires are printed 
with in 90R, while the rest of the book is set in 95R (fig. 12).17

When different types of similar size and appearance are used within the same book, 
this is probably a clue that the edition was printed on two different presses, perhaps 
in two different printing offices, that employed different types. Each press printed a 
part of the edition, following the text that was divided up in advance to ensure that 
the pages would have fit together precisely as a continuous text once the quires were 
finished.18 Such a case is found in several Venetian editions of the early 1480s, when 
printing finally erupted and the firms that were to become prolific and famous in the 
following decades started operating. 

7.1.3. Blavis on different bodies in Vicenza and Treviso
Going back to the Blavis roman, the type is not seen in Venetian books for a few years 
after Blavis and Silliprandus – apparently no printers employed it between 1477–1480 – 
while it appeared in other towns of the Veneto area and, notably, it was cast on different 

12. See § 5.3.1.

13. Called Di Pietro 87R, the type was perhaps recast on a slightly smaller body. See BMC VII, p. 1082.

14. Plasiis, Blavis & Torresanus 90R, Venice 1480 (BMC V 267, TW 3:90R); Paglia 90R, Venice 1480 (BMC V 

297, TW 1:90R); Strata 90R, Venice c. 1480 (BMC XII 20, TW 2*:91R); Novimagio 90R, Venice 1483 (BMC V 253; 

TW Nimwegen 6*:90R); Pasqualibus 90R, Venice 1488 (BMC V 388, TW 12:90R). The Bartholomaeus de Blavis 

who partnered Torresanus and Plasiis was also from Alessandria, but neither contacts with Thomas (de Blavis) 

nor the degree of kinship are known.

15. Plinius Secundus, Historia naturalis. Venice: Reynaldus de Novimagio, 6 June 1483 (ip00794000). The 

book is described in BMC V 257–258.

16. Novimagio 95R, Venice 1483 (BMC V 253, TW Nimwegen 6:95R).

17. The quires set in 90R are aa, bb, and sheets 1–4 of quire a.

18. This was hypothesised by Paolo Veneziani, referring to an edition printed in Rome in 1484. Veneziani, 

‘Chi era Georgius Teutonicus?’ in Tracce sul foglio, p. 179.
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13. The earliest known instance of Blavis’s roman in Vicenza: Reno 96R from the 1481 Catullus (ic00323000). Courtesy Verona C.

The spread of Blavis’s roman
 PRESS 20 LINE SIZE FIRST SEEN PLACE

1 Blavis 88 1476 Venice

2 Siliprandus 88 1477 Venice

3 Reno 96 1478 Vicenza

4 Achates (1) 95 1479 Vicenza

5 Achates (2) 80 1479 Vicenza

6 Dominici 93 1480 Venice

7 Liechtenstein 95 1480 Vicenza

8 Sancto Ursio (1) 95 1480 Vicenza   

9 Sancto Ursio (2) 80 1480 Vicenza   

10 Achates (3) 88 1481 Vicenza

11 Ferraria & co. (1) 95 1481 Treviso

12 Ferraria & co. (2) 80 1481 Treviso

13 Gregoriis 88 1482 Venice

14 Bertochus 95 1483 Vicenza 

15 Novimagio 95 1483 Venice

16 Pasqualibus 95 1484 Venice

17 Britannicus 88 1484 Venice

18 Sancto Ursio (3) 88 1485 Vicenza 

Table 1. Different castings at 
the same printing office are 
treated as different types (as 
for instance Achates 80R, 88R 
and 90R), although they might 
have been cast in the same 
matrices – but with a different 
mould and thus a change in 
body size. Note that Ferraria 
& co. in Treviso is a label of 
convenience, because the same 
types are found in books signed 
by different people, probably 
sharing the same typographic 
material.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
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bodies (table 1). Some printers located in Vicenza, and to a lesser extent also in Treviso, 
used the Blavis roman cast both at 95–96 and at 80 millimetres for 20 lines (respectively 
c. 13.5 and 11.3 pt). According to the extant books the earliest one was Johannes de Reno 
in Vicenza, who used his 96R in the 1478 Boccaccio, and then in another two editions 
of the following years (fig. 13).19 In 1479 Leonardus Achates of Basel, again in Vicenza, 
employed both 95R and 80R in the same edition, the first for the text and the second 
for the commentary.20 It is a peculiar choice I have not found elsewhere: the same type 
was cast on different bodies and used in the same book for different purposes. Achates 
95R and 80R appear to be different from one another at a first glance, mostly because 
the letter spacing is different, with 80R much tighter than 95R. The same combination 
of types is found in a few editions printed by Henricus de Sancto Ursio in Vicenza (1480, 
fig. 14) and by Paulus de Ferraria, Dionysius Bertochus, and Peregrinus de Pasqualibus 
in Treviso (1481, fig. 15).21 Moreover Bertochus and Pasqualibus employed 95R alone 
in later editions, respectively in Vicenza and Venice, and the same type is also found in 
Vicenza at the press of Hermannus Liechtenstein (1480).22

Blavis’s gauge of type is around 12.5 pt – as we can see by measuring a combination 
of ascending and descending letters like d (or long s) and g – that makes 88 mm for 20 
lines, exactly the type size of the roman employed by Blavis. Thus, if this type is cast on 
a smaller body, such as 80R (11.3 pt), some letters will have overhanging parts, vertical 
kernings (fig. 16).23 It is difficult to understand which letters do overhang, but we can 
be confident that letter g was, and perhaps b, f, and long s too. In one of Paulus de Fer-
raria’s editions we find a sort of g with a deformed lower counter, as shown in figure 17. 
This detail should indicate that the bottom part of g was overhanging and it deformed 
when it clashed with an ascender on the line below. The reason for casting the Blavis 
roman on a reduced body might have been to convert a small text type into a type for 

19. Reno 96R, Vicenza 1478 (BMC VII 1040; TW Renensis 2:96/97R). The edition is Boccaccio, Decamerone. 

[Vicenza]: Johannes de Reno, 1478 (ib00725800).

20. Achates 95R and 88R, Vicenza 1479 (BMC VII 1029, TW 4:95R and 5:78R). The edition is Vergilius, Opera. 

Vicenza: Leonardus Achates, 1479 (iv00168000).

21. Sancto Ursio 95R and 80R, Vicenza 1480 (BMC VII 1044, TW Ca Zeno 1:96R and 2:80R). The types 

named 95R and 80R and used in Treviso in 1481–1482 are found in books signed by different people, sharing 

the same typographic material: two books were signed by Paulus de Ferraria in 1481 (plus another two from 

the same year which are attributed to him), one by Ferraria and Dionysius Bertochus in 1482, and one by Ber-

tochus and Peregrinus de Pasqualibus in 1482 (plus another unsigned edition attributed to this partnership). 

See BMC VI, p. 897.

22. Bertochus 95R, Vicenza 1483 (BMC VII 1049, TW 1:94R); Pasqualibus 95R, Venice 1484 (BMC V 388, TW 

1:95R); Liechtenstein 95R, Vicenza 1480 (BMC VI 1035, TW 8:95R). Dionysius Bertochus from Reggio Emilia was 

a prototype of the errant printer. In the last quarter of the 15th century he signed books in his hometown fol-

lowed by Bologna, Vicenza, Treviso, Venice, and Mantua. See the entry ‘Bertocchi’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario 

Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 9 (1967).

23. Although it is found in several types throughout the centuries, to my knowledge the practice of over-

hanging letters has been investigated neither by bibliographers nor by type historians. Hendrik D.L. Vervliet 

mentioned it in his Sixteenth century printing types of the Low Countries (Amsterdam: Hes & De Graaf, 1968), p. 

18, while James Mosley kindly mentioned an earlier reference: ‘Ascending letters, when they happen to stand 

under descending letters, or (which is the same) descending letters happen to stand over ascending letters; 

sometimes are apt to be damaged, by their bearing upon each other, which compositors sometimes prevent, by 

shifting the spaces accordingly.’ From John Smith, The Printer’s Grammar (London, 1755), p. 33.
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14. Details and enlargements from Sancto Ursio’s Cosmico, printed in Vicenza in 1481 (ic00943400) where Blavis’s roman was cast on two 
different bodies and employed to set both the text (Sancto Ursio 95R) and the commentary (80R). Courtesy Milano N.

Sancto Ursio 80R (commentary)

Sancto Ursio 95R (text)
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15. Details and enlargements from the unsigned Persius, [Treviso] 1481, attributed to Paulus de Ferraria (ip00342000). This is another 
edition that displays the 95R type for the text and the 80R type for the commentary. Courtesy Verona C.

Ferraria 95R (text)

Ferraria 80R (commentary)

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

1 : 1
2 mm 0
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16. The vertical measurements of Blavis’s roman compared with with those of the 80R types. In Vicenza and Treviso the Blavis roman was 
cast on a smaller body (80 mm for 20 lines = 11.3 pt), that was even smaller than its gauge of type (about 12.5 pt) thus some letters with 
ascenders or descenders had overhanging parts.

12
.5

 p
t

12
.5

 p
t

Ferraria 80RBlavis 88R Sancto Ursio 80R

19. The Blavis’s roman at the press of Lucas Dominici in Venice. Dominici 93R from 1480 Merlin (im00498500). Courtesy Verona C.

20. Achates employed the Blavis roman for almost two decades: Achates 88R from the 1482 Athanasius (ia01172000). Courtesy Milan N.

18. In all the instances of the 80R type, Blavis’s B is replaced with a new 
shape, that comes from a punch other than Blavis’s.

Ferraria 80R Blavis 88RSancto Ursio 80R17. A sort of g with a deformed lower counter (on the 
left, Ferraria 80R from Persius) that should indicate 
that the bottom part was overhanging and it deformed 
clashing against an ascender on the line below.
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commentary. But this explanation is not fully satisfactory, because the difference in 
type size between the two castings is little (12.5–11.3 pt) while the difference between 
text and commentary is usually greater (about 16–12 pt). But also because Sancto Ursio, 
as we shall see, employed later the Blavis roman cast on a bigger size (88 mm) as type 
for commentary. 

The two types, the 95R and the 80R might have been cast in the same matrices, 
with two different moulds (thus providing different bodies) and with different fitting, 
so that the look on the page is different. But a change in the character set seems to to 
contradict this hypothesis: in all the instances of 80R Blavis’s original B is substituted 
with a new letterform, more compact and more rounded, with the two counters that 
are better balanced (fig. 18). Apparently no presses used 80R concurrently, and for this 
reason and for the fact that it is found in just a handful books, I suspect that in all its in-
stances there might be the same fount at work, that was passed from printer to printer. 

7.1.4. Further castings in Venice and Vicenza
The use of Blavis’s roman was sporadic in all the printing offices we have seen so far; 
no press employed it for more than a very few editions and Blavis is at the top of the 
list with only five editions. In Venice there was a slightly bigger output at the press of 
Lucas Dominici who printed eight editions with Dominici 93R in 1480–1481 (fig. 19).24 
In Vicenza two presses we have already met, Achates and Sancto Ursio, employed an-
other casting of the Blavis roman, measuring 88 mm. Achates, after using 95R and 80R 
apparently in only one book, employed his Achates 88R in a dozen editions printed be-
tween 1481–1497 (fig. 20).25 Sancto Ursio, on the other hand, used his 88R in seven edi-
tions between 1485–1493.26 Both these types display the alternative shape of B found 
in the 80R types we have seen in Vicenza and Treviso, and this implies that all these 
types were cast from the same set of matrices, that is different from the sets employed 
to cast the other founts of Blavis’s roman, measuring 90 and 95–96 mm. The 80R and 
88R founts of type were cast in the same matrices but with different moulds, and this 
is the reason for a different body. 

All the types mentioned so far display an ampersand that is upright while Blavis’s 
ampersand, excessively tilted, reappears again in Venice, in the early 1480s. Firstly it is 
found in three editions printed in 1482 by the Gregoriis brothers (Gregoriis 88Rb, fig. 
21), at the beginning of their long and prolific career, and then in an edition signed by 
Jacobus Britannicus in 1484 (Britannicus 88R).27 Gregoriis and Britannicus were part-
ners in different publications in 1482–1483 (although Britannicus’s name does not ap-
pear in any of Gregoriis’s books set in 88Rb). Thus Scholderer sustained that Britanni-
cus printed ‘with Gregoriis’s type, when he was severing his connection with Gregoriis 
before moving back to Brescia’.28 But the type analysis does not confirm this. Gregori-
is’s type displays some inadequacies that indicate a poor type case with some missing 

24. Dominici 93R, Venice 1480 (BMC V 279, TW 1:93R).

25. Achates 88R, Vicenza 1481 (BMC VII 1029, TW 6:88R).

26. Sancto Ursio 88R, Vicenza 1485 (BMC VII 1044, TW Ca Zeno 3:89R).

27. Gregoriis 88Rb, Venice 1482 (BMC V 336, TW 4:88R); Britannicus 88R, Venice 1484 (BMC XII 28, not 

recorded in TW).

28. BMC XII, p. 28.
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Gregoriis 88Rb from the 1482 Valerius Maximus (iv00033000). Courtesy Verona C.

21. Analysis of Gregoriis 88Rb, the Blavis roman employed by the Gregoriis brothers. The type appears in only three editions (one attribut-
ed) in the early years of the long and successful development of this printing office. 

21b. Gregoriis’s ampersand leans backwards with the same extreme slope as Blavis 88R.

Blavis  Manzolus    BlavisGregoriis

BlavisGregoriis Gregoriis

21a. The type displays 
some improvisations 
that indicate a poor type 
case: Letter b is substi-
tuted with letter q upside 
down, while letter P is 
made with a sort of R 
with the tail cut away.

BlavisGregoriis Gregoriis
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sorts. As we can see in figure 21a, letter b is replaced with letter q upside down, while 
letter P is made with a sort of R with the tail filed away; this is made clear by the wide 
space on its right hand side as much as from subtle traces left by the tail that in some 
sorts was not cut away with sufficient care. Such weaknesses are not seen in Britanni-
cus’s type, which instead displays the usual character set, with Blavis’s original b and 
P.29 However, both these types display the same ampersand leaning backwards that is 
found in Blavis 88R (fig. 21b); the extreme slope seems to be evidence that Blavis’s, Gre-
goriis’s and Britannicus’s types were cast in the same sets of matrices, different from 
the matrices in which the other appearances of Blavis’s roman were cast.

We have identified two distinct sets of matrices, one with an alternate B and the oth-
er with an ampersand leaning backwards. We can sustain they are two distinct sets due 
to the fact that types following such character sets appear in different castings, some-
times on different bodies, employed by different printers at different times. However, 
another two, three or more sets of matrices were used in Venice, Vicenza and Treviso, 
though it is hard to follow the change in the types because of their sporadic use, a cir-
cumstance that barely fits the evidence of multiple sets of matrices. But why were there 
different sets of matrices if printers employed such types in just a few dozen editions? 
A good part of the extant books set in Blavis’s roman was printed in Vicenza, thus what 
is apparently a sporadic use might have been caused by the low survival rate of the 
books printed outside Venice. Indeed, it is reasonable to suspect this was lower than 
the books printed in Venice.30 Perhaps many more editions were printed with Blavis’s 
roman outside Venice but they did not come down to us.

7.2. the manzolus roman and its notable spread

If Blavis’s roman appears in no more than 40–45 editions, a type that closely resembles 
Blavis became very popular in Venice from the 1480s onwards, and it is found in several 
hundreds of editions before the end of the century. According to the extant books its 
earliest appearance was at the press of Michael Manzolus in Treviso in 1478 (fig. 22),31 
although the type might have been cut in Venice, and may have been used in earlier 
books that did not survive. Because, apart from a few exceptions, the type was used 
exclusively in Venice where it became the most widespread roman for commentary well 
into the 16th century. In the forthcoming sections the Manzolus roman is fully analysed 
and compared with Blavis. Then the focus is turned on the small, almost undetectable 
changes in Manzolus’s character set that take place over the years, and with their help 
we try to retrace the different sets of matrices in which the founts of type were cast. 
The spread of the type is then mapped and followed through the several presses that 
employed it until the end of the century. From this investigation a particular set of 

29. Although there is no difference in body size, Britannicus 88R cannot be the same fount of type as Gre-

goriis 88Rb because despite appearing some years later it displays a complete character set.

30. For the importance of Venetian incunabula see § 1.1. The survival rates of incunabula depend on several 

factors, and it is clear that Venetian books generally had a better chance of survival than the same titles print-

ed outside Venice, due to the prominence of the city as a printing place. See Green, McIntyre & Needham, ‘The 

Shape of Incunable Survival’, pp. 141–175.

31. Manzolus 83R, Treviso 1478 (BMC VI 886, TW 2:83R).
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22. Samples of Manzolus’s roman from two of his editions printed in Treviso. Top: the 1480 Caesar (ic0002100); bottom: the 1480 Livius 
(il00242000). Courtesy Verona C.
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23. Character set of Manzolus 83R from his 1480 Livius.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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Manzolus Manzolus Manzolus

Manzolus Manzolus Manzolus

Manzolus

Blavis Blavis Blavis

Blavis Blavis Blavis

Blavis

24a. The Manzolus 
capitals follow 
Blavis’s design in 
all their details, but 
they are slightly 
smaller.

24b. When compared with Blavis Manzolus’s lowercase letters show some tiny differences such as the narrower a, or the shorter g and p. 

Manzolus

Manzolus Manzolus

ManzolusBlavis

 Manzolus
 Blavis

Blavis Blavis

Blavis

24. The Manzolus roman compared with Blavis. Manzolus is a close imitation of Blavis and the photographic enlargements show tiny 
differences between the two types, so tiny that they are almost undetectable with the naked eye.

11°

Manzolus 83R from the 1479 Plinius.

Blavis 88R from the 1476 Cicero.

24c. Manzolus’s ampersand is 
also a close imitation of Blavis 
which, as we have seen, originally 
leant backwards.
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matrices is identified, called the Foxius variation, which displays a few sorts that are 
different from what we find in the other sets of Manzolus’s matrices. 

7.2.1. Analysis of the Manzolus roman, a close imitation of Blavis
Manzolus 83R (11.7 pt) is a close and very well executed imitation of Blavis’s roman 
(fig. 23). On examination with the naked eye, but also with the help of photographic 
enlargements, most of the letters seem to derive from Blavis’s punches (fig. 24). Over-
laying single letterforms of the two types we realise that the Manzolus capitals are ac-
tually smaller, though they follow almost exactly the same design (fig. 24a). Apart from 
a few exceptions (S and V that are exactly the same size), the letters are two or three 
tenths of a millimetre smaller than Blavis’s, and narrower too. The Manzolus capitals 
look like they were mechanically scaled and this is clear with letters B and E where the 
proportions between the two halves of the counters are the same as Blavis. Alternative-
ly in letter R the bowl was resized, leaving the tail of the same size as in Blavis’s R. A 
few capitals show tiny differences, difficult to detect with the naked eye; for instance 
the two stems of letter M are not fully vertical as in Blavis, but slightly splayed, and this 
can be fully perceived only in enlargements. 

Turning to lowercase letters, Manzolus’s a follows a slightly different design from 
Blavis, having a smaller and more squarish shoulder and a much shorter tail (fig. 24b). 
Letter a is one of the key letters that help us distinguish Manzolus from Blavis. In letter 
d as much as in u the lower serifs are also shorter and are better balanced with the serifs 
of the other letters. Letter e somehow looks rounder than Blavis, the top part seems to 
be the same as the general measurements of the letterform but the bottom arch dif-
fers slightly, Manzolus being generally squarer and more open. Letter g is shorter, the 
lower counter is narrower and the area between the two counters is smaller: it follows 
the same design as Blavis but the letterform is more compact. Letter p is also shorter: 
the descender of p is about 0.3 mm shorter than Blavis, while the counter looks alike. 
Finally Manzolus’s letters f and long s are also shorter than Blavis. 

Though overlaying photographic enlargements shows up the differences between 
the two types, it is hard to distinguish them if they are seen separately with the naked 
eye. They both follow the same design in all the letters, without exception. Like the am-
persand, that in Blavis originally leans backwards, in Manzolus is upright but faithfully 
follows the same design (fig. 24c). The Manzolus and Blavis romans are so similar that 
it is hard to believe that the second is not an imitation of the first. As seen with other 
close imitations of existing type, such a likeness can only be explained with a deliber-
ate act of imitation.32 An unknown punchcutter intentionally took Blavis’s roman as a 
model for his letterforms, probably transferring soot impressions from the Blavis type 
onto the faces of blank punches before cutting.

7.2.2. The microscopic changes in the character set over time
Despite its wide distribution, the Manzolus roman is consistent along time both in 
type size and character set. Compared with the other widespread types of the 15th cen-
tury Manzolus displays a very small number of variations among the several different 

32. We have encountered different cases of close imitation of existing types in the past chapters. For more 

information see § 5.3.1 and § 6.2.2.
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que quam quod pro, per ter, tre rum

28. The Manzolus roman displays a full set 
of abbreviations that was apparently cut 
together with the rest of the characters, 
and all the abbreviations are consistent 
along the years, except for que.

27. The abbreviation que takes on four distinct shapes according to the press where the Manzolus was employed, and this might imply 
that each shape of contraction belongs to a distinct set of matrices, or even more than one, used to cast different founts.

que.2, Rubeusque.1, Manzolus que.3, Battibovis que.4, Paltasichis

25. When the Manzolus roman is employed in certain printing offices, letters f and t change shape. The earliest known appearance of 
these alternative letterforms is found at the press of Hannibal Foxius in 1487. Letter f can take two distinct shapes.

First alternate f (f.1) Second alternate f (f.2)Manzolus’s original f

Manzolus’s original t Alternate t

Rubeus 82R, 1482Manzolus 83R, 1478 Paltasichis 78R, 1487Battibovis 79R, 1485 Foxius 81R, 1487

26. The colon can take different shapes, depending on the press where it was employed. Though the usage of a certain shape seems to be 
consistent within different printing offices (as the Foxius variation discussed below), it is hard to find a recurrent pattern in the shapes of 
colon that can help distinguishing the character sets.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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presses that employed it. The type size is usually 80–82 millimetres for 20 lines of text 
(11.3–11.6 pt) always measuring neither less than 77 mm nor more than 83 millimetres 
(10.9–11.7 pt).33 The character set is consistent too; there is no sign of mutations in 
the extant books despite the many presses that used it. It seems that for decades the 
character set was never changed, not even with a single sort. In the early 16th centu-
ry Manzolus’s character set still looked identical to what we find in Manzolus’s books 
printed 30 years earlier. 

Nonetheless, at very close inspection we can notice – albeit not without difficulties – 
that in some books letters f and t show different shapes. Letter f can take two distinct 
alternative shapes, one is taller and the other one is wider than Manzolus’s f, while 
alternate t has a taller and sharper upper terminal (fig. 25). They both belong to the so 
called Foxius variation that is discussed below. However, due to their morphology, these 
letterforms are not ideal objects for research, as already discussed in chapter 4.34

There are two more sorts of the Manzolus roman that sometimes show different 
shapes, but they recur much less frequently than letters: the colon (which is usually as 
tall as the x-height, if not taller, as shown in figure 26) and the abbreviation of ‘que’ 
(fig. 27).35 Like many types of the time, the Manzolus roman could display a full set of 
abbreviations, and this set was apparently cut together with the rest of the characters 
by the same punchcutter (fig. 28) – this is hypothesised because of the design consist-
ency of letters and abbreviations. The abbreviations do not show changes along the 
years except for the character que, that can take on the following four distinct shapes, 
according to the office where the Manzolus was employed:36  

1. the earliest one, seen in Manzolus’s books, where the tail of the contraction reach-
es the bottom of the ascender. This letterform disappeared for many years after Man-
zolus, thus the following printers introduced new shapes of que (first seen in Manzolus 
83R, 1478);

2. a common shape of contraction (first seen in Rubeus 82R, 1482);37
3. a peculiar shape, the contraction tail crosses the stem and touches the bottom serif 

on the left (Battibovis 79R, 1485);38
4. another unusual shape, with the contraction tail made up of two distinct signs 

resembling commas that do not touch the stem of the letter (Pasqualibus & Bertochus 
77R, 1486).39 

33. As we have seen in § 3.3.2, paper shrinkage was responsible for a change in the 20-line measurement 

even within the same book. According to Pollard a change up to 4 mm (2 mm according to Garskel) is customary 

in incunabula. Therefore the small differences found in the range of type sizes of the many samples of Man-

zolus’s roman could theoretically imply that all the founts were cast in the same mould.

34. The reason is that the construction of such letters is too simple. See § 4.3.3 for more information on the 

letterforms that are good for analysis.

35. Neither punctuation nor abbreviations are ideal objects of analysis. See § 4.3.4.

36. Focusing on the shape of abbreviations can be questionable, as discussed in § 4.3.4, because we are 

aware of several 15th-century types where one or two abbreviations were added to print a specific edition, 

probably on the request of the compositor or the scholar who edited the text. But we find only a few such cases 

in the many founts of type of Manzolus’s roman, as in Plasiis 80R. See BMC V, p. 267.

37. Rubeus 82R, Treviso 1482 (BMC VI 896, TW 2:82R).

38. Battibovis 79R, Venice 1485 (BMC V 404, TW 1:79R).

39. Pasqualibus & Bertochus 77R, Venice 1486 (BMC V 388, TW 3:77R).
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31. The Manzolus roman at the press of Baptista de Tortis: Tortis 78R from his 1485 Juvenalis (ij00650000). Courtesy Milano N.

30. The Manzolus roman employed by Octavianus Scotus: Scotus 80R in the 1484 Dante (id00030000). Courtesy Verona C.

29. The Manzolus roman in the anonymous Martialis, Venice 1480 (im00304000): Press of Martialis 78R. Courtesy Verona C.
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A hypothesise here is that each shape of contraction belongs to a distinct set of ma-
trices (or more than one) used to cast different founts that were on the market at the 
same time. Some presses employed more than one shape of que, never concurrently, 
and after analysing their work in detail it seems that a change of que indicates a change 
in the whole fount of type. 

The earliest shape, the Manzolus que, reappeared in 1491: we find it in a dozen press-
es throughout the 1490s and it always occurs together with the alternate shapes of f, t, 
and a peculiar shape of the colon, with the dots closer to each other. This change in the 
character set – that I called the Foxius variation following the earliest printer who used 
it – is consistent over time.40 It seems to be evidence that such founts were cast in a set 
of matrices that can be distinguished from the other sets of matrices because of a few 
characters that had been replaced.

7.2.3. The spread of Manzolus’s roman in the 1480s
As mentioned, the earliest known press that employed this type was Manzolus in Tre-
viso and we can find it in more than 20 editions printed between 1478–1480. Michael 
Manzolus from Parma was the owner of paper mills in Vicenza and Treviso, where he 
started a printing office in the mid-1470s, probably supported by some German print-
ers.41 His firm became one of the most prolific of 15th-century Treviso even though his 
activity did not last for more than six years. Manzolus 83R is described in BMC as ‘a 
small square text type in the Venetian style’, and it was used as a text type for quartos 
and small folios.42 Manzolus apparently never employed it as a type for commentaries, 
the most frequent usage of this type in the following decades.

Its earliest appearance in Venice seems to be at the anonymous press of Martialis, 
where it was employed for the commentaries of five editions dated 1480 (fig. 29).43 In 
the following year Manzolus’s roman is found at the press of Octavianus Scotus – four 
editions are set in his 80R (fig. 30) – and Baptista de Tortis (78R, fig. 31) who in a few 
years used it in nearly 50 editions.44 Tortis is recorded as the most prolific printer in 
15th-century Venice, and in the beginning of his career, in 1481–1485, he set most of 
his books in the Manzolus roman, usually as a type for commentary.45 From the middle 
of the 1480s Tortis turned his production to legal and religious books set in rotunda 
type, and the use of this roman became sporadic. There seem to be no indications in 
these two types for distinguishing the set of matrices in which they were cast: for in-
stance, Scotus’s books show neither que abbreviations nor other distinguishable ele-
ments apart from a capital N that always seems to be upside down. But this detail, also 
found in other types, is difficult to interpret, as we shall see.

40. The type, named Foxius 81R, is further discussed below.

41. Michael Manzolus appears in several notary documents in Treviso. See Agostino Contò, ‘La nascita 

dell’attività tipografica a Treviso’ in Clelia de Vecchi & Alberto Furlanetto (ed.), Greci e veneti: sulle tracce di 

una vicenda comune. Atti del Convegno Internazionale, Treviso, Casa dei Carraresi, 6 ottobre 2006 (Treviso: Fon-

dazione Cassamarca, 2008), p. 81–95. See also the entry ‘Manzolo, Michele’ by Paolo Veneziani in Dizionario 

Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 69 (2007). 

42. BMC VI, p. 886.

43. Press of Martialis 78R, Venice 1480 (BMC V 296, TW 2:78R).

44. Scotus 80R, Venice 1481 (BMC V 275, TW 5:80R); Tortis 78R, Venice 1481 (BMC V 319, TW 2:78R).

45. See § 1.1.2 for an overview of the most prolific presses in 15th-century Venice. 
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32. The Manzolus roman at the press of Rubeus of Vercelli: Rubeus 82R from his Celsus, Venice 1493 (ic00366000). Courtesy Verona C.

33. The Manzolus roman at the press of Antonius Zarotus in Milan: Zarotus 78R in the 1486 Caracciolus (ic00155450). Courtesy Parma Pal.
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In 1482 two prolific presses are added to the list; each one employed Manzolus’s 
roman in 40–45 editions before the end of the century, and kept on using it in the 
16th century: Johannes Rubeus of Vercelli (82R, fig. 32) and Antonius Zarotus (78R, fig. 
33).46 Rubeus started his career in Treviso and after a few years, in the mid-1480s, he 
moved to Venice, taking with him the Manzolus type which he kept on using through-
out his career.47 Rubeus 82R displays the second shape of que (it is apparently the 
first appearance of such shape) and it shows a letter S that always leans backwards, 
throughout the decades. These details – which are not found in the type employed by 
Manzolus – seem to indicate that, although he also started in Treviso, Rubeus used a 
type that was not cast in the matrices previously employed by Manzolus. Given that 
Rubeus moved to another city without changing type, and given that he used it for a 
long time (thus he likely recast it several times), I find it safe to hypothesise that he 
owned a set of matrices. 

Meanwhile Antonius Zarotus in Milan used Manzolus’s type from 1482 to the end 
of his career in 1510.48 It seems he owned a set of matrices too, and he recast the type 
several times – one of the sets of matrices listed in his last will, mentioned in chapter 
2, might have been the Manzolus roman.49 Zarotus 78R was employed in more than 40 
editions, it was Zarotus’s most frequently used roman type together with the Castaldi 
mutation, that was a mutation of Jenson’s roman, as we have seen in chapter 5. Zarotus 
was the most prolific and probably the most influential printer of his time in Milan, 
BMC often refers to his type design as a ‘Milanese style’ although, as we can now state, 
his two most important roman types came from Venice.50 Before the end of the 1480s a 
further ten printing offices started using the Manzolus roman in Venice, the types were 
recorded as follows: Battibovis 79R (fig. 34), Pasqualibus & Bertochus 77R, Saracenus 
78R, Paltasichis 78R (fig. 35), Foxius 81R (fig. 36), Zanis 80R (fig. 37), Benalius 80R, 
Rizus 78R (fig. 38) and Capcasa 82R (fig. 39).51 Some of them printed only a handful of 
editions while Bernardinus Benalius, Matteo Capcasa, and Bartholomaeus de Zanis, by 
far the most important among such presses, employed it respectively in about 15, 20, 
and 40 editions. Zanis set almost all his 15th-century editions in Manzolus’s roman – 
mostly as type for commentaries – and he kept on using it after the turn of the century. 
His character set includes the third shape of que and Scotus’s upside-down N.

46. Rubeus 82R, Treviso 1482 and Venice 1486 (BMC VI 896, TW 2:82R); Zarotus 78R, Milan 1482 (BMC VI 

709, TW 6:78R). Rubeus moved to Venice in 1486 (BMC V 415, TW 2:82R).

47. See BMC VII, pp. xlix–l and BMC V, p. xxxviii. See also the entry ‘Rosso, Giovanni’ by Agostino Contò in 

Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 88 (2017).

48. Ganda, I primordi della tipografia Milanese, p. 77.

49. See § 2.3.3.

50. See § 5.2.3 for a discussion about Castaldi and Zarotus.

51. Battibovis 79R, Venice 1485 (BMC V 404, TW 1:79R); Pasqualibus & Bertochus 77R, Venice 1486 (BMC V 

388, TW 3:77R); Saracenus 78R, Venice 1487 (BMC V 413, TW Sarrazin 2:78R); Paltasichis 78R, Venice 1487 (BMC 

V 353, TW Paltaszichis 9:78R); Foxius 81R, Venice 1487 (BMC V 407, TW 5:81R); Zanis 80R, Venice 1487 (BMC V 

430, TW 2:80R and 3:80R); Benalius 80R, Venice 1488 (BMC V 369, TW 7:80R); Rizus 78R, Venice 1488 (BMC V 

399, TW 2:82R); Capcasa 82R, Venice 1489 (BMC V 482, TW 1:82R).
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34. Battibovis 79R, 1485 (que.1, upside-down N).

35. Paltasichis 78R, 1487 (que.4).

37. Zanis 80R, 1487 (que.2, upside-down N).

38. Rizus 78R, 1488 (que.4).

36. Foxius 81R (1487) from the 1488 Fiore di virtù (if00179800). Courtesy Verona C. Hannibal Foxius is the earliest known printer who 
employed this type variation, with different shapes for f, t, que abbreviation and colon.

39. Capcasa 82R 1st state, 1489 (que.2, upside-down N, leaning S).

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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7.2.4. The Foxius variation and the spread of Manzolus’s roman in the 1490s
One of the users of Manzolus’s roman in the late 1480s was Hannibal Foxius of Parma, 
an itinerant printer who learnt the craft in Milan in the mid 1470s.52 He worked in 
Treviso, and signed a dozen editions in Venice, alone or with some partners, between 
1485–1488. Four of these editions are set in the Manzolus roman, here called Foxius 
81R, and we can distinguish the alternate shapes of t and f (f.1) as much as the colon 
with the dots close to each other.53 Foxius did not employ the que abbreviation in his 
editions because all his extant books are in vernacular languages, while abbreviations 
were usually limited to Latin only. 

After 1488 – the date of Foxius’s last known edition – the Foxius variation is not 
found in extant books until spring 1491, when Benalius started employing it along with 
the first shape of que, that had apparently disappeared after Manzolus, ten years ear-
lier (fig. 40). Notably, the shape of f is different from Foxius, it is the second alternate 
shape we have mentioned above (f.2). The sorts of Benalius’s f were cast from a different 
matrix other than that of Foxius, and from then on all the presses that employed the 
Foxius variation used either one or the other of these two shapes of f. 

Analysing the Benalius output we realise that in the previous years (1488–1489) this 
printer had used another version of the Manzolus roman with no alternate f and t, 
the third shape of que, and Scotus’s upside-down N. In BMC they are described as two 
states of the same type, Benalius 80R.54 But as discussed in chapter 3 the way Scholderer 
defined different states of the same type is often inconsistent.55 The difference from 
one state to another given by the additions of a few new sorts is sometimes irrelevant 
and cannot be accepted as evidence of a different fount of type. But the case of Benalius 
is different: there are grounds to hypothesise that he employed two distinct founts of 
type, both deriving from the same punches, but cast from two different sets of matrices.

In the last decade of the 15th century many more printing offices included the Man-
zolus roman in their stock of type and, as in the previous decade, they were all located 
in Venice. The only known exception – beside Zarotus who kept on using his 78R in Mi-
lan – was the press of Darleriis in Cremona who from 1495 onwards employed the Fox-
ius variation with the first shape of f (fig. 41).56 He also substituted Manzolus’s S with 
a new shape, never seen elsewhere, smaller than the original one, probably because 
his type case did not include Manzolus’s sorts of S. In Venice the type was employed 
by another 20 presses, and it became the most widespread type for commentaries in 
the 15th century. Some of the most important printing offices in town employed it for 
their commentaries on a regular basis.57 An example is Bonetus Locatellus, a priest 

52. According to notary documents, in 1476 he was an apprentice in Valdarfer’s workshop. See Emilio Motta, 

‘Il tipografo parmense A. F. allievo del Valdarfer’, Archivio storico lombardo, 43 (1916), p. 273. See also the entry 

‘Fosio, Annibale’ by Tiziana Plebani in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 49 (1997).

53. Scholderer described the Foxius roman in a superficial manner which is unusual for BMC. He said that 

the type is ‘apparently as Capcasa 82R’ without noting the changes in f and t. See BMC V, p. 407.

54. BMC V, p. 369.

55. See § 3.1.4.

56. Darleriis 80R, Cremona 1495 (BMC VII 958, TW 1:81R).

57. The complete list of the Manzolus type employed in other printing offices in the 1490s is the following: 

Plasiis 80R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 267, TW Piasiis 7:80R); Choris 80R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 463, TW 7:80R and 
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40. Benalius 80R 2nd state, 1492 (Foxius variation, f.2) in Plinius’s Historia naturalis (ip00799000). Courtesy Verona C. 

41. Darleriis 80R (Foxius variation, f.1) in the 1495 Barbarus (ib00102000) printed by Carolus de Darleriis in Cremona. Courtesy Verona C. 

44. Anima Mia 78R, 1490 (que.4).

43. Ragazzo 82Rc, 1490 (que.2 perhaps, leaning S).

42. Locatellus 80R, 1490 (que.2, upside-down N).

45. Pincius 81R, 1492 (Foxius variation, f.2, leaning S).

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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49. Bertochus 80R, 1494 (Foxius variation, f.1).

48. Ferrariis 80R, 1492 (Foxius variation, f.1).

47. Soardis 81R, 1492 (que.2)

46. Pensis 82R, 1492 (que.3, leaning S).

50. Aldus 83R (upside-down N, leaning S) from the prefatory letter n his 1495 [1496] Theocritus (it00144000). Courtesy Verona C.
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The spread of the Manzolus roman in the 15th century
 PRESS 20 LINE SIZE FIRST SEEN PLACE SHAPE FOXIUS UPSIDE-
     OF QUE VARIATION DOWN N

1 Manzolus 83 1478 Treviso 1          

2 Press of Martialis 78 1480 Venice –              

3 Scotus 80 1481 Venice –  +     

4 Tortis 78 1481 Venice –            

5 Rubeus Vercellensis 82 1482 Venice 2     

6 Zarotus 78 1482 Milan – 

7 Battibovis 79 1485 Venice 3  +       

8 Pasqualibus & Bertochus 77 1486 Venice 4           

9 Marinus Saracenus 78 1487 Venice 4           

10 Paltasichis 78 1487 Venice 4           

11 Foxius 81 1487 Venice – +          

12 Zanis 80 1487 Venice 3  +         

13 Benalius (1) 80 1488 Venice 3  +         

14 Rizus 78 1488 Venice 4            

15 Capcasa (1) 82 1489 Venice 2  +           

16 Choris (1) 80 1490 Venice 2  +           

17 Locatellus (1) 80 1490 Venice 2  +

18 Ragazzo 82 1490 Venice 2

19 Anima Mia 78 1490 Venice 4           

20 Plasiis (1) 80 1490 Venice –       

21 Press of Caviceus 80 c. 1490 Venice –

22 Locatellus (2) 80 1490 Venice 3

23 Benalius (2) 80 1491 Venice 1 +

24 Sessa 80 1491 Venice    1 +

25 Plasiis (2) 80 *errata* 1491 Venice –   +     

26 Jacopo di Carlo c. 82 1491 Venice –

27 T. Ragazonibus 77 1491 Venice 4 

28 Pincius 81 1492 Venice 1 +

29 Pensis (1) 82 1492 Venice 3      

30 Capcasa (2) 79 1492 Venice 3           

31 Choris (2) 80 1492 Venice 1 +    

32 Liga Boaria 80 1492 Venice –  +

33 Bossi 78 1492 Venice –

34 Soardis (1) 77 1492 Venice 2           

35 Soardis (2) 81 1492 Venice 1 +

36 Ferrariis 80 1492 Venice 1 +           

37 Gorgonzola (1) 81 1493 Venice 1 +     

38 Piasi 79 1493 Venice –

39 Gorgonzola (2) 77 1494 Venice 4           

40 Bertochus 80 1494 Venice 1 +                

41 Bevilaqua 81 1494 Venice –

42 Aldus 83 1495 Venice –  +      

43 Pensis (2) 80 1495 Venice 1 +      

44 Darleriis 80 1495 Cremona 1 +      

45 Gusago 80 1497 Venice  –

46 Press of Poluciis 82 c. 1499 Venice –

47 Tacuinus 81 1500 Venice – +         

48 Press of Vinciguerra 83 undated Venice –

Table 2. Founts of type 
showing tiny differences in 
the character set (thus, cast 
in different sets of matrices, 
all struck from Manzolus’s 
punches) are treated as dif-
ferent types. Indications on 
the character set are added 
on the right side of the table. 
This helps us distinguish the 
different sets of matrices in 
which the types were cast. 
According to the extant 
books, 36 printing offices 
employed Manzolus’s type 
(excluding the anonymous 
presses) and several of them 
used two versions of it, cast 
in different sets of matrices. 
Note that BMC records two 
distinct types for Ragazzo 
(18), 82Ra and 82Rc, with the 
only difference in the shape 
of the full stop: the latter 
has a point instead of a cross 
(BMC V, p. 500). Nonethe-
less, the shape of this sort, 
which had relatively little 
use, cannot be taken as an 
indication of a change in the 
fount of type, thus only one 
type is recorded for Ragazzo 
in the table. 
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from Bergamo who ran a prolific press and worked regularly for the publishing house 
of Octavianus Scotus and his heirs.58 He set about 25 editions in the Manzolus roman 
(called here Locatellus 80R) before the turn of the century. 

Many of the Manzolus types found in the 1490s belong to the Foxius variation (Su-
ardis, Ferrariis, Tacuinus, Bertochus, and Pensis employed f.1; Sessa, Pincius, and Gor-
gonzola f.2), all of whom used it for just a few editions, save for Philippus Pincius with 
about 15 of his extant editions set in this type (table 2).

Indeed a good part of the presses which employed Manzolus in the 1490s apparently 
used it only in a few editions: besides the ones already listed we have to add other well-
known names of Venetian printing such as Theodorus de Ragazonibus, Tommaso di Pi-
asi and notably Aldus Manutius. Aldus also is included in this list, because he employed 
this type (Aldus 83R) in two of his early Greek editions to set some complementary texts 
in Latin (fig. 50).59 In his research on the Aldine romans, Hans Mardersteig – who knew 
nothing of the wide distribution of the type before Aldus made use of it – named it the 
‘Gaza type’ or ‘Aldus’s third roman’ and he did not hesitate to attribute it to the punch-
cutter Francesco Griffo, though there is no evidence whatsoever for such a claim.60

7.2.5. Evidence of different sets of matrices struck 
from Manzolus’s punches

As we have seen for Benalius’s type, due to minor differences in the character set BMC 
also divides into two states the types of some of the presses that employed Manzolus’s 
roman in the 1490s. Locatellus started printing with the second shape of que, but at the 
end of 1491 he changed it with the third one, the peculiar que, where the contraction 
tail crosses the stems and reaches the bottom serif.61 Bernardinus de Choris employed 
the second shape of que in 1490–1491, and in 1492 turned to the Foxius variation (fig. 
51).62 Damianus de Gorgonzola and Christophorus de Pensis also employed both the 

13:80R); Locatellus 80R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 435, TW 5:80R), fig. 42; Ragazzo 82Ra and 82Rc, Venice 1490 

(BMC V 500, TW 1:82R and 1**:82R), fig. 43; Anima Mia 78R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 409, TW Cereto 5:78R), fig. 44; 

Printer of Caviceus 80R, Venice c. 1490 (BMC V 369, TW Benalius 10:80R); Sessa 80R, Venice 1491 (BMC V 479, 

TW 1:80R); Theodorus de Ragazonibus 77R, Venice 1491 (BMC V 476, TW 13:77R); Jacopo di Carlo 82R, Venice 

1491 (not recorded in BMC, TW 1:ca.82R); Pincius 81R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 491, TW 8:81R), fig. 45; Pensis 82R 

and 80Rb, Venice 1492 (BMC V 467, TW 3:82R and 8:80R), fig. 46; Liga Boaria 80R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 508, TW 

2:80R); Bossi 78R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 515, TW 1:78R); Suardis 77R and 81R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 490, TW Soard-

is 1:77R and 3:81R), fig. 47; Ferrariis 80R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 506, TW 3:80R), fig. 48; Gorgonzola 81R and 77R, 

Venice 1493 (BMC V 543, TW 2:81R and 5:77R), figure shown below; Piasi 79R, Venice 1493 (not recorded in BMC, 

TW 2:79R); Bertochus 80R, Venice 1494 (BMC V 487, TW 11:80R), fig. 49; Bevilaqua 81Ra, Venice 1494 (BMC V 

516, TW 8:81R); Aldus 83R, Venice 1495 (BMC V 551, TW 6:82R), fig. 50; Gusago 80R, Venice 1497 (BMC V 577, 

TW 2:80R); Press of Poluciis 82R, Venice c. 1499 (BMC V 591 TW attributes the books to Pensis); Tacuinus 81Rb, 

Venice 1500 (BMC V 527, TW 9:81R); and Press of Vinciguerra 83R, undated (BMC VII 1149, not recorded in TW).

58. For the relationship between Locatellus and Scotus see the next chapter, notably § 8.2.1 and 8.2.4.

59. The editions are Theodorus Gaza, Grammatica introductiva. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 25 Dec. 

1495 (ig00110000); and Theocritus, Idyllia. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, Feb. 1495/96 (it00144000).

60. Mardersteig, ‘Aldo Manuzio e i caratteri di Francesco Griffo’, p. 133.

61. BMC V, p. 435.

62. BMC V, p. 463.
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Choris 80R 1st state (que.2, upside-down N), from the 1490 Perottus (ip00289000). Courtesy Verona C.

Choris 80R 2nd state (Foxius variation, f.2) from the 1492 Seneca (is00371000). Courtesy Verona C.

51. Bernardinus de Choris employed two versions of Manzolus’s roman. Initially displaying the second shape of que and upside-down N, in 
1492 the type was replaced with the Foxius variation (alternate f, t and the first shape of que). Although BMC recorded it as two states of 
the same type, Choris 80R, evidence indicates they were two distinct founts of type, cast in different sets of matrices.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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Foxius variation (respectively 81R and 80Rb) as much as other shapes of que (Gorgon-
zola 77R displays the second shape, while Pensis 82R the third).63 Notably Gorgonzola 
also employed both 81R and 77R in the same edition, the 1493 Svetonius.64 Most of the 
book is printed with 81R while some quires are in 77R: even with the naked eye the 
difference in fitting and impression makes it clear that they are two different founts of 
type, as we can see in figure 52. This is the same situation we came across early in this 
chapter with Blavis’s roman employed by Novimagio:65 as it was hypothesised there, 
this Gorgonzola edition was probably printed at two different presses. Once again we 
can safely identify the Foxius variation as cast from a distinct set of matrices compared 
with the rest of Manzolus’s types. However, as already mentioned, neither the abbrevi-
ations nor the other sorts that change shape are ideal for type analysis, thus sometimes 
the difference between the Foxius variation and Manzolus’s original character set is 
difficult to spot. For instance Petrus de Plasiis employed the Manzolus’s type in 1490 
and in 1491 turned to the Foxius variation (fig. 53), but the difference was not noted by 
Scholderer.66

Beside the Foxius variation, there are a few other oddities in the character set of the 
Manzolus roman that might indicate a distinct set of matrices. These are mentioned 
in the previous sections in the discussion on the spread: I refer to Scotus’s shape of N, 
that looks upside down (fig. 54) and to the slanted S used by Rubeus (fig. 55). As we have 
seen with Blavis’s ampersand, sometimes a letter leans backwards or forwards and if 
this recurs consistently throughout the editions it could be evidence of a distinct set of 
matrices. Scotus’s N also ought to be evidence of this as the matrix maker struck the 
punch of N the wrong way up, so the upside-down N should belong to a distinct set of 
matrices.67 But although we find these shapes of N and S in the output of many of the 
presses mentioned in this chapter, the analysis of these odd letters often leads to am-
biguous results. Even with the help of photographic enlargements it is often difficult 
to understand whether a certain N is the right way up or not because of its morphology 
(it is difficult to distinguish the serif that should be at the upper left corner from the 
vertex on the lower right corner) and because of the general lack of sharpness in the 
printed marks. Rubeus’s leaning S gives even less help in discerning distinct sets of 
matrices, because we find samples of backward leaning S, with the same slope angle 
of Rubeus, in types that for the rest of the character set seem to have been cast from 
matrices that are different from those of Rubeus. For instance a backward leaning S is 

63. Respectively BMC V, p. 543 and BMC V, p. 467.

64. Suetonius, Vitae XII Caesarum. Venice: Damianus de Mediolano, de Gorgonzola, 29 Mar. 1493 

(is00824000). In this edition the two Manzolus romans are used to set the commentary, each one employed in 

different quires of the book. The type of the text also changes along with the type for commentary, sustaining 

the hypothesis that the edition was printed at two distinct presses, equipped with different types.

65. See § 7.1.2.

66. In April 1490 Plasiis set an edition of Petrarca’s Trionfi (ip00386000) in the Manzolus roman, but in the 

following year he printed an edition of Dante’s Comedia (id00033000) and another edition of Petrarca’s Trionfi 

(ip00387000) with the Foxius variation. This change has not been noted by Scholderer and both the types are 

recorded under Plasiis 80R. See BMC V, p. 270.

67. The marks of upside-down N cannot be caused by a right sort of N put upside down in the forme, be-

cause if this were the case the base of the letter would be lower than the baseline of all the other letters.
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52. Damianus de Gorgonzola employed two versions of Manzolus’s roman in the same edition: Svetonius, Venice 1493 (is00824000).  
Most of the book is printed with Gorgonzola 81R, which follows the Foxius variation, while a few quires are set in 77R, which displays the 
fourth shape of que.

Gorgonzola 81R (Foxius variation, f.2), quire b. Gorgonzola 77R (q.4), quire u.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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53. Petrus de Plasiis also employed two versions of Manzolus’s roman though BMC recorded both as Plasiis 80R without pointing out any 
difference. The type was employed in a few editions, mostly in vernacular, where the que abbreviation seems to be absent and thus we 
cannot use the shape of que to distinguish the different character sets. 

Plasiis 80R *errata*, 1491 (Foxius variation, f.1), from Dante (id00033000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.

Plasiis 80R, 1490, from Petrarca (ip00386000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.
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55. In Rubeus 82R letter S is always leaning backwards, throughout the decades, and such slope S is also found in the type of other print-
ing offices, as Capcasa 82R. When a letter leans backwards or forwards consistently throughout the editions of a certain press, it could 
be evidence of a distinct set of matrices.

Manzolus 83R with the original N

Scotus 82R with sorts of upside-down N

Zanis 80R, upside-down N Capcasa 82R, upside-down NLocatellus 80R, upside-down N

54. Another letter that can change is capital N that in some printing offices looks upside down. This should indicate a distinct set of ma-
trices, where the matrix maker struck the punch of N the wrong way up. But such a detail is very difficult to depict, notably owing to the 
general lack of sharpness of 15th-century printing marks.

Rubeus 82R with an S leaning backwords Capcasa 82R, leaning S

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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seen in Pincius 81R whose character set follows the Foxius variation. The conclusion is 
that the leaning S is not reliable as an object of analysis.

However, besides the Foxius variation we can be sure there were other sets of matri-
ces struck from Manzolus’s punches used concurrently in the 1480s and 1490s: Zarotus 
in Milan, Rubeus and at least another three or four in Venice. But probably not many 
more. There were only a few sets of matrices around and these were paired with moulds 
that were probably made by the same craftsman – this seems a safe explanation for 
the low range of type bodies. Moreover the insignificant changes in the character set, 
the lack of mutations and the limited appearances of this type outside Venice could 
indicate that its distribution was controlled. Suppliers were few; they were supplying 
the local presses with cast type and such cast type was affordable and easy to find on 
the local market (thus it was employed both by big firms and by small printers). At the 
present state of knowledge it is impossible to infer whether the suppliers were printers 
with type founding businesses on the side, goldsmiths who were supplying printing 
offices or businessmen who sold matrices and cast type besides printed books. Outside 
Venice, however, type was not easy to purchase, as we have seen with the roman used 
by Darleriis in Cremona in the mid 1490s (Darleriis 80R), where the change of S with a 
smaller shape seems to indicate a poor type case with some sorts missing. 

Unlike Blavis and other early types, from the mid-1480s onwards sets of matrices of 
Manzolus’s roman were held by a few suppliers and were probably not put on sale. It 
seems that cast type became the main object of trade, because it is reasonable to sus-
pect that many of the small printing offices which employed Manzolus’s roman were 
not equipped to cast type. This probably reflects the development of the type trade 
towards the end of the 15th century. Following the growth of the book market, more 
firms started specialising in casting and selling founts of type to the many printing 
offices of Venice. It is a different scenario from what we saw in the early 1470s, when a 
single supplier, Nicolas Jenson, was selling cast type, and, in special cases also sets of 
matrices, to several customers, all around northern Italy. 
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his chapter is about a Venetian type that can safely be claimed as the 
most widespread roman of the Renaissance, because it was used in more 
than 100 printing offices in Italy and elsewhere for about a century, per-
haps longer. In the previous chapters we looked at types that were widely 

used in the 15th and early 16th centuries, such as the Jenson and Manzolus romans, but 
none of them enjoyed the huge popularity of this one, which I call the ‘Scotus roman’ 
after the earliest known printer who employed it (fig. 1). 

The Scotus roman was noted by Carter and Vervliet – the latter calls it the ‘Capcasa 
Great primer roman’ after Matteo Capcasa, a Venetian printer who used this type in the 
1490s – but they did not realise how widespread it was.1 Its design was based on the 
Jenson roman and, given its popularity, we can suppose that it was seen as an admired 
representative of the roman type in the ‘Venetian style’ – as it was called by Scholder-
er (who also did not realise its wide distribution) when he found it in books printed 
outside Venice.2 We see the Scotus roman in Ratdolt’s Index characterum, the earliest 
known specimen of moveable type (Augsburg, 1486) while Aldus employed it for his 
first Greek–Latin grammar (Lascaris, 1495). Its success lasted a long time and in the 
following century it was included in the stock of types of the most important humanist 
printers throughout Europe. We find it in books printed by Josse Bade in Paris, Johann 
Froben in Basel, Friedrich Peypus in Nuremberg and Thierry Martens in the Low Coun-
tries – just to mention the most renowned names. A list of important editions set in 
this type could go on for many pages. 

In this chapter I apply my method of type analysis to map the spread of the Scotus 
roman in Venice, around Italy and throughout Europe. Moreover, as in the previous 
chapter with the Manzolus roman, here I try to retrace the different sets of matrices in 
which founts of the Scotus roman were cast. Focusing on the tiny, almost undetectable 
changes in the character set that took place over the years, we can safely identify certain 
sets of matrices displaying sorts that are different from what we find in the other sets 
of Scotus’s matrices.

1. Carter, A View of Early Typography, p. 77, n. 3. Vervliet, Palaeotypography, p. 20.

2. The customary formula to describe the Scotus roman in books printed outside Venice is ‘a text type in 

Venetian style’. See for instance BMC VI, pp. 761 and 776. The same description is found in volumes of BMC not 

curated by Scholderer, as for instance in Leslie Alfred Sheppard et al. (ed.), Catalogue of books printed in the 

XVth century now in the British Museum (BMC) pt. 10. Spain, Portugal (London: Printed by order of the Trustees, 

1971), p. 48.

1. Opposite: the Scotus 
roman in a book printed 
by Octavianus Sco-
tus, the 1482 Caesar 
(ic00022000). Courtesy 
Milano N.

T

8. Applied analysis №4: the Scotus 
great primer roman (1481–1570s)

 8
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Excerpt from the character set of Scotus 106R

Excerpt from the character set of Manzolus 112R

2. Character set of the Scotus roman taken from three different editions, belonging to the three earliest known presses which employed 
the Scotus roman. The editions are Scotus’s Caesar, 1482; Manzolus’s Priscianus, 1481 (ip00966000); Dominici’s Quintilianus, 1481 
(iq00019000).
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Character set of Dominici 111R
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3. Lines of text from Scotus’s 1482 Caesar (top), Manzolus’s 1481 Priscianus (centre) and Dominici’s 1481 Quintilianus (bottom). Courtesy 
Milano N, Verona C and Parma Pal.
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8.1. analysis of the scotus roman and variations in the character set

The first part of the chapter concerns the morphology of the Scotus roman and its 
character set which, despite the astonishing spread of this type, it is notably consistent 
along the decades (fig. 2, 3). The custom of printers and type-makers of modifying their 
types as we have seen in Jenson and Valdarfer – replacing letters, adding ligatures or 
abbreviations – is very seldom found here. Moreover, apart from its earliest appear-
ance where it is mixed with another type, there is no sign of mutation. Throughout the 
thousands of editions set in the Scotus roman we can identify only a few differences 
in the character set. Such differences are the object of discussion of the following sec-
tions, where the type used at different presses is analysed in detail to try to define the 
different sets of matrices that were concurrently on the market. But first of all we have 
to analyse and describe the type. 

8.1.1. Analysis of the Scotus roman
The Scotus roman is a loose imitation of Jenson. Although it is difficult to mistake it 
with Jenson’s roman when seen on a printed page, the type closely follows Jenson’s style 
of letterforms especially in the lowercase where not a single letterform moves away 
from Jenson’s model (fig. 4). 

The type size is the same as Jenson’s but the Scotus roman looks bolder – although 
the colour of a printed type is a complicated matter because of the variations of inking 
and printing, as we have seen in chapter 4. In the hands of different printers its 20-line 
measure ranges between 104–114 millimetres (14.7–16.1 pt). The letters follow the same 
measurements and proportions and the degree of similarity with Jenson is sometimes 
remarkable, as for instance in the bowl of b and p, or the widths of letter m and n that 
are exactly the same in both the types (fig. 4a). Scotus’s g shows more stress in the up-
per bowl (the upper bowl is slightly bigger, the bottom one slightly smaller) but when 
overlaid the two letters look almost alike. A lowercase letter which slightly diverges in 
the design is e which is rounder and wider and with a more upright oblique bar (fig. 4b). 
This difference is however very minor when seen on a printed page. 

The capital letters are less similar to Jenson’s and show a distinct and more inscrip-
tional look (fig. 4c). Letters like the narrower B and E, M with inclined stems and R 
with a wider tail evoke the Roman Imperial capitals more closely than Jenson. However, 
some similarity with Jenson is still visible, like letter H, which is wide compared with O. 

Scotus’s letter A leans backwards, it is small compared with the other capitals and 
the external serifs on the baseline are hardly visible. 

Letter C follows a bowl construction similar to lowercase c – with a sloped axis 
and the bowl slanted to the right. It is worth noting that design consistency such as 
this between the lowercase and uppercase shape of the same letter is seldom found in 
15th-century types.3

3. As discussed in § 5.2.3 in Renaissance types we often find a disjuncture between uppercase and lower-

case sets, indicating that punchcutters at the time probably considered them as two different sets, not nec-

essarily working exclusively together.
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Jenson

Jenson Jenson

Scotus

Scotus Scotus

4. The Jenson and Scotus romans compared. As we can see from the enlargements, though they look bolder, Scotus’s lowercase letters 
follow Jenson’s model very closely. Scotus’s capitals, on the other hand, are somehow different from Jenson’s.

4a. Scotus lowercase letters 
follow the same design and 
also the same measurements 
and proportions as Jenson’s. 

The Scotus roman from Scotus’s 1482 Caesar.

The Jenson roman from his 1471 Cicero (ic00508000).
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4c. Scotus capitals show a more inscriptional look than Jenson’s, because of letters like E (narrower), M (with inclined stems instead of 
vertical) and R with a wider tail evoke more closely the Roman Imperial capitals.

Scotus capitals from Dominici’s 1481 Quintilianus.

Lines in Jenson capitals from the 1471 Quintilianus.

4b. Scotus’s e slightly 
diverges in design from 
Jenson’s e: the letter is 
rounder and wider and 
the oblique bar is at a 
steeper angle.

Scotus Jenson

Jenson capitals from the 1470 Eusebius.

Lines in Scotus capitals from Scotus’s 1482 Caesar.

Lines in Scotus capitals from Dominici’s 1481 Quintilianus (iq00026000).
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5. Scotus’s Livius (il00253000) displays capitals of the Scotus roman (106Rb) in the running headlines of the second voume, dated July 
1481. The letters of 106Rb are mixed with capitals coming from another type of the same dimensions and of similar appearance (named 
Scotus 106Ra in BMC) which – as discussed below – is a distinct type with a distinct story.

Detail of a page of the second volume with running headlines. The text is set in Scotus 80R, that is the Manzolus pica roman at Scotus’s 
press, discussed in § 7.2.3. Image from MDZ, courtesy München BSB.

The first part of the volume, about one third of its length, is set in 106Ra (above, on the left) and the rest in 160Rb (on the right). However 
the letters can also be mixed, as we see in the word ‘PRIMO’ on the left, set in 106Ra with an M that comes from 106Rb.

1 : 1
2 mm 0

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

106Ra 106Rb 106Rb

106Rb 106Rb

106Rb

106Ra 106Ra
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G has a more defined bowl, the arch is slightly more squarish than in Jenson’s and 
displays an arrow-shaped upper serif.

M is slightly wider and also displays bilateral upper serifs, but in Scotus the outer 
stems are slightly splayed rather than vertical as in Jenson.

P follows Jenson’s model but is more exaggerated: in Jenson the bowl of P is already 
big, but in Scotus it is even bigger and not well proportioned in relation to the other 
capitals. 

Q has a long tail like in Jenson (who mostly used the Qu instead of a separate Q), but 
it is much deeper (it touches the bottom of descenders) and, surprisingly, has no kern 
on its right hand side, so that there is always a wide gap between Q and the following 
u. This matter is further discussed below, because the shape of Q is one of the key ele-
ments that help us identify a distinct set of matrices. 

The Scotus R is another remarkable letter, easy to spot on the printed page: the coun-
ter has the same measurements as Jenson but the tail is much wider and more dynamic, 
resembling a pen stroke – or a stroke made with a flat brush. 

Finally S is the most peculiar letter of the type. It is a clear marker that helps us iden-
tify the Scotus roman at a glance when seen on a printed page. Scotus’s S is wide and 
has a relatively small upper counter. The letter is often leaning backwards or forwards, 
the serifs are almost flat, with upper and lower spurs – a feature common to 18th- and 
19th-century types and rare before that period.

The Scotus roman was more successful than any of the imitations of Jenson’s roman. 
Given its popularity all over Europe, it played a crucial role in spreading the Jenson 
canon around – his model of lowercase letters. The extant books show that this was ac-
complished more effectively than the Jenson roman itself, which enjoyed less populari-
ty. I suspect this likeness was the secret of the Scotus roman’s extraordinary popularity. 
This type might have been identified by its contemporaries as a respected model of the 
Venetian typographic style, with Jenson as its forefather.

8.1.2. The Scotus mixture, or the strange mix of two types 
in the Scotus workshop

A distinct character set of the Scotus roman was employed at the press of Octavianus 
Scotus, who printed an edition that is the earliest known to be set in this type (Livius 
1481, fig. 5).4 In its earliest appearance the Scotus roman displays a few letterforms 
that differ from the shape that such letters usually have when the type is employed 
at other presses. Moreover, in Scotus’s editions the type is always used together with 
another one of the same dimensions and of similar appearance, though in fact it is 
a distinct type with a distinct story. Some editions have sections set in one type and 
sections set in the other, and each of them often includes sorts from the other type, 
scattered here and there on the page. This is something unusual even for 15th-century 
Venice: TW failed to distinguish the two types while Scholderer put them under one 
type description only and called them 106Ra and 106Rb – the latter being the Scotus 

4. Livius, Historiae Romanae decades. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 1481 (il00253000). Published in two parts: 

I) 1481; II) 28 June 1481.
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6a. The capitals of 106Ra – that is the Tortis roman – are bolder and follow a different model compared with the Scotus roman. 
Letters B, G, M and S are rather wide, while R displays a shorter and almost straight tail.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

6. Comparison between the Scotus and the Tortis romans. In Scotus’s books the Scotus roman (106Rb) is always mixed with another type 
of the same dimensions and of similar appearance, called Scotus 106Ra. This type comes from the same punches as Tortis 114R, employed  
by Baptista de Tortis in more than 30 extant editions.

6b. Scotus’s and Tortis’s lowercase letters are more alike, how-
ever the clearest differences are found in letters a and e (more 
compact and with a much smaller counters) and in r which 
displays a wide serif on the baseline.

Tortis 111R

Scotus 106Ra (Tortis roman)

Scotus 106Rb (Scotus roman)

TortisScotus 106Rb Scotus 106Ra Tortis106Rb 106Ra

Tortis106Rb 106Ra

Tortis106Rb 106RaTortis106Rb 106Ra
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Scotus 106Ra (Tortis roman) from the first quire of Scotus’s Blondus (ib00698000). Courtesy Verona C.

Tortis 114R in Tortis’s 1481 Cicero (ic00597000). Courtesy Verona C.
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7. Scotus’s Orosius, printed in July 1483 (io00098000), is set in 106Ra (Tortis roman) with a few quires in 106Rb (Scotus), but the two 
types are also mixed together, each one including sorts taken from the other. Left: detail from quire a2 set in Tortis roman with a few 
letters in Scotus (marked with arrows). Right: detail from quire g5 set in Scotus roman with letters from Tortis. Courtesy Verona C. 

8. Letters t and T of the Scotus roman in Scotus’s workshop come from Tortis’s punches. Scotus never displayed the shapes of t and T 
that would become the custom in the Scotus roman used at other presses, as we find in Mazolus’s and Dominici’s books.

Scotus Tortis Manzolus Dominici

8.1.2
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roman.5 At a closer look the two types are not difficult to distinguish because many 
letters display differences in design, notably the capitals (fig. 6). The capitals of 106Ra 
are bolder and follow a different model: they look less inscriptional, like in letters B, 
G, M (exceptionally wide), R (with an almost straight tail) and in the wide S (fig. 6a). 
The lowercase letters are more alike and many of them show tiny differences only when 
they are overlaid, almost undetectable to the naked eye (fig. 6b). However some differ-
ences are clear, for instance in Scotus 106Ra letters a and e are more compact and have 
much smaller counters, c has an upright axis; letter g has a smaller upper counter and 
a sharper link and r displays a wide serif on the baseline.  

The same type of 106Ra – or rather, a type deriving from the same punches – is 
found in books printed by Baptista de Tortis, the most prolific printer in Venice, in the 
early years of his career.6 More than 30 extant editions are set in Tortis 114R, all printed 
before the mid-1480s when Tortis dropped classics and focused his production on legal 
and religious books set in rotunda type. The earliest known edition set in Tortis 114R 
bears the date 12 October 1481, a few months after the appearance at Scotus’s press.7

The earliest appearance of the Scotus roman is in the 1481 Livius where it was em-
ployed only for the running headlines set in capitals:8 the first part (about one third) is 
set in 106Ra (Tortis) and the rest in 160Rb (Scotus), with both including sorts from the 
other.9 The next appearance, a Caesar printed in August 1482 (shown in figure 1, 2 and 
3), is entirely set in 106Rb, the Scotus roman, but we find sorts of 106Ra’s e scattered 
here and there.10 In the summer of 1483 two other editions were printed with these two 
types, this time the majority of the texts are set in the Tortis roman with a few quires in 
Scotus, but the two types are still mixed, each one displaying sorts taken from the other 
(fig. 7).11 After this, Scotus printed another three editions in the following months set 
in the Tortis type where there is no trace of the Scotus roman.12

Besides being mixed with the Tortis roman, the Scotus roman in Scotus’s workshop 

5. Scotus 106Rb, Venice 1481 (BMC V 275, TW 6:106R)

6. Tortis 114R, Venice 1481 (BMC V 319, TW 1:114R).

7. Cicero, De officiis. Venice: Baptista de Tortis, 12 Oct. 1481 (ic00597000).

8. It is worth remembering that the 1481 Livius also includes the earliest known appearance of the Manzolus 

roman at the Scotus press. See § 7.2.3.

9. The Scotus roman first appears in the headline of the ‘third decade’, f. 155r of the first volume.

10. Caesar, Commentarii. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 21 Aug. 1482 (ic00022000).

11. The two editions are the following: Flavius Blondus, Historiarum ab inclinatione Romanorum imperii dec-

ades. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 16 July 1483 (ib00698000). And Paulus Orosius, Historiae adversus paganos. 

Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 30 July 1483 (io00098000). In the Blondus the Scotus roman is found in quires h–i, 

p–q, E, and P–S; the rest of the edition is set in the Tortis roman. Here the Tortis roman very seldom displays 

Scotus letters, while the quires set in the Scotus roman display several sorts taken from Tortis, such as letters 

a, E and S. Remarkably, Tortis’s capitals E and S occur much more often than the original Scotus letters. In the 

Orosius the Scotus roman is found in quires b, f–h. Here the situation is different, although it was completed 

just two weeks later (thus we suppose the same fount of type was employed in both the books). Initially the 

Tortis roman displays several sorts of Scotus’s a and g, and also some capitals, although they disappear in later 

pages. The Scotus roman, on the other hand, displays Tortis’s letters a, e, A, C, E, G, M, P, R, S in a way that sug-

gests that the two types were mixed in the same type case.

12. Nonius Marcellus, De proprietate latini sermonis. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 2 Sept. 1483 (in00269000). 

Statius, Opera. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 2 Dec. 1483 (is00691000). Dante Alighieri, La Commedia. Venice: 

Octavianus Scotus, 23 Mar. 1484 (id00030000).
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9. The Scotus mixture (that is the Scotus roman as it was employed by Octavianus Scotus) at the press of Bernardinus Benalius: Benalius 
110R.2 from the 1487 Vergilius (iv00178500). The first quires are set in the Tortis roman (left), while the rest of the book is set in the 
Scotus roman (right), both including sorts from the other type (marked with arrows).

10. An unknown Scotus roman that has been identified neither by BMC nor by TW, found at the press of Petrus de Plasiis in Venice (Plasiis 
109R *errata*). From Petrarca, 1490 (ip00386000). It is set in the Scotus mixture, made of Scotus letters but with Tortis’s g.

Plasiis Scotus Tortis
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always displays letters t and T that come from the Tortis roman (fig. 8). It seems the 
type did not include the shapes of t and T that were to become the custom in the Scotus 
roman used at other presses. Letter t is narrower while letter T is bolder, it displays tiny 
upper serifs and a wide serif at the baseline. For this reason I have named this peculiar 
assortment the ‘Scotus mixture’, to indicate a precise character set that is different 
from the other character sets of the Scotus roman. 

Examples of the Scotus mixture are seen in several editions of other printing offic-
es active in Venice in the following years. The earliest known is Bernardinus Benalius 
who started employing it (Benalius 110(106)R.2)13 in the 1487 Vergilius, where the first 
quires are set in the Tortis roman (displaying a few sorts from Scotus) while the rest of 
the edition is set in the Scotus roman with sorts from Tortis scattered here and there 
(fig. 9).14 Benalius’s next edition – an undated Cicero – is set in the Scotus roman (with 
a few sorts of Tortis’s a and e) apart from the first quires that were set in the Tortis 
roman with many Scotus letters mixed in it.15 In these two editions there is no regular-
ity in the appearance of the Tortis letters within the Scotus roman. In both cases, the 
initial parts of the quires set in Scotus (which are the majority) display more of Tortis’s 
letters than what can be found in the rest of the edition. The Tortis letters slowly dis-
appear as we go ahead turning the pages. However, before summer 1491 another five 
editions were printed by Benalius with the Scotus mixture, with narrow t and wide serif 
T and apparently without other Tortis letters – although a few Tortis g can be spotted 
in the 1490 Hieronimus.16 

Another Scotus mixture with Tortis’s g – this time occurring much more often than 
the original Scotus g – is found in an edition printed by Petrus de Plasiis in 1490, but 
the type has been ignored by the databases of incunabula (fig. 10). This type, measuring 
about 109 mm for 20 lines and appearing only in Plasiis’s Petrarca, was mistaken by 
Scholderer for another type.17

The Scotus mixture is found in the stock of type of other printers active in the 1490s, 
including two prolific Venetian presses, those of Bonetus Locatellus and Bartholomae-
us de Zanis. They both employed it in dozens of editions well into the 16th century.18 
Apart from t and T there seems to be no trace of other Tortis letters in their books. In-
terestingly, both these printers worked for Octavianus Scotus, who acted as publisher 
for several years, as we shall see below.

This complicated matter seems to indicate that all these founts of type were cast in 
the same set of matrices that can be safely considered different from other sets of ma-
trices of the Scotus roman employed by other printers. The so-called Scotus mixture is 

13. Benalius 110(106)R.2, 1487 (BMC V 369, TW 6:106/108R)

14. Vergilius, Opera. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, 22 Aug. 1487 (iv00178500).

15. Cicero, De officiis. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, [about 1488] (ic00604000).

16. Hieronymus, Epistolae. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, 14 July 1490 (ih00172000).

17. Francesco Petrarca, Trionfi e Canzoniere. Venice: Petrus de Plasiis, Cremonensis, 1490 (ip00386000). This 

edition was wrongly described in BMC V, p. 270: Scholderer – like TW – classified the book as set in Plasiis 109R 

(TW 6:109R). But Plasiis 109R is different from the type employed in the Petrarch: it comes from the same 

punches of Valdezoccho 115R, discussed in § 6.3.4, with Scotus’s A, Q and S mixed in it. I suspect that this addi-

tion of Scotus’s capitals together with the equal value in the type size of both types explain Scholderer’s mistake.

18. Locatellus 105R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 435, TW 6:105R); Zanis 106R, Venice 1491 (BMC V 430, TW 5:106R).
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f.1, Dominici f.2, Benalius f.3, Tacuinus

11a. Samples of letter i of the first kind (f.1), taken from various printers who employed the Scotus roman in the 1480s.

11. The dot of i can take on different shapes according to the printing office in which the type was employed. Three distinct shapes have 
been identified; they represent a variation in the character set that seems to indicate different sets of matrices in which the type was cast. 

11d. Comparison of the 
three different shapes 
of letter i. Overlaying 
the second and the third 
shapes (f.1 and f.2), both 
oblique dashes, reveals 
that they come from 
two different punches.

Scotus 106Ra, 1481 Dominici 111R, 1481 Silber 109R, 1489Blavis 112R, 1482 Bevilaqua 112R, 1489

11c. Samples of letter i of the third kind (f.3), with strong dash, 
from Tacuinus 108R (Venice 1492), its earliest known appearance.

11b. Samples of letter i of the second kind (f.2), with light dash, 
from its earliest known appearance: Benaius 110R.1, Venice 1485. 

 f.1    f.2  f.2    f.3
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one of the few variations in the character set – consistent along the years – that I have 
found among the many printers who used the Scotus roman. 

The reason for this strange mix of types that we find in the samples of the Scotus 
mixture in use before 1490 is difficult to infer from the printed books. It seems that 
Scotus and Benalius (or the typefounder who supplied them) had access to matrices of 
both the types, and that on some occasions their type case was insufficient and thus 
they added sorts from the other type. But this was not consistent through time because, 
as we have seen, differences in the character set are found even in editions printed very 
close to one another – perhaps indicating that the type was frequently recast. However, 
the supplier of the Scotus mixture must have possessed a set of matrices of both the 
Scotus and the Tortis romans. They might have been a sort of trial – preliminary ver-
sions that were perhaps delivered before the actual completion of the two types. This 
would explain the initial mix and the use of Tortis’s t and T in the Scotus mixture. 

8.1.3 Dotted i and dashed i in the Scotus roman
Among the few letters that show alternative shapes along the years, one is particularly 
noticeable: letter i. The shape of the dot of i represents a variation of the character 
set: some instances of the Scotus roman show a diagonal dash instead of a dot and 
sometimes the dash is bold and wide, and looks like a present-day acute accent (fig. 11). 
This detail probably looks more bizarre to readers of today than it did to 15th-century 
readers, because at that time, in rotunda and textura types as much as in common 
handwriting, the dot of i was often more similar to a small dash than to a proper dot. 

In its early years the Scotus roman always displays a dot that resembles a quadran-
gle rather than a circle, placed upright, leaning to the right (fig. 11a). After 1485 some 
printers started replacing the original i with another one displaying a short light diag-
onal dash placed at a certain distance from the body of the letter (fig. 11b). This light-
dashed i is first found in books signed by Bernardinus Benalius from 1485 onward 
(Benalius 110R.1)19 and in the following years other printers employed a Scotus roman 
with this shape of i. As we are going to see later, this seems to be the indication of a dis-
tinct character set. In 1492 the prolific press of Johannes Tacuinus started employing 
the Scotus roman with a new shape of dashed i, that is longer and more conspicuous, 
and closer to the body of the letter (Tacuinus 108R, fig. 11c).20 Besides its extensive use 
by Tacuinus, we find the same heavy-dashed i in the output of other Venetian printers, 
including Aldus.21 These two shapes of i are consistent in the books and among the 
printers who employed them, and there seems to be no doubt that we are looking at 
sorts that derived from distinct punches (fig. 11d). 

If dotted i is found in the majority of books printed in the Scotus roman in the 
1480s, the two shapes of dashed i become more common in the following decade and 
after the turn of the century they appear in the greater part of the editions set in the 
Scotus roman. 

19. Benalius 110R, Venice 1485 (BMC V 369, TW 6:106/108R and TW 11:110R). As discussed below, this type 

displays a different character set compared with Benalius 110(106)R.2 and thus it is safe to consider them as 

cast in two different sets of matrices.

20. Tacuinus 108R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 526, TW 3:108R).

21. Aldus 108R, Venice 1495 (BMC V 551, TW 3:108R).
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12a. Some printers display Qs that are shorter than Scotus, but if we compare them to the Scotus Q we realise that they probably come 
from the same punch. Their tails display the same design as the tail of the Scotus Q, with a cropped tail.

13. Capital S is found at different angles; sometimes it leans to the right, sometimes slightly to the left, and this seems to be consistent 
throughout different editions of the same printing office. 

Manzolus Dominici

12b. A few printers employed different shapes of Q but only one of them, first seen at the press of Benalius, became an object of trade as 
it is found in books printed by a dozen presses before the end of the century. 

Benalius 110R.1 Bevilaqua 110R

12. The shape of Q is another element that can give indication on the character set. Scotus’s Q displays a wide tapered tail, as deep as the 
descenders, and a wide blank space on the right. This shape of Q is seen in most of the Scotus romans employed in the 15th century.

Scotus Strata 105R

Manzolus

Dominici

 Scotus    Manzolus

 Scotus    Dominici
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8.1.4. Different shapes of Q and different angles of S
Letters Q and S are other elements that might help identifying a distinct set of matri-
ces. Since its early appearance at the Scotus printing office, letter Q displays a wide 
tapered tail, as deep as the descenders, and a wide blank space on its right hand side 
that keeps the body of the letter well separated from the following u (fig. 12). This blank 
space is unusual because 15th-century capital Qs were often cast as single pieces of 
type together with the following u or sometimes, more seldom, they were kerned to the 
right, so that the wide tail sat under the following letter. 

Although casting a kerned Q should not have been so complicated – considering that 
kerned sorts of f and long s are seen in Venetian type since Spira in 1469 – this un-
kerned Q is found in the vast majority of books printed before 1500. However, printers 
must have noticed that the blank space between Q and the following letter was exces-
sive in as much as it interrupted the flow of reading and caught the reader’s eye. Thus 
some of them decided to reduce the blank space between Q and u, either casting sorts 
that were narrower than the letterform on the matrix or – if the printer had no access 
to the matrix – simply filing off the right hand side of the sorts.22 However they did 
it, these samples of shorter Qs also have shorter tails, that follow the same structure 
of the tail of the unkerned Scotus Q, with the last part cropped off – this is what we 
see from the overlaying, as shown in figure 12a. Different shorter Qs (i.e., with the tail 
cropped at different distances from the bowl) are found in different printing offices; 
they probably did not become objects of trade; shortening letter Qs remained an in-
house practice. There are many examples of this custom: Manzolus 112R, the second 
earliest known appearance of the Scotus type, has a much shorter tail than Scotus; 
Dominici 111R (the third one) is more similar to the Scotus one, but slightly shorter. 
Riessinger did the same in Rome – the distance exceeds that of Manzolus – and so did 
Capcasa, Aldus and others in Venice. Beside this, there are also a few cases of Q kerned 
on the right, like in Bevilaqua 107R* or in Amerbach 111R, but it seems that also these 
kerned Qs did not became objects of trade because they are found only in books printed 
within the same offices. Different shapes of Q – clearly coming from different punch-
es – are seldom found and its seems that only one is seen in different printing offices. 
This shape of Q displays a bigger bowl and a shorter tail and is found in books printed 
by a dozen presses before the end of the century (fig. 12b). 

The last element that helps us in this complicated matter of defining distinct sets of 
matrices is the slope of capital S, the most eye-catching letter of the Scotus roman. Be-
cause letter S is found at different angles, sometimes it leans backwards, though more 
often forwards, and this happens consistently throughout different editions of the same 
printing office (fig. 13). As we have seen in the previous chapter, letter S was not easy 
to strike upright on a matrix due to the lack of references with the sides of the matrix, 
like straight stems or horizontal serifs.23 The two most frequent variations of the letter 
S are: leaning to the right by about six degrees or slightly leaning backwards to the left. 

22. Filing off the left and right hand sides of some sorts of type to improve their fitting seems to have been 

the custom in printing offices, at least in the 20th century. I discussed this matter with Alessandro Corubolo, 

who along with Gino Castiglioni has been running Officina Chimaerea, a private press in Verona, since 1960.

23. See § 7.1.1.
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14. The shape of letter a can also give indications on the character set. Scotus’s a looks wider in some books and notably narrower in 
others, and this is mainly due (but not exclusively) to the shape of the tail that sometimes looks mutilated.

Scotus 106b, Venice 1481

Manzolus 112R, Treviso 1481

Dominici 111R, Venice 1481

Press of Columella 114, 1482

Riessinger 109, 1481

Blavis 112, 1482
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Strata 105R, 1485

Bevilaqua 105R, 1496

Locatellus 105R, 1490

Amerbach 110R, 1495

Capcasa 108, 1493

Aldus 108R, 1495
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15. Comparison between different sorts of a from the Scotus roman used in Paris by Josse Bade (1503–1535) and in Basel by Johann 
Froben (1513–1530s). Bade’s a is narrower and always displays a mutilated tail despite the sharpness of the imprint, while Froben’s a 
displays a full tail even when the outline lacks sharpness.

Froben, 1513Bade, 1503

 Bade
 Froben
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Finally it is worth mentioning how punctuation and abbreviations – that in the Man-
zolus roman helped define the different character sets – seem to be irrelevant here. 
Their shapes are usually consistent along the decades, regardless of the printer who 
employed the type. It seems that since its earliest use in the Scotus printing office the 
Scotus roman was already equipped with a full set of abbreviations and with the stand-
ard punctuation of the time: full point, semi colon and question mark. These signs were 
traded along with the rest of the type, and if changes are found among them, it seems 
that such changes occurred within the same workshops, without interfering with the 
trade of type.

8.1.5. Variations in the shape of letter a
The last element that might help us to distinguish different character sets is letter a. 
Scotus’s letter a looks wider in some books and notably narrower in others, mostly 
depending on the shape of the hooked terminal at its bottom, the tail. Some shapes of 
tails seem to indicate problems in casting and this might help us identify different sets 
of matrices, although it is often difficult to detect. If we compare samples of a taken 
from different printing offices, as shown in figure 14, we will note that some instances 
display a properly rendered tail while in others the tail looks mutilated and we see a 
clumsy bulge instead.

This is another complicated matter because focusing on tiny type details rather than 
on the skeleton of the letters does not give reliable results in type analysis: as we have 
seen in chapter 4 the variations given by inking and printing can be too many.24 How-
ever there is a pattern in the variation of the tail of a, because there are types that can 
display full tails when the quality of impression is fine, and others that always display a 
mutilated tail even in the finest printed pages. I take two examples from the 16th cen-
tury that will be discussed later, because they were used concurrently for many years 
in places far from one another – implying that the types were cast in two distinct sets 
of matrices. 

In figure 15 I compare some examples of letter a and some bodies of text of the Scotus 
roman printed by Josse Bade in Paris and by Johann Froben in Basel. The overlaying re-
veals that the skeleton of the letters corresponds, however Bade’s letters a never display 
a completed tail despite the sharpness of the imprint, while Froben’s a displays a full tail 
even when the outline lacks sharpness. As these features are consistent in Bade’s and 
Froben’s editions along the decades I hypothesise that the lack of Bade’s fully-designed 
tail was due to a problem of casting: Bade’s matrix a had a mutilated tail.

If this hypothesis is right, one explanation could be the following. After striking 
some matrices of letter a, the tail on the punch deformed or broke off – such a detail 
was a thin piece of steel –25 but the matrix maker did not stop, he kept on striking oth-
er matrices, so he delivered both matrices with a fully-designed tail, struck before the 
break off, and matrices with mutilated tail, struck afterwards.26

24. See § 4.2 for a thorough discussion.

25. The upcoming book by Fred Smeijers, Counterpunch 2, includes an exhaustive discussion on the defor-

mation of punches due to striking matrices. Smeijers has found several examples of this kind among the 

punches conserved in the Plantin-Moretus museum in Antwerp.

26. However, other explanations are possible and one is that the two shapes of a come from different 
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16. The Scotus mixture at the press of Octavianus Scotus: Scotus 106Ra from the 1482 Caesar. 

18. The Tacuinus variation (Tacuinus 108R) from the 1496 Ausonius (ia01403000). Courtesy Verona Sem.

17. The Benalius variation (Benalius 110R.1) from the 1485 Sallustius (is00072000). Courtesy British Library.
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Among the hundreds of printing offices that employed the Scotus roman we find 
many samples of both a with fully-designed tails and a with mutilated tails. In most cas-
es it is difficult to judge because the sharpness of the printed marks is too poor, or the 
outline variations are too many, so that no choice is safe. But there are examples where 
we can state whether the type was cast in a set of matrix with mutilated-tail a or not. 

8.1.6. A hypothesis on the different sets of matrices 
that were on the market

Using the letters that have been discussed in these sections (t, T, i, Q, S, a) I was able 
to identify three distinct character sets that seem to correspond to three sets of matri-
ces employed in Venice by several printers, often concurrently. Other sets of matrices 
were available (perhaps several others) but only the three could be identified. The first 
character set has already been discussed, the so-called Scotus mixture that always dis-
played Tortis’s t and T. Beside them, the main features of this character set are dotted i, 
unkerned Q, upright S (slightly leaning backwards) and letter a that seems to never dis-
play a full tail (fig. 16). After Scotus and Benalius it is found in books printed by another 
five presses: about 55 extant editions printed before 1500 can be attributed to this set. 

The second character set I could identify displays i with a light dash and alternate Q 
with a bigger bowl and a shorter tail, often mixed with a few sorts of the usual unkerned 
Q. The first printer who made use of it, according to the extant books, was Benalius in 
1485 (Benalius 110R.1) and for this reason I call this set the ‘Benalius variation’. This 
character set can be recognised by other recurrent elements too, common to all the 
printers who employed it: letter a displays a rather completed tail, t is wide and capital 
S is tilted to the right (fig. 17). Another five presses employed this character set and 
about 50 extant editions can be classified as set in the Benalius variation.

The third character set is also identified according to the shape of the dash of i, and 
I called it the ‘Tacuinus variation’ because it first appeared in editions printed by Jo-
hannes Tacuinus in 1492 (Tacuinus 108R). The main features of this character set are 
i with the strong dash, narrow a with mutilated tail, narrow t (perhaps different from 
Tortis’s t), the usual unkerned Q and capital S tilted to the right (fig. 18). Tacuinus em-
ployed it in almost 40 books before the end of the century, and four other printers used 
it during the same years, including Aldus. The count of the books set in the Tacuinus 
variation in the 15th century reaches almost 70 editions.

These three character sets cover almost half of the Venetian books printed in the 
Scotus roman before 1500, that is 18 out of 39 Venetian presses that used the Scotus ro-
man in the 15th-century. The other presses – like most of the presses that employed the 
type outside Venice – used types that are not distinguished by any recurrent feature: 
they do not show elements that help us distinguish them from the rest. This seems to 
imply that the number of distinct sets of matrices on the market was large. 

Finally, it has to be noted that only when all the listed elements are in place can we 

punches. In the previous chapters we have seen how closely Renaissance punchcutters were able to imitate 

existing letters and so we cannot exclude this possibility. Nonetheless, it may be the case that however much 

we study the printed marks, we may not be able to determine whether or not these two distinct shapes of a 

come from the same punch.
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19. Octavianus Scotus’s grave-
stone in the cloister of San 
Francesco della Vigna, Venice. 
The epitaph reads ‘Nobilis 
Octavianus Scotus de / Modoet-
ia mercator libror[um] imps-
sor[um] / sibi et successoribus 
qvi obiit / XXIIII decembri 1498’.

8.2

20. Scotus’s mark at the end of his Capreolus, Venice 1483–1484 (ic00129000). Image from MDZ, courtesy München BSB.
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safely attribute a type to one of these character sets. If some element is missing no attri-
bution can be made. The presses that employed these three character sets are acknowl-
edged in the forthcoming sections, where the trade of the Scotus roman is outlined. 

8.2. the outstanding spread of the scotus roman 
in italy and elsewhere

The second part of the chapter deals with the spread of the Scotus roman, and that 
is definitely its most striking characteristic. According to the extant books, the type 
appeared abruptly in summer 1481 in three editions printed at three different presses. 
Before July Scotus was the first to employ the type, albeit only the capitals. Manzolus in 
Treviso printed with the same type before the end of the month and he was followed by 
Dominici, again in Venice, with a book dated 2 August. In the following sections I will 
discuss this abrupt inception and survey the spread of this type into the 16th century, 
focusing on the most important presses and tracing the connections between these 
presses with the help of the three character sets that have been identified. 

8.2.1. The appearance of of Scotus’s roman in summer 1481
We have seen that the earliest known book which displays this type is a Livy printed 
by Scotus: to be precise it was employed for running headlines in the second volume of 
this work, dated July 1481. Octavianus Scotus from Monza is worth some attention (fig. 
19, 20): he was an important figure in Venetian printing and the ancestor of a dynasty 
of printers that lasted throughout the 16th century.27 His family was active in the wool 
trade but he moved to Venice where he opened a printing office in 1479, and in the fol-
lowing five years he printed more than 30 editions, mainly religious and classical texts 
in Latin.28 Around 1485 he stopped printing to focus on the business that was to make 
him famous: publishing.29 He worked with many printers – and his heirs kept up the 
business after his death in 1498 – and developed a wide distribution network, probably 
connected with the wool trade network, his family business.30 

The second known book set in the Scotus roman is a Fiore novello printed by Michael 
Manzolus in Treviso on 27 July 1481.31 We have already met Manzolus in the previous 
chapter, he was a papermaker and trader, and started a printing office in Treviso in 
the mid-1470s.32 He employed the Scotus roman, here called Manzolus 112R (shown 

27. Biographical information on Scotus is found in Giustino Pasciuti, ‘Ottaviano Scoto, tipografo, editore 

e libraio a Venezia’, Studi Monzesi, 11–12 (2002), pp. 59–84. The activity of his heirs is the subject of Jane A. 

Bernstein, Music Printing in Renaissance Venice. The Scotto Press (1539–1572) (Oxford: Oxford University Press 

1998). See also Marco Santoro & Rosa M. Borraccini, Dizionario degli editori, tipografi, librai itineranti in Italia tra 

Quattrocento e Seicento (Pisa: Serra, 2014), pp. 927–932.

28. ISTC records 31 signed editions and one attributed to his name.

29. In the colophons of almost 150 editions printed at other establishments Scotus’s name occurs as the 

publisher, although no such term was known in the 15th century. On his tombstone, in the cloister of San 

Francesco dalla Vigna in Venice, we still read ‘mercator librorum impressorum’ (dealer of printed books). 

30. As mentioned in § 1.1.3, we know from archival documents that in 1498 he sent an agent to Valencia, 

Spain, to collect sums of money from creditors. See also Pasciuti, ‘Ottaviano Scoto’, p. 64.

31. Fiore novello estratto dalla Bibbia. Treviso: Michael Manzolus, 27 July 1481 (if00171850). Only two copies 

– located in Naples and Dubrovnic – have survived. 32. See § 7.2.3.
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22. Riessinger 109R, the Scotus roman in Riessinger’s Barberiis, printed in Rome about 1482 (ib00120000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

Scotus 106b Manzolus 112R

Dominici 111R

21. The three earliest known instances of the 
Scotus roman display different shapes for 
the tail of letter a. While Dominici displays 
a properly rendered tail, Scotus and notably 
Manzolus always display mutilated tails. 
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in figures 2 and 3), towards the end of his career:33 we find it in another five editions 
(four signed and one attributed) printed before May 1482, when he probably died.34 
Although cast on a bigger body than Scotus 106Rb (probably using a different mould) 
the Manzolus roman looks very similar to Scotus on the page, the spacing is notably 
similar, but it differs in the shape of t, T (Manzolus does not display the Tortis letters) 
and Q. As mentioned in the past section Manzolus’s capital Q has a narrower tail, and 
consequently a narrower space between Q and the following u. 

The third book is a Quintilianus printed by Lucas Dominici which bears the date 
2 August 1481 (shown in figures 2 and 3).35 Luca, son of Domenico from Venice (this 
is the meaning of that ‘Lucas Dominici F., Venetus’ we find in the colophons), was an 
obscure printer who owned a printing office in Venice for just a few years; the only 
information we have comes from the colophons of his books, and this is also the case 
with many of his colleagues. According to ISTC, 21 of his titles survive (16 signed and 
5 attributed), and they were all printed between 1480–1484: the Scotus roman, called 
Dominici 111R, appears in seven of his extant editions.36 

Dominici 111R looks sharp on the page, as if it were freshly cast, on the whole the fit-
ting is more generous than Scotus and Manzolus, the type looks less compressed, and 
at a closer look we can spot a difference in the tail of a. While Dominici 111R displays 
a properly rendered tail, Scotus and notably Manzolus romans display mutilated tails 
(fig. 21). It seems there is a difference in such shape also between Scotus and Manzolus, 
the latter being less defined: even in the finest printed pages, Manzolus’s letters a al-
ways show a clumsy bulge instead of a proper tail. Thus, I find it safe to hypothesise 
that the three earliest appearance of the Scotus roman were cast in three different sets 
of matrices. Given that they appeared within a very short time one from another, we 
cannot exclude that the type had already been on the market, previously employed in 
books that have failed to survive even in a single copy. 

8.2.2. Other appearances in 1481 and early 1482
Before the end of 1481 the Scotus type also appears in Rome at the press of Sixtus 
Riessinger. One of the earliest printers who moved to Italy, Riessinger was a German 
priest who opened a printing office in Rome in the late 1460s; he soon transferred 
it to Naples where he probably introduced printing with moveable type.37 Riessinger 
went back to Rome in the early 1480s, and employed the Scotus Roman – here called 
Riessinger 109R –38 in a Burchiello printed in December 1481 and in a Barberiis of the 
following year (fig. 22).39

33. Manzolus 112R, Treviso 1481 (BMC VI 886 and BMC V 315, TW 5:112R).

34. We do not know the date of Manzolus’s death, but no extant book was printed after May 1482 and in the 

same year his son replaced him as the manager of the paper mill of Vicenza. See the entry ‘Manzolo, Michele’ by 

Paolo Veneziani in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 69 (2007).

35. Quintilianus (Pseudo-), Declamationes maiores. Venice: Lucas Dominici F., Venetus, 2 Aug. 1481 

(iq00019000).

36. Dominici 111R, Venice 1481 (BMC V 279, TW 2:111R).

37. For biographical information on Riessinger see Santoro & Borraccini, Dizionario degli editori, pp. 855–857.

38. Riessinger 109R, Rome 1481 (BMC IV 128, TW Georg Herolt 3:109R). There is some confusion in the 

attribution of Riessinger’s editions in TW, as there is in ISTC, see the following footnote.

39. Burchiello, Sonetti. [Rome: Sixtus Riessinger], 22 Dec. 1481 (ib01288500). Philippus de Barberiis, Dis-
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24. Press of Columella 114R from the unsigned Cicero, c. 1481–1482 (ic00595000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

Columella Dominici

25. Press of Columella 114R displays a bi-
zarre descending P, that looks strange and 
unbalanced especially in a line of capitals. 
From the unsigned Columella, ca. 1481-82 
(ic00763250); courtesy Milano N.

23. Vercellensis 112R from Blondus, printed in Brescia in 1482 (ib00704000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

 Columella    Dominici
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Two other printing offices employed the type in undated editions which GW and 
BMC assign to late 1481 or early 1482. One is Bartholomaeus Vercellensis in Brescia 
where the type, 112R,40 is found in two undated sermons by Paulus Florentinus and in 
the 1482 Blondus (fig. 23).41 The other printing office is an anonymous press recorded 
as the ‘Press of Columella’, or ‘Press of Cicero, De officiis’; under this name bibliog-
raphers gathered together four anonymous books set in the same types, which look 
distinct from the types of the known presses. Three out of four editions are set in the 
Scotus roman, here called press of Columella 114R (fig. 24),42 the earliest one should be 
indeed a Columella, probably printed in late 1481 or early 1482.43

Similarly to Dominici, these three types – Riessinger 109R, Vercellensis 112R and 
Columella 114R – are all generously spaced, with sorts of a that often display a sharp 
tail (always in the Columella, less remarkably in the others). However Columella 114R 
has a noticeable detail that we very seldom find in 15th-century romans – and nowhere 
else in the history of printing, as far as I am aware: the use of a descending capital P. 
Descending uppercase Ps were common in gothic styles, but in roman type they look 
weird and unbalanced, notably in a line of capitals, as we can see in figure 25.44 To cast 
sorts of descending P the type caster probably did not need a different matrix with the 
letter struck in a different position than the others. To shift the letter vertically he just 
needed to change the alignment of the stool, that is the part of the mould against which 
the matrix is lodged.45

cordantiae sanctorum doctorum Hieronymi et Augustini. [Rome]: Sixtus Riessinger, [about 1482] (ib00120000). 

Despite a convincing analysis by Paolo Veneziani, ISTC still confuses Riessinger’s press with the shop of Geor-

gius Teutonicus, in whose partnership he probably printed only one extant edition. See Veneziani, ‘Chi era 

Georgius Teutonicus?’. Veneziani and his work on Roman printers is discussed in § 3.2.3.

40. Vercellensis 112R, Brescia ca. 1481 (BMC VII 966, TW 1:113R).

41. The three editions are the following: Paulus Florentinus, Confessione. [Brescia]: Bartholomaeus Vercel-

lensis, [1481-82] (ip00181500). Paulus Florentinus, Orazione alla comunità di Brescia. Brescia: Bartholomaeus 

Vercellensis, [1481-82] (ip00181900). Flavius Blondus, Roma triumphans. Brescia: Bartholomaeus Vercellensis, 

1482 (ib00704000). It seems he was the same Bartholomaeus whose name is found is the colophon of two 

Venetian editions of the mid-1470s, where he used the Jenson roman in partnership with Bartholomaeus Cre-

monensis. See § 5.2.2. See also the entry ‘Bartolomeo di Carlo da Vercelli’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario Biograf-

ico degli Italiani, vol. 6 (1964).

42. Press of Columella 114R, Venice, 1481–1482 (BMC VII 1144). It seems that TW does not recognise this 

group of books as coming from the same press. The editions set in the Scotus roman are the following: Lucius 

Junius Moderatus Columella, De re rustica lib. X. [Venice: Printer of Columella, about 1481-82] (ic00763250). 

Statius, Silvarum libri V. [Venice: Printer of Columella, about 1481-82] (is00698000). Cicero, De officiis. [Venice: 

Printer of Columella, between the end of 1481 and Sept. 1482] (ic00595000).

43. The date of printing is given in a manuscript note found in a copy in Ljubljana stating that the book was 

purchased in August 1482. See BMC VII, p. 1145.

44. To my knowledge two other samples of descending P in roman types are known, at least in Italy, and they 

both come from Brescia in the mid-1480s: Britannici 102R (BMC VII 972, TW 2:102R), where the type is used 

into the 16th century but descending P seems to disappear after 1490; and Boninis 81R (BMC VII 967, TW 4:82R).

45. Stan Nelson, one of the very last mould makers still in activity, describing the components of the mould 

wrote: ‘Although the base plate can serve as a ‘stool’ or abutment for the head of the matrix, it is best to have 

a seperate stool fitted since this allows adjustment for wear and for a change from one set of matrices to 

another when alignment differs. Stools can be made in various ways that are very adjustable or very simple’. 

Nelson, ‘Mould Making’, p. 111.
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27. Pachel and Scinzenzeler 16:111R from Valerius Maximus, Milan 1487 (iv00037000). Courtesy British Library.

26. Blavis 112R from the 1482 Martialis (im00305000). Courtesy Verona C.
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8.2.3. The spread of Scotus in the 1480s
As we have seen, a year after its earliest known appearance the Scotus roman is found 
in six printing offices in Venice, Treviso, Brescia and Rome. Before the end of the fol-
lowing year, 1482, the type is also found in the workshop of Thomas de Blavis, appar-
ently the second printing office of this printer from Alessandria we met in the previous 
chapter.46 According to the extant books he used the Scotus roman in 12 editions, but 
soon after 1483 the type was cast on a smaller body, measuring about 104 millimetres 
for 20 lines (fig. 26).47

In 1483 the Scotus roman is found in two other printing offices, one in Milan and 
one in Rome, where it was employed in books that are attributed to the German printer 
Johannes Schoemberger.48 Schoemberger apparently never signed any edition, but his 
name is found in the preface of a Cicero, and the bibliographical databases attribute 
to him another 14 editions set in the same type.49 But how can we accept attributions 
on the grounds of the type precisely in the case of the most widespread type of the Re-
naissance? Without a clear definition of the character sets that are found at different 
presses – thus of the different sets of matrices the type was cast in – any attribution 
is doubtful.  

In Milan the Scotus roman was employed at the press of Pachel and Scinzenzeler, 
two Bavarian printers who were mentioned in chapter 6 because they also employed 
Valdarfer’s roman.50 The type, Pachel & Scinzenzeler 111R, is found in three extant edi-
tions printed before the dissolution of their firm in the late 1480s (fig. 27).51 After that, 
the two partners opened two distinct printing offices and both extensively employed 
the Scotus roman in dozens of editions into the 16th century (fig. 28, 29).52 It seems 
that Scinzenzeler kept the matrices of the Scotus roman already used while Pachel had 
to procure new type elsewhere. We can claim this because the Scotus roman employed 
during their partnership displays a shape of letter e that is different from the usual one: 
the same letterform is seen in Scinzenzeler 110R while Pachel 111R displays Scotus’s 
usual e. Moreover, the type employed by Scinzenzeler shows remarkably tight fitting, 
much tighter than the type employed during their partnership, meaning that it is a 
different fount of type. Looking at the enlargements as in figure 30 it is clear that there 
is always just a tiny space between the letters. This is the tightest-spaced Scotus roman 
I have found so far and it looks somehow compressed, but when we overlay the letters 
we realise that they have the same usual width: it is remarkable that such an effect is 
produced by letter spacing only. The tail of Scinzenzeler’s a looks mutilated, but if we 
analyse enlargements of letters we soon realise that there was no space for the tail; the 
right sidebearing of Scinzenzeler’s a was so narrow that the tail had to be cut off. The 
type was probably cast in a mould with registers set so close on both sides of the letters 

46. See § 7.1.2.

47. Blavis 112(104)R, Venice 1482 (BMC V 316, TW 3:112R and 8:104R).

48. Schoemberger 112R, Rome 1482 (BMC IV 132, TW 1:112R).

49. Cicero, Epistolae selectae. Rome: Johannes Schoemberger, [after 13 Nov. 1483] (ic00537500). The figures 

of Schoemberger’s production are taken from ISTC.

50. See § 6.3.3.

51. Pachel & Scinzenzeler 111R, Milan 1483 (not recorded in BMC, TW 16:111R).

52. Scinzenzeler 110R, Milan 1487 (BMC VI 761, TW 3:111R); Pachel 111R, Milan 1489 (BMC VI 776, TW 3:111R).
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29. Pachel 111R from Fulgosus, Milan 1496 (if00329000). Courtesy Verona C.

28. Scinzenzeler 110R from Sallustius, Milan 1493 (is00077500). Courtesy Verona C. 
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30. Comparison of the Scotus roman at the press of Scinzenzeler with the type employed during Scinzenzeler’s partnership with Pachel. 
The two types come from the same set of matrices, as indicated by the alternative form of e, but Scinzenzeler 110R displays exception-
ally tight fitting, much tighter than Pachel & Scinzenzeler 6:111R and much tighter than all the other instances of the Scotus roman, as 
for example Dominici 111R. 

Scinzenzeler ScinzenzelerPachel & Scinz. Pachel & Scinz.

Scinzenzeler ScinzenzelerPachel & Scinz. Pachel & Scinz.Dominici

Scinzenzeler 110R

Pachel & Scinzenzeler 6:111R

31. Strata 105R from the 1486 Juvenalis (ij00655000). Courtesy Parma Pal.
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32. The Scotus roman in the 
earliest known type specimen: 
Ratdolt’s Index characterum, 
probably printed in Augsburg 
after 1 April 1486. Image from 
MDZ, courtesy München BSB.
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that sometimes the sorts of type were narrower than the letterforms on the matrices; 
thus small details such as the tail of a or the bottom serifs of many lowercase letters 
had the extremities cut off. This implies that the fitting could modify the outline of the 
letters (though only the extremities) in such a way that makes the identification of the 
character set virtually impossible.

In 1485 the Scotus roman enters the type stock of two other important firms in Ven-
ice: Antonius de Strata (fig. 31) and Bernardinus Benalius.53 Benalius was mentioned 
in the previous section because his Scotus roman underwent small changes along the 
years, and these indicate that Benalius used type cast from, at least, two distinct sets 
of matrices. Indeed after using the Benalius variation in two 1485 editions (Benalius 
110R.1, shown in figure 17), he turned to the Scotus mixture (Benalius 110(106)R.2), 
employed in seven editions between 1487–1491. Around 1492 the Benalius variation 
(with its distinct light-dashed i) reappears in Benalius’s books, and it is used in another 
16 editions printed before the end of the century.54 

In 1486 the Scotus roman makes an appearance outside Italy, in the earliest known 
specimen of movable types printed by Erhard Ratdolt in Augsburg (fig. 32).55 Ratdolt 
is one of the most renowned printers of the 15th century and before moving back to 
Augsburg, where he was born, he worked for nearly a decade in Venice, using differ-
ent roman types, none of which correspond to the Scotus – this much is gleaned from 
the extant books. Back in Augsburg, after 1486 and for the rest of his career, Ratdolt 
printed mostly religious and astronomical books set in rotunda types, while his use of 
roman type was limited to a few capitals for foliations and headlines.56 Photographic 
enlargements of the Ratdolt specimen cannot be taken because the only extant copy 
of this broadsheet is in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek of Munich whose regulations 
exclude photography by researchers. Although no overlaying is possible, the type looks 
much the same as Dominici 111R and Columella 114R; it is generously spaced and with 
a complete tail in letter a. Unfortunately, the few lines of text included in the specimen 
do not display a capital P, so we do not know whether or not it was a descending P as 
in Columella.

In 1486 we find the Scotus roman at the press of Paulus Fridenperger in Verona, 
where he signed two extant editions; another six have been assigned to him on the 
grounds of the type (fig. 33).57 In the following years the type is found in books printed 
by Georgius Arrivabenus (110R) and Bernardinus de Choris in Venice (107R, fig. 34), 
Simon Bevilaqua in Vicenza (112R, fig. 35), Bazalerius de Bazaleriis in Bologna (114R, 
fig. 36) and notably by Eucharius Silber in Rome (109R, fig. 37).58 Silber was a German 

53. Strata 105R, Venice 1485 (BMC V 292, TW 4:105R); Benalius 110R, Venice 1485, mentioned in § 8.1.3.

54. According to the extant books Benalius’s original set (110R.1) reappeared in the undated Justinianus’s 

Orationes et epistolae (ij00611000), ca. 1492.

55. Ratdolt, Index characterum diversarum manerierum impressioni paratarum. Augsburg: Erhard Ratdolt, 

after 1 Apr. 1486. (ir00029840). The type should be Ratdolt 104R (BMC II 380, TW 16:103R).

56. We can find the Scotus roman in the headlines of, for instance, Imitatio Christi. Augsburg: Erhard Rat-

dolt, 1488 (ii00016000). Ratdolt is discussed in § 1.1.2.

57. Fridenperger 112R, Verona 1486 (BMC VII 953, TW 1:112R). For the attributions see Daniela Fattori, ‘Due 

studi sulla tipografia veronese del Quattrocento, 2: Il tipografo Paolo Fridenperger e un nuovo incunabulo ve-

ronese’, La Bibliofilía, 104 (2002), pp. 19–24.

58. Arrivabenus 110R, Venice 1488 (BMC V 381, TW 11:110R); Choris 107R, Venice 1489 (BMC V 463, TW 
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34. The Scotus mixture at the press of Bernardinus de Choris: Choris 107R from the 1490 Perottus (ip00289000). Courtesy Verona C.

33. Fridenperger 112R from Lucretius, Verona 1486 (il00333000). Courtesy Verona C.

35. Bevilaqua 112R from Brutus, Vicenza 1489 (ib01264000). Courtesy Verona C.
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37. Silber 109R in Silber’s Cicero, Rome 1490 (ic00501000). Courtesy Verona C.

36. Bazaleriis 114R from Repertorium dictorum, Bologna 1491 (ia01204000). Courtesy Verona C.
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39. Comparison between Mantegatis and Scinzenzeler types, both Scotus romans with alternative e and tight fitting. However, the 
overlaying reveals that although some couples of Mantegatis’s letters (as an for instance) show the same tight fitting, most of the others 
show a slightly looser fitting than Scinzenzeler’s.

38. Mantegatis 110Ra from the 1493 Bellincioni (ib00303000). Courtesy Verona C.

Mantegatis 110Ra

Scinzenzeler 110R

Mantegatis Scinzenzeler

Mantegatis Scinzenzeler

Mantegatis Scinzenzeler

Mantegatis Scinzenzeler

8.2.4
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cleric who opened a printing office in Campo dei Fiori, Rome, in 1480. He had a good 
realtionship with the Roman clergy and printed hundreds of editions, papal bulls and 
decrees, ephemera booklets easy to sell, but also important editions of classics. His 
printing office was renowned and prolific, and his son Marcellus took it over after Sil-
ber’s death in 1509.59 The press was active until 1527 and the Scotus roman, called 
Silber 109R by BMC, was extensively employed for almost 40 years. The type was cast 
several times and slightly different bodies are found along the decades as well as vari-
ant shapes of Q and Qu.60 The type seems to come from the same punches as Riessinger 
109R, a previous appearance of the Scotus roman in Rome, but the type analysis cannot 
give a clear answer because none of the types shows elements that help distinguish one 
character set from the others – one set of matrices from the others. 

As we have seen, before 1490 the Scotus roman was used in at least 19 different 
presses, located in eight different cities, with 8 presses in Venice. If this seems a rapid 
spread compared to the other types on the market, it is nothing compared to what was 
to come next.

8.2.4. The spread of Scotus in the 1490s
The dissemination of the Scotus roman literally erupted in the early 1490s, with 16 
new presses using this type in the short timespan from 1490–1492.61 Most of them 
employed it only for a handful of editions but a few printing offices made large use 
of the Scotus roman. For instance Philippus de Mantegatiis in Milan (110R, fig. 38), 
known for printing vernacular texts, employed it in a dozen editions before leaving the 
business to his son Petrus Martyr in the late 1490s, who kept on using this type until 
1507.62 Mantegatis seems to employ the same type we have already seen at the printing 
office of Scinzenzeler, with the alternative shape of e and a very tight fitting. Overlay-
ing some pairs of letters taken from Mantegatis and Scinzenzeler books shows a few 
subtle differences in the letter spacing, indicating that the two types were cast in the 
same matrices with the same mould and a very similar fitting (fig. 39).

In Venice the priest Bonetus Locatellus from Bergamo employed the Scotus roman 
in nearly 20 editions between 1490–1500, and he kept on using it well into the 16th 

12:108R); Bevilaqua 112R, Vicenza 1489 (BMC VII 1050, TW 2:112R); Bazaleriis 114R, Bologna 1489 (BMC VI 832, 

TW 1:116R); Silber 109R, Rome 1489 (BMC IV 103, TW 4:109R).

59. Alberto Tinto, Gli annali tipografici di Eucario e Marcello Silber (1501–1527) (Florence: Olschki, 1968), pp. 2–6.

60. Tinto, Gli annali tipografici, pp. 7, 9.

61. The complete list of the printing offices that employed the Scotus roman between 1490–1492 follows: 

Mantegatiis 110R, Milan 1490 (BMC VI 784, TW 1:110R); Turre 111R, Rome 1490 (BMC IV 133, TW 1:111R); Plasiis 

unrecorded type (109R *errata*) discussed in § 8.1.2; Locatellus 105R, Venice 1490, mentioned in § 8.1.2; T. 

Ragazonibus 105R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 476, TW 3:105R); Paganinis 111R, Venice 1490 (BMC V 453, TW 1:111R); 

Zanis 106R, Venice 1491, mentioned in § 8.1.2; Ragazzo 107R and 110R, Venice 1491 (BMC V 500, TW 4:R); Pin-

cius 110R and 108(100)R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 491, TW 3:110R and 16:108R); Tacuinus 108R, Venice 1492, dis-

cussed in § 8.1.3; Quarengiis 109R and 111R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 509, TW 5:109R); B. Ragazonibus 108R, Venice 

1492–93 (BMC V 535, TW 1:108R and 3:111R); Liga Boaria 107R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 508; TW 1:107R); Sanc-

ta Lucia 110R, Venice 1492 (BMC V 509, TW 3:ca.104R); Plannck 108, Rome ca.1492 (BMC IV 80, TW 10:108R); 

Press of Nebrissensis, Gramática 112R, Salamanca 1492 (BMC X 48, TW 4:112R).

62. For biographical information see the entry ‘Mantegazza, Filippo’ by Sara Centi in Dizionario Biografico 

degli Italiani, vol. 69 (2007).
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42. The Scotus roman in Salamanca: Press of Nebrissensis 112R from the 1498 Pomponius Mela (im00455000). Courtesy British Library.

40. The Scotus mixture in Locatellus’s 1491 Tibullus (it00372000): Locatellus 105R. Courtesy Verona C.

41. The Scotus mixture in Zanis’s 1493 Martialis (im00311000): Zanis 106R. Courtesy Verona C.
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century (Locatellus 105R, fig. 40). Locatellus had a strong relationship with Scotus and 
it was he who printed most of Scotus’s books as well as those of his heirs (according 
to ISTC 140 of Locatellus’s 155 editions bear the name of Scotus in the colophon). He 
always employed the so called Scotus mixture, with Tortis’s t and T – just as Scotus 
did in his own books, as we have seen. The same set of matrices was also used to cast 
the type employed by Bartholomaeus de Zanis: we find the Scotus mixture, here called 
Zanis 106R (fig. 41) in nearly all his editions set in roman type, about 20 in the 1490s 
and many others after the turn of the century. Not just Locatellus but also Zanis print-
ed books for Scotus, and this led to the reasonable hypothesis that the matrices of the 
Scotus mixture were in the hands of Octavianus Scotus who besides books was also 
involved in trading type. 

In 1492 an important and prolific printing office opened in Venice, that of Johannes 
Tacuinus from Trino (near Vercelli), who employed the Scotus roman in nearly 40 edi-
tions printed before 1500, as in many others in the following decades (Taquinus 108R, 
shown in figure 18). It was his only roman type for setting texts, at least in the early part 
of his career and, as mentioned, this seems to be the first appearance of what I called 
the Tacuinus variation, probably a distinct set of matrices, which features letter a with 
mutilated tail, i with a strong dash and the usual unkerned Q.

Finally another printing office that employed the Scotus roman from 1492 onwards 
was located in Salamanca, Spain. This office did not sign any books, so it is known as 
the ‘Press of Nebrissensis, Gramática’, and the Scotus roman seems to have been the 
only roman employed there (Press of Nebrissensis 112R, fig. 42). In their books, as for 
instance in the 1498 Pomponius Mela, we find two shapes of Q and letter i with a small 
stroke instead of the dot.63 We do not know to what extent the Scotus roman was fur-
ther used in Spain,64 but we do know that after 1500 it was included in the stock of Juan 
de Porras, another printer of Salamanca.65

Another 13 printers employed the Scotus roman between 1493–1495 including im-
portant figures like Johann Besicken in Rome and Matteo Capcasa in Venice (fig. 43), 
and notably the most famous humanist printer of 15th century, Aldus Manutius.66 The 

63. Pomponius Mela, Cosmographia. Salamanca: [Printer of Nebrissensis, Gramática (GW 2224), 17 Apr.] 

1498 (im00455000).

64. Spanish incunabula have not been the object of much research, the information is scanty compared to 

Italian or German productions. Moreover they often survived only in a handful of copies, scattered in Spanish 

libraries.

65. Porras’s roman, that TW names Porras 3:112R, is not included into BMC.

66. The complete list of the printing offices that employed the Scotus roman between 1493–1495 follows: 

Besicken 111R, Rome 1493 (BMC IV 138; TW 3:111R); Quaietis 111R, Venice 1493 (BMC V 545, TW 1:111R); Cap-

casa 108R, Venice 1493 (BMC V 482; TW 3:108R); Pensis 107R and 110R, Venice 1493 (BMC V 467, TW 5:107R); 

Manilio 110R, Venice 1494 (BMC V 545); F. & J. Ragazonibus 108R, Bologna 1494 (BMC VI 848, TW 1:108R); 

Mazalibus 110R, Reggio Emilia, 1494 (BMC VII 1088, TW 1:110R); Amerbach 110R, Basel 1495 (BMC III 744, TW 

23:110R); Aldus 108R, Venice 1495, mentioned in in § 8.1.3; Pentius 105R, Venice 1495 (BMC V 564, TW 6:105R); 

C. Bazaleriis 114R, Bologna 1495 (BMC VI 836, TW 1:116R); Pasqualibus 110R, Scandiano 1495 (BMC VII 1118, 

TW 23:R); Darleriis 108R, Cremona 1495 (BMC VII 958, TW 2*:108R). Two presses that had already employed 

the Scotus roman started using a type that seems to come from a different set of matrices: Pincius 113R and 

109R, Venice 1493 (BMC V 492, TW 11:113R and 11*:109R); T. Ragazonibus 107Ra and 107Rb, Venice 1495 (BMC 

V 476, TW 9:107R and 9*:107R).
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45. The Scotus roman in Basel: Amerbach 110R in the 1496 Petrarca (ip00365000). Courtesy Verona C.

43. Capcasa 108R from the 1493 Seneca (is00437000). Courtesy Verona C.

44. The Tacuinus variation in Aldus’s 1495 Lascaris (il00068000): Aldus 108R. Courtesy Milano Triv.
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Scotus roman, here called Aldus 108R, was the first Latin type employed by Aldus, in 
1495 (fig. 44), while waiting for the in-house roman that Francesco Griffo was presum-
ably cutting at the time, the renowned De Aetna type. We find the Scotus roman in 
Lascaris’s Erotemata and a few lines in the first volume of Aristoteles.67 In Lascaris the 
typeface looks extremely sharp, the paper is not too rough and the ink distribution is 
light and even: the imprint is one of the sharpest I have found among the 15th-century 
examples of the Scotus roman. From the type analysis it seems that Aldus employed the 
Tacuinus variation, with mutilated tail a, heavy stroked i and S tilted to the right, but 
a different Q with a shorter tail – that seems to be the usual unkerned Q with the right 
side cropped off. Unfortunately Aldus set only a few complementary texts in this type 
and there is not enough material to ensure reliable results in analysis.  

Besides Aldus another renowned printer and important humanist started employ-
ing this type in the same year, 1495. This was Johann Amerbach in Basel. Amerbach 
had already introduced roman type to Basel in the 1480s and the Scotus seems to be 
his fourth roman (Amerbach 110R, fig. 45). We find it only in a few pages of the 1495 
Margarita Poetica and the 1496 Petrarch, where it displays alternative shapes of capitals 
A and C never seen elsewhere.68 This brief appearance in Basel is actually important 
because, as discussed in the next section, the type would have been inherited by Johann 
Froben, publisher and friend of Erasmus, who made extensive use of the Scotus roman 
in the 16th century. 

In the last 5 years of the 15th century the Scotus roman is found in the type stock of 
another 21 presses, 12 of which located in Venice, and the rest elsewhere in the pen-
insula, even as far away as Messina in Sicily.69 Here Guilelmus Schonberger, active in 
1498–1499, employed this type in four extant editions (110R, fig. 46); apparently it was 
the only roman type in the stock of this German printer. As for the early 1490s, most 
of these presses employed the Scotus roman for just one, two or a very few editions – 
but there are some exceptions. Benedictus Hectoris was an important publisher and 
bookseller in Bologna when he started his own press in 1493, printing mainly classics 
and popular works until the 1520s. Several of his books printed after 1497 – a dozen 

67. Constantinus Lascaris, Erotemata. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 28 Feb. 1494/95; 8 Mar. 1495 

(il00068000). Aristoteles, Opera. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1495-98 (ia00959000).

68. Albertus de Eyb, Margarita poetica. Basel: Johann Amerbach, 1495 (ie00178000). Petrarca, Opera Latina. 

Basel: Johann Amerbach, 1496 (ip00365000).

69. The complete list of the printing offices that employed the Scotus roman between 1495–1500 follows: 

D. Bertochus 110Ra, Reggio Emilia 1496 (BMC VII 1089, TW 13:111R); La Signerre 111R, Milan 1496 (BMC VI 788, 

TW 1:111R); Rubeus 107R [Johannes and Albertinus Vercellensis], Venice 1496 (BMC V 415, TW 10:106/107R); 

Sessa 105R and 111R, Venice 1496 (BMC V 479; TW 3:105R and 5:111R); Gusago 106R, Venice 1497 (BMC V 577; 

TW 1:106R); Bonellis 108R, Venice 1497 (BMC V 503; TW 7:108R); Press of Nicola Da Bracciano unknown type, 

Venice 1497 (mentioned neither in BMC nor in GW); Hectoris 112R, Bologna 1497 (BMC VI 840; TW 6:112R); 

Sancto Ursio 111R, Vicenza, ca. 1497 (BMC VII 1044, TW Rigo di Ca Zeno 9*:R); Vitalibus 111R, Venice 1498 (BMC 

V 546, TW 3:111R); Luna 107R, Venice 1498 (BMC V 567, TW 7:107R); V. Bertochus 109R, Mantua 1498 (BMC 

VII 934; TW 1:108/109R); Schonberger 110R, Messina 1498 (BMC VII 1076, TW 1:110R); Caponago 111R, Milan 

1499 (BMC VI 791; TW 1:111R); Lucensis 107R, Venice 1499 (BMC V 579, TW Franciscus de Lucca 1:R); Vianis 

2:R, Venice 1499 (not mentioned on BMC); Alvisius 108R, Venice 1500 (BMC V 571, TW 5:108R); Pietro Da Pavia 

108R, Venice 1500 (BMC V 581, TW 1:108R); Press of Ovidius, ‘Metamorphoses’ (H 12168) unknown type, Ven-

ice ca.1500 (mentioned neither in BMC nor in GW); Britannicus 111R, Brescia 1500 (BMC VII 973, TW 16:110R).
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48. Vitalibus 111R from Polybius, Venice 1498 (ip00908000). Courtesy Verona C.

47. Hectoris 112R from Beroaldus, Bologna 1497 (ib00473000). Courtesy Verona C.

46. The Scotus roman in Messina: Schonberger 110R from the 1498 Dictys (id00186000). Courtesy Parma Pal.
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just before the turn of the century – were set in the Scotus roman (fig. 47).70 The type 
does not match any of the character sets that have been identified, it displays i with 
a light stroke, the usual unkerned Q, and a notably different E, wider than Scotus’s 
E and with the central bar higher up, all of which are features that reamain constant 
over time. It seems that Scotus’s capital E never appears in Hectoris’s books. Anoth-
er important printer worth mentioning is the Venetian Bernardinus de Vitalibus, who 
opened a printing office in Venice in 1498 that was soon to become prolific; he used the 
Scotus roman so extensively that we find it in more than 20 editions printed between 
1498–1500 (fig. 48). The type displays a dotted i and the usual unkerned Q, but there 
are no other elements that can help us to identify its character set. The type was also 
largely employed in the following century well into the 1520s and the latest appearance 
I have found is in the title page of a 1535 Ariosto comedy.71

Just a fraction of the 69 known printing offices that used the Scotus roman has been 
discussed in this section, the most renowned ones and the most important for analys-
ing the spread of the character sets (i.e. the sets of matrices) that have been identified. 
Although it was often used in small printing offices with little production, the Scotus 
roman is found even in the stock of type of some of the biggest Venetian printing 
firms. The dissemination of this type is astonishing (table 1). More than 300 extant 
books printed in 15th-century Venice were set in types that included the Scotus roman. 
This means that almost 10% of all Venetian editions that has come down to us (3788 
editions, according to ISTC) were printed with this type. However, we need to bear in 
mind that the majority of the 15th-century books were set in rotunda type: according 
to a rough computation the Scotus roman is found in about one quarter of all Venetian 
incunabula set in roman type.

8.2.5. The international spread of the Scotus roman after 1500
The widespread use of the Scotus roman kept on growing in the first decades of the 
16th-century but it is very hard to keep count of the printers who employed it. The rea-
son is the lack of exhaustive catalogues of printed editions and notably the lack of com-
prehensive accounts of the types in use, in Italy and elsewhere.72 Although an analysis 
of 16th-century printing is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is worth mentioning some 
other important presses that made use of this type that I have come across. Because of 
its spread it is easy to spot the Scotus roman in the photos of catalogues of 16th-centu-
ry books.73 Dozens of presses – perhaps a hundred or more – were furnished with the 
Scotus roman, in Venice and in other Italian cities.  

Some prolific printing offices active since the 1480s started employing the Scotus 
roman just after the turn of the century (this is what we glean from the extant books), 

70. For biographical information see the entry ‘Faelli, Benedetto’ by Alfredo Cioni in Dizionario Biografico 

degli Italiani, vol. 44 (1994). See also Santoro and Borraccini, Dizionario degli editori, pp. 391–392.

71. Ludovico Ariosto, Il Negromante. Venice: Vitalibus, 1535.

72. There is little knowledge about the types employed in Italy in the 16th century. No comprehensive list 

similar to Vervliet’s Conspectus on French types has been attempted. Another problem with 16th-century book 

production is the magnitude of the data to source. In Italy, compared with the 12,440 extant 15th-century 

editions, for the following century more than 60,000 are recorded. Data from Edit16.

73. For instance Stanley Morison, Four centuries of fine printing (London: Ernest Benn, 1924); or Fernanda 

Ascarelli & Marco Menato, La tipografia del ’500 in Italia (Florence: Olschki, 1989).
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The spread of the Scotus roman in the 15th century
 PRESS 20 LINE SIZE YEARS OF USE PLACE EXTANT EDITIONS CHARACTER SET

1 Scotus 106 b 1481–1483 Venice 3 Scotus mix.

2 Manzolus 112 1481–1482 Treviso 6 (1) —

3 Dominici 111 1481–1483 Venice 7 (3) —

4 Press of Columella 114 1481–1482 Venice (3) —

5 Riessinger 109 1481–1482 Rome 2 —

6 B. Vercellensis 112 c. 1481–1482 Brescia 3 —

7 Blavis 112, 104 1482–1488 Venice 12 —

8 Schoemberger 112 1483–1484 Rome 15 (14) —

9 Pachel and Scinzenzeler 111 1483–1485 Milan 2 —

10 Strata 105 1485–1492 Venice 6 —

11 Benalius (R.1) 110 1485, 1492–1495 Venice 14 Benalius var.

12 Ratdolt c. 106 1486 Venice ? —

13 Fridenperger 112 c. 1486–1490 Verona 8 (6) —

14 Scinzenzeler 110 1487–1500… Milan c. 15 —

15 Benalius (R.2) 106 1487–1491 Venice 7 Scotus mix.

16 Arrivabenus 110 1488,1491 Venice 2 Benalius var.

17 Choris (1) 107 1489–1490 Venice 4 Scotus mix.

18 Bevilaqua (1) 112 1489–1490 Vicenza 3 (1) —

19 B. Bazaleriis 114 c. 1489–1493 Bologna 8 (3) —

20 Silber 109 1489–1500… Rome c. 30 —

21 Pachel 111 1489–1500… Milan c. 18  —

22 Mantegatiis 110 a 1490–1507… Milan c. 15 —

23 Turre 111 1490 Rome 1? Benalius var.?

24 Plasiis 109 *errata* 1490 Venice 1 Scotus mix.

25 Locatellus 105 1490–1497 Venice 18 Scotus mix.

26 T. Ragazonibus (1) 105 1490 Venice 2 Scotus mix.

27 Paganinis 111 1490–1491 Venice 2 Benalius var.

28 Zanis 106 1491–1500… Venice 19 Scotus mix.

29 Choris (2) 110 b 1491–1492 Venice 2 —

30 Ragazzo 107, 110 1491, 1494 Venice 2 —

31 Pincius (1) 110 1492–1493 Venice 4 Benalius var.

32 Tacuinus (1) 108 1492–1500 Venice 38 (2) Tacuinus var.

33 Quarengiis (1) 109 1492, 1494–1495, 1497 Venice 5 Tacuinus var.

34 B. Ragazonibus 108 1492–1493 Venice 3 Tacuinus var.

35 Liga Boaria 107 1492? Venice 1 —

36 Sancta Lucia 110 1492 Venice 1 —

37 Plannck 108 c. 1492–1499 Rome 13 (11) Tacuinus var.?

38 Nebrissensis 112 c. 1492–1500 Salamanca (E) c. 5 Tacuinus var.

39 Besicken 111 1493–1495, 1501 Rome 20 (11) —

40 Pincius (2) 113 1493 Venice 2 —

41 Bevilaqua (2) 110 1493–1497 Venice 10 (1) Benalius var.

42 Quaietis 111 1493 Venice 2 —

43 Capcasa 108 1493–1495 Venice 14 (4) † —

Table 1. Founts of type showing tiny differences in the character set (thus, cast in different sets of matrices, all struck from Scotus’s 
punches) are treated as different types. In the column of the extant editions, the figure between parentheses refers to the editions which 
are attributed. However, the extant editions are often difficult to compute, thus several entries that refer to presses located outside 
Venice are approximate. 
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 PRESS 20 LINE SIZE YEARS OF USE PLACE EXTANT EDITIONS CHARACTER SET

44 Quarengiis (2) 111 1493, 1495 Venice 2 (1) Tacuinus var.

45 Pensis 107, 110 1493–1494 Venice 2 —

46 Manilio 110 1494 Venice 1 —

47 F. & J. Ragazonibus 108 1494–1495 Bologna 2 —

48 Pincius (3) 109 1494–1495 Venice 3 (2) —

49 Mazalibus 110 1494–1500… Reggio Emilia 1? —

50 Quarengiis (3) 110 1494–1496? Venice 2 (1) —

51 Amerbach 110 1495–1496? Basel (CH) 2 —

52 Aldus 108 1495 Venice 2 Tacuinus var.

53 T. Ragazonibus (2) 107 a 1495 Venice 1 —

54 T. Ragazonibus (3) 107 b 1495 Venice 2 —

55 Pentius 105 1495–1500… Venice 10 —

56 C. Bazaleriis 114 1495–1500… Bologna 9 (4) —

57 Pasqualibus 110 1495–1500? Scandiano 2? —

58 Bevilaqua (3) 112 a 1495–1497 Venice 5 (1) Tacuinus var.

59 Darleriis 108 1495–1496 Cremona c. 4 —

60 D. Bertochus 110 a 1496–… Reggio Emilia 2? —

61 La Signerre 111 1496–1499 Milan 6 —

62 Rubeus ‡ 107 1496–1500… Venice 8 (1) —

63 Bevilaqua (4) 105 1496–1498 Venice 9 (1) Tacuinus var.

64 Sessa 105 1496–1500… Venice 4 —

65 Gusago 106 1497–1498 Venice 3 —

66 Bonellis 108 1497–1500… Venice 4 (1) —

67 Press of Nicola da Bracciano ? 1497 Venice 1 —

68 Hectoris 112 1497–1503… Bologna c.15–20 —

69 Sancto Ursio 111 c. 1497 Vicenza ? —

70 Benalius (R.3) 110 1497 Venice 2 —

71 Pincius (4) 108, 100 1497–1500… Venice 10 Benalius var.

72 Vitalibus 111 1498–1500… Venice 20 (5) —

73 Luna 107 1498–1500… Venice 7 (3) Benalius var.

74 V. Bertochus 109 1498–? Mantua ? Benalius var.?

75 Schonberger 110 1498–1499 Messina 2? Tacuinus var.?

76 Sessa 111 c. 1498–1499 Venice 3 (1) —

77 Caponago 111 1499 Milan 1 —

78 Lucensis 107 1499 Venice 2 —

79 Vianis ? 1499 Venice 1 —

80 Bevilaqua (5) 107 * 1499 Venice 1 —

81 Tacuinus (2) 111 1499 Venice 1 —

82 Alvisius 108 1500 Venice 2? —

83 Pietro da Pavia 108 1500 Venice 3 —

84 Press of Ovidius (H12168) ? c. 1500 Venice 1 —

85 Britannicus 111 1500–1511… Brescia ? —

Notes to the table: 
†. Two editions are signed by Giovanni Capcasa, Matteo’s brother and his long-time assistant (perhaps co-owner of the firm).
‡. BMC gathers together editions printed by Johannes Rubeus Vercellensis (3 signed and 1 attributed) and by his brother Albertinus 
(another 4 signed editions) although there are some small difference between the two types. Letter Q is different, as are s, y and a few 
others. However, none of these two types belongs to the three character sets that have been identified.
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50. The Scotus roman at the press of Tramezzino: from Giovio, Elogia veris clarorum virorum…, Venice, 1546.

49. The Scotus roman at the press of Zaccaria Calliergi: from Favorino, Lexikon, Rome 1523.

8.2.5

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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such as Gregorio de Gregoriis and Lucantonio Giunta in Venice.74 The famous Greek 
scholar and printer Zacharias Callierges employed it in Rome in the 1510s and 1520s 
(fig. 49),75 while in Brescia the type is found in the stock of the Britannicus family,76 
both in 1500–1510 and again in the 1520s when the office was reopened after a decade 
of inactivity.77 Books set in the Scotus roman were printed by Sigismundus Mayr in 
Naples, Antonio Blado in Rome, Gotardus de Ponte in Como and Milan, and Michael 
Tramezinus in Venice (fig. 50) – just to mention some of the most renowned presses.78

Outside Italy the type is found in France, Germany, Switzerland, the Low Countries, 
Austria and, as we have seen, Spain. Compared with Italy, the number of printing offic-
es using the Scotus abroad seems rather small, but more research is needed. However, 
among them we find such important printers as Hieronymus Vietor in Vienna (fig. 51), 
Friedrich Peypus in Nuremberg (fig. 52), Thierry Martens in Louvain (fig. 53),79 and 
notably, two of the most renowned humanists of the 16th century: Josse Bade in Paris 
and Johann Froben in Basel.

Josse Bade was a prolific printer of 16th-century Paris and also a famous grammar-
ian and writer of commentaries. He associated with the best known scholars of his 
day – men like Robert Gaguin and Erasmus of Rotterdam – and he contributed to the 
spread of Greek and Latin classics in northern Europe. He opened a printing office in 
1503 and in nearly 30 years produced no fewer than 719 editions.80 The Scotus roman, 
which Renouard calls Saint-augustin, was employed throughout his career in nearly 
400 editions, although many of them display it just in headlines or in a few lines of 
text (fig. 54).81 Bade was in possession of a set of matrices and the type was cast several 
times on slightly different bodies – measuring 105–112 millimetres for 20 lines of text 
(14.9–15.8 pt).82

74. See for instance Rituum ecclesiasticorum, sive sacrarum cerimoniarum S.Sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae libri 

tres non ante impressi. Venice: Gregorio De Gregori, 1516. For Giunta see Valerius Maximus, Valerius Maximus 

cum commentario historico. Venice, Lucantonio Giunta, 1513.

75. See for instance Pindarus, Olympia, Pythia, Nemea, Isthmia. Rome: Zaccaria Calliergi, 1515

76. See for instance Marinus Becichemus, Variarum observationum collectanea. [Brescia]: Angelus Britanni-

cus, [after 5 Aug. 1504] (ib00291950).

77. The cruel sack of Brescia by French soldiers and landsknechts in February 1512, in the context of the so-

called war of the League of Cambrai, left the town with no printing activity until the early 1520s.

78. Jacopo Sannazzaro, Arcadia del Sannazaro tutta fornita et tratta emendatissima dal suo originale. Naples: 

Sigismundo Mayr, 1504. Calendarium, regula, constitutiones, et ordinarium Canonicorum regularium Congrega-

tionis sancti Salvatoris Ordinis sancti Augustini. Rome: Antonio Blado, 1549. Paolo Giovio, Elogia veris clarorum 

virorum imaginibus apposita. Venice: Michele Tramezzino, 1546.

79. Diodorus Siculus, Alexandri regis vita. Vienna, Hieronymus Vietor, 1516. Plutarchus, De his qui tarde a nu-

mine corripiuntur libellus. Nürnberg: Friedrich Peypus, 1513. Petrus Dorlander van Diest, De enormi proprietatis 

monachorum vicio dialogus. Louvain: Thierry Martens, 1513. Vervliet claims that the same type of Martens is 

found in books printed by another three Dutch printers: Theod. de Borne in Deventer, Joannes Grapheus in 

Antwerp and Servatius Sassenus in Louvain. See Vervliet, Sixteenth-Century Printing Types of the Low Coun-

tries, p. 63.

80. Paul White, Jodocus Badius Ascensius: Commentary, Commerce and Print in the Renaissance (Oxford: Ox-

ford University Press, 2013), pp. 15–16.

81. Philippe Renouard, Imprimeurs & libraires parisiens du XVI siècle (Paris: Service des travaux historiques de 

la Ville de Paris, 1969), vol. 1, p. 16.

82. Ibid.
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51. The Scotus roman at the press of Hieronymus Vietor in Vienna: Diodorus Siculus, Alexandri regis vita, 1516. Courtesy British Library.

52. The Scotus roman at the press of Friedrich Peypus in Nuremburg. From Plutarchus, De his qui tarde…, 1513. Courtesy British Library.

53. The Scotus roman at the press of Thierry Martens in Louvain: Dorlander van Diest, De enormi proprietatis…, 1513. Courtesy British Library.
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54. The Scotus roman in Paris, at the press of Josse Bade. Cicero, Pro L. Murena, 1532. Courtesy Verona C.

55. The Scotus roman in Basel, at the press of Johann Froben. Thomas More, Utopia, 1518. Courtesy Milano N.
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56. Title page of Froben’s unauthorised edition of Erasmus’s Adagia (Basel, 1513) with the title set in Scotus roman. It seems that 
this edition attracted Erasmus to Basel, notably the woodcut border that includes refined intellectual references: ‘the gods Caerus 
and Nemesis together with a figure representing Humanitas borne in triumph in a cart drawn by Cicero and Virgil on one side and by 
Homer and Demosthenes on the other’ (Sebastiani, ‘Froben Press Editions’, p. 219). Image from MDZ, courtesy München BSB.

3 : 4
1 2 cm 0
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Bade printed several of Erasmus’s works with the Scotus roman; we find it in the title 
page and in the headlines of the Erasmus’s Adagia (1506), in its 1516 reprint as in many 
others.83 Curiously, a few years later many other of Erasmus’s works were printed using 
the Scotus roman, at the press of Johann Froben in Basel (fig. 55). 

Froben was not a scholar like Bade, he directed printing and perhaps typefounding 
too at the press of Johann Amerbach – mentioned in the last section – and he took over 
the press in 1513 when Amerbach died.84 He inherited Amerbach’s ‘tradition of involve-
ment with the scholarly world’ but he did more,85 he managed to convince Erasmus to 
publish at his press. In the same year of 1513 Froben printed an unauthorised edition of 
Erasmus’s Adagia,86 whose title page displays a complex illustration (a woodcut border) 
that should have attracted Erasmus for its refined intellectual references (fig. 56). This 
title page was set with the familiar capitals of the Scotus roman. Was Froben aware that 
he was using a type that had already been used in Erasmus’s books? However, Erasmus 
moved to Basel in 1514 and in the following decade the Froben press was busy collect-
ing, editing and printing Erasmus’s works.87 

From the extant editions it seems that the Scotus roman had not been used in the 
Amerbach workshop between 1496–1513, and Froben resumed use of it when he took 
over the company. There is little doubt that Froben used Amerbach’s set of matrices 
to cast his Scotus roman because Froben’s type displays Amerbach’s shape of capital 
C, that is not seen elsewhere (fig. 57). Froben employed the Scotus roman extensively 
until his death in 1527 and his heirs kept on using it throughout the 1530s. Almost all of 
Erasmus’s work published by Froben was set in types that included the Scotus roman. 

Although the zenith of its spread seems to have taken place between 1490–1530, 
books printed in the Scotus roman are also found after the middle of the 16th century 
and one in particular is worth our attention. 

In 1555 a bookseller from Bergamo named Michele Gallo de’ Galli started printing 
with a type and a printer’s mark purchased in Venice from Girolamo Scoto, a descend-
ant of Octavianus Scotus.88 Gallo’s budget was very low and he probably acquired shab-
by supplies, because the type looks badly worn and the press work poor and untidy. 

83. Erasmus, Veterum maxime insignium Paroemiarum id est adagiorum collectanea rursus. [Paris]: Josse 

Bade and Jean Petit, 1506-1507. And Erasmus, Veterum maxime insignium paroemiarum id est adagiorum collec-

tanea rursus recognita atque aucta. Paris: Josse Bade, 1516.

84. Valentina Sebastiani, Johann Froben, Printer of Basel (Leiden: Brill, 2018), pp. 30–38. There is not much 

literature on Froben. Sebastiani fills an important gap providing a biographical profile and catalogue of Fro-

ben’s editions. Unfortunately a catalogue of the types employed by Froben is not included in Sebastiani’s work 

and an analysis of Froben’s typographic material is still awaited.

85. Earle Hilgert, ‘Johann Froben and the Basel University Scholars, 1513-1523’, The Library Quarterly, 41, 2 

(1971), p. 144.

86. Erasmus, Germaniae decoris, adagio rum chiliades tres, ac centuriae fere totidem. Basel: Johann Froben, 

1513.

87. Valentina Sebastiani, ‘Froben Press Editions (1505-1559) in the Holdings of the Centre for Reformation 

and Renaissance Studies Library (1505-1559): A Brief Survey’, Renaissance and Reformation – Renaissance et 

Réforme Journal, 37.3 (2014), p. 219.

88. Giovanni Barachetti & Carmen Palamini, La stampa a Bergamo nel Cinquecento (Bergamo: Biblioteca 

Angelo Mai, 1989), pp. 19, 111–112. Three books printed by Michele Gallo with this type have survived: the 1555 

Successo di tuta la guerra de Piemonte, Francesco Bellafini’s Libro de l’origine, & tempi de la nobile, & antica citta 

di Bergamo (1556) and the undated Le parentelle della Cita di Bergomo.
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58. Last page of the un-
dated Le parentelle della 
Cita di Bergomo, probably 
the first edition printed by 
Gallo with Scotus roman. 
This edition, which seems 
to have survived in only one 
copy, is made up of 4 pages 
and displays an alphabeti-
cal list of the names of the 
most prominent families of 
the town of Bergamo. The 
capital T on top, with its 
wide baseline serif is the 
same that we find in books 
printed by Octavianus Sco-
tus 80 years earlier (see for 
instance fig. 6). This page 
shows how meagre Gallo’s 
typecase was because he 
used an N rotated by 90 de-
grees to make a Z – a letter 
which was very seldom used 
in Latin and the vernacular 
and was therefore cast 
in just a handful of sorts. 
Courtesy Bergamo C. Image 
provided by the library. 

57. The founts of Scotus roman employed by Amerbach and Froben were cast in the same set of matrices because they both 
display the same shape of capital C that is not found elsewhere.

Scotus Amerbach Froben

8.2.5
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However some features of the type – notably the peculiar Ts with an extended serif 
– reveal that we are looking at the Scotus mixture, and this means that such type was 
still in the possession of the Scotus family almost 60 years after the death of Octavianus 
(fig. 58). The latest instance of the Scotus roman that I have found so far is in a book 
printed in Florence in 1574, by the Giunta family.89 They were the great-grandsons of 
Lucantonio Giunta, their famous ancestor working in Venice, who used the same type-
face at the beginning of the 16th century.

As we have seen with other types in the previous chapters, type analysis has allowed 
us to trace the dissemination of the Scotus roman, pointing out the use that different 
presses made of type cast in the same matrices. However, despite the great amount of 
data gathered, the extant books fail to provide answers to many questions. Its origin 
for instance, is still unclear, because the earliest known printer who made use of it, 
Octavianus Scotus, displays a type that does not seem to be fresh. Yet the rapid spread 
since its first appearance, the fact that we soon find it in several places outside Venice, 
together with the relatively wide differences of type sizes that can be found (between 
104–114 mm for 20 lines) indicates that there were several vendors in possession of 
matrices and/or cast type. There were at least a dozen sets of matrices on the market 
and probably even more. Three sets have been identified and a few others have been 
suggested, as for instance the Scinzenzeler type with alternate e. But following the sets 
of matrices is hard work if the analysis has to stretch over a long period of time because 
the sets of matrices mutate throughout time. Some matrices were replaced and the use 
of different moulds makes identification virtually impossible. For instance, from the 
extant books it is hard to say whether the set of matrices held by Bade in Paris had been 
used earlier in Venice or elsewhere. 

Many matrices were struck and some of them found their way outside Italy. Books set 
in the Scotus roman are found all over Europe and this type enjoyed a popularity that 
can only be compared with that of the Garamond types in the 17th century. 

89. Pistole, lezzioni, et vangeli, che si leggono in tutto l’anno alla messa, secondo la consuetudine della Sa-

grosanta Romana Chiesa… Tradotti in volgar fiorentino dal reuerendo m. Francesco de’ Cattani da Diacceto. Firen-

ze: Giunti, 1578.
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he aim of this thesis has been to review and improve the bibliographers’ 
method of analysis and identification of printed type and apply this new 
method to the books printed in 15th-century Venice. An increase in knowl-

edge about these types was thought likely to bring about a better understanding of the 
presses that employed them and insights into their use.

The method of type analysis set out in this thesis can be briefly summarised: (1) image 
reproductions, (2) image editing and manipulation, and then (3) analysis of the letter-
forms and comparison between different types. The reproductions are photographic 
enlargements of printed types, and two distinct photographic procedures have been 
developed to deal with the problem of distortion caused by the rough and uneven sur-
faces of paper in antique books. The images are then edited in a photo processor, and 
the clearest letterforms are cut out to be mounted on digital type specimens. These 
specimens are raw data for the morphological analysis of the letterforms, whose first 
aim is to identify the types through depiction of type details and description of some 
key letters, chosen for their design complexity. The next step of the analysis is aimed 
at comparison of types which look similar and consists of overlaying enlargements of 
the same letter taken from different types. Inspection of the overlaid letters determines 
whether or not the structure of the letters match, given that the matching is (almost 
always) evidence that the two letters derive from the same punch. 

This method of analysis has proved to be appropriate for the purposes of identifying 
the origin of a fount of type – that is the set of punches used to strike the matrices 
in which the founts were cast – and mapping its geographical spread. The examples 
reviewed below demonstrate the method at work in specific areas and as applied to 
specific issues, and thereby illustrate the discoveries the method has enabled.

An important discovery is evidence of the widespread dissemination of types. The 
analysis of the Jenson roman and of the many types that bibliographers had recorded 
as resembling it has revealed an intense trade since the early 1470s that has not been 
previously documented. The Jenson roman is found in books from about 40 printing 
offices in Venice and around northern Italy before 1500. Harry Carter was unaware of 
this when he wrote that about 30 types in use in Italy before 1520 were modelled on the 
Jenson roman: he did not realise that most of them were Jenson’s founts, cast in matri-
ces struck from Jenson’s punches. 

Moreover, the methods of analysis and their systematic application to the roman 

9. Conclusion

T
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types of Venetian incunabula has disclosed the rather astonishing dissemination of 
two other types, the Manzolus (1478) and the Scotus (1481) romans. Manzolus was em-
ployed by about 45 presses in Venice before 1500 while Scotus was employed by 40 
presses. This latter is displayed in more than 300 extant editions, meaning roughly 
one for every four extant incunables printed in Venice with roman type. Both romans 
were employed – among others – by some of the biggest printing ventures in the city, 
indicating that famous presses such as Tortis, Locatellus, Benalius and Gregoriis used 
types deriving from the same punches.

The method has also allowed us to retrace the origins of certain types and improved 
our notions on the local style of type in certain places – Milan for instance. Scholderer 
mentions a ‘Milanese style’ of type in reference to both Valdarfer 107R and the roman 
types employed by Zarotus. But we have seen that the first is a restyling of Valdarfer’s 
first roman, previously employed in Venice, while both of Zarotus’s most important 
romans came from Venice – from Jenson’s and Manzolus’s punches. Scholderer iden-
tified these romans as specially-made styles of type found in Milan without realising 
their Venetian origin. 

9.1. Nicolas Jenson and the inception of roman type
Besides the trade, the type analysis has also determined that Jenson was a supplier of 
type – one of the very few whose names we know – because the considerable diffusion 
of his type during his lifetime can only be ascribed to this activity. Jenson must have 
sold or leased cast type, and in some limited cases sets of matrices too – as it seems he 
did with Belfortis and he definitely did with Zarotto for the so called Castaldi roman. 
Thus, with the help of these new procedures of type analysis we can now claim that 
Jenson was responsible for initiating the trade of type, at least in Italy, as early as 1471.

Parallel to this, this research has also shown Jenson’s remarkable achievements as 
a designer and printer, and also shed light on the early development of roman type. A 
systematic investigation into early Venetian types has remarked on the importance of 
Spira’s and Jenson’s serif formations, which have remained basically untouched in ro-
man types throughout the centuries – the shapes changed over time, but the positions 
of the serifs have always been exactly the same. However, the analysis of printed books 
and manuscripts has shown that in cutting such early types the punchcutters followed 
shapes and positions of the serifs that scribes of the Veneto area had started adding to 
their minuscules a few years earlier, as an attempt to blend these letters harmonious-
ly with the Imperial capitals which they took as a reference. This explanation of the 
foundation of roman type rectifies previous statements by eminent scholars, such as 
Stanley Morison who saw roman type as deriving from the humanistic script developed 
in Florence in the early 15th century, notably from Poggio Bracciolini’s handwriting.

The type analysis has also recognised the status of the Jenson roman in the evolution 
of roman type which can be summarised as follows: Jenson defined the overall lower-
case proportions (the widths of the letters and the relative proportions of the elements 
within them), the design of details like serifs and terminals and, above all, the design of 
certain letters — most notably a, g and h — that were significantly different from what 
we find in the other romans of the early 1470s. Jenson’s design decisions, made as early 
as in 1470, became the standard in roman type, because the roman lowercase letters 
we use today have been designed on Jenson’s framework – with the single exception of 
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e with its oblique bar. Through the centuries changes in design parameters produced 
different proportions, thick and thin contrast, angle of stress and treatment of details; 
but the basic structure of our lowercase letters is still Jenson’s. 

Finally, this research has also clarified the ensuing evolution of roman type, showing 
how Jenson was imitated by Francesco Griffo for his De Aetna roman, which in turn 
was to become the model for Parisian punchcutters like Claude Garamond. The debt is 
clear if we compare the letters of these types: apart from e with its horizontal bar, all 
other lowercase letters of the De Aetna – and consequently of Garamond and all the 
old face romans to this day – follow Jenson’s design in the details and in the overall 
proportions of the letters. Although this design likeness might have been mentioned in 
the past, it has never been properly investigated and, notably, it has never been shown 
with comparisons of enlarged letterforms, so that the reader can acknowledge the de-
gree of similarity. 

9.2. Mutations and close imitations; when one type looks like another
One of the key contributions of this research is a definition of how to describe a type 
that looks like another. There are several cases of similarities of types, and these can be 
explained and recorded with the introduction of a few categories. 

The category of ‘mutation’ has been introduced to describe a certain state of a type, 
that is when a type is cast in matrices struck with the punches of another type with 
some letterforms replaced with different ones, providing a substantial change in the 
character set. This was a practice of typefounders and printers, especially in the early 
years of printing;1 it was driven either by economic or contingent reasons or as the re-
sult of an aesthetic choice, as we have seen with the Castaldi roman, where what were 
then considered to be Jenson’s most peculiar letterforms were replaced. 

Mutations were often produced by replacing the whole set of capitals, while occa-
sionally only some lowercase letters were replaced. This was the case of the Castaldi 
roman: only seven lowercase letters were replaced but, being among the most recurrent 
letters in the Latin language, this change made the type appear to be quite different 
from Jenson when seen on a printed page. It seems that a link between the two types 
and the fact that they share most of the letters had not been previously documented. 
However, the Castaldi mutation is difficult to categorise; it can be identified neither 
with the original type (Jenson) nor as a brand new type. For this reason, the category of 
mutation has been introduced. 

Another category introduced in the research is that of close imitation, and refers to 
a type that was cut as an imitation of another one. This category has led to an inves-
tigation on the imitations of existing types, shading light on a practice that had been 
ignored by historians. There are different degrees of imitation, from a loose imitation 
where the punchcutter followed the overall design of the model (as Griffo did with his 
De Aetna roman which is loosely based on Jenson) to close imitation that tries to faith-

1. But the analysis of later typefounders throughout Europe would show that this practice lasted in the field 

for centuries, as we can see for instance in the work of Bodoni in Parma who, besides cutting new types, went 

on modifying and improving his existing types until his death.
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fully reproduce the original type letter by letter. This is the case of three samples that 
have been discussed in this thesis: the di Pietro roman (imitating Jenson), Butzbach & 
Augusta (a close imitation of Valdarfer) and Manzolus (imitating Blavis). These types 
are so close to their models that they can be hard to distinguish when seen separately 
with the naked eye. 

Moreover, overlaying letters allows us to detect the presence of small differences 
between the original types and their imitation (as between the di Pietro and Manzolus 
romans and their models). But we have also seen a few cases where the overlay shows 
a remarkable absence of any significant difference – as the Butzbach & Augusta type 
imitating Valdarfer. This type is hard to distinguish from Valdarfer 110R even com-
paring enlargements, thus it is generally undistinguishable with the naked eye. In-
deed bibliographers did not realise that in Butzbach’s roman all the letters come from 
punches other than Valdarfer’s and not just R and S which are the ones that show the 
most distinguishable differences. The Butzbach roman – as well as the Valdezoccho 
capitals which are another Valdarfer imitation – shows how remarkably closely Renais-
sance punchcutters were able to imitate an existing type, implying greater punchcut-
ting skills than have been previously suggested. It also implies a higher challenge for 
type analysis that has to examine anew the findings and attributions of bibliographers 
in the past – who were not aware of the existence of such close imitations – to check 
their reliability.

9.3. Identification of the character sets or the sets of matrices
Another major contribution of this research is the identification of differences between 
different sets of matrices in which types were cast. As it has been shown, through de-
tailed analysis of the character set we can sometimes distinguish the sets of matrices in 
which different founts coming from the same punches were cast. Indeed changes of let-
terforms, addition of sorts or the different slant of a certain letter – when such changes 
are consistent over time and within different printing offices – all seem to indicate that 
founts were cast in a certain set of matrices that can be distinguished from others.  

This new practice of identifying sets of matrices has been first applied to the Blavis 
roman, where it has been shown how two sets are distinguishable from the rest, one 
with an alternate shape of B and the other with an ampersand leaning backwards. We 
can sustain they were two distinct sets of matrices because types following such char-
acter sets appeared in different castings, sometimes on different bodies, employed by 
different printers at different times. 

Then to the Manzolus roman, where it has been shown how the abbreviation que can 
take on four distinct shapes, each seeming to belong to a distinct set or more than one 
set of matrices. With the help of the shapes of que and of a few other signs (t, f and the 
colon) it has been possible to identify a certain set of matrices, here called the Foxius 
variation, that can be safely distinguished from the other sets of matrices in which the 
rest of the founts of the Manzolus roman were cast. 

Finally, this practice has been applied to the Scotus roman, where three distinct char-
acter sets have been identified, based on the shapes of six letters (t, T, i, Q, S, a). Called 
with the name of the earliest known printer who displayed them, the Scotus mixture, 
the Benalius variation and the Tacuinus variation, they correspond to three sets of ma-
trices which were employed in Venice by several printers well into the 16th century. 
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9.4. Potential weaknesses and future directions
As we have been, the research techniques and the categories developed in this research 
are crucial for a detailed analysis of printed type; they can aid bibliographical research 
by providing more, and more thorough information on the types that are examined. 
There are however issues that cannot be solved by type analysis, however detailed it can 
be. The extant books often fail to provide answers to many questions – as for instance 
the very origin of the Manzolus and Scotus romans, whose early known appearances 
are probably to be found in editions that did not come down to us in even a single copy. 

Other questions that have not been settled relate to the making of Valdarfer’s second 
roman. Was this type achieved by reworking the punches of Valdarfer’s first roman, or 
was it a newly-cut imitation? And what about the puzzling Scotus mixture? Octavianus 
Scotus mixed two distinct types into one when he employed the Scotus roman in his 
editions, with sections set in one type and sections set in the other, each of them in-
cluding sorts from the other type scattered here and there on the page. Were the two 
types mixed in the same type case? Why did Scotus confect this mixture? At the present 
state of knowledge there are no satisfactory explanations for this odd mixture of types, 
which is unusual even for 15th-century Venice.

Type analysis is eventually like a forensic inspection where the body has been moved 
and the details of the case are unclear. The analysis can provide several pieces of in-
formation, normally concerning timelines and processes, but it usually raises more 
questions than answers. 

The hope is that this research will serve, besides all, as a stepping-stone for further 
research into Venetian types. There are two logical developments of the present re-
search: first to map all the types employed in 15th-century Venice – the ‘comprehensive 
typographic atlas’ demanded by Needham – and then to focus on certain types with a 
detailed analysis of their applications at certain presses. The latter is a task that could 
become central in bibliographical research, and could also help review attributions of 
unsigned books where bibliographers disagree. Furthermore, the analysis of the char-
acter set can also go into more detail than what is offered in this thesis. Focusing on 
the output of just a few printing offices, the analysis can attempt to distinguish the 
products of different presses that were furnished with types cast in the same matrices.

The first development is also important for bibliographic research, because only 
after mapping the whole body of types employed in a certain area and at a certain time 
(in this case, 15th-century Venice) can we reasonably claim to have a clear view of the 
typographic trade. This research has shown the way but has not tried to achieve such 
a task, because only a small fraction of the types employed in 15th-century Venice has 
been properly investigated. The thesis displays the analysis of 13 distinct Venetian ro-
mans – including mutations – which correspond to about one fifth of all the roman 
types employed in Venetian incunabula – and roughly 8–10% of all Venetian types, 
including rotundas.2 But three of them (Jenson, Manzolus and Scotus) were by far the 
most widespread types of the time, about two fifths of all extant Venetian incunabula 

2. We do not know how many distinct rotunda types were cut in 15th-century Venice, so it is hard to give a 

proper estimate.
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printed in roman type are set in one of these three types.3 Moreover, given that the 
Manzolus and Scotus romans are both loose imitation of Jenson’s lowercase design (as 
well as the other Venetian types which enjoyed some spread in the 15th century) it is 
clear how their dissemination contributed to spread the ‘Jenson’s canon’ far and wide. 
Venetian types such as them significantly contribute to the consolidation of design de-
cisions that were made as early as 1470 and they helped to establish these as the frame-
work of all the lowercase letters that have been cut or designed for type since then. 

This thesis elaborated and applied a new methodology for assessing printed material 
that has enabled new insights into the early development and the early trade of roman 
types. This method of type analysis is able to shift the focus from the printed impres-
sions (our object of analysis) to the types that left such impressions and to the tools 
(punches and matrices) employed for manufacturing such type – types and tools which 
disappeared long ago.

An important contribution of this thesis is the development of procedures for re-
cording the dissemination of types, cross-referencing the results of type analysis with 
existing bibliographic information. This combination of different practices has brought 
about a change of understanding in the distribution and circulation of type in the early 
years of printing: bibliographers have been unaware that types could enjoy such popu-
larity in such early times. Following these procedures we can expect to map the whole 
body of types employed at a certain press, or in a certain area at a certain time. Thus 
we can claim that the method developed in this thesis is able to deliver evidence for a 
wider range of conclusions, to provide information that was not previously available. 

Moreover, this thesis has also developed a template for the arrangement of imag-
es that enables the analysis of printed type in a manner that extends the standards 
for bibliographic research, by integrating the examination of letterforms with insights 
from the practice of typeface design. By displaying sharp enlargements of individual 
letters, and manipulating, overlaying, and annotating them, the thesis consistently re-
veals both substance and details of the analysis enabling readers to follow the discus-
sion step by step and check the reliability of the results of analysis. This use of images 
underpins the validity of the analysis and the strength of its conclusions.

Finally, this thesis has achieved results that have wider historical relevance relating 
to a period of central importance to the history of printing and publishing – as much 

3. There were other two popular types at the time – both for commentary – that have not been included 

in this research. Their early known appearances are Ragazzo 82Rb (BMC V 500, TW 1**:82R) and Butricis 81R 

(BMC V 502, TW 2:81R) both in Venice in 1491. It seems that the former was employed by about 20 presses in 

town before the turn of the century and the latter by 30. A set of matrices of Ragazzo 82Rb also travelled to 

France, where it was employed first by Johannes Trechsel in Lyon (78R, from 1492 onwards) and then by other 

printers in Lyon and Paris. Vervliet called it the ‘Capcasa’ pica roman after the name of one of the printers who 

employed it in Venice. See Vervliet, Palaeotypography, p. 21. Besides the popular types just discussed, scanning 

Venetian incunabula we find another dozen types that were each employed by about 5–10 printers – thus we 

can maintain they had some kind of trade – and then we find a vast majority of types, that according to my 

research should be 30–40 distinct types, which had no trade at all. They were used in one printing office only 

(or two) and sometimes also in one extant edition only. Valdarfer 110R and the other Venetian types discussed 

in chapter 6 belong to this group, as do the types discussed in Appendix B.
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as type making. Conclusions such as the widespread distribution that some types could 
enjoy, the extraordinary ability of Renaissance punchcutters to imitate existing types 
and the re-established importance of Nicolas Jenson – who can be safely considered 
as one of the most relevant figures in the whole history of typography, perhaps in the 
whole history of Western culture – are all built on robustly gathered and analysed data 
and they all fit into the larger field of historical knowledge.
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Ambrosius, S. De officiis. Milan: Christophorus Valdarfer, 7 Jan. 1474. (ia00560000). 
Courtesy Verona C.

Antoninus Florentinus. Confessionale: Defecerunt scrutantes scrutinio. Mondovì:  
Antonius Mathiae and Baltasar Corderius, 24 Oct. 1472 (ia00791000). Courtesy Mi-
lano Triv. 

—. Confessionale: Defecerunt scrutantes scrutinio. [Venice?: Printer of Antoninus, ‘Con-
fessionale’ (H 1165), not after 1472] (ia00793000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

—. Confessionale. Florence: Apud Sanctum Jacobum de Ripoli, [before 24 Oct.] 1477 
(ia00847000). Courtesy Milano N. 

Aristoteles. De animalibus. Venice: Johannes de Colonia and Johannes Manthen, 
1476 (ia00973000). Courtesy Milano N.

Ars completa geomantiae [Padua: written by Bartolomeo Sanvito, c. 1466–1469].  
Courtesy V&A, National Art Library (MSL/1950/2464).

Athanasius. Contra haereticos et gentiles. Vicenza: Leonardus Achates de Basilea,  
1 Feb. 1482 (ia01172000). Courtesy Milano N. 

Auctoritates Aristotelis et aliorum philosophorum [Repertorium dictorum]. Bologna:  
Bazalerius de Bazaleriis, for Benedictus Hectoris, 2 Aug. 1491 (ia01204000). Cour-
tesy Verona C.

Augurellus, Johannes Aurelius. Carmina. Verona: [Printer of Augurellus (Christo-
phorus de Montagu)], 5 July 1491 (ia01214000). Courtesy Verona C. 

ausonius, decimus magnus. Opera. Venice: Johannes Tacuinus, de Tridino, 14 Oct. 
1496. (ia01403000). Courtesy Verona Sem. 

Bagellardus, Paulus. De infantium aegritudinibus et remediis. [Padua]: Bartholomae-
us de Valdezoccho and Martinus de Septem Arboribus, 21 Apr. 1472 (ib00010000). 
Courtesy Verona C. 

Barbarus, Hermolaus. Castigationes Plinianae et Pomponii Melae. Cremona: Carolus 
de Darleriis, 3 Apr. 1495 (ib00102000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Barberiis, Philippus de. Discordantiae sanctorum doctorum Hieronymi et Augustini. 
[Rome]: Sixtus Riessinger, [about 1482] (ib00120000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

Sources of images for type analysis1

1. The following references are taken from ISTC; additional information found in the ISTC records (regard-

ing possible commentaries, names of editors or correctors, additions to the main title and the like) has not 

been included. 
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Bellincioni, Bernardo. Rime. Milan: Philippus de Mantegatiis, Cassanus, 15 July 
1493 (ib00303000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Bembus, Petrus. De Aetna dialogus. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, Feb. 1495/96 
(ib00304000). Courtesy Parma Pal (LL.VII.14), Milano N, Venezia Fond Cini (031), 
British Library (IA.24410, IA.24411, G.9289, C.5.a.30). 

Beroaldus, Philippus. Declamatio philosophi, medici, oratoris. Bologna: Benedictus 
Hectoris, 13 Dec. 1497 (ib00473000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Bessarion, Cardinal. Epistolae et orationes. [Venice: Christophorus Valdarfer], 1471 
(ib00521000); courtesy British Library. 

Blondus, Flavius. Roma triumphans. Brescia: Bartholomaeus Vercellensis, 1482 
(ib00704000). Courtesy Parma Pal. 

—. Historiarum ab inclinatione Romanorum imperii decades. Venice: Octavianus Scotus,  
16 July 1483 (ib00698000). Courtesy Verona C.

Boccaccio, Giovanni. Il Filocolo. Venice: Peregrinus de Pasqualibus, Bononiensis,  
24 Dec. 1488 (ib00744000). Venezia Fond Cini.

Bracciolini, Poggio; Guarino da Verona. Opere. [Veneto area: scribe unknown, 
1450–1475]. Courtesy Padova Sem (cod. 115).

Britannicus, Johannes. In Persii satiras commentarii. Brescia: Gabriele di Pietro and 
his son Paulus, 14 Nov. 1481 (ib01213000). Courtesy Verona C.

Brutus, Petrus. Victoria contra Judaeos. Vicenza: Simon Bevilaqua, 3 Oct. 1489 
(ib01264000). Courtesy British Library, Milano N, Verona C (Inc. 762 and 1062), 
Parma Pal (Inc. 51 and 530).

Caesar, Gaius Julius. Commentarii. Treviso: Michael Manzolus, 30 June 1480 
(ic00021000). Courtesy Verona C.

—. Commentarii. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 21 Aug. 1482 (ic00022000). Courtesy  
Milano N.

Capreolus, Johannes. Quaestiones in IV libros Sententiarum Petri Lombardi, seu libri 
IV defensionum theologiae Thomae Aquinatis. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 1483-84. 
(ic00129000). Courtesy München BSB.

Caracciolus, Robertus. Sermones quadragesimales de poenitentia. [Venice]: Bartholo-
maeus Cremonensis, 1472 (ic00169000). Courtesy Milano N. 

—. Sermones quadragesimales de poenitentia. Venice: Franciscus Renner, de Heilbronn, 
1472 (ic00168000). Courtesy Milano N. 

—. Sermones quadragesimales. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 30 Sept. 1476 (ic00153000). 
Courtesy Parma Pal.

—. Sermones quadragesimales. [Milan]: Antonius Zarotus, for Johannes de Legnano,  
5 Dec. 1486 (ic00155450). Courtesy Parma Pal. 

Catullus, Gaius Valerius. Carmina. Vicenza: Johannes de Reno and Dionysius Ber-
tochus, 1481 (ic00323000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Cavalca, Domenico. Della pazienza. Venice: Christophorus de Pensis, de Mandello,  
1 Sept. 1488 (ic00333000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Celsus, A. Cornelius. De medicina. Venice: Johannes Rubeus Vercellensis, 8 July 1493 
(ic00366000). Courtesy Verona C.

Cicero, Marcus Tullius. De officiis. Venice: Baptista de Tortis, 12 Oct. 1481 
(ic00597000). Courtesy Verona C.
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—. De officiis. [Venice: Printer of Columella, between the end of 1481 and Sept. 1482] 
(ic00595000). Courtesy Parma Pal.

—. De officiis. Venice: Bernardinus Rizus, Novariensis and Bernardinus Celerius, 12 
Oct. 1484 (ic00601000). Courtesy Milano N.

—. De oratore. [Venice]: Christophorus Valdarfer, 1470 (ic00658000). Courtesy British 
Library.

—. Epistolae ad Brutum, ad Quintum fratrem, ad Atticum. Rome: Eucharius Silber, [after 
17 July?] 1490. (ic00501000). Courtesy Verona C.

—. Epistolae ad familiares. [Venice]: Nicolas Jenson, 1471 (ic00508000). Courtesy  
Milano N.

—. Epistolae ad familiares. Milan: [Antonius Zarotus with the material of Pamfi-
lo Castaldi, for Julianus de Merlis and Blaxius de Terzago, before Apr. 1472] 
(ic00511000). Courtesy Milano N. 

—. Epistolae ad familiares. Venice: Andreas Torresanus, de Asula and Bartholomaeus  
de Blavis, de Alexandria, 31 Jan. 1483/84 (ic00524000). Courtesy Verona C.

—. Orationes. Venice: Christophorus Valdarfer, [not after 9 Nov.] 1471 (ic00542000). 
Courtesy Milano Triv.

—. Orationes. [Venice]: Adam de Ambergau, 1472 (ic00543000). Courtesy Milano N. 
—. Opere. [Veneto area: scribe unknown, 1450–1475]. Courtesy Padova Sem (cod. 112).
—. Philippicae. [Veneto area: scribe unknown 1450–1475]. Courtesy Padova Sem  

(cod. 96). 
—. Pro Lucio Murena oratio. Paris: Josse Bade, 1532. Courtesy Verona C.
—. Rhetorica ad C. Herennium. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 1476 (ic00679000). Courtesy 

Milano N.
—. Rhetorica ad C. Herennium. Venice: Guilelmus Anima Mia, Tridinensis, 1 Sept. 1490 

(ic00682000). Courtesy Verona C.
Cornazzano, Antonio. La vita di Cristo. [Venice? : Printer of Cornazzano (GW 7550)], 

1472 (ic00912000). Venezia Fond Cini.
Cosmico, Niccolò Lelio. Canzoni. Venice: Bernardinus Celerius, 10 Apr. 1478 

(ic00943000). Courtesy British Library
—. Canzoni. Vicenza: Henricus de Sancto Ursio, Zenus (Rigo di ca Zeno), 10 Oct. 1481 

(ic00943400). Courtesy Milano N. 
Dante Alighieri. La Commedia. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 23 Mar. 1484 

(id00030000). Courtesy Verona C.
—. La Commedia. Venice: Petrus de Plasiis, Cremonensis, 18 Nov. 1491 (id00033000). 

Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.
Datus, Augustinus. Elegantiolae. [Venice: Antonius de Strata, de Cremona, 1480-83 

(id00069600).  Courtesy Verona C.
De Villa Dei, Alexander. Doctrinale. [Venice: Printer of Ausonius, about 1472] 

(ia00419600). Courtesy Milano N.
Diodorus Siculus. Alexandri regis vita. Vienna, Hieronymus Vietor, 1516. Courtesy 

British Library.
Diogenes Laertius. Vitae et sententiae philosophorum. Venice: Nicolaus Jenson,  

14 Aug. 1475 (id00220000). Courtesy Milano N (AI.10.20, N.11.36, AL.13.46),  
Verona C, Parma Pal (Inc.990).
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—. Vitae et sententiae philosophorum. Venice: [Bonetus Locatellus], for Octavianus Sco-
tus, 18 Dec. 1490 (id00222000). Courtesy Verona C.

Dictys Cretensis. Historia Troiana. Messina: Guilelmus Schonberger, 7 May 1498;  
20 May 1498 (id00186000). Courtesy Parma Pal. 

Dorlander van Diest, Petrus. De enormi proprietatis monachorum vicio dialogus.  
Louvain: Thierry Martens, 1513. Courtesy British Library.

Eugenio da Palermo. Erytraea Sibylla Babylonica. [Verona: written by Felice Feliciano], 
1446. Courtesy Verona C (ms. 2845).

Epreuves générales des caracteres qui se trouvent chez Claude Lamesle fondeur des caracteres 
d’imprimerie. Paris: [Lamesle], 1742. Courtesy London St Bride. 

Erasmus, Desiderius. Germaniae decoris, adagio rum chiliades tres, ac centuriae fere  
totidem. [Basel, in aedibus Johann Froben, 1513]. Courtesy München BSB.

Eusebius Caesariensis. Chronicon. Venice: Erhard Ratdolt, 13 Sept. 1483 
(ie00117000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini. 

—. De evangelica praeparatione. Venice: Nicolas Jenson, 1470 (ie00118000). Courtesy 
Verona C.

Favorino, Guarino. Mega, kai pany ophelimon lexikon. Rome: Zaccaria Calliergi, 1523.  
Courtesy Verona C.

Ferrariis, Johannes Petrus de. Practica nova judicialis. Venice: Vindelinus de Spira and 
Johannes de Colonia, [before Aug.] 1473 (if00108000). Courtesy Verona Lic Maffei. 
Ferrariis, Theophilus de, Cremonensis. Propositiones ex omnibus Aristotelis libris 

excerptae. Venice: Johannes and Gregorius de Gregoriis, de Forlivio, for Alexander 
Calcedonius, 3 Aug. 1493 (if00117000). Courtesy British Library (IA.21046), Milano 
N (AK.9.33, AN.10.2), Milano Triv (C.16, D.272), Verona C (inc. 446 and 498), Parma 
Pal (Inc. 128).

Ficinus, Marsilius. Consiglio contro la pestilenza. Florence: Apud Sanctum Jacobum  
de Ripoli, [not before Aug.] 1481 (if00153000). Courtesy Milano N. 

Fiore di virtù. [Venice? : Printer of the ‘Fiore de virtù’, about 1472] (if00173000). Cour-
tesy British Library, Firenze N.

Fiore di virtù. Venice: Nel Beretin Convento della Ca Grande, 23 Oct. 1477 (if00176000). 
Courtesy Verona C. 

Fiore di virtù. Venice: Hannibal Foxius, 25 June 1488 (if00179800). Courtesy Verona C.
Fliscus, Stephanus. Sententiarum variationes, seu Synonyma. Venice: Petrus de Plasiis, 

Cremonensis, Bartholomaeus de Blavis, de Alexandria and Andreas Torresanus,  
de Asula, 27 Sept. 1480 (if00205250). Courtesy Milano N.

Florus, Lucius Annaeus. Epitomae rerum Romanarum. [Parma]: Stephanus Corallus, 
[about 1476-78] (if00235000). Courtesy Parma Pal. 

Fulgosus, Baptista. Anteros, sive Tractatus contra amorem. Milan: Leonardus Pachel, 
10 May 1496 (if00329000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Giovio, Paolo. Elogia veris clarorum virorum imaginibus apposita. Venice: Michele 
Tramezzino, 1546. Courtesy Parma Pal. 

Gregorius I, Pont. Max. Homiliae super Evangeliis. Milan: Leonardus Pachel and  
Uldericus Scinzenzeler, 20 Aug. 1479 (ig00423000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Gregorius IX, Pont. Max. Decretales, cum glossa. Venice: Nicolaus Jenson, [not before 
8 Mar.] 1475 (ig00449000). Courtesy Verona Lic Maffei. 
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Herodotus. Historiae. Venice: Jacobus Rubeus, [before Dec.] 1474 (ih00088000). 
Courtesy Milano N. 

Hieronymus. Epistolae. [Rome : Sixtus Riessinger, not before 1468] (ih00160800). 
Courtesy Verona C. 

—. Vita et transitus. [Venice: Printer of Basilius, ‘De vita solitaria’, about 1471] 
(ih00246000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini. 

—. Vita et transitus. [Venice]: Bartholomaeus Cremonensis, [not after July] 1473 
(ih00247000). Courtesy Verona C. 

—. Vita et transitus. [Venice]: Gabriele di Pietro, 1475 (ih00248000). Courtesy Verona C. 
—. Vitae sanctorum patrum, sive Vitas patrum. Venice: Giovanni Ragazzo, for Lucantonio 

Giunta, 25 June 1491 (ih00232000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.
Horatius Flaccus, Quintus. Opera. Venice: Bernardinus Stagninus, de Tridino, 

1486 (ih00450000). Courtesy Verona C.
—. Opera. Venice: [Philippus Pincius, for] Benedictus Fontana, 16 Feb. 1495/96 

(ih00458000). Courtesy Verona C.
Jamblichus. De mysteriis Aegyptiorum, Chaldaeorum, Assyriorum. Venice: Aldus Manu-

tius, Romanus, Sept. 1497 (ij00216000). Courtesy Milano N, Verona C (inc. 837 and 
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Pietro, 12 Dec. 1479 (ij00618000). Courtesy Verona C.
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tesy Parma Pal. 
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Ketham, Johannes de. Fascicolo di medicina. Venice: Johannes and Gregorius de Gre-

goriis, de Forlivio, 5 Feb. 1493/94 (ik00017000). Courtesy Verona Sem.
Lactantius, Lucius Coelius Firmianus. Opera. Subiaco: [Conradus Sweynheym and 

Arnoldus Pannartz], 29 Oct. 1465 (il00001000). Courtesy Verona C. 
—. Opera. Rome: Conradus Sweynheym and Arnoldus Pannartz, [not after 30 Aug.] 

1470 (il00003000). Courtesy Verona C. 
—. Opera. Venice: Andreas de Paltasichis and Boninus de Boninis, de Ragusia, 12 Mar. 

147[9] (il00008000). Courtesy Milano N.
Lascaris, Constantinus. Erotemata. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 28 Feb. 

1494/95; 8 Mar. 1495 (il00068000). Courtesy Milano Triv.
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Livius, Titus. Historiae Romanae decades. [Venice]: Vindelinus de Spira, 1470 

(il00238000). Courtesy Verona C.
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—. Historiae Romanae decades. [Treviso]: Michael Manzolus, 31 Oct. 1480 (il00242000). 
Courtesy Verona C. 

—. Historiae Romanae decades. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 1481 (il00253000). Published 
in two parts: I) 1481; II) 28 June 1481. Courtesy British Library.

—. Historiae Romanae decades. Venice: Andreas Torresanus, de Asula and Bartholomae-
us de Blavis, de Alexandria, 13 Aug. 1485 (il00254000). Courtesy Verona C.

Lucretius Carus, Titus. De rerum natura. Verona: Paulus Fridenperger, 28 Sept. 
1486; 1 Oct. 1486 (il00333000). Courtesy Verona C. 

Macrobius, Aurelius Theodosius. In Somnium Scipionis expositio. Saturnalia. Bres-
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Marcellus, Nonius. De proprietate latini sermonis. [Venice: n.pr.], 1471 (in00264000). 
Courtesy Milano Triv.
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Basel, [apud Johann Froben, 1518]. Courtesy Milano N.

Niger, Franciscus. Grammatica. Venice: Theodorus Herbipolensis, Francus, for Jo-
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June 1492 (in00271000). Courtesy Verona C. 
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(io00098000). Courtesy Verona C.
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Ovidius Naso, Publius. Fasti. Venice: Antonius Battibovis, 27 Aug. 1485 
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Albertus de Padua. Expositio evangeliorum dominicalium et festivalium. Venice: Adam 

de Rottweil and Andreas Corvus de Corona, 25 Dec. 1476 (ia00339000). 
Ariosto, Ludovico. Il Negromante. Venice: Vitalibus, 1535.
Aristoteles. Opera. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1495–98 (ia00959000)
Ambrosius, S. De officiis. Milan: Christophorus Valdarfer, 7 Jan. 1474. (ia00560000).
Augustinus, Aurelius. De civitate dei. Venice: Johannes and Vindelinus de Spira, 

1470 (ia01233000).
—. De virtute psalmorum. [Venice: Clemens Patavinus], 26 Mar. 1471 (ia01348300).
Avicenna. Canones medicinae. [Italy (Padua?): Printer of Avicenna, ‘Canon’], 23 Dec. 

1472 (ia01427400). 
Barberiis, Philippus de. Discordantiae sanctorum doctorum Hieronymi et Augustini. 

[Rome]: Sixtus Riessinger, [about 1482] (ib00120000).
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Becichemus, Marinus. Variarum observationum collectanea. [Brescia]: Angelus Britan-
nicus, [after 5 Aug. 1504] (ib00291950).

Bellafini, Francesco. Libro de l’origine, & tempi de la nobile, & antica citta di Bergamo. 
Bergamo: [Michele] Gallo de’ Galli, 1555.

Bembus, Petrus. De Aetna dialogus. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, Feb. 1495/96 
(ib00304000). 

Benedictis, Benedictus de. Consilia super materia ultimarum voluntatum. Perugia:  
[Johannes Schriber], 27 June 1476 (ib00305400). 

Biringuccio, Vannoccio. De la Pirotechnia. Venice: Venturino Roffinello, 1540
blondus, flavius. Roma triumphans. Brescia: Bartholomaeus Vercellensis, 1482 

(ib00704000).
—. Historiarum ab inclinatione Romanorum imperii decades. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 

16 July 1483 (ib00698000). 
Boccaccio, Giovanni. La Fiammetta. [Padua]: Bartholomaeus de Valdezoccho and 

Martinus de Septem Arboribus, 21 Mar. 1472 (ib00733000).
—. Ninfale fiesolano. Venice: Thomas de Blavis, and Bruno Valla, Aug. 1477 

(ib00758000).
—. Decamerone. [Vicenza]: Johannes de Reno, 1478 (ib00725800).
—. Il Filocolo. Venice: Filippo di Pietro, 19 Apr. 1481 (ib00743000).
Breviarium Olomucense. Venice: Andreas Corvus de Corona, Martinus de Czeidino and 

Conrad Stahel, 28 Sept. 1484 (ib01172900). 
Britannicus, Johannes. In Persii satiras commentarii. Brescia: Gabriele di Pietro and 

his son Paulus, 14 Nov. 1481 (ib01213000). 
Burchiello. Sonetti. Venice: Thomas de Blavis, de Alexandria, 29 July 1477 

(ib01288000).
—. Sonetti. [Rome: Sixtus Riessinger], 22 Dec. 1481 (ib01288500). 
Caesar, Gaius Julius. Commentarii. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 21 Aug. 1482 

(ic00022000). 
Calderinus, Domitius. Commentarii in Martialem. Venice: Jacobus Rubeus, 13 Sept. 

1474 (ic00038000).
Calendarium, regula, constitutiones, et ordinarium Canonicorum regularium Congregationis 

sancti Salvatoris Ordinis sancti Augustini. Rome: Antonio Blado, 1549.
Caracciolus, Robertus. Sermones quadragesimales. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis],  

30 Sept. 1476 (ic00153000).
Cecco d’Ascoli. L’Acerba. Venice: Filippo di Pietro and Bartolommeo Theo, 2 May 

1478 (ic00359000). 
Chrysoloras, Emanuel. Erotemata. [Vicenza, Printer of Chrysoloras, about 1475-76] 

(ic00493000).
Cicero, Marcus Tullius. Epistolae ad familiares. [Venice]: Nicolas Jenson, 1471 

(ic00508000).
—. Orationes. Venice: Christophorus Valdarfer, [not after 9 Nov.] 1471 (ic00542000).
—. Epistolae ad familiares. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 1476 (ic00516000).
—. Rhetorica ad C. Herennium. [Venice: Thomas de Blavis], 1476 (ic00679000)
—. De officiis. Turin: Johannes Fabri Lingonensis, 16 July 1481 (ic00592000). 
—. De officiis. Venice: Baptista de Tortis, 12 Oct. 1481 (ic00597000).
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—. De officiis. [Venice: Printer of Columella, between the end of 1481 and Sept. 1482] 
(ic00595000). 

—. Epistolae selectae. Rome: Johannes Schoemberger, [after 13 Nov. 1483] (ic00537500). 
—. De officiis. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, [about 1488] (ic00604000).
Clemens V (Pont. Max.). Constitutiones. Strassburg: Heinrich Eggestein, 21 Nov. 1471 

(ic00714000).
Columella, Lucius Junius Moderatus. De re rustica lib. X. [Venice: Printer of Colu-

mella, about 1481-82] (ic00763250). 
Columna, Franciscus. Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 

for Leonardus Crassus, Dec. 1499 (ic00767000). 
Dante Alighieri. La Commedia. Foligno: Johann Neumeister and Evangelista [Ange-

lini], 11 Apr. 1472 (id00022000). 
—. La Commedia. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 23 Mar. 1484 (id00030000).
—. La Commedia. Venice: Petrus de Plasiis, Cremonensis, 18 Nov. 1491 (id00033000).
diodorus siculus. Alexandri regis vita. Vienna, Hieronymus Vietor, 1516.
Diurnale Pragense. [Venice, Andreas Corvus et socii, about 1484] (id00287400).
Donatus, Aelius. Ars maior, parts 1-3. [Verona : Paulus Butzbach and Georgius de Au-

gusta, for Cosma Bogioni, about 1471] (id00351000).
Dorlander van Diest, Petrus. De enormi proprietatis monachorum vicio dialogus. Lou-

vain: Thierry Martens, 1513. 
Erasmus, Desiderius, Roterodamus. Veterum maxime insignium Paroemiarum id est 

adagiorum collectanea rursus. [Paris]: Josse Bade and Jean Petit, 1506-1507.
—. Germaniae decoris, adagio rum chiliades tres, ac centuriae fere totidem. Basel: Johann 

Froben, 1513.
—. Veterum maxime insignium paroemiarum id est adagiorum collectanea rursus recognita 

atque aucta. Paris: Josse Bade, 1516.
Eusebius Caesariensis. De evangelica praeparatione. Venice: Nicolas Jenson, 1470 

(ie00118000). 
Eyb, Albertus de. Margarita poetica. Basel: Johann Amerbach, 1495 (ie00178000). 
Festus, Sextus Pompeius. De verborum significatione. Milan: [Panfilo Castaldi with 

Antonius and Fortuna Zarotus], 3 Aug. 1471 (if00141000).
Fiore di virtù. [Venice? : Printer of the ‘Fiore de virtù’, about 1472] (if00173000).
Fiore novello estratto dalla Bibbia. [Venice? : n.pr.], 20 Aug. 1473 (if00171250). 
Fiore novello estratto dalla Bibbia. Treviso: Michael Manzolus, 27 July 1481 (if00171850). 
Gaza, Theodorus. Grammatica introductiva. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 25 

Dec. 1495 (ig00110000).
Giovio, Paolo. Elogia veris clarorum virorum imaginibus apposita. Venice: Michele 

Tramezzino, 1546.  
Gratianus. Decretum (cum apparatu Bartholomaei Brixiensis). Venice: Nicolaus Jenson, 

28 June 1474 (ig00363000). 
Hieronymus. Epistolae. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, 14 July 1490 (ih00172000).
Imitatio Christi. Augsburg: Erhard Ratdolt, 1488 (ii00016000). 
Justinianus, Bernardus. Orationes et epistolae. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, [1492?] 

(ij00611000).
Justinus, Marcus Junianus. Epitomae in Trogi Pompeii historias. Venice: Filippo di Pi-

etro, 12 Dec. 1479 (ij00618000).
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Juvenalis, Decimus Junius. Satyrae. Venice: Jacobus Rubeus, 24 Apr. 1475 
(ij00642000).

Ketham. Fasciculus medicinae. Venice: Johannes and Gregorius de Gregoriis, de Forli- 
vio, 5 Feb. 1493/94 (ik00017000). 

Lamento di Negroponte. [Venice? : Printer of the ‘Fiore di virtù’, about 1471] 
(il00029500).

Lascaris, Constantinus. Erotemata. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 28 Feb. 
1494/95; 8 Mar. 1495 (il00068000). 

Le parentelle della Cita di Bergomo. Bergamo: [Michele] Gallo de’ Galli, c. 1555.
Livius, Titus. Historiae Romanae decades. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 1481 

(il00253000). Published in two parts: I) 1481; II) 28 June 1481.
Mesue, Johannes. Opera medicinalia. [Venice]: Clemens Patavinus, [not before 18 May 

1471] (im00508000). 
Middelburg, Paulus van. Paulina de recta Paschae celebratione. Fossombrone: Ottavia-

no Petrucci, 1513.
Niger, Franciscus. Grammatica. Venice: Theodorus Herbipolensis, Francus, for  

Johannes Lucilius Santritter, 21 Mar. 1480 (in00226000).
Marcellus, Nonius. De proprietate latini sermonis. [Venice: n.pr.], 1471 (in00264000). 

—. De proprietate latini sermonis. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 2 Sept. 1483 (in00269000). 
Mela, Pomponius. Cosmographia. Salamanca: [Printer of Nebrissensis, Gramática 

(GW 2224), 17 Apr.] (im00455000). 
Monte Petrus de. Repertorium utriusque iuris. Bologna, [Andreas Portilia], 1465 [i.e. 

1475] (im00841500).
Orosius, Paulus. Historiae adversus paganos. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 30 July 1483 

(io00098000). Courtesy Verona C.
Ovidius Naso, Publius. De arte amandi. [Venice? : Printer of the ‘Fiore di virtù’, about 

1472] (io00138700).
Panormitanus de Tudeschis, Nicolaus. Lectura super primo et secundo Decretalium. 

[Venice]: Vindelinus de Spira, 1471-73 (ip00058000).
—. Lectura super V libris Decretalium. Venice: Andreas Torresanus, 1482–1483 

(ip00049000). 
Paulus Florentinus. Confessione. [Brescia]: Bartholomaeus Vercellensis, [1481-82] 

(ip00181500). 
—. Orazione alla comunità di Brescia. Brescia: Bartholomaeus Vercellensis, [1481-82] 

(ip00181900). 
Perottus, Nicolaus. Rudimenta grammatices. Bologna: Johannes Schriber, 6 May 

1478 (ip00311000). 
Petrarca, Francesco. Canzoniere e Trionfi. [Venice]: Dominicus Siliprandus, for 

Gaspar Siliprandus, [after 8 May] 1477 (ip00379000).
—. Trionfi e Canzoniere. Venice: Petrus de Plasiis, Cremonensis, 1490 (ip00386000).
—. Trionfi. Venice: Petrus de Plasiis, Cremonensis, 1491-92 (ip00387000).
—. Opera Latina. Basel: Johann Amerbach, 1496 (ip00365000).
Pindarus. Olympia, Pythia, Nemea, Isthmia. Rome: Zaccaria Calliergi, 1515.
Pistole, lezzioni, et vangeli, che si leggono in tutto l’anno alla messa, secondo la consuetudine 

della Sagrosanta Romana Chiesa… Tradotti in volgar fiorentino dal reuerendo m. Frances-
co de’ Cattani da Diacceto. Florence: Giunti, 1578.
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Platina, Bartholomaeus. De honesta voluptate et valetudine. Venice: Laurentius de 
Aquila and Sibylinus Umber, 13 June 1475 (ip00762000).

Plato. Opera. Florence: Laurentius (Francisci) de Alopa, 1484-85 (ip00771000).
Plinius Secundus, Gaius. Historia naturalis. Venice: Reynaldus de Novimagio, 6 June 

1483 (ip00794000).
Plutarchus. De liberis educandis. [Verona : Paulus Butzbach and Georgius de Augusta, 

about 1471-72] (ip00821000).
—. De his qui tarde a numine corripiuntur libellus. Nürnberg: Friedrich Peypus, 1513. 
Quintilianus, Marcus Fabius. Institutiones oratoriae. [Venice]: Nicolas Jenson, 21 

May 1471 (iq00026000). 
Quintilianus (pseudo-). Declamationes maiores. Venice: Lucas Dominici F., Venetus,  

2 Aug. 1481 (iq00019000).
Ratdolt, Erhard. Index characterum diversarum manerierum impressioni paratarum. 

Augsburg: Erhard Ratdolt, [after 1 Apr. 1486] (ir00029840). 
Regiomontanus, Johannes. Kalendarium. Venice: Bernhard Maler (Pictor), Erhard 

Ratdolt and Peter Löslein, 1476 (ir00093000 in Latin, ir00103000 in vernacular). 
Riccius, Jacobus. Obiectiones super Logica Pauli Veneti. Florence: Apud Sanctum Jaco-

bum de Ripoli, [about 1481] (ir00185000).
Rituum ecclesiasticorum, sive sacrarum cerimoniarum S.Sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae libri tres 

non ante impressi. Venice: Gregorio De Gregori, 1516.
Romanello, Giovanni Antonio. Sonetti. Verona: Giovanni and Alberto Alvise, 

[about 1479] (ir00315500).
Sannazzaro, Jacopo. Arcadia del Sannazaro tutta fornita et tratta emendatissima dal suo 

originale. Naples: Sigismundo Mayr, 1504.
Statius, Publius Papinius. Opera. Venice: Octavianus Scotus, 2 Dec. 1483 

(is00691000). 
—. Silvarum libri V. [Venice: Printer of Columella, about 1481-82] (is00698000). 
Suetonius Tranquillus, Gaius. Vitae XII Caesarum. Venice: Damianus de Mediolano, 

de Gorgonzola, 29 Mar. 1493 (is00824000).
Theocritus. Idyllia. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, Feb. 1495/96 (it00144000).
Valerius Maximus, Gaius. Valerius Maximus cum commentario historico. Venice, Lu-

cantonio Giunta, 1513.
Vergilius Maro, Publius. Opera. Vicenza: Leonardus Achates, 1479 (iv00168000).

—. Opera. Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, 22 Aug. 1487 (iv00178500).
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This appendix lists the documents quoted in chapter 2 and for each of them it includes 
brief descriptions, locations, and the published sources for transcriptions. When not 
indicated in the description, names of people are established printers.

document 1 – Rome, 31 August and 29 November 1469
Entry of a new member of a company previously established for printing books. The 
company was probably established a few months earlier; it was designed to last for 
five years and had a capital of 1200 ducats, probably the biggest commercial venture 
recorded in Rome in those years. The document relating the establishment of the com-
pany failed to survive.

Rome, Archivio di Stato, Coll. Not. Cap., 709, cc. 207r-208r and 221r-v (numbering of 1969).
Transcription in Anna Modigliani, Tipografia a Roma prima della stampa. Due società 

per fare libri con le forme (1466-1470) (Roma: Roma nel Rinascimento, 1989), pp. 81–86.

document 2 – Perugia, 26 April 1471
Establishment of a company for printing books: Petrus of Cologne, Johannes of Bam-
berg, and four local notables enter into partnership for 16 months. The German mas-
ters had to manufacture type and print books, while the notables financed the venture 
with 250 golden ducats. After deducting all the expenses, pro ts are to be split in two: 
half to the Germans and half to the local backers. The secret tools for manufacturing 
type were to remain property of the masters.

Perugia, Archivio di Stato, protocollo n. 203, c. 154r.
Transcription by Maria Alessandra Panzanelli Fratoni, unpublished. Partially tran-

scribed in Rossi, L’arte tipografica in Perugia, doc. 1; and in Giocondo Ricciarelli, ‘I pro-
totipografi in Perugia’, pp. 78–79.

document 3 – Trevi, 22 November 1471
Contract of sale between Pier Donato and Evangelisti Angelini (neither of them are 

established printers). Angelini acquires a fount and a press.
Trevi, Notary Archive (Trevi council), To. 98, Rogiti di ser Nicola di ser Nicola Veri, 1471-

1472, c. 112.
Valenti, Per la storia dell’arte, p. 127 (doc. 7).
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document 4 – Milan, 20 May 1472
Establishment of a company for printing books involving Antonio Zarotto, the hu-

manist Cola Montano, and others. Zarotto is in charge of all the type-making and 
printing.

Milan Archivio di Stato, Notary: Josaphat Corbetta q. Menino, filza 2056.
Giuseppe Sassi, ‘Historia literaria-typographica Mediolanensis’, in Filippo Argelati, 

Bibliotheca scriptorum Mediolanensium, I, (Milan: in aedibus Palatinis, 1745), pp. ccccxlvii-
cccclii. Partially transcribed in Ganda, I primordi della tipografia milanese, p. 34.

document 5 – Milan, 6 August 1473
Establishment of a company for printing books: Filippo da Lavagna and Cola Mon-

tano furnish Christophorus Valdarfer with a fount (cast from Valdarfer’s matrices) and 
two presses, and engage him to print what they commission for a period of six months. 
At the end of the contract Valdarfer would be able to redeem the presses and the fount.

Milan, Archivio di Stato, Cimeli, Appendice, c. 1, fasc. 6; Notarile, Notary: Zunico Antonio q. 
Beltrame, filza 1832 quad. VI.

Ganda, Filippo Cavagni da Lavagna, p. 188 (doc. 8). 

document 6 – Brescia, 26 November 1474
Lawsuit: Paulus Butzbach asks the heirs of Petrus Villa for the return of some matri-

ces leased 20 months earlier.
Brescia, Archivio di Stato, Cancelleria pretoria, b. 18, c. 130v. 
Sandal, Agli inizi della tipogra a bresciana, p. 110 (doc. 5).

document 7 – Bologna, 7 December 1474
Establishment of a company for printing books: the humanist Francesco dal Pozzo 

instructs Pietro Torelli to move to Parma, open a printing office there and print what 
he was commissioning for six months.

Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Rogito di Niccolò Beroaldi. Filza 16, n. 9.
Sorbelli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, p. 143 (doc. 45).

document 8 – Bologna, 31 January 1475
Establishment of a company for printing a law edition: Andrea Portilia enters a part-

nership and he is appointed to cast type with ‘metalli stagni et plonbi’ (tin and lead).
Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Rogito di Niccolò Beroaldi. Filza 5, n. 417, [coall. 7/5].
Sorbelli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, pp. 146–148 (doc. 48). 

document 9 – Perugia, 20 March 1476
Establishment of a company for printing books: Petrus of Cologne and Johannes 

Conradi associates with a local notable for two years. Tin and lead are mentioned.
Perugia, Archivio di Stato, protocollo n. 208, c. 133r.
Transcription by Maria Alessandra Panzanelli Fratoni, unpublished. Partially tran-

scribed in Rossi, L’arte tipografica in Perugia, doc. 12; and Ricciarelli, ‘I prototipografi in 
Perugia’, p. 86.

 Appendix A
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document 10 – Milan, 22 June 1476
Receipt between Filippo da Lavagna and Christophorus Valdarfer for all their pre-

vious contracts related to the trade of books and type. Fifty thousand pieces of metal 
type are mentioned.

Milan, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Notary: Rasmini Gaspare Maria q. Simone, filza 2318.
Ganda, Filippo Cavagni da Lavagna, p. 140. 

document 11 – Vicenza, 2 September 1476
Establishment of a company for printing books: Johannes de Reno and the human-

ists Barnaba da Celsano and Ognibene da Lonigo enter into partnership for the dura-
tion of one year. Johannes has to set up the workshop, manufacture type, and print all 
the books that his partners wish to publish. In return he is to be given board and lodg-
ing for himself, his wife and his sister-in-law, plus a certain number of printed books.

Vicenza, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Notary: Antonio Sarasin, busta n. 4895.
Giovanni Mantese, ‘Le origini della stampa a Vicenza’, in Fernando Bandini et al., 

1474, Le origini della stampa a Vicenza (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1975), p. 42 (note 28).

document 12 – Vicenza, 7 November 1476
Document by Johannes de Reno concerning the manufacture of Greek type in his 

workshop.
Vicenza, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Notary: Antonio Sarasin, busta n. 4895.
Mantese, ‘Le origini della stampa a Vicenza’, p. 48 (note 39).

document 13 – Florence, 1476-1484
The Diario of the printing office of San Jacopo di Ripoli.
Florence, National Library, Magl. X 143.
Conway, The Diario, pp. 91-287. Partially transcribed by Nesi, Il Diario, pp. 61–123.

document 14 – Milan, 14 May 1477
Establishment of a company to print exclusively legal works, school books and mis-

sals: Antonio Zarotto and the publisher Marco Roma enter into partnership for the 
duration of 16 months.

Milan, Archivio di Stato, Notary: Confalonieri Antonio q. Bertino, filza 1770. 
Ganda, I primordi della tipografia milanese, p. 108 (doc. 37).

document 15 – Perugia, from 22 September 1477
Lawsuit: Stephanus of Mainz presses charges against Johannes Vydenast, printer 

and beadle at the local university, for not having received his fee after working at his 
press as a compositor. Both parties called witnesses to confirm their claims.

Perugia, Archivio di Stato, Archivio Giudiziario, Processus, a. 1477, Tomo III, fasc. 14.
Transcription by Maria Alessandra Panzanelli Fratoni, unpublished. Partially tran-

scribed in Rossi, L’arte tipografica in Perugia, doc. 18; and Ricciarelli, ‘I prototipografi in 
Perugia’, pp. 127-134.
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document 16 – Milan, 20 February 1478
Receipt between Filippo da Lavagna and Christophorus Valdarfer, concerning printing 
equipment which went from one workshop to another. A set of punches is mentioned.

Milan, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Notary: Parazzi Francesco q. Antonio, filza 1754.
Ganda, Filippo Cavagni da Lavagna, p. 142. 

document 17 – Perugia, 3 March 1478
Establishment of a company for printing books and manufacturing type: Johannes of 
Augsburg and Stephanus Arndes form a partnership for six years.

Perugia, Archivio di Stato, protocollo n. 367, c. 163r.
Transcription by Maria Alessandra Panzanelli Fratoni, unpublished. Partially tran-

scribed in Rossi, L’arte tipografica in Perugia, doc. 16; and Ricciarelli, ‘I prototipografi in 
Perugia’, p. 107.

document 18 – Padua, 23 May 1478
Inventory of the workshop of Petrus Maufer, including ‘quattro forme de botare lettera’ 
(four moulds to cast letters), three sets of matrices, ‘octo capsa de lectera quattro de 
glosa et quattro de testo’ (eight cases of cast type, four for text and four for commen-
tary), and five presses. During his stay in Padua, Maufer had to mortgage his property 
more than once because of debts.

Padua, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, b. 2908, cc. 182r-182v.
Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani’, p. 155 (doc. 32).

document 19 – Padua, 25 February 1479
Establishment of a company for printing a big edition on law: Petrus Maufer associates 
with the publisher Zaccaria Zaccarotti and several craftsmen (who later became estab-
lished printers) such as Ercole di Busca, Boninus de Boninis from Ragusa, and Gabriele 
Giolito de Ferrari. Type casting and printing will be done in Maufer’s workshop, with 
his tools and devices.

Padua, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, b. 247, c. 226.
Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani’, p. 170 (doc. 46).

document 20 – Padua, 7 March 1480
Lawsuit: Zaccaria Zaccarotti (followed later by Petrus Maufer) presses charges against 
the former partners Ercole de Busca and Antonio de Strata (document 19) for not fulfill-
ing the agreements. Despite having provided 40 pounds of tin and 160 pounds of cast 
type together with Maufer, Zaccaria claims that he has received neither his type back, 
nor his part of the books.

Padua, Archivio di Stato, Giudiziario Civile, Ufficio del Sigillo, b. 615, s.n.c., Notary: P. Carraro.
Rigoni, ‘Stampatori del sec. XV a Padova’, pp. 285, 313 (doc. 9). 

document 21 – Venice, 7 September 1480
Last will of Nicolas Jenson, punchcutter, printer, and publisher: one of the early pio-
neers of roman type.

Venice, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Testamenti, Notary: Girolamo Bonicardi, b. 68, n. 263.
Castellani, La stampa in Venezia, p. 85 (doc. 1). 
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document 22 – Padua, 28 September 1481
Private agreement (related to a new contract for printing law editions) between Petrus 
Maufer and Zaccaria Zaccarotti for sharing the expenses of type manufacturing. It in-
cludes four cases of cast type, the purchasing of tin, and ‘polsonj che ly la dato Maistro 
Francesco’ (punches given by magister Francesco).1

Padua, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, t. 1595, c. 352v. 
Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani’, p. 184 (doc. 60).

document 23 – Naples, 29 October 1481
Establishment of a company for printing books: Domenico Carafa associates with Gio-
vanni Steingamer and Werner Raptor for 18 months. Carafa will provide the workshop, 
the type, the paper and a room for the German masters.

The documents (Naples, Archivio di Stato, Notary: C. Malfitano, 1481, cc. 26b–27a) have 
been missing since the Second World War.

Mariano Fava & Giovanni Bresciano, La stampa a Napoli nel XV secolo (Leipzig: Haupt, 
1911), p. 183 (doc. 11).

document 24 – Naples, 19 December 1483
Receipt: the German Iusto (perhaps Giusto Hauenstein) leases a set of cast type from 
Domenico Carafa. The type weights 122 pounds and the eight months lease is valued 
10 ducats.

The documents (Naples, Archivio di Stato, Notary: C. Malfitano, 1483-1484, c. 80b) have 
been missing since the Second World War.

Fava & Bresciano, La stampa a Napoli, pp. 95, 187 (doc. 13). 

document 25 – Venice, 4 October 1484
Last will of Johannes Herbort from Seligenstadt, a German printer active in Padua and 
Venice.

Venice, Archivio di Stato, Cancelleria Inferiore, Miscellanea atti notai diversi, b. 27, n. 2677; 
a transcription is also included in the register of the notary Bernardo Morosini: Cancelleria 
Inferiore, Notaries, b. 124, fasc. 4, cc. 117v-121r.

Partially transcribed in Bartolomeo Cecchetti, ‘Altri stampatori e altri librai’, Archivio 
Veneto, 29 (1885), p. 411.

document 26 – Padua, 6 April 1486
Lawsuit: the last chapter of a lawsuit which dragged on for years (document 20). Petrus 
Maufer presses charges against Ercole de Busca and Antonio de Strata for not fulfilling 
the agreements in the 1479 partnership (document 19).

Padua, Archivio di Stato, Giudiziario Civile, Vettovaglie Danni Dati, b. 275, Notary: Giaco-
mo da San Francesco, 03.1486-11.1487.

Rigoni, ‘Stampatori del sec. XV a Padova’, p. 317 (doc. 12). 

1. Probably Francesco Griffo, whose name appears in documents related to Maufer since 1476. See Rigoni, 

‘Stampatori del sec. XV a Padova’, p. 311, doc. VII.
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document 27 – Bologna, from 8 July 1489
Lawsuit between Petrus Maufer (recently moved to Bologna) and Bazaliero Bazalieri 
regarding the value of some cast type. Some experts were called to evaluate a fount of 
type that was the object of contention but Bazalieri refuses the judgment and asks for 
new experts. The lawsuit ends in September with a sentence against Bazalieri, with 
donna Domenica, Maufer’s wife, having a major role in the matter.

Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Foro dei Mercanti, a. 1489, vol. 2.
Giorgio Cencetti, ‘Pietro Maufer e Bazaliero Bazalieri’ in Giuseppe Bottai (ed.), Studi 

e ricerche sulla storia della stampa del Quattrocento (Milano: Hoepli, 1942), pp. 39–40. Sor-
belli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, pp. 288–295 (docs. 276–291).

document 28 – Ferrara, 22 June 1492
Establishment of a company for printing and selling books: the stationer Lorenzo Rossi 
associates with Andrea Grassi for ten years and his duty is to ‘meter la caxa, el torculo, 
el stagno, forme, madere e tuti gli altri usuegli necessarii a stampare, excepto gli intagli 
che potesseno achadere per ditto lavoro’ (to supply the house, the press, the tin, the 
moulds, the matrices and all the devices necessary to print, except for the woodcuts 
that might be needed for such a work).

Ferrara, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Notary: Giovanni Biondi, mate. 256, pro. 1495.
Nuovo, Il commercio librario a Ferrara, pp. 68–69.

document 29 – Bologna, 5 November 1495
Inventory of the workshop of the Bazalieri family (the part concerning Tiberio Bazal-
ieri) including ‘2 tuorcholi forniti et una forma con le madre con teste grosse [= tes-
to grosso] antigo et uno alfabeto da miniaduri [...] Tutte le littere de stagno [...] una 
fornaxella da zetare con due caze da zetare’ (two furnished presses, a mould and its 
matrices for a big roman type, an alphabet for illuminating,2 all the tin letters, a small 
furnace for casting and two typecases to cast).3

Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Notarile, Notary: Tonimasso Crengoli, filza 3, n. 31 (colle 7/8).
Sorbelli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, p. 312 (doc. 327). 

document 30 – Bologna, 4 April 1497
Inventory of the property left by Francesco Platone Benedetti drawn up by his brother 
Vincenzo after his death in 1497. Beside hundreds of editions on sale from his shop, the 
document lists several tools and machines of a printing office equipped for type found-
ing, as ‘madre da littere da stampare numero cinque e le forme’ (five sets of matrices 
and their moulds), two rotundas, two romans, and one ‘lectura’.

Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Notary: Vittorio Antonio Mantacheti, April 1497. 
Sorbelli, Corpus Chartarum Italiae, pp. 321-341 (doc. 341).

2. Perhaps woodcut initial letters.

3. The final words ‘due caze da zetare’ are unclear. They could refer to the quantity, ‘due caze’ (two cases); i.e. 

sufficient type to fill two cases. See § 2.2.4 for further discussion.
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document 31 – Florence, 8 July 1500
Receipt: the priest and printer Bartolomeo de’ Libri buys (or leases) three sets of matri-
ces from Filippo Giunta, two romans and one rotunda.4

Florence, Archiepiscopal Archive, AAF, CC138.30.
Bertoli, ‘Documenti su Bartolomeo de’ Libri’, p. 49 (doc. 4).

document 32 – Florence, 1 October 1500
Bill of type of a roman fount whose matrices Bartolomeo de’ Libri bought (or leased) 
from the bookseller Filippo Giunta.

Florence, National Library, codice miscellaneo Magl. Cl. IX 82, pp. 199-202.
Scapecchi, ‘L’inventario di una cassa tipografica’, pp. 24-29.

document 33 – Milan 13 July 1510
Last will of Antonio Zarotto, a printer originally from Parma and active for four dec-

ades in Milan, who dies the next day.
Milan, Archivio di Stato, Notary: Montebretti Ippolito q. Ottorino, filza 3527. 
Ganda, I primordi della tipografia milanese, p. 112 (doc. 45).

document 34 – Milan, 3 August 1510
Inventory of the workshop of Antonio Zarotto.

Milan, Archivio di Stato, Notary: Chiocca Francesco q. Vincenzo, filza 5247.
Ganda, I primordi della tipografia Milanese, p. 114 (doc. 46).

document 35 – Venice, 26 September 1513
Supplications for a privilege for a type to set music for a period 15-years, submitted by 
Jacopo Ungaro.

Venice, Archivio di Stato, Collegio, Notatorio, reg. 17, c. 78r.
Castellani, La stampa in Venezia, p. 81 (doc. 13). Partially transcribed in Fulin, Docu-

menti, p. 178 (doc. 189).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Bartolomeo and Filippo worked together for several years but their relationship ended in a lawsuit in 1516. 

This receipt is attached in the folder of the documents related to the lawsuit.
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2. Patavinus’s regular g overhangs at the bottom (above on the left) and it causes problems when an ascender is placed right below it, 
thus in such cases another sort of g – smaller – is employed (above on the right).

1. Patavinus 106R from Mesue’s Opera medicinalia printed in 1471 (im00508000). Courtesy Verona Sem.

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
1 2 mm 0
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his appendix introduces some early types which appeared in Venice in 
the 1470s and were based on humanistic hands and did not follow Jen-
son.1 This piece of research was undertaken during the work on chapter 
5 when the earliest types cut in Venice were analysed and compared with 

the Jenson roman. This comparison, as overviewed in § 5.2.1, leads to the conclusion 
that, with regard to lowercase letterforms, Jenson defined the standard for proportions, 
details and, most importantly, for the overall design of certain letters – a, g and h, but 
also b, c, e, f, r, s and others. In the Jenson roman these letters can look significantly 
different from the same letters we see in other types which appeared in the early 1470s. 

This piece of research was excluded from chapter 5 because of the strong possibility 
that it could have compromised the focus on the subject, Jenson, and the narrative of 
the chapter. But, on the other hand, the early types discussed here are an important 
topic that has not yet been properly covered. The last scholar who attempted a study 
of them was Scholderer, a century ago: for this reason this piece has been included in 
the appendices.

As we have seen in chapter 5, the Jenson roman soon became a model to follow for 
punchcutters, first in Italy and then Europe. Though types with lowercase letters that 
look like Jenson’s have appeared since 1472 (the earliest known example is the di Piet-
ro roman, discussed in § 5.3.1), in the 1470s several Venetian books were printed with 
types that show features and letterforms that have little to do with Jenson. All these 
types had short lives (some appeared in only one extant edition) and were seldom em-
ployed in more than one printing office. Clearly they were eschewed by contemporaries. 
These peculiar types – which I am now going to discuss – would look bizarre to a read-
er’s eyes today but they reflect the many diversities that different hands, all considered 
humanistic, could display in the middle of the 15th century – as discussed in chapter 1.2

Patavinus 106R (1471, fig. 1) is a squarish and broad type that was employed by 
Clemens Patavinus, a Paduan priest described in contemporary documents as teacher, 
scribe, miniaturist, and ‘Italorum primus’ (first among the Italians) to enter the print-

1. I would rather not call this group of early types ‘roman’ because some of them – actually just a few – could 

not be considered fully roman, due to the shape of the serifs in lowercase letters.

2. Alexander and de La Mare remarked that ’a closer look at any group of humanistic manuscripts coming 

from varied sources reveals the daunting variety of scripts that can be gathered under the convenient “human-

istic” mantle’. Alexander & de la Mare, The Italian Manuscripts, p. xxii.

Appendix B
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3. Press of Ausonius 115R (c. 1471). The image on top is taken from the unsigned Alexander De Villa Dei, about 1472 (ia00419600), while the 
enlargements of letters come from the unsigned Massa printed after June 1471 (im00344000). Note that capital R shows two different shapes. 

4. Press of Basilius 116R from the unsigned Hieronymus, about 1471 (ih00246000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini. 

5 : 1
1 2 mm 0

2 : 1
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ing business.3 In his preface to the 1471 Mesue – the only edition that is undoubtedly 
attributed to Patavinus –4 the physician Nicola Gupalatino praised Patavinus’s excel-
lence in the mechanical arts and claimed that he learned the technique of type-making 
and printing by himself.5 Patavinus’s roman shows huge differences in the width of the 
capitals with very narrow B, E and S while round letters like C, D, G, O are very wide. 
The serif formation is quite different from that of Spira and Jenson: h, m, n have base-
line serifs on the outside only; b and d seem to have bilateral serifs at the top of the as-
cenders and notably letter t has a lapidary serif at the bottom instead of the usual hook. 
Finally, the books display two shapes of g: the most common of which overhangs at the 
bottom (vertical kerning) as it is deeper than the other descending letters. But when a 
letter with an ascender (b, d, h, l) is placed on the following line right below g there is 
not enough room for both the letters, thus another sort of g – smaller and without an 
overhanging descender – is employed, as shown in figure 2. 

The same type is found at the first press of Jacobus de Fivizzano, a Tuscan printer 
who in 1472 opened an office in his hometown, Fivizzano.6 He employed this type, 
also measuring 106R, in five of his editions, printed in the following two years.7 There 
are some tiny differences between the two types, such as letter g. Patavinus’s g which 
overhangs at the bottom does not appear in Fivizzano’s books, where only Patavinus’s 
shorter g (much less frequent in Patavinus’s book) is shown. Being the only known 
printer who employed this type other than Patavinus himself, historians have hypoth-
esised that before printing on his own in Tuscany, Jacobus had worked in Patavinus’s 
office in Venice, where he acquired the type. However around 1475 Jacobus moved to 
Venice where he furnished his new press with the Jenson roman, while Patavinus’s type 
does not seem to have been employed elsewhere. 

Another peculiar type design that appeared in 1471 is the so called Press of Au-
sonius 115R (fig. 3), a heavy, round, and highly contrasted type found in seven un-
signed editions.8 These editions were gathered together in BMC, due to the type in 
which they were set, but we can see a progressive substitution of most of the uppercase 
set throughout the books (letters A, C, E, M, N, P, R) a sign that this group of seven 
editions might have come from more than one printing office. However, the lowercase 
looks consistent in all the editions and displays some idiosyncratic letterforms. Letter 
a has an epigraphic serif at the baseline instead of the usual hook, e has a complex 
construction with a central thin horizontal bar separated from the lower part of the 

3. Patavinus 106R, Venice 1471 (BMC V 185, TW 1:106R). For information on this printer see BMC V, p. xi and 

the entry ‘Clemente da Padova’ by Valentino Romani in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 26 (1982). Today 

we know that any claim that Patavinus was the first Italian to open a printing office is unfounded, as Filippo di 

Lavagna in Milano and perhaps others in Rome started printing before him.

4. Mesue, Opera medicinalia. [Venice]: Clemens Patavinus, [not before 18 May 1471] (im00508000). The 

book was not signed but Clemens’s name appears at the end of the preface. Another edition printed with this 

type that has survived in a single copy at the Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris is attributed to Patavinus: Aurelius 

Augustinus, De virtute psalmorum. [Venice: Clemens Patavinus], 26 Mar. 1471 (ia01348300).

5. In his prefatory letter Gupalatino wrote that Patavinus ‘picked up some of the art of printing by intel-

ligent observation and perfectly figured out the rest on his own’. See Mary A. & Richard H. Rouse, ‘Nicolaus 

Gupalatinus and the Arrival of Print in Italy’, La Bibliofilia, 88 (1986) pp. 225-226.

6. For more information see the entry ‘Jacopo da Fivizzano’ by Serena Veneziani in Dizionario Biografico degli 

Italiani, Vol. 62 (2004). 7. Fivizzano 106R, Fivizzano 1472 (BMC VII 955, TW 1:105).

8. Press of Ausonius (GW 3090) 115R, Venice 1471? (BMC V 210, 1:115R and 2:115R).
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5. Ambergau 116R from the 1472 Cicero (ic00543000). Courtesy Milano N.

6. In Ambergau’s o (on the left) the stress follows the opposite direction compared with that of the other letters, while Argentina (on the 
right) employed a mirrored version (more consistent with the other letters) that came from another punch. 

7. Though it follows the 
same design letter by letter, 
Johannes de Westfalia 120R 
seems to come from punches 
other than those of Amber-
gau, because most of letters 
show structural differences 
when overlaid. If the skeleton 
of letters a and g seem to 
match, this is not the case 
for the rest, where Westfalia 
letters are usually slightly 
smaller. 

 Ambergau
 Westfalia

5 : 1
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2 : 1
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bowl that ends with a small blob. The upper and lower parts of letter g are stretched and 
contain circular counters that are centered vertically and joined by a thick and slightly 
arched link; finally letter r displays a swing terminal that looks like a wave – although 
in most of its printed samples such a complex shape appears to be too dark, probably 
obstructed by superfluous ink.

Similar peculiarities in the same lowercase letters are found in Press of Basilius 
116R (1471, fig. 4), a light, rounded type with little contrast and with uneven letter 
spacing.9 Letters h, n, u are notably narrow while the round letters b, c, d, e, o, p, q 
are wide and based on a circle. Serifs mostly follow the usual construction with some 
idiosyncracies such as in letter r where the baseline serif extends widely to the right 
of the stem. The capitals show design inconsistencies because some letters are smaller 
and others are too compressed compared with the rest. Notably, M is small, compact, 
with vertical stems and bilateral serifs on top, it looks like a poor parody of Jenson’s 
M; even letter R badly mimics Jenson, with a similar but much wider tail. Finally a few 
words should be spent on the Press of Basilius’s e, with its thin, horizontal ‘tongue’ that 
extends much further to the right than the bowl, a feature already seen in the Press of 
Ausonius’s e and, albeit to a much lesser extent, in many other renaissance types in-
cluding the Jenson roman. These extended strokes (slight in Jenson and prolonged in 
the Press of Basilius) are often missing in the printed marks left by sorts of e, indicating 
that it must have been fragile and easily broken with continuous use. 

Ambergau 116R (1472, fig. 5)10 is also remarkable as a wide, round and highly con-
trasted type design that probably gained some success because it was employed by dif-
ferent printers including – so it was believed – Johannes de Westfalia, a printer who 
worked in far-away Leuven, near Brussels.11 The main feature of this type is probably the  
exceedingly inclined angle of stress in the round letters; moreover in letter o the stress 
is in the opposite direction compared with that of the other letters, so that some prob-
lems occur when letter o is next to other round letters in pairs like bo, oc, od, op. This 
o with opposite contrast was dropped by the presses that used this type after Amber-
gau: their o is a mirrored version of Ambergau’s o and it was achieved by cutting a new 
punch (fig. 6). Finally Ambergau 116R mostly follows the usual serif formation – as with 
Spira and Jenson – with calligraphic serifs in the lowercase made with oblique straight 
strokes. Notably, such a shape of serif is also placed at the top of the left stem of u. 

According to the extant books, after having printed several editions with the Jenson 
roman Ambergau employed this type in only one edition that might have been the last 
one before he ceased printing.12 A hypothesis of what might have happened follows: 
Ambergau started the business with a limited investment, purchasing an existing type 
available on the market – the Jenson roman. Only later, when his firm might have been 
flourishing, he decided to furnish his presses with a new type, even though his ven-

9. Press of Basilius (GW 3699), Venice? 1471 (BMC V 186, TW 1:116R). ISTC records 12 unsigned editions 

under this anonymous press, all set in this type. None of them includes the place of printing, but Proctor at-

tributed them to Venice because some copies display a woodcut border similar to those found in early Venetian 

books. See BMC V, p. xi.

10. Ambergau 116R, Venice 1472 (BMC V 188, TW 2:116R).

11. Johannes de Westfalia 120R, Leuven/Louvain 1483 (BMC IX 141, TW Johann von Paderborn 4:120R).

12. See § 5.5.2 for the use of Jenson’s roman in Ambergaus’s press. ISTC records 16 editions printed by Am-

bergau with such type (6 signed and 10 attributed).
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9. Press of Cornazzano 116R from the unsigned Cornazzano, printed in 1472 (ic00912000). Courtesy Venezia Fond Cini.

8. Press of Antoninus 115R from the unsigned Antoninus’s Confessionale, printed not after 1472 (ia00793000). Courtesy Parma Pal.
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10. Miscomini 78R from Vergilius’s Opera, printed by Miscomini in 1476 (iv00167000). Courtesy Verona C. 

11. Girardengus 85R from Terentius’s Comoediae, printed by Girardengus in 1479 (it00077000). Courtesy Milano N.
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12. Spira 110R from Plinius’s Historia naturalis,  
printed by Johannes de Spira in 1469 (ip00786000). 
Courtesy Verona C.

13. Colonia & Manthen 109R from the 1476 Aristoteles (ia00973000). Courtesy Milano N.

14. Celerius 110R from Cosmico’s Canzoni, printed by Bernardinus Celerius in 1478 (ic00943000). Courtesy British Library.

5 : 1
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ture was destined to disappear soon afterwords in 1473. Ambergau stopped printing 
but the same type is found in books printed by other Venetian printing offices. It was 
used by the German printer Florentius de Argentina in several of his editions printed 
in 1472–1473 (Argentina 119R),13 then by Leonhardus and Hans Aurl in one edition 
each, and finally in an unsigned Fiore novello that has not yet been attributed to any 
press.14 Finally, as mentioned, bibliographers claimed that this type was employed by 
Johannes de Westfalia in Leuven in the early 1480s: but this is not confirmed by type 
analysis. Comparisons between Westfalia’s and Ambergau’s letterforms show that, al-
though following the same design, the two types do not come from the same punches. 
As shown in figure 7, the same letters show structural differences from one type to an-
other which, however small, point to this conclusion. It seems that Westfalia employed 
a close imitation of the Ambergau roman, cut by a skilful punchcutter who aimed to  
imitate Ambergau letter by letter. However, more research is needed on this type. 

Other peculiar letterforms are found in Press of Antoninus 115R and Press of 
Cornazzano 116R (fig. 8 and 9).15 Both these types appear in only one edition each, 
both are dated 1472 and they both look untidy, perhaps worn, and the press work is 
rough and poor. Moreover, the type of the Press of Antoninus displays a mix of capitals, 
clearly coming from different types, implying that this rough type may be an assem-
blage of different types, a makeshift, perhaps cobbled together for the occasion. In both 
the editions the quality of printing is too low for a detailed analysis; however some cap-
itals in the Press of Antoninus show an uncommon design, not seen in other Venetian 
romans and possibly deriving from Romanesque inscriptions. Namely capital R with a 
wavy tail, wide E with vertical serifs and wide S with a diamond shape in the middle. 

As discussed in chapter 1, changes are seen in the type market in Venice after the 
1473 downturn, with a decline in the manufacture of roman type and the initial produc-
tion of rotundas that were soon to become the most common style of type in Venetian 
books. Moreover, the new Venetian romans tended towards a homogeneity of design 
and the wide variety of letterforms we have seen in this appendix started withering out 
after 1473, especially lowercase letters. Save for a very few exceptions – such as Mis-
comini 78R (fig. 10) which appeared in 1476, and Girardengus 85R (fig. 11) in 1479 
–16 it seems that after the middle of the 1470s the new romans were modelled on exist-
ing types rather than manuscripts. Above all the model is the Jenson roman, but there 
are also imitations of other types, such as Spira 110R (fig. 12), with similarities that can 
be found in Colonia & Manthen 109R (1475, fig 13) and in Celerius 110R (1478, fig. 
14).17 However, as each of the types which imitated early romans other than Jenson are 
found in one printing office only, it seems that none of them became objects of trade. 

13. Argentina 116R, Venice 1472 (BMC V 204, Florenz von Straßburg 1:119R). ’Argentina’ was the Italian name 

for Strasbourg. ISTC attributes him with 16 editions (1 signed and 15 attributed), all printed with this type.

14. Leonhardus Aurl 116R, Venice 1473 (BMC V 207, TW 1:116R). Hans Aurl 116R, Venice 1474 (BMC V 237, 

TW 1:116R). The edition printed in unassigned type is Fiore novello estratto dalla Bibbia.[Venice? : n.pr.], 20 Aug. 

1473 (if00171250). This edition survived in one copy which is now at the Hunterian Library of Glasgow.

15. Press of Antoninus (GW 2084) 115R, Venice? not after 1472 (BMC XII 82, TW 1:116/117R). Press of Cor-

nazzano (GW 7550) 116R, Venice? 1472 (BMC VII 1147, TW 1:115/116R).

16. Miscomini 78R, Venice 1476 (BMC V 239, TW 4:78R). Girardengus 85R, Venice 1479) (BMC V 271, TW 2:R).

17. Colonia & Manthen 109R, Venice 1475 (BMC V 224, TW 8*:109R). Celerius 110R, Venice 1478 (BMC V 266, 

TW 1:110R).
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1. Detail of the first page of the De Aetna, from the copy held in the Fondazione Cini, Venice. The three clusters of letters marked with 
blue rectangles are displayed and enlarged in figure 3 in the next spread.

2. Enlarged images of alternate letters that according to 
Mardersteig are found in the De Aetna. From Mardersteig’s 
note ‘Il De Aetna di Pietro Bembo’ (1969). 

2 : 1
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his appendix started as a spin-off of the test displayed in § 4.2.3, in 
which comparisons are made of photographs of the same letter in the 
same position on the same page in several copies of the same edition. 
The test was important to determine the amount of outline variations we 

can expect in marks on paper left by the same sorts of type. The test is part of a section 
that attempts to understand the quality of the raw data – images of letters – to better 
set up our type analysis.

The same test has been applied to the printed type of the De Aetna (fig. 1), but it was 
not included in chapter 4 because the importance of the object of analysis – one of the 
most highly praised books of the Renaissance – would have jeopardised the test. How-
ever, this small piece of research is worth including in the thesis because it is relevant 
to a curious statement on the De Aetna type made by Mardersteig about 50 years ago. 
This statement was publicised in English by John Dreyfus and, despite its unlikeliness, 
it has not yet been questioned. 

The De Aetna book has been renowned since the 1920s, but no detailed bibliograph-
ical or typographical analysis has so far been undertaken. One of the few scholars who 
tried to analyse this book was Hans Mardersteig, printer, type designer and historian 
mentioned in § 5.3.2 where the De Aetna and its type are briefly discussed. 

Mardersteig wrote some essays on Aldus’s types and on Francesco Griffo, his punch-
cutter. In his discussions on the De Aetna he claimed that Griffo cut two or more ver-
sions of some letters ‘to reduce the deadly uniformity which so often made a printed 
page look unsatisfactory to Venetians who had learnt to read from books written by 
hand.’1 He wrote that such a statement was the result of months of observation and 
testing along with the punchcutter Charles Malin during the making of the Griffo type-
face, a revival of the De Aetna roman cut into steel punches. At the end of the 1920s 
Malin spent six months in Verona, in Mardersteig’s house to work on the punches of 
this type that were to be employed in several of the Officina Bodoni editions.2 Together 

1. John Dreyfus, ‘Giovanni Mardersteig’s work as a type designer’ in Into print (Verona: The British Library, 

1994), p. 151. This article is an accurate report of Mardersteig’s work based on several documents, including an 

interview with the author in Verona in 1966. This article was initially published, translated into Italian, in the 

catalogue of an exhibition in Verona in 1989: Sergio Marinelli (ed.), Giovanni Mardersteig, stampatore, editore, 

umanista (Verona: Valdonega 1989), pp. 49–96.

2. John Dreyfus, ‘Giovanni Mardersteig’s work’, p. 149. Mardersteig discussed Malin and his work in a note 

Appendix C
The outline variation of the printed  
letters in the Aldine De Aetna
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3. Three clusters of letters taken from five copies of the De Aetna. These three clusters are all located in the first page of the book as 
shown in figure 1. The samples on top (ELE) show two sorts of E that come from different punches. 

1 2 3

4 5

The images on this page and 
those on figure 4 come from 
copies held in the following 
institutions:

1. British Library (IA.24410);

2. British Library (IA.24411);

3. British Library (G.9289);

4. British Library (C.5.a.30);

5. Parma Palatina (LL.VII.14).
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the two men studied an original copy of the De Aetna lent by Mardersteig’s friend Tam-
maro de Marinis, a book collector and bibliographer.3 It seems that to test their claims 
Malin cut more punches of the same letters, each one with tiny differences from one 
another, almost undetectable to the naked eye (fig. 2).4

From a historical point of view, as far as it is known, there is no evidence whatso-
ever of 15th-century readers (Venetian or not) complaining of the ‘deadly uniformity’ 
of printed pages. No contemporary documents that criticise printing for the quality 
of its letterforms are known, while, on the contrary, we do have evidence that printed 
type was praised for its clarity. The reference here is to the well-known record of the 
Gutenberg bible mentioned by Enea Silvio Piccolomini (later Pope Pius II) in a letter to 
cardinal Carvajal in March 1455. Piccolomini wrote that the printed letters were so neat 
that Carvajal would be able to read them without glasses.5 Moreover, it is worth noting 
that the De Aetna was printed in 1496, almost 30 years after the earliest book was print-
ed in Venice, when readers must have been used to printed letters for quite some time. 

The hypothesis that more punches were cut for the same letters is also questionable 
from an economic point of view, an aspect to which Mardersteig pays very little atten-
tion in his essays. Indeed, cutting different punches of the same letter, striking dif-
ferent matrices, justifying them and casting type could be substantial work. But if the 
differences from letter to letter are so tiny that readers would barely notice them, it is 
unlikely that a commercial venture such as the Aldine press would have commissioned 
uneconomical work of this kind to its punchcutter. 

The tests on the outline variations of printed type – that is the analysis of differ-
ent imprints of the same sorts of type – seems to be an ideal method for challenging 
Mardersteig’s statement. A brief selection of the letterforms that have been analysed 
is displayed in these pages (fig. 3), taken from the first pages of five copies of the De 
Aetna, four copies held in the British Library and one copy from the Biblioteca Palatina 
of Parma.6 The type appears to be freshly cast and the imprint is sharp in all the copies; 

published under the title ‘Il maestro incisore Charles Malin’ in Hans Schmoller (ed.), L’Officina Bodoni: i libri e il 

mondo di un torchio, 1923-1977 (Verona: Edizioni Valdonega, 1980), pp. 231–238.

3. The copy is today at the Fondazione Cini, Venice (Inc. 031) and it is included in the present research.

4. Imprints of these alleged types were shown by Mardersteig in different circumstances. First in his article 

‘Aldo Manuzio e i caratteri di Francesco Griffo da Bologna‘, p. 136 (originally published in 1964), where only c, 

e, m, n, u are shown, at actual size. Then in a note to the typographic facsimile of the De Aetna he published in 

1969, which was later included under the title of ‘Il De Aetna di Pietro Bembo’ in Scritti di Giovanni Mardersteig 

sui caratteri e sulla Tipografia, pp. 217–225, and it is shown in figure 2. This time the letterforms are enlarged to 

200%, the composition is slightly different and a, é and o have been added. Today Malin’s punches and the rest 

of the typographical material of the Officina Bodoni should be in the hands of Mardersteig’s son, Martino, but 

no information is available because the material is not accessible to researchers.

5. There are several studies on this document, which was brought to the attention of the bibliographical 

world in 1982. The most complete is probably Erich Meuthen, ‘Ein neues frühes Quellenzeugnis (zu Oktober 

1454?) für den ältesten Bibeldruck. Enea Silvio Piccolomini am 12. März 1455 aus Wiener Neustadt an Kardinal 

Juan de Carvajal’, Gutenberg-Jahrbuch (1982), pp. 108-118. An English translation of Piccolomini’s Latin letter is 

provided in Paul Needham, ‘The Paper Supply of the Gutenberg Bible’, The Papers of the Bibliographical Society 

of America, 79, 3 (1985), p. 309.

6. Other copies of the book that are not shown here but have been reproduced and are included in the pres-

ent research are held in the libraries of Braidense of Milan, Estense of Modena and Fondazione Cini in Venice.
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4.1. Leaf 1r, line 4

4.5. Leaf 1r, line 4

4.3. Leaf 2r, line 8

4.7. Leaf 2r, line 8

4.2. Leaf 1r, line 6

4.4. Leaf 2r, line 15

4.6. Leaf 1r, line 6

4.8. Leaf 2r, line 15

4. Eight groups of printed marks taken from the five copies of the De Aetna. Each group comes from one sort of type, those position is 
shown in the lines of text below the enlargements.
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however, as we can see, each sort of type left a different outline – however tiny the dif-
ference – in every printed sheet that was analysed. 

Figure 4 displays different groups of imprints of letters a and e. Each group includes 
five different marks left by the same sort of type on different sheets of paper – belong-
ing to the five copies mentioned above. The focus is on a and e because they are the 
most significant, from the morphological point of view, among the letters that most 
frequently occur in Latin and Italian. 

If we compare the letterforms within each group (thus, marks left by the same sort 
on different sheets of paper), we will see that sometimes a sort of type leaves marks that 
are slightly different from the others. See for example a no. 3 in group 4.2: it shows a 
rounder shoulder and a straighter tail compared to the other shapes of a of the same 
group. See also e no. 3 in group 4.5 with the terminal that looks thinner and steeper 
than the terminals of the rest of the group. Though these are minimal differences, it is 
understandable that someone could surmise that they originated from different punch-
es assuming they did not know that all these marks were left by the same sort of type. 

Besides the first pages that are shown here, other pages have been examined fol-
lowing this procedure and other letters have been taken into account. Furthermore, a 
general comparative analysis has been undertaken on eight copies of the book, and this 
inspection revealed some small differences between different sorts of the same letter 
that can be imputed to casting. Such differences are so insignificant (and they do not 
follow any common pattern) that the idea that more than one punch was cut for each 
letter is hard to believe. In all this detective work no clue has been found to support 
Mardersteig’s hypothesis of different versions of the same letters. Actually, there are 
different versions of the same letters in the De Aetna, but these are not the ones dis-
cussed here. There are two shapes for p and E (Mardersteig failed to notice the latter) 
and then there are the well-known alternate letters with scribal flourishes: a, e, m, r 
and t, cut with a different shape which included a flourished ending.

It is possible that Mardersteig was right in claiming that the De Aetna was a sort of 
type specimen – a booklet where punchcutter and printer were testing a new type – 
because the edition does display interesting features that merit further investigation. 
But it seems to me there are no grounds for claiming that Griffo cut different punches 
for the same letters; the variations noted by Mardersteig are simply part of the printing 
process. What emerged in the test of chapter 4 is confirmed with the De Aetna: inking, 
paper dampening and impression alone could cause significant differences in the out-
lines of letters printed with the same sorts of type.
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